Office of Independent Internal Audit
JOHN GREENE, CHIEF AUDIT EXECUTIVE

January 31, 2019
Michael L. Thurmond, Chief Executive Officer
DeKalb County
Maloof Administrative Building
1300 Commerce Drive, 6th Floor
Decatur, GA 30030
Dear Chief Executive Officer Thurmond:
We engaged the Hartman Firm, LLC (Hartman Firm) to work with Office of Internal
Independent Audit (OIIA) and the DeKalb Board of Ethics Office to independently assess
the County’s procurement program, investigate various allegations which had been
brought to OIIA’s attention, and assess the County’s susceptibility to waste, fraud,
corruption, and abuse in its procurement program.
The engagement included over 40 interviews of Purchasing and Contracting Department
of DeKalb County (P&C) personnel and over 20 interviews of personnel in user
departments, including Department of Watershed Management (DWM), Sanitation
Department, Roads and Drainage, and Recreation, Parks & Cultural Affairs. The Hartman
Firm reviewed certain solicitations and procurement contracts and investigated issues
that arose during the engagement.
In this report, they specifically defined fraud and corruption and the associated controls
that can mitigate these risks. Below is a succinct summary of the work performed by the
Hartman Firm.
Hard controls are the policies and procedures that guide employees through financial
management, procurement, or the handling of assets. The test of hard controls can be
done through auditing, and we have conducted several audits of P&C’s policies and
procedures that can be found in Exhibits 1-5. The Hartman Firm did not attempt to
validate or replicate OIIA’s audits: rather, they assessed hard controls through interviews
of all P&C employees and those in the County’s user departments, and through document
review.
Soft controls are intangible factors derived from an organization’s culture or a
department’s subculture that guide employees through their decision-making process.
Key factors involve the strength of the organization’s trust, competency, integrity, training,
and shared values. In P&C, the stated values are: Productivity, Accountability,
Communication, and Teamwork (PACT). The test of soft controls seeks to identify the
gaps between the stated organizational values and the values that were practiced in
reality.
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Due to corruption’s inherent collusive nature, hard controls alone cannot be relied upon
to deter corruption. Accordingly, soft controls generally play a more significant role in
creating a corruption-resistant organization. When hard and soft controls are strong, the
organization is at low risk for waste, fraud, corruption, and abuse. When hard and soft
controls are weak, the organization is at high risk for waste, fraud, corruption, and abuse.
The Hartman Firm found the hard controls to be weak. The hard controls for the County’s
P&C program is found in two places: the Purchasing Policy and the Procedures Manual.
DeKalb County is not in compliance with House Bill 598, passed on May 12, 2015,
because the County failed to adopt a Procurement Policy Ordinance. They concurred with
the OIIA’s audit findings that the current Policy has significant processes that can be
improved (see Exhibit 1).
P&C implements its Policy through the processes found in the Procedures Manual. The
Hartman Firm heard nearly universal complaints of the constantly changing Procedures
Manual. Changing procedures during a procurement can raise the specter of corruption.
In the absence of a controlling policy, a P&C official may be required to make a subjective
decision that can favorably impact one vendor over another. The P&C does not follow its
own Policy requiring Chief Executive Officer (CEO) approval for each of the myriad of
changes to the Procedures Manual that have occurred since it was adopted.
During the Hartman Firm’s engagement, P&C hired a consultant to review the Purchase
and Procedures Manual. The Hartman Firm expressed that this review should occur after
a Procurement Policy Ordinance has been approved by the Board of Commissioners.
The Hartman Firm reviewed the OIIA’s audits which raised significant issues involving
Low Bid Procurement Processes, Sole Source Contracting Processes, Emergency
Purchases, and both Informal and Formal Procurements. The reader of this report is
strongly encouraged to carefully review those audits.
A significant control failure is the failure to maintain documentation. Fundamental to the
testing of any hard control is the ability to have accurate data to test. The failure to keep
documentation means controls cannot be properly tested. The net effect is those charged
with DeKalb County’s governance cannot place any level of confidence in the control
activities.
Vendor protests are not captured by DeKalb County. These protests can be a rich source
of information for management to assess procurement irregularities. Due to the County’s
policies, vendors are actually discouraged from protesting.
The County has purchased a software solution to assist in its procurement program
known as Oracle Advanced Procurement Suite (APS). APS was purchased in August of
2014. It has continued implementation delays and its costs greatly exceed $2,438,820.83.
The Hartman Firm believes that the exact and ongoing costs cannot be calculated
because no one is tracking the expenses. The implementation requires sufficient
resources in both P&C and the user departments, along with the leadership that is
knowledgeable and can coordinate a difficult project through multiple DeKalb County
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stakeholders. The Hartman Firm believes that the delay in the full implementation of the
APS is a leadership failure.
The Hartman Firm found that the soft controls are extremely weak. The culture, morale
and leadership in P&C is very problematic. They noted that the P&C Director inherited a
department with a systemically-high employee turnover rate, a recent reorganization, and
significant personnel issues. These issues may not be the Director’s fault, but they are
her responsibility to resolve them. Unfortunately, she has been unable to right the ship.
They found that the Department, the Director, and others had won procurement related
awards for their achievements.
There is a serious rift among P&C employees. The Director described the issue as having
silos, or isolation between teams. A significant number of employees used the following
terms to describe P&C: “toxic, hostile, dysfunctional, revolving door, clique,
communication failure, changing processes, no direction, low morale, lack of training, and
failure to cooperate.”
The Director communicated to the Hartman Firm that she believed that the County’s
Policies and Procedures are hard to circumvent. She did not identify any weaknesses or
lead information that could have assisted them in their engagement. The Director advised
that neither she nor her staff had received training on awareness of fraud or corruption in
the procurement process.
The free lunch is the “gateway drug” to corruption. A zero-tolerance rule that prohibits
all County employees from accepting any meal or gift from a vendor doing business with
the County should be adopted. There was evidence that County employees received
meals from vendors doing business with the County. A 2014 Executive Order expressly
permits merit exempt employees (senior officials) to receive meals and gifts from a vendor
doing business with the County, while merit employees (lower-level employees) are
prohibited. That Executive Order also appears to allow merit-exempt employees to
receive unlimited meals and travel from a vendor doing business with the County during
the attendance of conferences. This provision will likely be in direct conflict with the
DeKalb County’s Ethics Code when the gift giver is a vendor. The Ethics Code is
controlling state law.
The Hartman Firm reviewed the results of the University of North Georgia’s BB&T Center
for Ethical Leadership’s (Center) Ethical Culture Indicator which can be found in Exhibit
6. DeKalb County ranked extremely low on many indicators of an ethical culture.
Unfortunately, their findings are consistent with the Center’s report.
They found the P&C workload to be too high, which is directly attributable to the high
attrition rate in the Department. P&C employees need more training, especially the new
employees. Senior employees would benefit from additional professional development.
This training should also extend to the user departments. We believe that the P&C should
be given an adequate budget to accomplish these goals. The P&C has two auditors who
report to the Director. These auditors’ efforts have been significantly stymied due to DWM
management’s failure to provide, in a timely manner, audit evidence including contractor
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invoices. They noted that the OIIA has the authority to correct this type of evasive conduct.
The Hartman Firm found the auditors assigned to P&C are not independent because part
of their audit work involves auditing P&C processes and the auditors do not have
unimpeded access to those charged with DeKalb County’s governance in order to report
significant findings. Due to the number and magnitude of DWM contracts, we recommend
that a minimum of two full-time auditors be assigned to audit DWM contracts. To resolve
these independence and reporting issues, we recommend that the two auditor positions
from P&C be reassigned to the OIIA.
The Hartman Firm believed that the hard controls over DeKalb County’s
procurement program are weak. In addition, they believe the soft controls over
DeKalb County’s procurement program are extremely weak and due to these
weaknesses, DeKalb County’s procurement program is at high risk for waste,
fraud, corruption, and abuse.
They were also asked to review other issues and some matters that came to their
attention which were of such concern that merited attention in the report.
The Hartman Firm found no evidence of P&C not complying with the Georgia Open
Records Act and found no evidence of any P&C personnel obstructing an OIIA audit or
intentionally hiding documentation from auditors. They do believe that P&C has lost an
appreciable amount of its records; this can give the appearance of obstructing an audit.
They found that P&C employees need to be better informed on the County’s
reimbursement of expense policy so that they do not have to personally incur expenses.
They found that the County mismanaged its contract with the operator of Mystery
Valley Golf Course. DeKalb County may be owed significant sums under the contract,
and the course is a liability to the County due to the risk of falling trees.
The Hartman Firm found issues associated with the DeKalb First Local Small Business
Enterprise Ordinance. The P&C has not provided the CEO and Board of Commissioners
(BOC) with specific information required by the Ordinance. They found that the ordinance
has resulted in anti-competitiveness, low contractor participation, the delivery of
substandard services, and higher prices for services.
Based on their findings, the Hartman Firm made a significant number of
recommendations. Below are the recommendations by area:
Purchasing Ordinance & Purchase and Procedures Manual
1. In the drafting of a DeKalb County Purchasing Ordinance, all County stakeholders
have a voice in the process, including P&C, OIIA, and County user departments.
2. The enactment of a Purchasing Ordinance be made a priority for DeKalb County.
3. After the enactment of a Purchasing Ordinance, the Purchasing Policy & Procedures
Manual be updated and approved by the CEO.
Hard Controls
4. The following provision be added to DeKalb County’s Purchasing Policy: The BOC
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will not approve any contract in an amount of $1 million or greater until the OIIA has
been given the opportunity to issue a report. The OIIA may issue a written report to
the BOC advising if the contract file is consistent with DeKalb County’s Policy and
Procurement Procedures and/or note areas of deficiencies. Upon request by the
CEO, BOC, or on its own initiative, the OIIA may also review any solicitation of any
dollar amount.
5. In order to implement the safeguard recommended in #4, above, the OIIA be funded
to increase its staffing level by two auditors. This staffing enhancement is in addition
to recommendation #21, below, regarding the reassignment of auditor positions.
6. P&C management reevaluate the use of procurement agents as voting members
on the RFP committees.
Data Analysis
7. The Oracle Advanced Procurement Suite be programed to track emergency and
sole source purchases and be equipped to assist with split-purchase analysis.
8. The OIIA conduct split-purchase analysis on a periodic basis.
Ethics
9. P&C adopt a written policy that departmental employees cannot receive gifts from
those doing business with the County.
10. Executive Order No. 2014-4 be modified to prohibit merit-exempt employees from
receiving gifts from “interested sources.”
11. Executive Order 2014-4 be modified so that it is not in conflict with the Ethics Code
§22A(c)(2)(A)(ii), (B)(i).
12. The University of North Georgia, BB&T Center for Ethical Leadership’s survey
results from the Ethical Culture Indicator (ECI) be used as a baseline, and that the
ECI be administered in future years to track progress.
13. The ECI be mandatory for all employees.
14. The ECI results be broken down by each individual DeKalb County Department, so
that the results can be more useful.
Workload
15. Management should consider flex-time and staggered work schedules for the
purpose of retaining and attracting employees.
Training
16. The P&C University PowerPoint training presentation be updated. The
implementation of a structured training program for new employees, including a
procedure for management to track progress.
17. The use of a dedicated trainer to train P&C employees and the constituents in the
many user departments, at least on a temporary basis.
18. The P&C Department be provided with an adequate training budget to bring in
professional trainers, incentivize employees to obtain relevant credentials, and
send employees to outside training where they can bring best practices back to the
Department.
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cc: Nancy Jester, Board of Commissioners District 1
Jeff Rader, Board of Commissioners District 2
Larry Johnson, Board of Commissioners District 3
Steve Bradshaw, Board of Commissioners District 4
Mereda Davis Johnson, Board of Commissioners District 5
Kathie Gannon, Board of Commissioners District 6
Lorraine Cochran-Johnson, Board of Commissioners District 7
Harold Smith Chairperson, Audit Oversight Committee
Harmel Codi, Vice Chairperson, Audit Oversight Committee
Adrienne T. McMillon, Audit Oversight Committee
Claire Cousins, Audit Oversight Committee
Gena Major Audit Oversight Committee
Zachary L. Williams, Chief Operating Officer
Vivian Ernstes, County Attorney
La’Keitha D. Carlos, Chief Executive Officer Chief of Staff
Antwyn Brown, Board of Commissioners Chief of Staff
Stacey Kalberman, Ethics Officer, DeKalb Board of Ethics
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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The DeKalb County Office of Internal Independent Audit (OIIA) engaged The Hartman
Firm, LLC (Hartman Firm) to work with OIIA and the Office of the DeKalb Ethics Officer to
independently assess the County’s procurement program, investigate various allegations which
had been brought to OIIA’s attention, and assess the County’s susceptibility to waste, fraud,
corruption, and abuse in its procurement program. The Hartman Firm worked with other
independent professionals with expertise in governmental investigations. As used throughout
this report, the term “we” refers to the collaborative efforts and opinions of our team.
The Purchasing and Contracting Department of DeKalb County (P&C) has gone through
significant changes in the last several years. A prior Director resigned under a corruption cloud;
his replacement also resigned after a relatively short tenure. The P&C went through a significant
reorganization in 2014, the implications of which are still being felt in the Department. DeKalb
County has over 700,000 residents and a budget well in excess of $1 billion. The County will
soon be responsible for expenditures of an estimated $388 million associated with the Special
Purpose Local Option Sales Tax.
In this report, we have specifically defined fraud and corruption and the associated
controls that can mitigate these risks.
Hard controls are the policies and procedures that guide employees through financial
management, procurement, or the handling of assets. The test of hard controls can be done
through auditing, and the OIIA has conducted several audits inside P&C that can be found in
Exhibits 1-5. We did not attempt to validate or replicate OIIA’s audits: rather, we assessed hard
controls through interviews of all P&C employees and those in the County’s user departments,
and through document review.
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Soft controls are intangible factors derived from an organization’s culture or a
department’s subculture that guide employees through their decision-making process. Key
factors involve the strength of the organization’s trust, competency, integrity, training, and
shared values. In P&C, the stated values are: Productivity, Accountability, Communication, and
Teamwork (PACT). The test of soft controls seeks to identify the gaps between the stated
organizational values and the values that were practiced in reality.
Due to corruption’s inherent collusive nature, hard controls alone cannot be relied upon
to deter corruption. Accordingly, soft controls generally play a more significant role in creating
a corruption-resistant organization. When hard and soft controls are strong, the organization is at
low risk for waste, fraud, corruption, and abuse. When hard and soft controls are weak, the
organization is at high risk for waste, fraud, corruption, and abuse.
We found the hard controls to be weak. The hard controls for the County’s P&C
program are found in two places: the Purchasing Policy and the Purchase and Procedures
Manual. DeKalb County is not in compliance with House Bill 598, passed on May 12, 2015,
because they failed to adopt a Procurement Policy Ordinance. We concur with the OIIA’s audit
findings that the current Policy has significant processes that can be improved (see Exhibit 1).
DeKalb County implements its Policy through the processes found in the Purchase and
Procedures Manual. We heard nearly universal complaints of the constantly changing Purchase
and Procedures Manual. Changing procedures during a procurement can raise the specter of
corruption. In the absence of a controlling policy, a P&C official may be required to make a
subjective decision that can favorably impact one vendor over another. The P&C does not
follow its own Policy requiring Chief Executive Officer (CEO) approval for each of the myriad
of changes to the Purchase and Procedures Manual that have occurred since it was adopted.
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During our engagement, P&C hired a consultant to review the Purchase and Procedures Manual.
We believe that this review should occur after a Procurement Policy Ordinance has been
approved by the Board of Commissioners.
We have reviewed the OIIA audits, which are a part of this report. They raise significant
issues involving low bid procurement processes, sole source contracting processes, emergency
purchases, and both informal and formal procurements. The reader of this report is strongly
encouraged to carefully review those audits.
A significant control failure is the failure to maintain documentation. Fundamental to the
testing of any hard control is the ability to have accurate data to test. The failure to keep
documentation means controls cannot be properly tested. The net effect is those charged with
DeKalb County’s governance cannot place any level of confidence in the control activities.
Vendor protests are not captured by DeKalb County. These protests can be a rich source
of information for management to assess procurement irregularities. Due to the County’s
policies, vendors are actually discouraged from protesting.
The County has purchased a software solution to assist in its procurement program
known as Oracle Advanced Procurement Suite (APS). APS was purchased in August of 2014. It
has continued implementation delays and its costs greatly exceed $2,438,820.83. We believe
that the exact and ongoing costs cannot be calculated because no one is tracking the expenses.
The implementation requires sufficient resources in both P&C and the user departments, along
with the leadership that is knowledgeable and can coordinate a difficult project through multiple
DeKalb County stakeholders. We believe that the delay in the full implementation of the APS is
a leadership failure.
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We believe that P&C could better utilize data analysis to assist in their management.
We found that the soft controls are extremely weak. The culture, morale and leadership
in P&C is very problematic. We note that the P&C Director inherited a department with a
systemically-high employee turnover rate, a recent reorganization, and significant personnel
issues. These issues may not be the Director’s fault, but they are her responsibility to resolve
them. Unfortunately, she has been unable to right the ship. We found that the Department, the
Director, and others had won procurement related awards for their achievements.
There is a serious rift among P&C employees. The Director described the issue as having
silos, or isolation between teams. A significant number of employees used the following terms
to describe P&C: “toxic, hostile, dysfunctional, revolving door, clique, communication failure,
changing processes, no direction, low morale, lack of training, and failure to cooperate.”
The Director told us that she believed that the County’s Policies and Procedures are hard
to circumvent. She did not identify any weaknesses or lead information that could have assisted
us in our engagement. The Director advised that neither she nor her staff had received training
on awareness of fraud or corruption in the procurement process.
The free lunch is the “gateway drug” to corruption. A zero-tolerance rule that prohibits
all County employees from accepting any meal or gift from a vendor doing business with the
County should be adopted. There was evidence that County employees received meals from
vendors doing business with the County. A 2014 Executive Order expressly permits meritexempt employees (senior officials) to receive meals and gifts from a vendor doing business with
the County, while merit employees (lower-level employees) are prohibited. That Executive
Order also appears to allow merit-exempt employees to receive unlimited meals and travel from
a vendor doing business with the County during the attendance of conferences. This provision
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will likely be in direct conflict with the DeKalb County’s Ethics Code when the gift giver is a
vendor. The Ethics Code is controlling state law.
We have reviewed the results of the University of North Georgia’s BB&T Center for
Ethical Leadership’s (Center) Ethical Culture Indicator which can be found in Exhibit 6.
DeKalb County ranked extremely low on many indicators of an ethical culture. Unfortunately,
our findings are consistent with the Center’s report.
We found the P&C workload to be too high, which is directly attributable to the high
attrition rate in the Department. The Department employees need more training, especially the
new employees. Senior employees would benefit from additional professional development.
This training should also extend to the user departments. We believe that the P&C should be
given an adequate budget to accomplish these goals.
The P&C has two auditors who report to the Director. These auditors’ efforts have been
significantly stymied due to DWM management’s failure to provide, in a timely manner, audit
evidence including contractor invoices. We note that the OIIA has the authority to correct this
type of evasive conduct. We find that the auditors assigned to P&C are not independent because
part of their audit work involves auditing P&C processes. We also find that the auditors do not
have unimpeded access to those charged with DeKalb County’s governance in order to report
significant findings. Due to the number and magnitude of DWM contracts, we recommend that a
minimum of two full-time auditors be assigned to audit DWM contracts. To resolve these
independence and reporting issues, we recommend that the two auditor positions from P&C be
reassigned to the OIIA.
We believe that the hard controls over DeKalb County’s procurement program are
weak. We believe that the soft controls over DeKalb County’s procurement program are
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extremely weak. We believe that due to these weaknesses, DeKalb County’s procurement
program is at high risk for waste, fraud, corruption, and abuse.
We were also asked to review other issues. Some matters came to our attention which
were of such concern that we thought they merited attention in our report.
We found no evidence of P&C not complying with the Georgia Open Records Act.
We found no evidence of any P&C personnel obstructing an OIIA audit or intentionally
hiding documentation from auditors. We do believe that P&C has lost an appreciable amount of
its records; this can give the appearance of obstructing an audit.
We found that P&C employees need to be better informed on the County’s
reimbursement of expense policy so that they do not have to personally incur expenses.
We found that the County has mismanaged its contract with the operator of Mystery
Valley Golf Course. DeKalb County may be owed significant sums under the contract, and the
course is a liability to the County due to the risk of falling trees.
We found issues associated with the DeKalb First Local Small Business Enterprise
Ordinance. The P&C is not providing the CEO and Board of Commissioners (BOC) with
specific information required by the Ordinance. We found that the ordinance has resulted in
anti-competitiveness, low contractor participation, the delivery of substandard services, and
higher prices for services.
Based on our findings, we have made a significant number of recommendations, which
are included in this report.
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2. ENGAGEMENT WORK
The OIIA engaged the Hartman Firm to work with the OIIA and the Office of the DeKalb
Ethics Officer for the purpose of independently assessing DeKalb County’s procurement
program. This included investigating various allegations which had been brought to OIIA’s
attention, and assessing the County’s susceptibility to waste, fraud, corruption, and abuse in its
procurement program.
The engagement included over 40 interviews of P&C personnel and over 20 interviews of
personnel in user departments, including Department of Watershed Management (DWM),
Sanitation Department, Roads and Drainage, and Recreation, Parks & Cultural Affairs. We
reviewed certain solicitations and procurement contracts and investigated issues that arose during
the engagement. The Hartman Firm has also made references to best practices and
recommendations where appropriate.
Pursuant to Georgia House Bill 599, DeKalb County OIIA has certain authorities to
conduct its audit function, including access to employees, records and subpoena authority. OIIA
ensured the Hartman Firm it would be given access to employees and documents needed to
complete this engagement. This did, in fact, occur and the Hartman Firm was provided with
complete, unlimited access to documents and personnel. The Hartman Firm’s findings are
independent.
The Hartman Firm’s principal is Vic Hartman, a 25-year veteran of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation where he served as a Special Agent and Chief Division Counsel. Now in private
practice, Hartman is an attorney and Certified Public Accountant (CPA) who specializes in fraud
and corruption related matters. He is also an adjunct professor and teaches a master’s-level
forensic accounting course at Georgia State University in Atlanta, Georgia and Fairfield
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University in Fairfield Connecticut. He holds the following credentials: Certified Fraud
Examiner (CFE) and Certified in Financial Forensics (CFF).
Hartman led a team of professionals during this engagement that included David Sawyer,
Joe Robuck, and Don Kidd. David Sawyer is the principal of Black Diamond Consulting, a
forensic firm with expertise in investigations of governmental organizations. Sawyer is also a
CPA, CFE, Certified Information Technology Professional, Certified Internal Auditor, and
Certified Anti-Money Laundering Specialist. Joe Robuck and Don Kidd are both veterans of the
FBI who served 27 and 24 years respectively, and they are the principals of Gold Shield 1811.
Both Robuck and Kidd held leadership roles involving complex investigations during their
tenure with the FBI. Gold Shield 1811 is an Atlanta-based firm with expertise in complex
investigations and corruption. Robuck is an attorney and has extensive government corruption
experience. As used throughout this report, the term “we” refers to the collaborative efforts and
opinions of Vic Hartman, David Sawyer, Joe Robuck and Don Kidd.
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3. HISTORY OF P&C
Doyle Shaw was the Chief Procurement Officer (CPO) for the County’s Purchasing and
Contracting Department for approximately 30 years; he retired in 2006. The terms “Chief
Procurement Officer” and “Director of P&C” will be used interchangeably throughout this
report. Kelvin Walton served as CPO from 2006 to 2014. Scott Callan served as CPO from
April 2014 through December 2015. Up until the time Callan reorganized the P&C department
(effective October 27, 2014), the department was organized by separate divisions:
administrative, purchasing, contracts, and compliance. Under that previous model (the Shaw
model), the various divisions handled only a portion of the P&C functions. The new model (the
Callan model) eliminated the divisions and created teams. Now, each County user department is
assigned to a particular P&C team. Each team handles a procurement matter for a user
department from cradle to grave. When Scott Callan reorganized the department, he made each
P&C employee reapply for their job. That reorganization resulted in significant turnover of
personnel in 2014.1
Kelvin Walton was initially suspended, and he later resigned, due to his involvement in
lying under oath and accepting gifts from County contractors. These facts came out during
Walton’s testimony in the trial for former DeKalb County CEO Burrell Ellis.2 Scott Callan
resigned from DeKalb County. Callan recommended to then-CEO Lee May that Warrick Sams
replace Callan as the Interim Director of P&C. Instead, Lee May chose Talisa Clark to serve as

1

CPO Talisa Clark advised that before the reorganization there were about 50 P&C employees. In the process of
the reorganization, about 30 were terminated and 20 remained employed.
2
After two trials, the last of which resulted in a conviction of Ellis, the Georgia Supreme Court overturned Ellis’
conviction and the DeKalb County District Attorney’s Office closed the case without further prosecution.
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Interim CPO. When Michael Thurman became CEO, he appointed Talisa Clark CPO and
Warrick Sams was dismissed.
DeKalb County has over 700,000 residents. The County’s budget is well in excess of $1
billion. In November 2017, DeKalb County voters approved a Special Purpose Local Option
Sales Tax which will enable the County to spend an estimated $388 million over the next six
years. This will result in additional work for P&C.
During the review, we found the department to be organized as shown in the chart below.
The department consisted of roughly 42 employees, although this number is in constant flux as
the department continues to experience a high turnover of employees.

Director P&C

Team A

Team B

Team C

Team CIP

Special
Projects

CIP
Auditors

The Teams A, B, C, and Team CIP provide services to the following user departments:
Team A:
Roads & Drainage
Watershed Management (Operations)
Clerk of Superior Court
Planning & Sustainability
Property Appraisal
Workforce DeKalb
Human Services / Human Development
Team B:
311
District Attorney
Family & Children Services
Family Law Information Center
Fleet Management
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Information Technology
Law Department
Magistrate Court
Medical Examiner
Probate Court
Public Works
Recorders Court
Sanitation
State Court
Superior Court
Team C:
Voter Registration & Elections
Animal Control
Community Development
Emergency Management
Facilities
Finance
Fire Rescue
Geographic Information System (GIS) Department
Homeland Security
Internal Audit
Marshall’s Office
Police Services
Purchasing
Recreation Parks & Culture
Team CIP:
Watershed Management
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4. FRAUD & CORRUPTION PREVENTION
All organizations, including private, non-profit, and governmental entities can be the
victim of fraud and corruption. The lead organization for fraud prevention, detection, and
training is the Association of Certified Fraud Examiners (ACFE), an international organization
with more than 80,000 members.3 The ACFE has developed the Occupational Fraud and Abuse
Classification System that divides all frauds into three distinct categories: misappropriation of
assets, financial statement fraud, and corruption.
Misappropriation of assets is by far the most commonly committed fraud. This form of
fraud is more easily detected than the others. Very common examples include p-card and travel
expense fraud. These types of fraud are also the most easily prevented if appropriate controls are
present and functioning.
Financial statement fraud is the least common of the three types of fraud, but when it
occurs, it can result in significant damage to the organization. Although financial statement
fraud is less common in governmental organizations due to a general lack of incentives for
financial managers and those charged with governance, it has increased in recent years. The
reason for this increase is that governmental entities have intentionally understated pension
liabilities in order to obtain more favorable financing terms. Both misappropriation of assets and
financial statement fraud were largely outside the scope of this engagement.
Corruption is the wrongful use of influence to procure a benefit for the actor or another
person, contrary to the duty or rights of others. Conflict of interest is a subset of corruption and
occurs when an agent has an undisclosed interest in a transaction that adversely affects their duty

3

Vic Hartman is the current President of the Georgia Chapter of the ACFE and has been a professional trainer for
this international organization. David Sawyer is a past President of the Georgia Chapter.
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of loyalty to the principal. Of the three categories of fraud, corruption is generally the most
difficult to prevent, detect, and investigate. The difficulty is due to the personal relationships
among the actors. Corruption often involves collusion between an outside vendor and an inside
government employee. There may not be a paper trail, and if there is one, it is difficult to find or
follow. The influence could be difficult-to-trace benefits like meals, gifts, trips, and cash or
familial or personal relationships.
A governmental organization that has a real desire to minimize corruption will make very
intentional efforts to ensure their control environment is comprised of robust hard and soft
controls that are present and functioning. In order to provide assurance that the hard and soft
controls are effective, these controls will be tested, and the results will be provided to those
charged with governance so that they may correct control failures. A checklist of best practices
for becoming a fraud resistant organization can be found in Exhibit 7.
Hard controls are the policies and procedures that guide employees through financial
management, procurement, and the handling of assets. Common examples in the P&C
department are sealed competitive bidding, the formation of committees to review complex
procurement proposals, and BOC review when a procurement is over a set threshold. Hard
controls can be tested through an audit, and the OIIA has conducted several audits inside P&C.
Soft controls are intangible factors derived from an organization’s culture or a
department’s subculture that guide employees through their decision-making process. Key
factors involve the strength of the organization’s trust, competency, integrity, training, and
shared values. In P&C, the stated values are: Productivity, Accountability, Communication, and
Teamwork (PACT). The test of soft controls seeks to identify the gaps between the stated
organizational values and the values that were practiced in reality. The DeKalb County Ethics
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Officer has facilitated the engagement of experts from the University of North Georgia’s BB&T
Center for Ethical Leadership to conduct an analysis of DeKalb County’s culture.
Due to corruption’s inherent collusive nature, hard controls alone cannot be relied upon
to deter corruption. Accordingly, soft controls generally play a more significant role in creating
a corruption-resistant organization. When hard and soft controls are strong, the organization is at
low risk for waste, fraud, corruption, and abuse. When hard and soft controls are weak, the
organization is at high risk for waste, fraud, corruption, and abuse.
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5. HARD CONTROLS:
P&C POLICIES & PROCEDURES
The hard controls for the County’s P&C program are found in the Purchasing Policy, the
Purchase and Procedures Manual, and other DeKalb County policies.

OIIA Audits
We have reviewed the following OIIA audits:
1. Audit of DeKalb County Purchasing Policy, January 2018, Exhibit 1.
2. Audit of Low Bid Procurement Process, May 2018, Exhibit 2.
3. Audit of Sole Source Contracting Process, March 2018, Exhibit 3.
4. Audit of Emergency Purchases, February 2018, Exhibit 4.
5. Audit of Informal and Formal Procurements, April 2018, Exhibit 5.
Although we did not try to replicate the procedures or validate the findings, our findings
are consistent with those in these audits. The audit findings are disturbing. They demonstrate
weaknesses in both the Policy and its implementation. We will not restate all the audit findings
in the body of this report. We strongly urge the reader to review those audits which are in the
exhibits of this report.
The P&C personnel were largely unaware of OIIA’s findings. Those who were aware of
the findings thought that management should discuss the findings with P&C personnel so that
corrective solutions could be discussed and implemented.

Purchasing Policy
On May 12, 2015, House Bill 598 amended DeKalb County’s Organizational Act
pertaining to purchases and contracts. This legislation states, in part: “The Chief Executive,
subject to the approval of the Commission, shall establish rules to regulate purchasing for all
county departments, offices, and agencies of the county government. . .” As of the date of this
16

report, DeKalb County is not in compliance with this law. The County’s current purchasing
policy is dated August 6, 2014 and has never been approved by the BOC.
DeKalb County’s OIIA conducted an audit of the DeKalb County Purchasing Policy
dated January 2018, Report No. 2017-008-PC; this can be found in Exhibit 1. We have
reviewed that audit and agree with its conclusions. The audit benchmarked the County’s policy
against the Federal Acquisition Regulations, the Georgia Procurement Manual, the American Bar
Association’s Model Procurement Code for State and Local Governments, and procurement
policies of other metropolitan Atlanta counties. The audit recommended 12 improvements and
10 key areas to address that are not included in the current policy.
We have observed that the City of Atlanta recently passed an ordinance requiring the City
auditor to improve transparency and accountability by reviewing the City procurement process.
Pursuant to that ordinance, the City auditor is required to review certain procurement processes
and report to the City Council prior to its approval of contracts. We found the methodology of
that ordinance compelling as it requires an independent auditor to review procurement policies
and procures prior to a vote on contracts. We recognize this safeguard will also require
additional resources by OIIA. We recommend DeKalb County’s Purchasing Policy be changed
to require that the BOC not approve any contract in an amount of $1 million or greater until the
OIIA has been given the opportunity to issue a report. The OIIA may issue a written report to
the BOC advising if the contract file is consistent with DeKalb County’s Policy and Purchase
and Procedures Manual and/or note areas of deficiencies. Upon request by the CEO, BOC, or on
its own initiative, the OIIA may also review any solicitation of any dollar amount. In order to
implement this safeguard, we recommend OIIA be funded to increase its staffing level by two
auditors.
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We understand that the BOC is developing a Purchasing Ordinance. In the drafting of
this ordinance, we recommend a collaboration of all DeKalb County stakeholders and that the
OIIA’s audit recommendations be considered. This process should include an evaluation of
sister cities and counties’ policies as well as industry best practices. At that time, procedures
should then be drafted to execute the policy.

Purchase and Procedures Manual
We were provided with a copy of the Purchase and Procedures Manual (also known as
the Desk Reference Manual) dated March 6, 2017, and an undated Purchase and Procedures
Manual that was used before this 2017 version. Prior to the creation of the Purchase and
Procedures Manual, “standard operating procedures” were used for the policy and procedures.
We heard significant criticism of the constantly changing written and unwritten
procedures that procurement agents are required to follow. The criticism was nearly universal
within the P&C and was also observed by officials in the user departments. The concern for the
procurement agents is their uncertainty about the rules. The rules are communicated randomly
through emails, supervisors, or changes to templates. The uncertainty about which procedures
should be followed results in constant corrections to their work products by management and
adds another level of stress for the agents. More significantly, we believe that constantly
changing procedures give the appearance that the exercise of judgement enters into decisionmaking. Judgment calls may result in one vendor being selected over another. This can result in
the appearance of impropriety, and it could enable a P&C official to steer a contract. We
recognize that unique fact patterns will cause ad hoc decisions to be made. However, we believe
the root of the problem is that management has failed to provide a sound Purchase and
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Procedures Manual based on the Department’s Policy, best practices followed in the
procurement community, and pertinent rules, laws, and regulations.
The County’s current Policy, Part 2, Section II states:
The Director is authorized to establish, implement and enforce written
operational procedures relating to acquisitions and dispositions subject to this
Policy. Such procedures shall, to the extent consistent with applicable law and
this Policy, be based upon generally accepted public purchasing principles and
practices and shall become effective upon approval by the Chief Executive Officer
[emphasis added]. Additionally, these procedures may be revised, as necessary,
through the same process used for their initial approval.
As it pertains to changes in the procedures, the County is not following its own Policy
that requires the CEO to approve each of the myriad changes. Requiring the Director to obtain
CEO approval for changes to procedures would likely decrease the number of changes and
should result in a more deliberative process.
During our engagement, we learned that P&C issued a request for quotation4 for a vendor
to assess P&C’s Purchase and Procedures Manual. The solicitation appears to ask the vendor to
make this assessment based on DeKalb County’s Procurement Policy dated August 6, 2014. We
think the Policy should be revised first, and then have the Purchase and Procedures Manual
assessed and amended.
We recommend that the enactment of a Purchasing Ordinance and an updated Purchase
and Procedures Manual be made a priority for DeKalb County.

Lost Documentation
A significant audit finding of the OIIA is that P&C does not properly maintain
documentation in its files. We also noticed this when seeking specific documents in the files.

4

Request for Quotation No. 18-3003619 dated May 15, 2018.
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The OIIA cannot properly assess a control activity without documentation. Accordingly, OIIA’s
tests of a number of control activities found significant failures, despite the fact that these control
activities could actually be functioning. The net effect is those charged with DeKalb County’s
governance cannot place any level of confidence in those control activities.
In our interviews with P&C personnel, they noted that lost documentation was well
known by all in the Department. They attributed the lost documentation to the high turnover
rate, lack of training, and low morale. Some P&C employees suggested that the lost
documentation could be the result of intentional acts by disgruntled outgoing employees.
Management is aware of the lost documentation problem. The Department has
implemented stricter controls over its paper files. It has a policy of tracking all files on an Excel
spreadsheet and keeping the files in a secure file room with limited access.
The P&C also keeps a portion of its files in an electronic format. Personnel informed us
that they kept documents on the “Y-Drive.” A common complaint was that the Y-Drive was
disorganized. Important templates were also kept in an electronic format, but often were not
updated when a procedure changed. This caused personnel to not follow appropriate procedures
during a procurement.

Vendor Protest
All participants in the County’s purchasing process should function in an environment
where they feel comfortable disclosing potential irregularities to an appropriate authority. Fraud
and corruption are most often discovered by someone close to the wrongful act. In the case of
potential procurement irregularities, losing vendors may have knowledge of certain facts in the
procurement process and are often motivated to seek remedial action.
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Unfortunately, DeKalb County does not have a protest procedure to assist aggrieved
vendors. A logical place to find a protest procedure is in the Procurement Policy. As noted in
the OIIA report on DeKalb County’s Purchasing Policy (see Exhibit 1), the National Institute of
Governmental Purchasing (NIGP) advises that a procurement manual should provide guidance
for protests. Such a policy should be both visible and encouraged. Public protest shines the light
on corrupt actors, provides a remedy for aggrieved vendors, and discourages bad conduct going
forward.
When protest procedures are absent, an aggrieved vendor might consider bringing a
lawsuit to pursue their claims. If a vendor were to file such a lawsuit naming DeKalb County,
the County’s Policy is to place the vendor on an “Ineligible Source List,” thus, that vendor would
not be eligible to conduct business with the County.5 The net effect of the current policy is to
actually discourage protests thereby depriving the county of a source of information that could
lead to the discovery of irregularities in the procurement process.
The P&C does not keep a list of complainants, protestors or plaintiffs, which is also
problematic. The maintenance of such a list can be a helpful source of information to those
looking for irregularities in the procurement process. This information would also be helpful to
management in tracking the frequency of complaints and the issues being raised.

Request for Proposal - Evaluation Committee Voting Procedures
The P&C’s current Purchase and Procedures Manual requires a procurement agent to
serve as chair and voting member on the request for proposal (RFP) committee.

5

See DeKalb County Procurement Policy, Part 6, Section II (D)(1)(h).
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The Purchase and Procedures Manual dated March 6, 2017 states that the request for
proposal evaluation committee should be comprised of the following members:
- Procurement Agent – Chair
- Procurement Technician – Note Taker
- Two User Department Representatives
- One impacted/Interested Representative
- One Non-impacted / Disinterested Representative
- An External Representative will be considered on a case-by-case basis (non-voting
only).
We heard from several procurement agents that they felt uncomfortable serving as a
voting member on some of the RFPs due to their lack of knowledge about the underlying subject
matter. We heard this same observation from DWM where much of their procurement involves
complex engineering matters. Advanced preparation for the participation in an RFP is time
consuming. This function places additional time constraints on procurement agents. For
complex RFPs, one solution may be to have more subject-matter experts from the user
department and have the procurement agent abstain from voting.
We recommend that management reevaluate the use of procurement agents as voting
members on the RFP committees.

Oracle Advanced Procurement Suite
The P&C Department purchased Oracle’s Advanced Procurement Suite (APS) on August
29, 2014. The software implementation project was supposed to have been completed in the
Spring of 2016. When fully implemented, APS should significantly enhance P&C’s processes.
APS is supposed to solve several of the problems we observed:
- Efficiency and effectiveness issues.
- Transparency. The system will track every change in the process and the party making
a change.
- Open Records Act. Documentation will be readily identifiable for production.
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- Missing Documentation. Documents will be stored electronically thereby solving the
issue of lost documentation.
The systems will have four modules:
- I-supplier
- I-sourcing
- Services Procurement
- Contract Procurement
To date, only the I-supplier system has been implemented.
The software purchase price was $774,651.70 in August 2014. In order to save money,
an “out of the box” version was purchased so that customization would be limited. A vendor
was still needed to integrate the software into P&C’s and user departments’ processes. The
search for a vendor had a slow start as it took a series of RFPs before Enrich LLC was placed
under a contract on September 3, 2015. After the expenditure of $1,664,169.13, Enrich stopped
its work on December 31, 2016. Because the software was still not implemented, vendor Oralab,
Inc. has been used to work on the APS integration project. We were told that Oralab performs
multiple functions for DeKalb County and its invoicing includes many projects. We have not
been able to isolate the costs associated with this vendor for the APS project, which could be
substantial. We do not believe the costs are being tracked by County management.
To date, the cost and implementation of Oracle APS, not including Oralab, Inc. is:
Oracle APS Software Purchase
Enrich, LLC, consulting services
Oralab, Inc., consulting services
Total Costs to Date:

$774,651.70
$1,664,169.13
UNKNOWN
$2,438,820.83+

We believe that the delay in the full implementation of the APS is a leadership failure.
This expensive system has the potential to significantly increase both efficiency and transparency
in the County’s P&C program. The rollout requires sufficient resources in both P&C and the
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user departments, along with leadership that is knowledgeable and can coordinate a difficult
project through multiple County stakeholders.

Data Analysis
Data analysis can assist with the detection of irregularities in the procurement process.
For this process to be practical, the data must be timely, accurate, and in a format that can be
easily analyzed. Management could use the data to assess the number and dollar amounts of
contracts going to any particular vendor. The data could also be used to search for red flags by
management or the OIIA.
Emergency and sole source purchases present corruption risks because they are not
competitively bid. Ideally, the County’s database management would capture these two
categories of purchases. This would enable P&C management to conduct logical reviews and
enable OIIA to conduct audits of the full population of purchases. We found that due to system
limitations, the County cannot currently track emergency and sole source purchases by category.
We recommend an assessment of Oracle APS’s capabilities to determine if this type of data can
be tracked. If not, existing system changes need to be made to track this data.
DeKalb County employees and their families should generally not have an interest in a
contract in which the County is a party. There are two tests which might detect these interests.
One is a comparison between the employees’ addresses and all the County vendor addresses in
order to identify common addresses. We learned that OIIA had recently conducted this test and
are still investigating the results. Accordingly, we did not try to duplicate it. The second is a
comparison between the County employees’ bank account numbers and vendors’ direct deposit
account numbers in order to find common account numbers. We learned that the County
encrypts bank account numbers, so this test could not be performed.
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Split Purchases
The term “split purchases” refers to splitting a purchase into two orders to avoid a
threshold for obtaining approval. For example, a $120,000 purchase could be split into two
$60,000 purchases to avoid the need to obtain BOC approval.
We heard of many instances where user departments attempted to split a contract. The
P&C personnel involved in these matters generally believed that split-purchase attempts were
due to a lack of training in the user department.
The Director advised that splitting purchases could not occur in P&C because the
purchase would be assigned to the same procurement agent and the attempt would be readily
identified. The Director did not express an awareness that a P&C agent could collude with a user
department or that an agent might just simply miss the two purchases. Managers in P&C advised
that split purchases could easily occur for other reasons. Due to the turnover of employees, the
split purchases could be assigned to the outgoing and incoming employees and thus remain
undetected. Furthermore, due to workload, the same matter is not always assigned to the same
agent.
There are procedures that can detect split purchases. However, the procedures require
accurate data of all the purchases from a specific department during a specific timeframe. We
were told that when Oracle APS is implemented, it will make such procedures easier to perform
because the data would be captured in a user-friendly format.
We recommend that the OIIA perform split purchase testing procedures on a periodic
basis.
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6. SOFT CONTROLS: P&C PROGRAM CULTURE
The soft controls for the County’s P&C program are found in the culture of the P&C and
the user departments.

Awards
The County and individuals in the P&C Department have won procurement awards for
their achievements:
• 2015 Manager of the Year - Governmental Procurement Association of Georgia,
Talisa R. Clark, MBA, CPPO, Chief Procurement Officer.
• 2016 Excellence in Cooperative Purchasing - U.S. Communities Government
Purchasing Alliance: DeKalb County Purchasing received the US Communities
Customer Appreciation Award.
• 2017 Advancing Professionals Award - Annual Government Contract Management
Symposium: Michelle Butler, Esq., CPCM, Procurement Manager Team CIP.
• Achievement of Excellence in Procurement from the National Procurement Institute
(NPI), (2006 to 2017). NPI is a program designed to recognize organizational
excellence in public procurement. This prestigious award is earned by those
organizations that demonstrate excellence by obtaining a high score based on
standardized criteria. The criteria are designed to measure innovation,
professionalism, productivity, e-procurement, and leadership attributes of the
procurement organization.

Culture, Morale & Leadership
There is a very serious rift among the employees in the P&C department. One group –
probably a minority – is friendly with the Director. There is a significant group, probably a
majority, which is unhappy with the Director. Some described these two groups as the “trusted
group” and the “not-trusted group.” Others are very cognizant of these two factions and just
strive to stay out of the fray.
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The Director is aware of the challenges she faces, which she described as silos or
isolation between teams. To enhance morale, she has adopted Fun-Fridays where the dress code
is more relaxed and there are activities that encourage employees to interact in a fun
environment.
Each P&C employee was asked about the culture of the organization. Several employees
were extremely hesitant in expressing their opinions of the department for fear of retaliation.
Most were glad that someone was asking serious questions about the department. A distinct
minority of the employees had very positive things to say. This group was generally comprised
of the newer hires, those in support positions, and personal friends of the Director. They
informed us that the Director has an open-door policy and listens to employee concerns. They
see that positive change is occurring.
Many other P&C employees raised very serious issues about their work environment.
Below are quotations from P&C personnel that developed into recurring themes:
- P&C’s culture is toxic.
- The environment is very hostile, very toxic, and depressing.
- Things are just not right in the department.
- P&C is a dysfunctional family.
- Department is run like a clique.
- Constant change.
- P&C is like a revolving-door call center.
- We need a stable workforce to be successful.
- Failure to communicate purpose of constant changes.
- Communication within the department is the biggest issue.
- Changing procedures are a moving target.
- The Director needs to get out of the weeds and let the policies and procedures work.
- Too many unwritten rules.
- Management does not discuss Internal Audit’s reports with P&C personnel.
- New ideas are shot down by management without consideration.
- The Director is just not willing to listen to the employees’ input.
- P&C has no direction or defining goals.
- P&C leadership is inadequate.
- We do not know P&C’s goals or which direction we are heading.
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- The Director will not take input from the most educated, trained, and experienced staff
members.
- The Director will only do things the “DeKalb Way.”
- Staff turnover is high, and morale is low.
- Too much negative gossiping by disgruntled employees.
- The workload is causing stress among department staff.
- No formal training for procurement agents.
- Better training for the department on a more consistent basis is needed.
- Teams are discouraged from cooperating, assisting, and training each other.

Values
An effective way to quantify an entity’s soft controls is to compare its stated values
against the values that were practiced in reality. The Director’s stated values are: Productivity,
Accountability, Communication, and Teamwork (PACT). None of the P&C employees
referenced these values in any meaningful way when asked about the culture of the organization.
Even the group that likes the Director generally did not find she had strong leadership skills.
Almost everyone believed that she had fair-to-strong management skills and is very smart and
knowledgeable about policy, procedures, and department matters.
We found significant discrepancies between the stated values and those we saw in
practice. We did not attempt to quantify productivity, but we believe that the high attrition rate
must negatively impact the number of resources it takes to complete P&C functions. The
findings throughout this report — including the failure to produce a purchasing ordinance, the
delayed implementation of the Oracle APS system, and the problematic culture in P&C —
involved accountability among multiple parties including the Director, executive management,
and the BOC. We see no evidence of accountability for the many shortcomings uncovered in
this report. As was detailed in the interviews of all P&C personnel, positive communication
and teamwork are significantly lacking in P&C.
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Attrition
Former P&C Director Scott Callan inherited the department from former Director Kelvin
Walton, who resigned under a corruption cloud. By most accounts, Callan was a strong leader
and a subject-matter expert in procurement and contracting. He reorganized the department,
implemented new policies and procedures, and started the implementation of the Oracle
Advanced Procurement Suite. The current Director was promoted to Deputy Director under
Callan and continues to believe in the Callan model. During Callan’s relatively short tenure, he
essentially terminated all the P&C employees and made them compete for their jobs. This
process significantly contributed to the 62% percent turnover rate in 2014 and placed significant
stress on the department.
As can be seen in the chart below, the P&C employee turnover rate is very high. The high
turnover has continued into 2018 and we believe that it will continue until the culture of the Department
dramatically changes.
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We found the Director’s description of the Department she inherited to be convincing.
When she became the Director, the department had a high turnover rate and had just gone through a
dramatic reorganization. She inherited the Department with significant personnel issues, including
infighting. These issues may not be the Director’s fault, but it is her responsibility to resolve them.
Unfortunately, she has been unable to right the ship.
We believe that the current culture of P&C can be accurately described as very bad.
We believe that the high turnover rates merit significant attention by executive
management. The constant turnover has very negatively affected morale. The revolving door of
employees means a sizeable portion of the staff need training and cannot handle complex
procurement matters. This creates a compounding issue. The work of the Department is being
forced on the managers and senior procurement agents. This leaves inadequate time for
knowledgeable personnel to train the less-experienced personnel. Teams have developed the
habit of not cooperating or sharing information, as it distracts from their heavy workloads. This
vicious cycle needs to be broken. We believe that the high turnover rate is a symptom of the
problem, not the problem itself.

Failure to Appreciate Risk of Fraud and Corruption
We met with the Director at length on multiple occasions. We asked her to engage in
game theory for the purpose of exploring vulnerabilities for fraud or corruption in the County’s
purchasing program, including the P&C department, user departments, high risk contracts,
individuals, and vendors. The Director would not participate in this exercise; she stated that she
does not believe it could occur in DeKalb County. The Director was unwilling or unable to
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appreciate that fraud or corruption could actually occur in DeKalb County.6 She insisted that the
County’s policies and procedures are hard to circumvent.
We believe that the Director is the most knowledgeable person in DeKalb County
government in regards to procurement and contracting matters. We endeavored to look for
weaknesses, vulnerabilities, and potential corruption in all aspects of DeKalb County’s
procurement processes especially in user departments. We could have greatly benefitted from
her knowledge and experience, but they were not forthcoming. The Director did advise that
neither she nor her staff had received training on awareness of fraud or corruption in the
procurement process.

Ethics and Gifts
There is no such thing as a free lunch. In fact, we believe that the free meals received by
DeKalb County Officials may be extremely costly for taxpayers, as they could result in
favoritism among contractors and undercut the fair bidding practices in the County’s Policy and
Procedures. We believe that DeKalb County should adopt a zero-tolerance policy that prohibits
employees from receiving gifts from those trying to do business with the County.
The Rules
The DeKalb County Ethics Code prohibits any County official from receiving a gift in
excess of $100 from a vendor doing business with the County and from engaging in conflicts of
interest.7 This rule applies to all merit and merit-exempt employees and Commissioners.

6

We note that the Director was working for former Director Kelvin Walton when he resigned under a corruption
cloud. At the time of her interviews, the City of Atlanta was making regular headlines for the corruption in the
City’s P&C office. In fact, her counterpart at the City of Atlanta was sentenced in a federal bribery case in January
2018 for accepting more than $40,000 in bribes.
7
Ethics Code §22A(c) provides, in part: Proscribed Conduct. No official or employee of DeKalb County shall:
(continued on next page)
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DeKalb County merit employees (lower-level employees) are subject to the Code of
DeKalb County Section 20-20(i) (Personnel Code) which provides:
An employee may accept unsolicited gifts from a person or entity other than a
prohibited source, having an aggregate market value of forty dollars ($40.00) or
less per source per occasion, provided that the aggregate market value of
individual gifts received from any one source under the authority of this
paragraph shall not exceed one hundred twenty dollars ($120.00) in a calendar
year.
A Prohibited Source is defined by Code of DeKalb County Section 20-20(j)(9) as:
Prohibited source means any person or entity who:
a. Is seeking official action by the employee or the employee’s department;
b. Does business or seeks to do business with the county or the employee’s
department;
c. Conducts activities regulated by the employee or the employee’s department;
d. Has interest that may be substantially affected by performance or
nonperformance of the employee’s official duties; or
e. Is an organization having a majority of its members as described in paragraphs
(j)(9)a. through d. of this section.
Merit-exempt employees (higher-ranking officials) are not bound by the personnel code
referenced above.
Prior to 2014, merit-exempt employees were not subject to gift restrictions except for
provisions in the Ethics Code. Per Executive Order No. 2014-4 dated June 24, 2014, the gift
acceptance rule for merit-exempt employees provides, in part:
Gifts. A CEO merit-exempt employee may accept gifts [footnote 2] from an
Interested Source [footnote 3], having an aggregate market value of forty dollars
(1) By his or her conduct give reasonable basis for the impression that any person can improperly influence him or
her or unduly enjoy his or her favor in the performance of his or her official acts or actions or that he or she is
affected unduly by the rank or position of or kinship or association with any person;
(2)(A) Directly or indirectly request, exact, receive, or agree to receive a gift, loan, favor, promise, or thing of value
for himself or herself or another person if:
(i) It tends to influence him or her in the discharge of his or her official duties; or
(ii) He or she recently has been, or is now, or in the near future may be, involved in any official act or action directly
affecting the donor or lender.
(B) Subparagraph (A) of this paragraph shall not apply in the case of:
(i) An occasional nonpecuniary gift of value less than $100.00;
(ii) An award publicly presented in recognition of public service; or
(iii) A commercially reasonable loan made in the ordinary course of business by an institution authorized by the
laws of Georgia to engage in the making of such a loan; . . .
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($40.00) or less per Interested Source per occasion, provided that the aggregate
market value of individual gifts received from any single Interested Source shall
not exceed one hundred twenty dollars ($120.00) in a calendar year, except in the
following circumstances, which are exceptions to this rule [emphasis added]:
a. Meals. CEO merit-exempt employees are allowed to accept
reasonable meals and refreshments from an Interested Source
furnished in connection with participation at a public, civic,
charitable, or non-profit ceremony, event, convention, or
conference [emphasis added].
b. Travel. CEO merit-exempt employees may accept “reasonable
hosting expenses” from Interested Sources for travel, meals,
lodging, and conference fees provided in connection with (1)
teaching, (2) a speaking engagement, (3) participation on a
professional or civic panel, or (4) attendance at a conference in an
official capacity [emphasis added]. CEO merit-exempt employees
may accept travel from other non-County sources for any official
purpose, provided that they disclose the travel payments made or
reimbursements received on a Travel Disclosure Report filed with
either the Chief Integrity Officer, if created, or the Finance
Director or his/her designee. CEO merit-exempt employees may
accept travel reimbursements from a County contractor for training
if it is part of the County’s contract or falls within the exception for
gifts of travel to the County.
[Footnote 2]: “Gift” includes any gratuity, favor, discount, entertainment, trip,
hospitality, loan, forbearance or other item having monetary value. It includes
services as well as gifts of training, transportation, travel, lodging, meals, whether
provided in-kind, by purchase of a ticket, payment in advance, or reimbursement
after the expense has been incurred. A gift does not include: modest items of
prepared food and refreshments such as soft drinks, or coffee or donuts other than
as part of a meal; loans from banks or other financial institution on terms
generally available to the public, social invitations from persons or entities other
than Interested Sources.
[Footnote 3]: “Interested Source” means any person or entity who: (a) is seeking
official action by the employee or the employee’s department; (b) does business
or seeks to do business with the county or the employee’s department; (c)
conducts activities regulated by the employee or the employee’s department; (d)
has interests that may be substantially affected by performance or
nonperformance of the employee’s official duties; or (e) is an organization having
a majority of its members as described in paragraphs (a) through (d).
Executive Order No. 2014-4 also has a rule that applies to contractors:
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Contractors. To the extent that the Organizational Act, Section 22A, the Code of
DeKalb County, and the rules in this Executive Order allow a gift, meal, travel,
expense, ticket or anything else of value to be purchased for a CEO employee by
a contractor doing business with the County, the contractor must provide written
disclosure, quarterly, of the exact nature and value of the purchase to either the
Chief Integrity Officer, if created, or the Finance Director or his/her designee.
Additionally, every contractor who conducts business with the County will
receive a copy of these ethical rules at the time of execution of the contract.
Executive Order No. 2014-4 can be found in its entirety in Exhibit 8.
The P&C has a practice of placing the language below in its solicitations:
Ethics Rules: Bidders are subject to the Ethics provision within the DeKalb
County Purchasing Policy; the Organizational Act, Section 22A, the Code of
DeKalb County; and the rules of Executive Order 2014-4. Any violations will be
addressed, pursuant to these policies and rules. To the extent that the
Organizational Act, Section 22A, the Code of DeKalb County, and the rules of
Executive Order 2014-4 allow a gift, meal, travel expense, ticket, or anything else
of value to be purchased for a CEO employee by a contractor doing business with
the County, the contractor must provide written disclosure, quarterly, of the exact
nature and value of the purchase to the Chief Integrity Officer, if created, or the
Finance Director or his/her designee. Every contractor conducting business with
the County will receive a copy of these ethical rules at the time of execution of the
contract.
Application of the Rules
DeKalb County’s gift rules enable all employees to receive gifts (or meals) with a value
of up to $40 per occasion and a $120 per year cap, with some exceptions.
Merit employees (lower-level employees) are further prohibited from receiving anything
of value from a Prohibited Source – those doing business with the County. In contrast, meritexempt employees (high-level officials) are not prohibited from accepting meals from those
doing business with the county. The irony is clear in this distinction because merit-exempt
employees are generally in supervisory or director positions where their sphere of influence is
significant, while merit employees, who are prohibited from receiving gifts from those doing
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business with the County, work in lower-level positions where their sphere of influence is
significantly less.
The DeKalb Ethics Code prohibits any County official from receiving a gift in excess of
$100 from a vendor doing business with the County. We believe that the appropriate rule would
be that no employee can accept gifts of any value from those doing business with DeKalb
County.
Even more problematic, Executive Order No. 2014-4 purports to allow vendors to pay for
travel and meals (reasonable hosting expenses) of DeKalb County merit-exempt employees
when they attend conventions and conferences. Such expenses could be in the hundreds or
thousands of dollars. High-ranking DeKalb County officials, those yielding influence over
which vendors obtain multimillion-dollar contracts, would appear to be open season for vendors
at conventions and conferences. The Executive Order can be in conflict with the Ethics Code
that prohibits any County official from receiving a gift in excess of $100 from a vendor doing
business with the county. Under these circumstances, we believe that the Ethics Code is
controlling law, and any gift – including food, lodging, and travel – should be limited to $100.
As it stands now, a merit-exempt employee could be misled into violating the law.
Executive Order No. 2014-4 also requires vendors that provide meals, gifts, travel, etc.,
to County employees to disclose this fact to the DeKalb County Ethics Officer. Those vendors
that have filed a disclosure can now be found on the DeKalb County Board of Ethics’ website.8
Although most of these vendor filings indicate that they had no disclosures to report, we did find
the following vendor disclosures:
1. Buck Head Products & Systems disclosed on February 2, 2017:
- Jelly beans and crackers
8

The earliest reported entry on this website was February of 2017, which was not too long after the newly
constituted Board of Ethics appointed an Ethics Officer in DeKalb County.
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2. Reeves & Associates Consulting and Training, Inc. disclosed on July 7, 2017:
- Reception for CEO Michael Thurmond, $250
- Friends of Steve Bradshaw Reception, $250
Noticeably absent from this list is any DeKalb County vendor that provided a meal to a
DeKalb County employee.
The P&C has an unwritten policy of zero-tolerance for all Department employees.
Almost all P&C employees were asked about their knowledge of the County’s gift-receiving
rules. Although very few could describe the County’s actual policy, a strong majority stated that
their Department did not allow employees to receive any gifts. We applaud the Director for this
policy (although unwritten) and the effectiveness with which it has been communicated to all
P&C employees.
In other Departments, we found evidence that officials did receive free meals from
DeKalb County vendors.
We believe that the adoption and enforcement of strict rules, even pertaining to small
gifts and meals from vendors, will have an impact on behavior. Our team has substantial
experience in investigating corruption matters and debriefing governmental officials criminally
charged for their conduct. In our experience, the free meal is the “gateway drug” to corruption.9
For further analysis on how officials become corrupt, see Journal of Government Financial
Management article “Public Corruption: Causes, Consequences & Countermeasures” found in
Exhibit 9.
We recommend that P&C adopt a written policy that disallows the receipt of gifts by

Social scientists James Wilson and George Kelling wrote an article in the March 1982 issue of The Atlantic
Monthly entitled “Broken Windows.” In this article, they argued that the monitoring and enforcement of smaller
violations of the rules will create an atmosphere of law and order thereby preventing more serious offenses.
9
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departmental employees from those doing business with the County. We recommend that
Executive Order No. 2014-4 be modified to prohibit merit-exempt employees from receiving
gifts from “interested sources.” We also recommend that the Executive Order be modified so
that it is not conflict with the Ethics Code §22A(c)(2)(A)(ii), (B)(i).

University of North Georgia, BB&T Center for Ethical Leadership
The DeKalb Ethics Officer engaged the University of North Georgia’s BB&T Center for
Ethical Leadership (Center) to assess the County’s ethical culture. The Center surveyed DeKalb
County employees through the use of its Ethical Culture Indicator. The Ethical Culture Indicator
is an instrument used to assess an organization’s ethical culture.
The Center’s process involved the collection of data from DeKalb County employees
within 18 index categories including ethical standards, leadership confidence and ethical
reporting. All responses were anonymous in order to encourage employees to provide accurate
feedback.
The Ethical Culture Indicator survey was conducted during the period of March 1 – 27,
2017. The Center provided the following summary of its results:
Based on the results of the Ethical Culture Indicator for DeKalb County
Government conducted in spring of 2017 ending on March 27th, 2017, it is our
belief that the county focuses on several key areas related to Ethical Climate and
Employee Engagement.
Due to the below average scores on indicators such as leadership confidence,
perceptions of the county leadership’s ability to articulate a clear future and
vision, employees understanding of the county’s values, and overall
communication we recommend remediation for the county government and its
employees.
Based on the survey data and open-ended responses, it is apparent that employees
do not have a clear understanding of the county’s values, and do not believe that
the county is doing an adequate job of clarifying those values or providing a clear
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vision as to the future of the county. These issues stem from poor communication
by the leadership perceived by the employees of DeKalb County Government.
The Center’s report can be found in Exhibit 6.
We noticed that the results of this survey demonstrate significant challenges for DeKalb
County. In the chart below are some of the Center’s key findings on the County’s culture,
including vision, leadership, trust and willingness to report unethical practices. Unfortunately,
the Center’s findings are also consistent with the findings we obtained through direct interviews
with County employees.

Ethical Culture Indicator Results

Positive Negative

DeKalb County has an outstanding future.

32.1

33.4

DeKalb County’s leadership has communicated a vision of the
future that motivates me.
I trust the DeKalb County Leadership.

29.9
25.6

43.5
48

The leadership of this county shows a commitment to ethical
business decisions and conduct.
There is open, honest, two-way communication in this county.

31.2
21.6

36.6
53.3

I rarely consider looking for a job outside of the DeKalb County
Government.
I can report unethical practices without fear of reprisal.

28.7
49

52
27.8

I feel comfortable that the DeKalb County Government follows
its stated values.

28.2

39.5

A significant limitation of the Center’s Ethical Culture Indicator is that the results reflect
the entire County’s workforce and were not broken down by department. Had the results been
segmented by department, there presumably would have been varying results, as employees in
the County are divided by location, management, work environment, and job function. While
the overall results are bad, they may not reflect the culture of any particular department.
Accordingly, department heads desiring to improve their departments will not have key
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information that could have been available to make necessary changes. We recommend that this
survey be used as a baseline. The Ethical Culture Indicator should be administered in future
years and the results should be broken down by individual departments. The survey should also
be mandatory for all employees. This will engage employees in the process and ensure that the
findings are accurate.

Workload
A consistent theme we heard discussed by P&C employees was the excessive amount of
work placed on them. We think that the workload is directly related to the constant changing
procedures and high turnover rate, which create a perpetual level of untrained employees.
We recommend that management consider flex-time and staggered work schedules for
the purpose of retaining and attracting employees.

Training
We believe that training needs to be significantly enhanced in P&C. This is essential for
the staff to perform their jobs; it will also help them develop professionally. One tool P&C uses
to educate employees is P&C University. P&C University is a PowerPoint training presentation
used to share information. Employees told us that these materials need to be updated as well as
implemented more structurally to new employees. Employee training is left to the discretion of
each manager and is not uniform throughout the Department.
The communication of best practices and changing processes between P&C and the user
departments could be enhanced. The turnover of employees in both P&C and the user
departments is exacerbating the problem. Poor communication results in failure to follow
procedures, delays in the process, and frustration among the parties.
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There are several professional credentials that procurement agents can obtain. There are
also conferences and conventions where procurement professionals can gain knowledge and
share best practices. The Director has requested funding for both professional credentials and
outside training, but an adequate budget was not provided. According to the P&C employees,
these professional credentials are required by the procurement agents for promotional
consideration.
We recommend that the P&C University PowerPoint training presentation be updated
and a structured training program be implemented for new employees. This should include
management implementing a program to track the progress. We recommend the use of a
dedicated trainer to train P&C employees and the constituents in the many user departments, at
least on a temporary basis. We also recommend that the Department be provided with an
adequate training budget to bring in professional trainers, incentivize employees to obtain
relevant credentials, and send employees to outside training where they can bring best practices
back to the Department.

Workplace Conditions
We heard complaints of the physical workplace conditions. It was said that the office
space needed new carpet, fresh paint, and repairs.
We walked the entire premises of P&C with the Director. We found that most all
personnel had sizeable offices and workspace. We found the aesthetics of the office to be
adequate. We did note that the carpet was excessively worn and torn.
The Director advised that the department needs more space to store files. She has
requested funds for more storage, but the request was denied.
We recommend the provision of adequate storage space for files in P&C.
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7. USER DEPARTMENTS
We interviewed personnel from four user departments – Watershed Management;
Sanitation; Roads & Drainage; and Recreation Parks & Cultural Affairs – to assess P&C’s
service to these departments and to assess the potential for waste, fraud, corruption and abuse in
the County’s procurement processes.
The current Public Works Director oversees Sanitation, Roads & Drainage,
Transportation, and Fleet Management. This Director was relatively new to the job at the time of
our interview. Accordingly, he did not have an opinion regarding P&C matters but welcomed
our review of the departments he manages.
Many user department personnel were restrained in their comments with us. Some stated
explicit fear of reprisal.

Watershed Management
Due to the nature of their work, the Department of Watershed Management is the largest
DeKalb County department in terms of expenditure of funds.
The former Director of DWM was interviewed, and he advised that P&C lacks
competence and is “horrible” compared to other municipalities where he had experience.10 He
also noted that P&C would change the rules in the middle of the process. Employees assigned to
Team CIP are term-limited, which complicates this issue. Thus, once they are hired, they need to
start looking for a new job. The former Director also believes that the County does not hold
vendors accountable to their contracts.

10

The former Director, Scott Towler, left his employment with DeKalb County in March of 2018.
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On July 13, 2018, Scott Towler filed a lawsuit against DeKalb County under the Georgia
Whistleblower Act, O.C.G.A. §45-1-4, et seq.11 Towler was the Director of DWM at the time of
his departure from DeKalb County. In his lawsuit, he alleges general and specific instances of
corruption in DWM.
On March 15, 2018, Teresa Slayton filed a lawsuit against DeKalb County under the
Georgia Whistleblower Act, O.C.G.A. §45-1-4, et seq.12 Slayton was a former P&C
procurement agent at the time of her departure from DeKalb County. In her lawsuit, she alleges
fraud and corruption relating to DWM contracts.
We note that most of the allegations of waste, fraud, corruption, and abuse that came to
our attention related to matters in the DWM.
The Interim Director of Watershed Management said his perception is that P&C is
competent and professional.
A senior professional in DWM advised that P&C is not user-friendly and that there is a
distrust between DWM and P&C personnel. Furthermore, this individual stated that the
personnel lacked professionalism and lacked experience outside of DeKalb County. This same
official added that P&C’s culture is dysfunctional, has a high turnover rate, and lacks consistency
in its processes, all of which put DeKalb County at risk for waste, fraud, and abuse.
There were multiple observations from senior DWM leadership that County employees
were too comfortable with vendors. One DWM employee recalls other DWM employees

11
12

Scott A. Towler v. DeKalb County Georgia, Superior Court of DeKalb County, 18CV7119.
Teresa Slayton v. DeKalb County Georgia, Superior Court of DeKalb County, 18CV3085.
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making verbal agreements with vendors and speaking with vendors during the bid period,
although it could have been due to their lack of knowledge or training.13
A P&C insider knowledgeable of the fact alleges that a DWM vendor received insider
information during the bid period. A detailed audit report which reviewed various issues
associated with this solicitation can be found in Exhibit 10.
Internal Controls Over DWM Expenditures
DeKalb’s DWM spends more county funds than any other user department.
We believe that the expenditure of funds by the DWM present the greatest risk of waste,
fraud, corruption, and abuse for DeKalb County.
We heard from multiple sources that DWM is at risk for paying for services not rendered.
Contractor services should be monitored by a DeKalb program manager, and this should include
an inspection of the contractor’s work that is appropriately logged. When a contractor submits
an invoice, the logged performance should be compared against the invoice to ensure accuracy.
Audits of this process are currently being performed to some extent by two auditors in P&C as
well as through new efforts by the OIIA.
We find that the auditors assigned to P&C are not independent because part of their audit
work involves auditing P&C processes.14 Furthermore, the auditors do not have unimpeded
access to those charged with DeKalb County’s governance in order to report significant
findings.15 Additionally, the P&C auditors’ efforts have been significantly stymied due to the

13

The bid period is the time between the deadline for submission of questions and the deadline for receipt of the
bidders’ responses. During this bid period, DeKalb employees (especially user department personnel) should not
communicate with vendors.
14
International Standards for the Professional Practice of Internal Auditing, Section 1100, Independence and
Objectivity: The Internal audit activity must be independent, and internal auditors must be objective in performing
their work.
15
International Standards for the Professional Practice of Internal Auditing, Section 2440.A1: The chief audit
executive is responsible for communicating the final results to parties who can ensure that the results are given due
consideration.
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failure of DWM management to provide, in a timely manner, audit evidence that includes
contractor invoices. We note that the OIIA has the authority to correct this type of evasive
conduct.
Due to the number and magnitude of the DWM contracts, we recommend that a
minimum of two full-time auditors be assigned to audit payments to the contractors. All
contracts in excess of pre-established thresholds should be audited and lower-dollar contracts
should be audited at pre-determined thresholds.16 To resolve these independence and reporting
issues, we recommend that the two auditor positions currently assigned to P&C be reassigned to
the OIIA.

Sanitation
A senior official in the Sanitation Department described the quality of the P&C
Department as “fair, pretty good, and has gotten better.” This official also advised that the
department needs help. On a scale of 1-10 with 10 being the highest, P&C was around 7 or 8.
They are getting the job done but could improve. The high turnover rate of employees in the
P&C department negatively impacts their service.
Other employees found P&C to be helpful and serving the needs of the Sanitation
Department. During the past year, a former employee left P&C and began working in the
Sanitation Department which has been very valuable.
The Sanitation Department does accept gifts from vendors. A sanitation official told us
that a large vendor contributed up to $1,000 during a holiday season to defray the costs of an allemployee function. We found no evidence that this vendor disclosed its gift(s) to the DeKalb’s

16

By way of example only, all contract above $5 million should be under continuous audit; 60% of contracts
between $1 – 5 million should be audited; and 10% of contracts under $1 million should be audited.
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Ethics Officer as required by Executive Order No. 2014-4. Department employees who attend
conferences have been encouraged by department management to attend dinners which are paid
for by vendors. These dinners were said to be attended by 10 to 15 employees.

Roads and Drainage
The Director of Roads and Drainage (R&D) has been in her current job for over 5 years,
and in the department for 28 years. She advised that the P&C Department is tough with the rules
and procedures. She indicated that the culture of P&C was responsive, attentive, and helpful.
The Director advised that she does not accept any gifts or meals from anyone involved in
county business. Because of her zero-tolerance policy for herself, she could not recall the exact
county policy on receiving gifts. She believes her Department is following the County’s ethics
policies.
Several R&D managers and other personnel were interviewed. Most of these individuals
did not have enough contact with P&C to have an opinion about that department. Those who
had some experience with P&C did not experience anything unusual and thought the
procurement processes worked as designed.

Recreation, Parks & Cultural Affairs
We interviewed several employees in the Department of Recreation, Parks & Cultural
Affairs. They were generally complimentary of P&C personnel and believed they receive really
good service.
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8. ANALYSIS OF THE CONTROL ENVIRONMENT
The P&C Department is responsible for effectively and efficiently managing a
procurement program that is free of waste, fraud, corruption and abuse. P&C does its work both
internally and through interactions with DeKalb County user departments.
Our review included an evaluation of the hard and soft controls in an effort to reach an
opinion on whether or not the County’s procurement program is at risk for waste, fraud,
corruption, and abuse.
On the next page is a graph which can be used to visually evaluate DeKalb County’s hard
and soft controls. On the vertical axis are the soft controls: trust, competency, integrity, training,
shared values, and a strong culture. On the horizontal axis are the hard controls: policies,
procedures, consistency of application, strong database management, and internal controls
(tested & effective). Upon evaluating these controls, a numerical rating can be assigned to both
the soft and hard controls and plotted on the Control Environment Assessment. The intersection
of the assigned numbers to the two controls will results in a data point falling into one of four (I
– IV) boxes. We ask the reader to consider this as a theoretical model, as we did not associate a
specific number to each vertex.

Analysis of Hard Controls
DeKalb County is not in compliance with House Bill 598 which became law on May 12,
2015. We recommend that an updated Policy be drafted in the form of a County ordinance and
passed by the BOC as soon as is practical. After the Policy is enacted, we recommend that a
Purchase and Procedures Manual be revised and approved by the CEO with a provision that
subsequent revisions to the manual also be approved by the CEO. We note that P&C has
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currently engaged a contractor to review its Purchase and Procedures Manual, and we believe
that process may need to be revised after a Policy Ordinance has been approved by the Board of
Commissioners.

Soft Controls:
Trust
Competency
Integrity
Training
Shared Values
Strong Culture

Hard Controls:

Policies
Procedures
Consistency of Application
Strong Database Management
Internal Controls (Tested & Effective)
The P&C suffers from lost documentation in its files. This is a fundamental control
weakness. The OIIA cannot evaluate many of P&C’s functions due to a lack of audit evidence.
Management is addressing the issue. Until this issue is resolved, we do not believe those
charged with DeKalb County governance can rely on many of P&C’s internal controls.
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The findings in OIIA’s audits demonstrate weak hard controls (see Exhibits 1-5).
P&C does not track vendors who complain, protest, or file lawsuits against the County.
This rich source of information is not tracked.
Oracle Advanced Procurement Suite is a software-driven solution for the management of
the County’s procurement program. The successful implementation of this software will
mitigate many of P&C’s issues. The project was supposed to have been completed in the Spring
of 2016. We do not believe that the costs are being tracked County management. The current
cost is well in excess of $2,438,820.83 and growing.
Data analysis can be enhanced and used for both managerial and audit functions.

Analysis of Soft Controls
We found that the culture, morale, and leadership of P&C are extremely low. The P&C
personnel expressed in great detail that their Department suffers from a very bad culture. Several
employees used the word “toxic” to describe the P&C culture.
The Department’s stated values of productivity, accountability, communication, and
teamwork were not found in practice. We believe that the high attrition rate is caused by the
challenging culture found in P&C.
Merit-exempt employees are high-ranking officials who can exert significant influence
over a DeKalb County procurement. These employees are allowed to receive gifts from vendors.
The University of North Georgia’s BB&T Center for Ethical Leadership (Center)
assessed the County’s ethical culture. The Center surveyed DeKalb County employees through
the use of its Ethical Culture Indicator. The results demonstrate that the County has a
tremendous growth opportunity.
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We found that the workload is heavy due to the high attrition rate. We also found that the
Department’s personnel would greatly benefit from more training.
We believe that the expenditure of funds at the DWM present the greatest risk of waste,
fraud, corruption, and abuse for DeKalb County.

Control Risks
We believe that the hard controls over DeKalb County’s procurement program are weak.
We believe that the soft controls over DeKalb County’s procurement program are extremely
weak. We believe that due to these weaknesses, DeKalb County’s procurement program is at
high risk for waste, fraud, corruption, and abuse.
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9. OTHER ISSUES
Open Records Request Compliance
We asked most all P&C personnel if they were aware of any non-compliance with
Georgia Open Records Acts request.
We found no evidence of P&C not complying with the Georgia Open Records Act.

Obstructing an OIIA Audit
We asked almost all P&C personnel if they were aware of any personnel obstructing an
OIIA audit or intentionally hiding documentation from auditors.
We found no evidence of any P&C personnel obstructing an OIIA audit or intentionally
hiding documentation from auditors. We do believe P&C has lost an appreciable amount of its
records.

Use of DeKalb Vehicles; Expense Reimbursement
The County’s policies involving vehicle use and travel reimbursement could be better
articulated to P&C employees. Employees complained about the requirement to use their
personal vehicle on County business without being reimbursed. We also heard complaints
relating to a business trip taken by the Director.
Findings
Three P&C employees attended the Governmental Procurement Association of Georgia
(GPAG), a chapter of the National Institute of Governmental Purchasing conference, in Jekyll
Island, Georgia during the timeframe of April 25 – 28, 2017. The attendees had the opportunity
to pursue over 40 different training classes in 8 different tracks and gain credits for re-
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certification and professional credentialing. Two employees received a scholarship from GPAG
that 1) paid for their registration and lodging and 2) covered travel reimbursement for the use of
their separate personal cars.17
The Director was one of three P&C employees who attended this conference. She told us
that she drove a DeKalb County vehicle to the conference. The passengers included her Mother,
daughter, and grandchild. The Director told us that she was the sole driver of the car and that she
stayed in a two-room villa. She also told us that she had approval for expenses incurred and was
not aware of the violation of any County policy.
The Director stayed at the hotel called Villas by the Sea Resort & Conference Center at
1175 N. Beachview Drive, Jekyll Island, Georgia. The GPAG-negotiated hotel rates for
attendees were as follows:
- Mini Villa/Studio (1-2 occupancy), island side, $119 per night
- One Bedroom (1-2 occupancy), island side, $129 per night
- One Bedroom (1-2 occupancy), ocean side, $139
The Director’s travel receipt indicated that she stayed in a two-bedroom oceanside room
under the GPAG group rate and incurred a nightly room rate of $139, a resort fee of $6.95 and
$16.68 in taxes. The Director told us that when she made her room reservation, there were no
single units available. Another employee confirmed this account, advising that the Director’s
travel availability was confirmed on short notice. Accordingly, the hotel upgraded her to a twobedroom unit with no additional charge.
We were provided with screenshots of the County’s electronic system for expense
reimbursements. We saw electronic entries in which two of the Director’s subordinates provided

17

Receipt of these scholarships could be in violation of Code of DeKalb County Section 20-20(a)(6) which
provides that merit employees may not “Directly or indirectly solicit or accept any gift from a prohibited source or
any gift given because of the employee’s position.”
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travel expense information to the County’s accounting services department on behalf of the
Director. We saw an entry requesting reimbursement for an amount that included mileage for
the trip. Mileage reimbursement would have been improper as the Director used the County
vehicle. The documentation we were provided with showed that someone accurately calculated
the mileage from the hotel to the Director’s home address and applied the proper reimbursement
rate, which resulted in an amount due of $312. We saw a subsequent entry by a subordinate that
requested the removal of the mileage expense for reimbursement. A DeKalb County check made
payable to the Director’s did not include the mileage expense. The Director told us that she was
unaware at that time that anyone requested mileage expense reimbursement on her behalf, and
this was confirmed by another individual.
The information we were provide with indicated that the County approving official for
the Director’s travel expense report was a manager in P&C who is a subordinate of the Director.
We found that the accounting department did obtain her boss’s approval before a final check was
disbursed.
We called the hotel and learned that the Director was upgraded from a one-bedroom to a
two-bedroom without additional charge. We also learned that the hotel would accept DeKalb
County’s Hotel/Motel Excise Tax Reporting Form, allowing a county employee to be exempt
from state taxes.
DeKalb County’s Travel Policy (see Exhibit 11) provides, in part:
• DeKalb County will only pay for any necessary and actual authorized travel and
training expenses incurred while carrying out official duties for DeKalb County.
• County funds may not be spent for any personal purposes or expenses.
• Travelers must conserve County funds and choose the least expensive options that
accommodate the traveler and the County.
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• The County will pay for reasonably-priced lodging for overnight trips outside the
Metro Atlanta at the single occupancy rate.
• Whenever appropriate, travelers should share the cost of travel with other colleagues
(such as carpooling). The County will only pay for business expenses incurred while
carrying out official County business.
• Travelers may use County vehicles for trips in Georgia when approved by an
authorizing party.
• The traveler should present the Hotel/Motel Excise Tax Exemption Form at check-in.
If they refuse to waive the tax, the County will reimburse the traveler for the tax.
• Non-employees may stay with the traveler but all added costs must be borne by the
traveler.
• Guests and Companions may accompany a traveler at their own expense. The County
will not reimburse any costs related to guest or companion travel.
• The authorizing party is a traveler’s department director or the director’s designee.
• The County COO approves travel for directors.
• Authorizing parties should review proposed expenses to determine that they are in the
best interest of the County and comply with this policy.
• The County will only pay for expenses allowed by this policy, within the rates defined
here and properly authorized.
• All parties subject to this policy agree to act at all times in a manner which will uphold
the public trust, utilize public funds wisely, safeguard County resources and advance the
best interest of the County.
• Any employee or Elected Official who knowingly submits a false claim for
reimbursement will be responsible for restitution of any funds fraudulently received, and
will be subject to disciplinary action up to and including criminal prosecution.
We spoke with the head of Risk Management for DeKalb County. We were provided
with Executive Order 09-03 regarding DeKalb County’s policy for take-home vehicles (Exhibit
12) and DeKalb County Policy/Procedure for Take-Home Vehicles (Exhibit 13), which
personnel are to execute when assigned a vehicle.
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We were told that the DeKalb County’s insurance policies do not cover claims of nonDeKalb County personnel who are injured while being transported in a DeKalb County vehicle.18
Accordingly, DeKalb County and its personnel could be held liable when non-DeKalb County
personnel, including friends and family, are injured while in a County vehicle. We were told,
and the County’s policies reflect, that the County does not have a stated prohibition from
transporting non-DeKalb personnel in its vehicles. We recommend that DeKalb County amend
its policies to prohibit DeKalb County personnel from transporting non-DeKalb County
personnel in a DeKalb County vehicle.
We cannot determine if the Director stayed in the least expensive single-occupancy room
per County policy. The least expensive room would have been $119. The director told us that
when she made her reservations, the single-occupancy rooms were no longer available, and she
was upgraded without additional charge. However, if she requested the Mini Villa/Studio (1-2
occupancy), island side, the rate would have been $119. She told us, and the hotel confirmed,
that she was upgraded at no charge to a two-bedroom; this makes it likely that she initially
requested the ocean-side one Bedroom (1-2 occupancy) at the rate of $139. That choice would
have been in violation of County policy, as it was not the least expensive. However, since we do
not know if all single-occupancy units were sold out at the time of her reservations, we cannot
reach a conclusive opinion on this issue.
We find that the Director did not present the DeKalb Hotel/Motel Excise Tax Reporting
Form to the hotel to exempt taxes, which was in violation of DeKalb County Policy and thereby
caused DeKalb to incur an unnecessary expense. We find that the Director had no knowledge
that a request for mileage reimbursement was initially sought for an expense she did not incur.

18

We note there may be other provisions that apply to the DeKalb County Police Department for the transportation
of non-DeKalb County personnel.
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Our investigation of these issues was complicated by the fact that electronic records show
that the Director’s subordinates handled the reimbursement process. From our understanding of
the County’s reimbursement process, there is no requirement for an employee seeking expense
reimbursement to provide an inked or secure digital signature on a DeKalb County form. Such a
form should certify that the expense reimbursement they are requesting is true and accurate and
include a warning that an intentional violation of County policy will subject the employee to
disciplinary action up to and including criminal prosecution.
We recommend that DeKalb County adopt a policy which requires any employee
submitting a request for expense reimbursement sign a paper document or provide a secure
electronic signature, certifying the truth and accuracy of their submission and acknowledging a
warning that an intentional violation of County policy will subject the employee to disciplinary
action up to and including criminal prosecution.
Several P&C employees used their personal vehicles to travel on County business and
were not aware of any procedure to obtain reimbursement from the County. One manager told a
subordinate to incur mileage as a personal expense and then take a tax deduction. This type of
misinformation along with rumors surrounding the Director’s travel to Jekyll contributes to low
employee morale.
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10. NOTABLE CONTRACTS
Archer-Western
We were told that the award of ITB 14-100430, Snapfinger Advanced Wastewater
Treatment Facilities Expansion – Phase 2, to Archer-Western was the result of a flawed
procurement process. We were told that Archer-Western did not provide a copy of a Utility
Foreman’s Certificate as is required by the ITB; this vendor should have been deemed nonresponsive and should not have been considered for the bid. This ITB resulted in one of the
largest County contracts (in excess of $180 million).
We were provided with a copy of a document that purported to show an inventory of the
contents of the documents that Archer-Western provided in response to the bid. A notation was
made on this document indicating a that Utility Foreman’s Certificate was not included in the bid
package. The comment section of this document indicates that this item is “required.” On page
10 of the ITB there was language that stated, “Failure to provide this license and necessary
certificates in this format may [emphasis added] result in the proposed Bid being deemed nonresponsive.”
On June 8, 2018, we reviewed the paper file of ITB 14-100430. The file did not contain
the bids of any vendors for this ITB. P&C personnel advised that the original documents may
have been lost. We asked the P&C Team-CIP leader for an electronic version of ArcherWestern’s bid. In this version of the file, there was a PDF with only portions of the bid. Several
licenses were provided; however, there was no Utility Foreman’s Certificate.
The procurement agent for this project was interviewed at the office of P&C. Although
the agent is not certain, the agent believes that some of the licenses Archer-Western did provide
in its bid information may be superior to the Utility Foreman’s Certificate, thereby making the
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proof of this certificate unnecessary. The agent also noted that the ITB language states that the
failure to include this certificate “may” result in the proposed bid being deemed non-responsive.
Due to the use of the permissive word “may,” the Director of P&C would have the discretion to
accept a verification of the certificate later in the procurement process if deemed appropriate.
We do not recommend further action on this matter. We do note that missing files can
make the investigation of allegations difficult or impossible to resolve.

Mystery Valley Golf Course
DeKalb County owns Mystery Valley Golf Course (Mystery Valley) in Lithonia, GA.
The County’s Department of Recreation, Parks and Cultural Affairs (RPCA) oversees the
management of the golf course.
We received an allegation that a senior County official improperly interfered with an RFP
while it was on the street (the period of time between the closing of questions and answers and
the deadline for submissions or responses). While that allegation was not substantiated, we
learned significant information about Mystery Valley that merits reporting.
The County has outsourced the management, maintenance, and operation of the golf
course for nearly twenty years. DeKalb County Contract No. 12-800884, between DeKalb
County and Georgia Golf Partners, LLC (GGP), was executed on February 1, 2012 in order for
DeKalb County to outsource the operations of Mystery Valley Golf Club and Sugar Creek Golf
& Tennis Club (Sugar Creek) to GGP. According to that contract, GGP was a joint venture
between CGL of Savannah, Inc. and SydMar Golf Management, Inc.
DeKalb County did not pay GGP to manage, maintain, and operate Mystery Valley.
Rather, GGP was compensated by receiving the gross revenue produced at Mystery Valley
minus a percentage that was to be paid back to the County. That percentage was one percent in
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2012 and gradually increased to three percent. GGP was also required to make annual capital
contributions.
Failure to Pay Capital Contributions and Revenue Share
We were told that GGP (and/or its successor Cornerstone Golf Partners) is in arrears for
the percentage of revenue due. GGP has argued that it need not pay its revenue percentage
because it ran a net loss. We were told that despite RPCA’s request, GGP/Cornerstone has
refused to provide an accounting for expenses. The contract also appears to require GGP to
contribute $100,000 to a capital reserves account for each year of the contract. We were told that
these payments have not been made and GGP/Cornerstone could be in arrears in the amount of
$600,000.
Missing Equipment
GGP’s contract with the County allowed it to use the County’s golf course maintenance
equipment but also required GGP to maintain it. The contract provides that the County will not
pay or reimburse GGP for the purchase of any equipment. Furthermore, the contract provides
that if certain equipment cannot be repaired, GGP agrees to return it to the County. RPCA has a
listing of property that is missing. The property was worth $135,200 when purchased new in
approximately 2006.
The contract, including annual renewals, had a potential life of ten years. In 2017, the
County decided to seek a new vendor to run Mystery Valley due to significant issues with the
management of the golf course. On a scale of 1-5, with 1 being the worst, the RPCA rated
GGP’s contract performance a 1.
RPCA worked with P&C in an attempt to obtain a new vendor to run Mystery Valley.
P&C announced several RFPs for the management of various aspects of Mystery Valley and
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Sugar Creek. A Principal of GGP/Cornerstone was in attendance at a pre-bid meeting and
communicated to all in attendance, including several potential bidders, negative information
about Mystery Valley. DeKalb County officials who heard this Principal speak thought the
behavior was highly inappropriate and viewed it as a thinly veiled attempt to discourage others
from participating in the solicitation.
Cornerstone Golf Partners was the only bidder on the RFP for the management of
Mystery Valley. Cornerstone’s bid was deemed nonresponsive as it did not meet the LSBE
Ordinance requirements.
Additional Mismanagement
At this point, the County had essentially two options: (1) recontact the non-bidders and
obtain criteria that would entice them to bid on a new RFP, or (2) negotiate a change order and
allow Cornerstone to continue operating the course. DeKalb County chose the latter.
GGP/Cornerstone managed both Mystery Valley and Sugar Creek. Mystery Valley was a
much more desirable property to manage because it threw off significantly more revenue. A
Principal of GGP/Cornerstone met with County executive management and proposed changing
the terms of the original agreement by creating a change order to the original contract. Executive
management agreed. The new operating entity is Cornerstone Golf Partners. The 2017 Change
Order to contract No. 12-800884 states that Cornerstone Golf Partners was formerly known as
Georgia Golf Partners, LLC. The essence of the Change Order is that Cornerstone no longer has
to manage Sugar Creek. The Change Order allows Cornerstone to manage Mystery Valley for
four more years with the County having the right to terminate the contract with 120 days’ notice.
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Falling Tree Liability
GGP’s contract required it to remove dead and diseased trees as necessary from the
grounds of Mystery Valley.
DeKalb County Police Department incident report, Accident Number 16-007595, dated
January 23, 2016, described an incident where someone was killed by a falling tree at Mystery
Valley. The report documented that a United States Postal Worker was killed within the
“confines of Mystery Valley” when “[a]n unhealthy tree broke at the base and fell on [the postal
service vehicle he was driving.]” It was noted in the report that the weather was clear and dry,
but windy (“15 to 20 MPH with gusts of 30 to 40 MPH”).
RPCA has produced a report titled, “Summary of Mystery Valley Neglected Maintenance
and Equipment,” documenting that here are still numerous dead and leaning trees around the
Mystery Valley Golf Course.
Mystery Valley’s website currently reads in part as follows: “Mystery Valley’s beautiful
timber framed clubhouse is the home of Knickers’ Grill. If you are looking for a picturesque
setting for your organization’s next group event, you will find what you are looking for at
Mystery Valley. Our golf course and dining room facilities are lovely and will be perfect for that
special event.” We believe that none of this is true – in our opinion, Mystery Valley is in an
eyesore and an embarrassment to the County.
We visited Mystery Valley on May 14, 2018. The clubhouse was in a general state of
disrepair, had no concessions, and had no functioning air conditioning. There were a significant
number of weeds observed in fairways. Many of the sand traps/bunkers were without sand but
had plenty of rocks and vegetation. There were numerous very tall trees on the edges of fairways
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that were leaning dramatically as if ready to fall. Cornerstone and DeKalb County government
are certainly on notice regarding the dangers of dead and leaning trees.
We recommend that the County’s executive management use our findings to initiate
additional investigation. We believe that Mystery Valley has been badly mismanaged. The
County may be owed significant sums under a contract, and Mystery Valley may be a liability to
the County. We recommend that the County take immediate action to address the dead and
leaning trees at Mystery Valley.
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11. LSBE ORDINANCE
In September 2016, DeKalb County enacted the Local Small Business Enterprise
Ordinance (LSBE Ordinance). The purpose of the enactment was to address some shortcomings
in the previous LSBE ordinance. As stated in its preamble, the LSBE Ordinance’s purpose is:
[A]n initiative that protects and enhances the economic development of the
county and improves the financial well-being of its citizenry because the program
creates local jobs and improves the county's economic base by helping DeKalb
businesses grow. As DeKalb County businesses grow and expand tax revenue
and fees paid by such businesses increase and opportunities for taxpayers to work
in the county where they live increases . . . [E]nactment of this ordinance
encourages local small businesses to remain in DeKalb County and grow and
prosper thereby directly and indirectly increasing the financial stability of DeKalb
County government . . .
The LSBE Ordinance provides that the Director of P&C shall have the primary
responsibility to ensure that the LSBE Ordinance is effectively and equitably implemented in
DeKalb County.19 The LSBE Ordinance requires that the program be evaluated on a semiannual basis. It also requires, at a minimum, seven (7) categories of information.20
We believe that these seven categories of information are important in assessing the
effectiveness of the LSBE. If the information was provided by P&C, it would inform those
charged with DeKalb County’s governance about the number of participating contractors and the
dollar amount under contract. These are all important metrics for assessing performance. They
19

Code of DeKalb, Section 2-202(b).
Code of DeKalb, Section 2-202(b):
(1) Number of LSBEs certified and de-certified;
(2) Number and financial impacts of mentor protégé partnerships.
(3) Evaluation of the effectiveness of the LSBE in relation to the achievement of DeKalb County’s goals set forth
under this article, including the utilization of LSBEs on contracts;
(4) Number of LSBEs subcontracted by non-LSBE prime contractors;
(5) Number of LSBEs contracted as a prime contractor;
(6) Total LSBE contracted dollars and total contracted dollars, and
(7) Other information about DeKalb First, if requested by the board of commissioners or the chief executive officer.
20
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are indicators of the benefits of the LSBE. We were told that the only report published pursuant
to the Ordinance’s reporting requirement was the DeKalb First LSBE Semi-Annual Report 2017
(January – June); see Exhibit 14. As of the date of this report, we are not aware of the July –
December 2017 Semi-Annual report being produced by P&C as required by the LSBE
Ordinance.
The P&C’s January – June 2017 Report provided only a portion of the data required by
the seven categories in the LSBE Ordinance.
1. There are 272 small businesses certified under the LSBE Ordinance and none were
decertified.
2. There were two mentor/protégé partnerships with a financial impact of $7,170,300 and
$9,000,000.
3. There was no meaningful evaluation of the effectiveness of the LSBE in relation to the
achievement of DeKalb County’s goals set forth under this article, including the
utilization of LSBEs on contracts.
4. The number of LSBEs subcontracted by non-LSBE prime contractors was not
provided in the report.
5. The number of LSBEs contracted as a prime contractor appears to be 17.
6. The total LSBE contracted dollars and total contracted dollars were not provided.
7. We were not told if other information about the LSBE Ordinance was requested by the
CEO or BOC.
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We believe that to assess the effectiveness of the LSBE Ordinance, those in charge of
DeKalb County’s governance need to know both the benefits and costs of the program. The
LSBE Ordinance primarily requires metrics of the program’s benefits.21
Although the LSBE Ordinance does not require its reporting, there are two categories of
costs associated with the LSBE Ordinance implementation: administrative costs and the costs of
anti-competitiveness. The costs of anti-competitiveness include costs associated with lowcontractor participation, the delivery of substandard services, and higher prices for services. We
did not find anyone in DeKalb Country attempting to track these costs or associate them with the
benefits of the LSBE program for any type of cost-benefits analysis.
We found that there are costs associated with administering the LSBE Ordinance. As
discussed below, due to the LSBE Ordinance’s anti-competitive nature, problems arise when
enforcing the LSBE Ordinance’s provisions. The DeKalb County Administrator of the program
described several of these problems. Subcontractors may not do the work or not do it well, and
the prime contractors may not have subcontractors perform the work after winning the contract.
There are issues with the prime contractors not paying the subcontractors. There are
bureaucratic issues that arise, including LSBE certification requirements, vetting the small
business licenses, and site visits. The administration of the LSBE Ordinance results in DeKalb
County getting in the middle of the prime/subcontractor relationship. Accordingly, when
disputes do arise, the LSBE Ordinance has a mediation provision that requires DeKalb County
officials to spend time resolving the disputes. There are at least two P&C employees that spend

21

We do note that Code of DeKalb, Section 2-202(b)(3) requires P&C to evaluate of the effectiveness of the LSBE
in relation to the achievement of DeKalb County’s goals set forth under this article. We saw no evidence that P&C
has tried to provide this analysis.
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the majority of their time on the program; other P&C and user department personnel spend an
unmeasured amount of time on the program as a result of the LSBE Ordinance’s complications.
To assist with some of these bureaucratic functions, a County Administrator of the LSBE
program told us that DeKalb County has a five-year contract with the Georgia Minority Supplier
Development Council (GMSDC) in the amount of $1.3 million. We were told that additional
resources were needed to effectively handle the program but there was no budget for this.

Costs of Anti-Competitiveness
Program Administrator’s Observations
The DeKalb County Administrator of the LSBE program described the program as
having some challenges due in part to the fact that most procurement agents are not fully
embracing it. They see it as just more work for the agents. They also believe that it reduces
vendor competition.
The Administrator also said that some prime contractors just do not want to partner with
an LSBE because they do not know the quality of work the LSBE may provide. The
Administrator believes that is a legitimate concern. In some cases, a prime did not make the
county aware that an LSBE was inferior because the prime just did not want to make waves. If
DeKalb County knows the LSBE is substandard, it will help remove or replace the LSBE.
The Administrator further advised that a limited number of prime contractors feel like
they need to inflate pricing to pay their LSBE partners. A few primes have paid LSBEs a
nominal amount just to be the LSBE of record, but not actually provide any work. Other Primes
may have the LSBEs do work, but it will be completely unrelated to the contract.
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The Administrator said that, in his opinion, there are some very good LSBE participants
and most of them perform as they are supposed to. However, there are a few LSBE’s that feel it
is an entitlement program through which they should just be given contracts.
The Administrator advised that the LSBE Ordinance is quite helpful in empowering small
businesses to grow into prime vendors. He believes that LSBE opens doors with great
opportunities for small businesses in DeKalb County and metropolitan Atlanta.
The Administrator pointed out that the LSBE review panel can limit, reduce, increase, or
eliminate LSBE participation, if warranted. The panel is comprised of the P&C Director, Chief
Operating Officer, and the User Department representative.
The Administrator stated that the LSBE Program needs more manpower due to the new
LSBE ordinance that created more responsibilities, such as mediation and strong accountability,
which cannot be farmed out to GMSDC.
We heard significant complaints throughout P&C and in the Department of DWM about
the anti-competitive nature of the LSBE Ordinance and the negative impact it is having on
DeKalb County.
Procurement Agents’ Observations
Agents in P&C had the following observations about the LSBE Ordinance:
•

The LSBE requirement is hampering competition and increasing DeKalb County’s costs.
It needs to be relaxed, perhaps having a certain percentage of LSBE participation as a
goal.

•

The LSBE program is a great program, but at times, very restrictive. It drives up costs
incurred by DeKalb County and reduces bidder competition. LSBE requirements should
be waived for some solicitations, because there is not always the opportunity for vendors
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to partner with small businesses. P&C agents have recommended a change in policy to
include waivers. As the policy stands now, vendors can document a good faith effort to
comply with LSBE requirements if they can’t find an appropriate small business partner.
A waiver, however, would “happen up front” and could promote competition.
•

LSBE participation should be a 20-30% goal for DeKalb County contracts, not a
mandatory requirement. Prime contractors that have a legacy company do not want to
be forced to utilize a LSBE company when the prime knows nothing about their
capabilities, potentially jeopardizing the reputation of their legacy. The LSBE
requirement has certainly reduced the number of bidders for DeKalb County contracts.

•

LSBE vendors feel like they are automatically entitled to a portion of county contracts.
The LSBE ordinance is poorly written and a real hindrance to the entire process.
Interested prime contractors are required to attend a LSBE meeting within two weeks
after solicitations are released. This process is drastically reducing competition and
increasing DeKalb County’s costs. There is no monitoring of LSBEs and when they are
vetted for the LSBE requirements by GMSDC, the vetting process does not take into
consideration if the LSBE is actually qualified to provide the service. Prime contractors
assume once the LSBE is vetted by DeKalb County, they must be qualified to assist the
prime with the project. Many times, that is not the case.

•

Vendors have to attend an LSBE meeting within a short window of the bid being released.
This requirement has to be met every single time a vendor submits a bid. Many vendors
refuse to subject themselves to this process, drastically reducing the bidding competition.
Bid prices are inflated due to the mandatory requirement of utilizing an LSBE. DeKalb
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County should do away with the LSBE process and go back to the old LSBE policy of
only having to show a good faith effort for utilizing an LSBE on a contractor’s project.
•

It is crazy for vendors to have to attend a mandatory LSBE meeting during a 1 – 2 week
timeframe, prior to bids being submitted. Vendors have stated that the process in DeKalb
County for submitting a bid is not worth the effort.

•

The LSBE requirement interferes with competition. Vendors often say that it is not worth
their while to use an LSBE. If they don’t use one, they are non-responsive and their bid
or proposal is eliminated. Some contracts don’t lend themselves to LSBE participation.
It should not be mandatory.

•

The LSBE Ordinance rules make it harder to find quality vendors. It is fairly common
that vendors choose not to compete for contracts because LSBE is a “turn-off.” It is
often a lot of work for a vendor to identify an LSBE partner. Also, if a vendor finds out
about a solicitation after it’s been on the street for two weeks, they may have already
missed a chance to attend the mandatory LSBE meeting; therefore, they cannot be
responsive in their bid and will be disqualified.

•

DeKalb County’s reputation with vendors is bad. The LSBE Ordinance is “the biggest
joke ever.” Regarding LSBE, contractors are forced to hire people they don’t know and
put the reputations of their businesses at risk. Any manager in any user department will
tell you that the bad work that is done on County contracts is usually done by LSBE
partners.

•

The LSBE program undermines competition. Sometimes it doesn’t make sense for a big
vendor to partner with an LSBE. Moreover, it is unclear as to what qualifies as
participation. Sometimes all the revenue from a contract will go to the prime contractor,
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but the prime will get credit for LSBE participation. For example, the prime might get
credit for LSBE participation when an LSBE is helping the prime with the general
operation of the prime’s business as opposed to helping the prime on the contract with
DeKalb County. There was a county contract where the LSBE participant did something
like pest control for the prime contractor which had nothing to do with the prime’s
DeKalb County contract. Whether the County counts that type of participation or not
ought to be information that’s available to the public. “There is not a systematic
approach.”
•

The LSBE Ordinance is detrimental to having the best qualified vendors participate in
the DeKalb County’s bid process because the prime contractor must relinquish 20% of
project revenue to the LSBE vendor. In some bids, DeKalb County is losing money
because only one vendor submits a bid and is awarded a contract. In one instance, a
project should have cost $500,000 ended up costing the County $1.4 million.

User Department Officials’ Observations
Officials in the Department of DWM had the following observations about the LSBE
Ordinance:
•

An official in DWM told us that we are “on the ground” and can see vendors that do not
perform, and the County will not pursue damages against its vendors. This official also
cited two vendors that will not conduct business in DeKalb County because of the LSBE
Ordinance.

•

An official in DWM told us that LSBE contractors take advantage of DeKalb County and
the County pays more as a result of the LSBE Ordinance. Contractors will not work in
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DeKalb County because of the LSBE Ordinance and because of slow pay. As a result,
there only a few qualified contractors who will submit bids.
•

An official in DWM told us that the LSBE Ordinance was “terrible.” Contractors do not
want to work in DeKalb County because of the LSBE subcontractors “add nothing to the
team.” The official observed that subcontractors receive 20% of the contract amount by
performing with minimum effort. The ordinance narrows the field of competitive vendors
when there is already difficulty in securing the minimum number of bidders. This official
advised that DWM is stuck with bad vendors and can’t get new ones.

A well-known citizen advocate, likely the next Representative for Georgia House District
87, is calling for an investigation of DeKalb County’s LSBE program. This citizen advocate
made the request to DeKalb County Ethics Officer Stacey Kalberman and Chief Audit Executive
John L. Greene in a 16-page memorandum dated January 15, 2018. We did not attempt to
investigate these allegations. We do note that this an example of the LSBE Ordinance causing
discontent in the community by the appearance of inappropriate implementation.
We found that the collective opinion of most P&C procurement agents, and of the several
officials that we interviewed in DWM, is that the LSBE Ordinance requirements are reducing
vendor competition, causing delivery of substandard services, and increasing costs to DeKalb
County taxpayers.
We believe that the effectiveness of the LSBE Ordinance should be assessed by those
charged with DeKalb County’s governance. We believe that the stated goals of the LSBE
Ordinance are well-intentioned. We recommend that a study be commissioned to conduct a costbenefit analysis of the LSBE program. The current LSBE Ordinance requires seven metrics that
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track the benefits of the program. We recommend that P&C comply with the LSBE Ordinance’s
requirement to provide this information to the CEO and BOC in a timely manner.
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12. RECOMMENDATIONS
Purchasing Ordinance & Purchase and Procedures Manual
1.

In the drafting of a DeKalb County Purchasing Ordinance, we recommend that all County
stakeholders have a voice in the process, including P&C, OIIA, and County user
departments.

2.

We recommend that the enactment of a Purchasing Ordinance be made a priority for
DeKalb County.

3.

After the enactment of a Purchasing Ordinance, we recommend that the Purchasing &
Procedures Manual be updated and approved by the CEO.
Hard Controls

4.

We recommend the following provision be added to DeKalb County’s Purchasing Policy:
The BOC will not approve any contract in an amount of $1 million or greater until the
OIIA has been given the opportunity to issue a report. The OIIA may issue a written report
to the BOC advising if the contract file is consistent with DeKalb County’s Policy and
Procurement Procedures and/or note areas of deficiencies. Upon request by the CEO,
BOC, or on its own initiative, the OIIA may also review any solicitation of any dollar
amount.

5.

In order to implement the safeguard recommended in #4, above, we recommend OIIA be
funded to increase its staffing level by two auditors. This staffing enhancement is in
addition to recommendation #21, below, regarding the reassignment of auditor positions.

6.

We recommend that P&C management reevaluate the use of procurement agents as voting
members on the RFP committees.
Data Analysis

7.

We recommend that Oracle Advanced Procurement Suite be programed to track emergency
and sole source purchases and be equipped to assist with split-purchase analysis.

8.

We recommend that OIIA conduct split-purchase analysis on a periodic basis.
Ethics

9.

We recommend that P&C adopt a written policy that departmental employees cannot
receive gifts from those doing business with the County.
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10.

We recommend that Executive Order No. 2014-4 be modified to prohibit merit-exempt
employees from receiving gifts from “interested sources.”

11.

We recommend that Executive Order 2014-4 be modified so that it is not in conflict with
the Ethics Code §22A(c)(2)(A)(ii), (B)(i).

12.

We recommend that the University of North Georgia, BB&T Center for Ethical
Leadership’s survey results from the Ethical Culture Indicator (ECI) be used as a baseline,
and that the ECI be administered in future years to track progress.

13.

When it is administered, we recommend that the ECI be mandatory for all employees.

14.

We recommend that the ECI results be broken down by each individual DeKalb County
Department, so that the results can be more useful.
Workload

15.

We recommend that management consider flex-time and staggered work schedules for the
purpose of retaining and attracting employees.
Training

16.

We recommend that the P&C University PowerPoint training presentation be updated. We
also recommend the implementation of a structured training program for new employees,
including a procedure for management to track progress.

17.

We recommend the use of a dedicated trainer to train P&C employees and the constituents
in the many user departments, at least on a temporary basis.

18.

We also recommend that the Department be provided with an adequate training budget to
bring in professional trainers, incentivize employees to obtain relevant credentials, and
send employees to outside training where they can bring best practices back to the
Department.
Workplace Conditions

19.

We recommend that P&C be provided with adequate storage space for files.
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Department of Watershed Management
20.

We recommend that a minimum of two full-time auditors be assigned to audit payments to
contractors in the DWM.

21.

We recommend that the auditor positions assigned to P&C be reassigned to OIIA for the
purpose of establishing independence and reporting.
Use of DeKalb Vehicles; Expense Reimbursement

22.

We recommend that DeKalb County amend its policies to prohibit DeKalb County
personnel from transporting non-DeKalb County personnel in a DeKalb County vehicle.

23.

We recommend that DeKalb County adopt a policy that requires any employee submitting
a request for expense reimbursement sign a paper document or provide a secure electronic
signature which certifies the truth and accuracy of their submission and provides a warning
that an intentional violation of County policy will subject the employee to disciplinary
action up to and including criminal prosecution.
Mystery Valley

24.

We recommend that DeKalb County’s executive management initiate additional
investigation based on the findings in this report.

25.

We recommend that the County take immediate action to address the dead and leaning
trees at Mystery Valley.
DeKalb First Local Small Business Enterprise Ordinance

26.

We recommend that a study be commissioned to conduct a cost-benefits analysis of the
LSBE program.

27.

We recommend that P&C comply, in a timely manner, with the LSBE Ordinance’s
requirement to provide all seven categories of information to the CEO and BOC.
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13. ACRONYMS & ABBREVIATIONS
APS: Oracle’s Advanced Procurement Suite
BOC: Board of Commissioners
CEO: Chief Executive Officer
CPA: Certified Public Accountant
DWM: Department of Watershed Management
GGAP: Georgia Procurement Association of Georgia
ITB: Invitation to Bid
LSBE: Local Small Business Enterprise
NIGP: National Institute of Governmental Purchasing
OIIA: DeKalb Office of Internal Independent Audit
P&C: Purchasing and Contracting Department of DeKalb County
R&D: Roads and Drainage Department
RFP: Request for Proposal
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AUDIT OF DEKALB COUNTY
PURCHASING POLICY
AUDIT REPORT NO. 2017-008-PC
John Greene
Chief Audit Executive

What We Did
In accordance with the Office of Independent Internal Audit (OIIA) Audit Plan for fiscal
year 2017, we conducted a performance audit on the DeKalb County Purchasing Policy.
We examined the current purchasing policy and 2015 draft purchasing ordinance to
determine whether it:
•
•

Contained the key contracting processes and elements consistent with the principles
of the National Institute of Governmental Purchasing (NIGP)
Complied with the Official Code of Georgia Annotated (O.C.G.A.)

We benchmarked the policy to the Federal Acquisition Regulations (FAR) and other
Federal laws (such the Code of Federal Regulations and US Codes) , the Georgia
Procurement Manual (GPM), American Bar Association’s (ABA) “Model Procurement
Code for State and Local Governments” and procurement policies of other metro Atlanta
counties throughout Georgia to identify better practices.
What We Found
We found that the DeKalb County Purchasing Policy needs improvement to address key
contracting processes and functions prescribed in the NIGP and be consistent with the
O.C.G.A. The County’s purchasing policy does address several key areas that are
consistent with the NIGP and guidance in the FAR, GPM, and other counties throughout
Georgia such as ethics, source selection techniques (including sealed bids, sealed
proposals, and informal purchases), prohibition of split purchases, cooperative purchases,
disposition of surplus personal property, restrictive specifications and debarment actions.
In addition, the current policy does not contain several key contracting areas and some
areas included in the current policy need to be strengthened to be fully consistent with the
NIGP, O.C.G.A. and better practices. Please see the diagram on the following page that
outlines the twelve areas that need improvements and ten key areas not included in
current policy.
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Areas Not Included in Current
Policy

Areas Needing Improvement
•

Authorities, roles and
responsibilities

•

•

Protests

Multi-year contracting

•

Contract administration

•

Performance Based
specifications and work
statements

•

Training and professional
development

•

Government cost estimates

•

Responsive and responsible
bids and proposals

•

Liquidated damages and
incentives

•

Emergency contracts

•

Prompt payments

•

Sole source contracts

•

Lease vs purchase analysis

•

Temporary services contracts

•

Contract types

•

Bonds

•

Spend analysis

•

Disposition of property

•

Property accountability

•

Mistakes in bids

•

Vendor performance ratings

•

Informal Purchases

What

What We Recommend
The Chief Procurement Officer (CPO) – Purchasing and Contracting Department, in
consultation with the Purchasing Advisory Committee (PAC) and the County Law
Department should:
•
•

•

Revise the current purchasing policy to address the opportunities identified in this
report, other key elements of the NIGP and ensure full conformance with the
O.C.G.A.
Review the FAR, GPM, NIGP, purchasing policies of similar counties and other
best practices to identify other opportunities to further enhance the purchasing
policy. Proposed revisions should be submitted to the DeKalb County Board of
Commissioners (BOC) for review and approval
Periodically review the purchasing policy to ensure the policy continues to
effectively meet needs of the County
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BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION
The NIGP is a national, membership-based non-profit organization providing support to
professionals in the public sector procurement profession. The NIGP prescribes the standards
that public organizations should develop in their procurement manual. According to the NIGP
“Principles and Practices of Public Procurement, ” procurement organizations should develop a
comprehensive policy manual that clearly defines authority, responsibility, and establishes
guidelines for the organization and the procurement professional to follow when carrying out
their responsibilities.
The O.C.G.A specifies procurement related laws, codes and statutes, applicable to the state of
Georgia, counties and municipalities. The current purchasing policy mandates that the County
shall conform to all applicable provisions of the laws of the United States and of the State of
Georgia.
The FAR is the primary regulation for use by all Federal agencies in their acquisition of supplies
and services with appropriated funds. It became effective on April 1, 1984, and provides for
coordination, simplicity, and uniformity in the Federal acquisition process. The GPM, dated
February 2011, is the official source for all administrative rules issued by the Georgia
Department of Administrative Services to govern purchases made by certain state government
entities. Both the FAR and GPM serve as relevant resources/guides for County purchasing
policy and may be applicable to the County within the context of Federal and/or state grant
funding requirements.
The 2000 ABA Model Procurement Code for State and Local Governments provides statutory
principles and policy guidance for managing and controlling the procurement for public
purposes, administrative and judicial remedies for the resolution of controversies relating to
public contracts and the set of ethical standards governing public and private participants in the
procurement process. The Code was approved by the policymaking body of the ABA (its House
of Delegates) on July 11, 2000. The NIGP participated in the development of the ABA Model
Procurement Code for State and Local Governments.
The DeKalb County Purchasing Policy, dated August 6, 2014, is the latest official purchasing
policy within DeKalb County. A draft purchasing ordinance was prepared in 2015. Based on our
review there was no significant difference from the official Purchasing Policy. In 2015, Section 18
of House Bill 598 was amended to include the Board of Commissioners (BOC) in the policy
making process for all purchasing issues. Before this amendment, the Chief Executive Officer
had the unilateral power to enact and amend the DeKalb County Purchasing Policy.
The DeKalb County Department of Purchasing and Contracting is responsible for establishing,
implementing and enforcing all purchasing procedures in accordance with Georgia law and the
County policy. The CPO is responsible for the administration of all transactions governed by the
County’s purchasing policy and shall serve as the principal procurement officer of the County.
“A PAC shall be established (by CPO - Purchasing and Contracting Department) and comprised
of members selected from user departments by the County’s Chief Executive Officer, Executive
Assistant/Chief Operating Officer, Director of Finance and the CPO and will serve for two year
staggered terms. The Committee shall meet periodically (at least annually) to review purchasing
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procedures and make recommendations for changes...” 1 The BOC will have the approval
authority for the changes.
AUDIT RESULTS
During this engagement, the OIIA examined the NIGP and O.C.G.A. and benchmarked the
DeKalb County Purchasing Policy to the FAR and other Federal laws (such the Code of Federal
Regulations and US Codes) , GPM, ABA “Model Procurement Code” and procurement policies
of other counties throughout Georgia to identify better practices.
As a result, we identified several opportunities to strengthen the current Purchasing Policy as
outlined in our finding and recommendation below.
In addition, our audit identified some better practices for consideration in addressing the key
procurement areas missing from the Purchase Policy (Appendix III) or areas needing
improvement in the Purchasing Policy. (Appendix IV)
FINDING: SEVERAL KEY PROCUREMENT AREAS ARE NOT INCLUDED OR NEEDS
IMPROVEMENT IN THE PURCHASING POLICY
Objective: Determine if the DeKalb County Purchasing Policy contains the key elements to
facilitate an effective procurement process that is consistent with the principles of the NIGP and
in compliance with applicable sections of the O.C.G.A.
Criteria: According to the NIGP, procurement organizations should develop a comprehensive
policy manual that clearly defines authority, responsibility, and establishes guidelines for the
organization and the procurement professional to follow when carrying out their responsibilities.
Article 13 and Article 36 of the O.C.G.A. specifies the procurement laws for the state, counties,
and municipalities of Georgia.
The FAR (and other Federal regulations and laws), GPM, ABA and other counties purchasing
policies throughout Georgia provide guidance and serve as a basis for benchmarking better
business practices.
Condition: The DeKalb County Purchasing Policy includes several key procurement areas that
are addressed in the NIGP such as authority and role of the Chief Procurement Officer, types of
source selection (sealed bids, proposals, and cooperative agreements), restrictive specifications,
surplus disposition of personal property, prohibition of split purchasing, ethics, professional
services and withdrawal of bids. Our examination identified several key procurement areas that
are missing from the Purchasing Policy. In addition, some key contracting areas included in the
purchasing policy need improvement to strengthen consistency with the NIGP and be compliant
with the O.C.G.A. as highlighted in the table on following page.

1

Dekalb County Purchasing policy, August 6, 2014 – Section IV
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Areas not included in current policy

Included areas that need improvement

•

Protests

•

Authorities, roles and responsibilities

•

Contract administration

•

Multi-Year contracting

•

Training and professional
development

•

Performance based specifications and
work statements

•

Government cost estimates

•

•

Liquidated damages and incentives

Responsive and responsible bids and
proposals

•

Prompt payments

•

Emergency contracts

•

Lease vs purchase analysis

•

Sole source contracts

•

Contract types

•

Temporary services contracts

•

Spend analysis

•

Bonds

•

Property accountability

•

Disposition of property

•

Mistakes in bids

•

Vendor performance ratings

•

Informal purchases

Please see the Appendix III and IV for further details on areas that are missing and areas that
need improvement.
OIIA noted that the Purchasing department is in the process of drafting a County Procurement
Protest policy. We examined the draft document as of August 18, 2017 and noted that so far it
does address some of the relevant key elements/better practices of a protest policy identified in
Appendix III.
Consequence: A purchasing and contracting policy not consistent with the NIGP and noncompliant with the O.C.G.A. impairs the County’s ability to (1) clearly define the roles and
responsibilities of all parties involved in the contracting process, (2) mitigate risks to the County,
(3) establish accountability for County personnel and (4) safeguard the County’s assets.
Recommendation:
The CPO – Purchasing and Contracting Department, in consultation with the PAC and the
County Law Department, should:
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•

Revise the current purchasing policy to address the opportunities identified in this
report, other key elements of the NIGP and ensure full conformance with the
O.C.G.A.

•

Review the FAR (and other Federal regulations and laws), GPM, NIGP, purchasing
policies of similar counties and other best practices to identify other opportunities
to further enhance the Purchasing Policy. Proposed revisions should be submitted
to the BOC for review and approval

•

Periodically review the purchasing policy to ensure the policy continues to
effectively meet the needs of the County
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APPENDIX
Appendix I- Purpose, Scope and Methodology
Purpose
The purpose of the engagement was to:
•

Determine if the DeKalb County’s purchasing policy contains the key elements to facilitate
an effective procurement process that are consistent with the principles of the NIGP and
in compliance with applicable sections of the O.C.G.A.

•

Identify better practices to enhance the procurement and contracting processes of DeKalb
County

Scope and Methodology
Our scope for the engagement was the current and draft DeKalb County Purchasing Policy. Our
approach was to examine the Purchasing policy and compare it to the key contracting processes
and elements prescribed in the NIGP and O.C.G.A. In addition, we benchmarked the policy to
the Federal regulations and laws, the GPM, and other counties within Georgia to identify better
practices to enhance the current policy.
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Appendix II- Management Response
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Appendix III- Better Practices Identified for Areas Missing from Purchasing Policy
*Superscript number(s) in the first column indicate the related reference(s) for the criteria/better practice.

Criteria/ Better Practices

References /Sources

Protests
Criteria:
•

The NIGP states that a procurement manual
should provide guidance in regards to protests. It
further states the policy be available publicly. At a
minimum, the policy should state the:
Rights of the party to protest
Mandatory filing procedure such as timeframes
to file protest
Roles and responsibilities of procurement
organization involved in protest 1

Better Practices:

1. “Principles and Practices of
Public Procurement-Protest”
– NIGP
http://engage.nigp.org/acton/atta
chment/24793/f-004a/1/-/-/-//global-best-practice--protests.pdf
2. Article V, Section 102-448 of
Fulton County Code of
Ordinances
3. Section VII of Douglas County
Board of Commissioners
Purchasing Department
Procurement Guide

•

All protests must be in writing 1,2,3,4,5,6,8

4. Section 6.5 of the GPM

•

Define who can submit a protest - An interested
party, in the context of administrative bid or
proposal protest procedures, is “an actual or
prospective bidder or proposer whose direct
economic interest would be affected by the award

5. Section 200.05 of Fayette
County Policies and Procedures
6. Section 33.1 of FAR
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Benefits of Revised
Policy
•

Implementing protest
procedures into the County’s
purchasing policy will:
Enhance the transparency
and accountability in the
County’s procurement
process and the bid protest
process
Protest decisions made
public provide a high level
of transparency into what is
happening in the County’s
procurement system
Increase potential bidders’
confidence in the integrity
of the procurement process
leading more players to
participate
Help clarify the rights, roles
and responsibilities of the
all parties involved in the
protest process including,
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of a contract or by the failure to award a contract”

7. Part 9 of Chatham County
Purchasing Ordinance

•

Protest must not be prior to bid submittal 5

•

Protester should provide details (and supporting
documentation) of factual or legal basis for protest
and specific relief sought 2,3,5

8. Paragraph 2-5-8.01, 2-5-8.02,
2-5-8.04 of Cherokee County
Procurement Ordinance

•

Legal counsel should be made aware of and may
advise on action regarding protests 1,6

•

Specify a reasonable time period/limit for protest
submission 1,2,3,4,5,8

•

Indicate who has authority to settle /resolve any
/all protests (e.g. Chief Procurement Officer)

1,4,5,6,8

3,4,6,7,8

•

If protest received prior to contract
award/purchase order, then contract should not be
awarded until protest has been settled unless
delay in award would substantially impact interest
of county. Subject to BOC approval 8

•

If protest received post award then it should also
be considered by the PAC and BOC as required 3

•

Specify reasonable time period, after receipt of
protest, for informing the protestor of decision (e.g.
15 days after receipt of protest) 2,4,5,6
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•

Conducting a protest closeout assessment after a
protest has been resolved supports continual
improvement in the procurement process 1

•

If the vendor/protestor is not satisfied with the
decision of the Chief Procurement Officer (CPO),
the offeror may appeal to an independent
authority, depending upon applicable law or the
procedures of the entity 4,7,8

•

Each step of the process should be accurately and
thoroughly documented. Complete and
maintained files serve to justify the protest
decision, provide access to communication
records, and ensure that the response to the
protest is legally defensible 1

•

Specify which party is responsible for paying
administrative expenses of protest submission 4,6

Contract Administration
Criteria:
•

NIGP states that a procurement manual should
define the roles and responsibilities of the
procurement organization and other activities in
the area of oversight of contract requirements.
Contract administration is a vital process that
ensures contractors are providing the required
services for payments rendered 1

1. “Principles and Practices of
Public ProcurementPerformance Management”
NIGP
http://engage.nigp.org/acton/att
achment/24793/f-01d0/1/-/-/-//performancemanagement.pdf
2. Sections 7.2, 7.3, and 7.4 of
GPM
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•

The benefit of an effective
contract administration policy
is to ensure:
All County personnel
involved in the procurement
process have a clear
understanding of both the
County’s and the
contractor’s respective
obligations for the roles and
responsibilities of
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Better Practices:

3. Section 46.103 of FAR

•

Identify the organizations, along with their roles
and responsibilities, for ensuring contract
deliverables are executed for county contracts 1

4. Chapter 4 of Office of Federal
Procurement Policy
Pamphlet Number 4

•

Define in the solicitation the requirements for the
contractor quality control plan 3

5. Article V, Section 102-416 of

•

Establish a quality surveillance or administration
plan that identifies the key performance factors to
evaluate, the methods for measuring performance,
and the timeframes for reporting performance
against the measures 2,4

•

Measure and track performance against the
established measures and objectives 1

•

Performance must be documented in writing

•

Establish the impact of contractor non –
performance (payment deductions, poor vendor
ratings, election not to exercise option year, etc.)
in the contract or quality surveillance plan 5

•

Assess performance results to evaluate
performance measures and goals in future
contracts 1

The ounty is receiving the
expected services/goods

Fulton County Code of
Ordinances

2

Training and Professional Development
Criteria:
•

inspection of contract
performance

The NIGP states a procurement policy should
outline the:

1. “Principles and Practices of
Public ProcurementDeveloping a Procurement
Policy Manual” NIGP
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•

This inclusion will help:
Ensure procurement
personnel have the
knowledge and
understanding of
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Technical and professional qualifications for
management and professional staff
Orientation and training for new employees
involved in the procurement process
Certification and educational requirements of
professional staff 1
Better Practices:

http://engage.nigp.org/acton/atta
chment/24793/f-00d3/1/-/-/-//DEVELOPING%20PROCURE
MENT%20MANUAL%20UPDAT
ED.pdf
2. Article 2, Section 503 of 2000
American Bar Association
Model for Procurement

•

Specify the qualifications for the Director/CPO
position 3

3. Article V, Sections 102-363
and 435(H) of Fulton County
Code of Ordinances

•

Specify the minimum training requirements for
procurement personnel 4

4. Sections 1.4.3 of GPM

•

Director should establish policies and procedures
for education, training, career development, and
performance incentives of procurement personnel

5. Section 1703, paragraph c of
US Code 41

5

•

Director should develop special training programs
to assist LSBEs to conduct business with county 3

•

Encourage procurement personnel to maximize
opportunities for available training courses 4
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Government Cost Estimates
Criteria:
•

The NIGP states that procurement officials must
investigate bids or proposals that appear
abnormally low 1

Better Practices:
•

All user agencies shall prepare an independent
cost estimate for each project. The purchasing
agent shall utilize the independent cost estimates
for the evaluation of cost proposals and to assist
the department of purchasing and contract
compliance and evaluation committee in
determining if proposals/bids are reasonably
priced 2,4

•

Through market analysis, a more reliable cost
estimate for the goods and services can be
developed. Pricing may be available through
Internet research or suppliers may be willing to
offer preliminary price quotes 3

•

Other methods of estimating cost may include
reviewing the price of recently awarded contracts
for similar purchases or reviewing pricing on any
applicable convenience statewide contracts 3

•

Estimating the expected cost of the needed goods
or services is necessary for at least two reasons:

1. “Principles and Practices of
Public Procurement-The
Evaluation Process” NIGP
http://engage.nigp.org/acton/atta
chment/24793/f-01cb/1/-/-/-//TheEvaluationProcess.pdf

•

The benefit of including this is
to emphasize to contracting
officers/user departments the
importance of including a wellsupported cost estimate that
help determine the:

2. Section 102-367, paragraph b

Amounts to be budgeted /
funding availability

3. Section 2.2.3.4 of GPM

Type of purchasing method
to use (Request for
proposals, Invitation to Bid,
Informal Purchases, etc.)

1 and c of Fulton County
Procurement Ordinances

4. Section 12 of the Douglas
County Board of Commissioners
Purchasing Department
Procurement Guide
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Preliminary cost estimates will assist
stakeholders in determining whether the
needed goods or services are likely to be
obtained within the entity’s budget or if an
alternative procurement strategy will be
necessary
Estimating the expected cost of the needed
goods or services is required to determine
whether the entity possesses sufficient
delegated purchasing authority to conduct the
type of competitive solicitation 3

Liquidated Damages/Incentives
Criteria:
•

The NIGP prescribes that contracts should
include, when appropriate, positive and negative
incentives to induce better quality performance
and reduce costs to government. Incentives:
Should be used when they will induce better
quality performance
May be positive or negative, monetary or nonmonetary, or a combination of both
Should apply to the most important aspects of
the work, rather than every individual task
May vary depending on desired outcome and
type of contract 1

1. Principles and Practices of
Public Procurement“Performance Based
Contracting” NIGP
http://engage.nigp.org/acton/atta
chment/24793/f-01ce/1/-/-/-//Performance%20based%20con
tracting.pdf
2. O.C.G.A. Title 13, Chapter 10,
Article 70
3. O.C.G.A. Title 36, Chapter 91,
Article 24
4. Section 11.501 of FAR
5. Section 16.402-3 of FAR
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•

Inclusion of the Liquidated
Damages clause along with
the estimated damages
provides:
Both the contractor and
government the knowledge
that the local government
will be reimbursed for
contractor performance that
leads to damages or
additional cost to the
government
Contractors with greater
incentives to finish
construction projects
quicker, which will improve
stakeholders’ satisfaction
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•

O.C.G.A. Title 13, Chapter 10, Article 70 and
O.C.G.A. Title 36, Chapter 91, Article 24 cite that
public works construction contracts may include
both liquidated damages provisions for late
construction project completion and incentive
provisions for early construction project
completion. The terms of the liquidated damages
provisions and the incentive provisions shall be
established in advance as a part of the
construction contract and included within the
terms of the bid or proposal 2,3

6. Article V, Section 102-419 of
Fulton County Code of
Ordinances

Better Practices:
•

Liquidated damages rate must be a reasonable
forecast for damages caused by late delivery or
untimely performance of the particular contract 4

•

Delivery incentives should be considered when
improvement from a required delivery schedule is
a significant Government objective. Incentive
arrangements on delivery should specify the
application of the reward-penalty structure in the
event of Government-caused delays or other
delays beyond the control, and without the fault or
negligence, of the contractor 5

•

Use a maximum amount or a maximum period for
assessing liquidated damages if these limits
reflect the maximum probable damage to the
Government 4

•

Public works construction contracts may include
both liquidated damages provisions for late
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construction project completion and incentive
provisions for early construction project
completion 2,3
•

The purchasing agent shall issue a clause for
liquidated damages to define the rights and
responsibilities of the parties to the contract 6

Prompt Payments

1. O.C.G.A. Title 13, Chapter 11,
Article 7

Criteria:
Prompt payment discounts
•

NIGP guidelines state that when evaluating for
lowest price, the evaluation panel should examine
the submitted documentation to ensure that
discounts are applied to the process 2

Payment terms
•

O.C. G. A. Title 13, Chapter 11, Article 7 states
that:
If payment to the prime contractor is delayed
by more than 15 days and if the payments to
the subcontractor is delayed by more than 10
days, then the government shall pay the prime
contractor and the prime contractor shall pay
the sub- contractor interest at a rate of one

2. “Principles and Practices of
Public Procurement-The
Evaluation Process” NIGP
http://engage.nigp.org/acton/atta
chment/24793/f-01cb/1/-/-/-//TheEvaluationProcess.pdf
3. Sections 32.903 and 32.904 of
FAR
4. Section 7.5.2 of GPM
5. Section X, Paragraph B(3) of
Douglas County Board of
Commissioners Purchasing
Department Procurement Guide
6. 49 CFR 26.29
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•

Requiring the definition of
payment terms and penalties
in contracts allows the County
greater flexibility in
establishing more cost
effective payment terms for the
County
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percent a month beginning on the date after
the due date
Purchaser and vendor are allowed to define
their own payment terms and penalty for late
payment within the contract that supersedes
the Code, payment terms and penalties 1
Better Practices:
Bid evaluation - Prompt payment discounts
•

Agency heads must establish the policies and
procedures necessary to implement prompt
payment discount procedures 3

•

When drafting solicitations, contracting officers
should define any applicable prompt payment
discounts within the solicitation documents. This
includes the percentage of the proposed discount
required from contractor if payment is made within
a specified period by the agency (e.g. 5% discount
for payments made within 10 days of receiving
invoice) 3

•

When evaluating for lowest price, the evaluation
panel should examine the submitted
documentation to ensure that discounts are
applied 2
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Payment terms
•

Require that payment terms be negotiated and
stated in the contract / statement of work 1,4

•

Agency procedures must ensure that, when
specifying payment due dates, contracting officers
give full consideration to time reasonably required
by Government officials to fulfill their
administrative responsibilities under the contract 3

•

Must have a contract clause that requires primes
to pay subcontractors for satisfactory performance
of their contract work no later than 30 days from
receipt of payment for such work from the grantee

5,6

•

Specify withholding payments to contractors who
fail to meet timeframes 5,6

Lease vs Purchase Analysis

1. “Principles and Practices of

Criteria:
•

The NIGP emphasizes that the procurement
personnel should conduct proper analysis when
making lease vs. purchase decisions. The NIGP
suggests factors to consider include the purchase
price, annual maintenance cost, estimated time
period, value at end of contract period, and the
annual lease cost. It also provides conditions in
which leasing, lease-to-purchase, and purchasing
are the most advantageous 1

Public Procurement-Lease vs
Purchase Decision” NIGP

http://engage.nigp.org/acton/atta
chment/24793/f-01cc/1/-/-/-//Lease%20Purchase%20Decisi
on.pdf
2. Section XIII, Paragraph B(3) of
Douglas County Board of
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•

Adding this to the County’s
Purchasing Policy would
require procurement officials to
perform and document
analysis to support purchase
or lease decisions and
potentially reduce contract
costs
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Better Practices:
•

•

In certain situations, equipment requirements may
be more economically filled by rental or lease than
by purchase. The decision to rent rather than
purchase must be made on a case-by-case basis,
and should only be used when it is in the county’s
best interest 2,3,4

Commissioners Purchasing
Department Procurement Guide
3. Section 7.401 of FAR
4. Section 200.03 of Fayette
County Policies and Procedures

A lease may qualify for capital assistance if it
meets the following criteria:
The capital asset to be acquired is eligible for
capital assistance
Leasing the capital asset is more cost-effective
than purchase or construction of asset 2

•

The following factors must be considered before
leasing equipment:
Estimated and actual timeframe equipment
usage is required
Financial and operating advantages of
alternative types of equipment
Total rental/lease cost for the estimated period
of use
Net purchase price, if acquired by purchase
Transportation and installation costs
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Maintenance and other service costs
Trade-in or salvage value 1,2,3
•

The cost-benefit analysis will help to identify and
quantify the available contracting options.
Purchasing may be the preferred option if the:
Equipment is to be used for longer than three
years
Agency does not have staff and systems to
track assets and manage the lease with each
supplier
Funding is uncertain so that the full term of the
lease cannot be met 1

•

Lease-purchasing may be the preferred option if
the:
Monetary value of the equipment is substantial
and its useful life is longer than three years
Flexibility of spreading out payments would be
beneficial 1

•

Leasing may be the preferred option if:
Replacement according to industry life cycles
is needed
There is a business need for rapid
technological change
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Agencies are undergoing downsizing or
reorganizing
There is a business need for quick adoption of
new technologies
The flexibility of spreading out payments and
using operating funds (rather than capital
funds) would be beneficial 1

Contract Types
Criteria:
•

The NIGP states that a procurement manual
should provide guidance in regard to the
appropriate type of contract to use 1

Better Practices:
•

•

Contract types vary according to the degree and
timing of the responsibility assumed by the
contractor for costs of performance and amount
and nature of the profit incentive offered to the
contractor for achieving or exceeding specified
standards or goals 2
Contracts resulting from sealed bidding shall be
firm fixed-price contracts or fixed-price contracts
with economic price adjustment 2

1. “Principles and Practices of
Public ProcurementDeveloping a Procurement
Policy Manual” NIGP
http://engage.nigp.org/acton/atta
chment/24793/f-00d3/1/-/-/-//DEVELOPING%20PROCURE
MENT%20MANUAL%20UPDAT
ED.pdf
2. Sections 16.101, 16.102, and
16.103 of FAR
3. Section XI of Douglas County
Board of Commissioner
Purchasing Department
Procurement Guide
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•

Utilizing the proper contract
type allows the procurement
official the flexibility in
acquiring services at lowest
cost and can provide an
incentive for efficient and
economical performance of
services
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•

Selecting the contract type is generally a matter
for negotiation and requires the exercise of sound
judgment. Negotiating the contract type and
negotiating prices are closely related and should
be considered together 2

•

The objective is to negotiate a contract type and
price (or estimated cost and fee) that will result in
reasonable contractor risk and provide the
contractor with the greatest incentive for efficient
and economical performance 2

•

A firm-fixed-price contract, which best utilizes the
basic profit motive of business enterprise, shall be
used when the risk involved is minimal or can be
predicted with an acceptable degree of certainty.
However, when a reasonable basis for firm pricing
does not exist, other contract types should be
considered, and negotiations should be directed
toward selecting a contract type that will
appropriately tie profit to contractor performance in
particular 2

•

Each contract file shall include documentation to
show why the particular contract type was
selected. This shall be documented in the
acquisition plan, or in the contract file if a written
acquisition plan is not required by agency
procedures 2

•

A time and materials type contract will only be
used:

4. Part 3, Section 4 of the
Chatham County Purchasing
Ordinance
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After a determination that no other type
contract is suitable
If the contract specifies a ceiling price the
contractor can exceed only at own risk 3
•

The use of a cost-plus-a-percentage-of-cost
contract is not allowed except with extenuating
circumstances and approval of the Purchasing
Director 4

•

A cost-reimbursement contract may be used only
when a determination is made in writing that such
contract is likely to be less costly to the county
than any other type or that it is impracticable to
obtain the supplies, services, or construction
required except under such a contract 4

Spend Analysis

1. “Principles and Practices of
Public Procurement-Spend
Analysis” NIGP

Criteria:
The NIGP states:
•

•

Procurement organizations should use spend
analysis to leverage buying power, reduce costs,
provide better management and oversight of
suppliers, and to develop an informed
procurement strategy

http://engage.nigp.org/acton/atta
chment/24793/f-01d5/1/-/-/-//sopspend-analysis.pdf
2. Section 2.2 of GPM

Spend analysis is the process of collecting,
cleansing, classifying and analyzing expenditure
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•

Requiring periodic spend
analysis will better enable
contracting officers to become
aware opportunities to:
Reduce supply and service
costs
Eliminate duplicate
suppliers
Improve contract
compliance
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data from all sources within the organization (i.e.
purchasing card, eProcurement systems, etc.)
•

The process analyzes the current, past and
forecasted expenditures to allow visibility of data
by supplier, by commodity or service, and by
department within the organization

•

Spend analysis can be used to support future
management decisions by providing answers to
such questions as: what was bought; when was it
bought; where was it purchased; how many
suppliers were used and how much was spent
with each and how much was paid for the item 1

Better Practices:
•

Analyze historical purchases or usage by all local
government entities. Reviewing historical
purchases or usage will assist the procurement
professional in identifying stakeholders. The
procurement professional may also ask the
individuals making the purchasing request to
identify any similar program areas or similar need
for the requested goods or services 2

•

Spend analysis should include the identification,
automated collection, cleansing, grouping,
categorization, and analysis of all spend data for
the goods and services purchased for the
organization 1

•

Procurement should work to identify all spend
data, internal and external, for the organization.
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Use contract pricing to
create savings
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Once spend data sources are identified, the data
should be collected and automated 1
•

Once data is collected, it should be cleansed to
remove any duplicates or errors, grouped, and
categorized to ensure accurate organization and
correlation of spend data and to enable actionable
analyses 1

•

Regular analysis of collected spend data is
necessary to support management decisions for
the organization, and better oversight of supplier
relationships 1

Property Accountability
Criteria:
•

The NIGP states that a procurement manual
should provide guidance on special procurement
programs such as Material Management which
would include government property 1

Better Practices:
•

Generally, contractors are ordinarily required to
furnish all property necessary to perform
Government contracts. Contracting officers shall
provide property to contractors only when it is
clearly demonstrated to be in the Government’s
best interest or the overall benefit to the
acquisition significantly outweighs the increased

1. “Principles and Practices of
Public ProcurementDeveloping a Procurement
Policy Manual” NIGP
http://engage.nigp.org/acton/atta
chment/24793/f-00d3/1/-/-/-//DEVELOPING%20PROCURE
MENT%20MANUAL%20UPDAT
ED.pdf
2. Sections 45.102 and 45.105 of
FAR
3. Section 7.4.6 of GPM
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•

Incorporating this into a
procurement policy would ensure
that County owned equipment is
properly accounted for and better
safeguard the County’s assets,
reduce liabilities, and reduce the
potential of fraud
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cost of administration, including ultimate property
disposal 2
•

All equipment items purchased, furnished,
charged to or paid for by the government will
remain the property of the agency. The contractor
must hold such property for the benefit of the
agency and upon the agency written request, or at
the time of contract termination, deliver the
property to the agency 3

•

Agencies shall specify government furnished
property provided to contractors in the statement
of work 4

•

The user activity responsible for contract
administration shall ensure that the contractor
properly accounts for government furnished
property 2

4. Chapter 3, par. 3 of Office of
Federal Procurement Policy –
Pamphlet Number 4.
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Appendix IV- Criteria/Better Practices/Sources/Benefits Identified for Areas Needing Improvement to Procurement Policy
*Superscript number(s) in the first column indicate the related reference(s) for the criteria/better practice.

Criteria /Better Practices identified
Authorities, Roles and Responsibilities
Criteria:
•

The NIGP specifies that a procurement manual
should establish guidance for the procurement
organization that defines authorities, roles,
appointments, and responsibilities of the central
procurement office that includes reporting and
oversight requirements 1

County Purchasing Policy:
•

The County’s Purchasing Policy did address some
of the general responsibilities and authorities of the
Chief Procurement Officer of Purchasing and
Contracting and the Purchasing Advisory
Committee

Better Practices:
•

Detail the authorities, roles and responsibilities of
the CPO 2,3

•

Outline the appointment and qualifications of the
CPO 2,3

References /Sources
1. “Principles and Practices of
Public ProcurementDeveloping a Procurement
Policy Manual” NIGP
http://engage.nigp.org/acton/a
ttachment/24793/f-00d3/1/-/-//DEVELOPING%20PROCUR
EMENT%20MANUAL%20UP
DATED.pdf
2. Sections 1.602 and 1.604 of
FAR
3. Article V, Sections 102-363,
102-364, 102-365, 102-366,
and 103-367 of Fulton County
Code of Ordinances
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Benefits of Revising
Policy
•

Clearly defining roles,
responsibilities, and authorities
for all organizations involved in
the procurement process will:
Enhance accountability for
all organizations
Codify assigned roles and
responsibilities throughout
the County
Clearly identify the award
and administration
responsibilities
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•

Define the roles and responsibilities of ALL
stakeholders involved in the procurement process:
contracting officers, contract inspectors, and user
activities involved with contracts 2,3

Multi-Year Contracting

1. O.C.G.A. Title 36, Chapter 60,
Article 13

Criteria:
•

•

O.C.G.A. Title 36, Chapter 60, Article 13 states that
each county in Georgia is authorized to enter into a
multi-year lease, purchase, or lease purchase
contract of all kinds of contracts 1
The code also mandates that for option year
contracts, the counties specify the amount to be
obligated, termination provisions due to
unavailability of funds, and requirements to
terminate contracts at the close of the fiscal or
calendar year in which the contract was executed
and at the close of each calendar and fiscal year in
which it is renewed 1

2. Section 17.104 of FAR
3. Section 2-5-4.01 of Cherokee
County Procurement
Ordinance
4. Section 3.6.2 of GPM

County Purchasing Policy:
•

The County’s Purchasing policy did address
renewals and extensions along with the requirement
that the user activity must certify in writing to the
Department of Purchasing and Contracting that the
contractor performed satisfactorily. It also required
approval by the Governing Authority for renewals
where the total price of the contract (including the
renewal amount) exceeds $100,000. In addition,
the policy defined multi-year contracts and stated
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•

Adding this to the policy would
enhance the contracting
officers’ knowledge on when to
implement multi-year
contracting that would provide
for:
Lower costs
Enhancement of
standardization
Reduction of administrative
burden in the placement and
administration of contracts
Substantial continuity of
production or performance,
thus avoiding annual startup
costs, preproduction testing
costs, make-ready expenses,
and phase-out costs
Stabilization of contractor work
forces
Avoidance of the need for
establishing quality control
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•

they were permitted by O.C.G.A. Title 36, Chapter
60, Article 13

techniques and procedures for
a new contractor each year

However, the County policy needs to be strengthen
to help guide when to utilize option or multi-year
contracts, time limits (if applicable) for option year
contracts, and requirements for exercising option
years for the procurement and user activity
organization

Consistency in application of
multi-year contracting methods
for similar services

Better Practices:
•

Counties should specify the amount to be obligated,
termination provisions due to unavailability of funds,
and requirements to terminate contracts at the close
of the fiscal or calendar year of contract execution
and at the close of each calendar and fiscal year in
which it is renewed 1

•

Multi-year contracting is a special contracting
method to acquire known requirements in quantities
and total cost for up to 5 years unless otherwise
authorized by statute 2

•

Prior to the utilization of a multi-term contract, the
Purchasing Agent shall determine in writing that the
contract:
Requirements cover the period of the contract
and are reasonably firm and continuing
Will serve the best interests of the County by
encouraging effective competition or otherwise
promoting economies in County procurement 3
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•

When funds are not appropriated or otherwise
made available to support continuation of
performance in a subsequent calendar/fiscal period,
the contract shall be cancelled 1,3,4

Performance Based Specifications / Statement
of Work
Criteria:
•

The NIGP specifies that a procurement manual
should provide guidance regarding specifications
which the County policy does 1

•

The NIGP also states that procurement
organizations should seek to improve performance
and lower costs with performance based
contracts/statement of work. Performance based
contracts should:
Describe the requirements in terms of results
required rather than specifying how the work is
to be accomplished
Set measurable performance standards
Describe how the contractor’s performance will
be evaluated in a quality assurance plan, and

1. Principles and Practices of
Public Procurement“Performance Based
Contracting” - NIGP
http://engage.nigp.org/acton/at
tachment/24793/f-01ce/1/-/-/-//Performance%20based%20c
ontracting.pdf
2. Sections 37.602 and 37.603
of FAR
3. Section 3.5.5.1.1 of GPM
4. Office of Federal
Procurement Policy, Para
1.3 Pamphlet Number 4,
Supplement No. 2 to OMB
Circular No. A-76

Identify and use positive and negative
incentives. It also states that performance work
statements
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•

The benefit of adding specific
criteria pertaining to
performance based
specifications and statement
of work to the purchasing
policy is that it will:
Enable the assessment of
contractor’s performance
against measurable
standards
Improve the government’s
ability to determine
performance incentives
Encourage and reward
contractors to initiate more
productive methodologies
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Be structured in contracts around the outcomes
and timelines rather than how to perform it.The
work statement should contain performance
standards which are outcome-based and
measurable 1
County Purchasing Policy:
•

The County Purchasing Policy did address the
development of specifications to maximize
competition, prohibition of restrictive specifications
and appropriate specification types such as brand
name or equal

Better Practices:
•

Procurement organizations should seek to improve
performance and lower costs through the use of
performance based contracts that:
Describe the requirements in terms of results
required rather than specifying how the work is
to be accomplished
Set measurable performance standards
Identify and use positive and negative incentives
that correspond to the performance standards
set forth in the contract 1,2,4

•

Entities shall, to the maximum extent practicable:
Assess work performance against measurable
performance standards
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Rely on the use of measurable performance
standards and financial incentives in a
competitive environment to encourage
competitors to develop and institute innovative
and cost-effective methods of performing work 2
•

Performance standards establish the performance
level required by the Government to meet the
contract requirements. The standards shall be
measurable and structured to permit an assessment
of the contractor’s performance 1,2,3,4

Responsive and Responsible Bids and
Proposals
Criteria:
•

The NIGP prescribes guidance for the selection
criteria by which the resulting bids or proposals will
be evaluated. One portion of the criteria is the
determination of responsiveness and responsible
bids and proposals 1

•

O.C.G.A. Title 36 Chapter 91 Article 23 specifies
that for Invitation to Bids and Request for
Proposals, no responsible bidder shall be
disqualified or denied prequalification based upon a
lack of previous experience with a job of the size for
which the bid or proposal is being sought if the:

1. Principles and Practices of
Public Procurement“Developing Evaluation
Criterial” NIGP
http://engage.nigp.org/acton/at
tachment/24793/f-01c9/1/-/-/-//DevelopingEvaluationCriteria.
pdf
2. O.C.G.A. Title 36 Chapter 91
Article 23
3. Sections 5.6.2.1 and 5.6.2.2
of GPM
4. Section 9.104-1 of FAR
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•

The benefit of amending this
section will help to ensure that
contracting officers and
vendors have a clear
understanding of specifically
the criteria for determining
bidders and proposers
responsive and responsible
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Bid or proposal is not more than 30 percent
greater in scope or cost from the responsible
bidder's previous experience in jobs
Responsible bidder has experience in
performing the work for which bids or proposals
are sought
Responsible bidder is capable of being bonded
by a surety which meets the qualifications of the
bid documents for a bid bond, a performance
bond, and a payment bond as required for the
scope of the work for which the bid or proposal
is being sought 2

County Purchasing Policy:
•

The County policy does address responsive and
responsible bids and proposals and provides
examples of disqualifications for bids or proposal
such as:
Submitted without required bonds
Incomplete in material and fact
By entities on the Ineligible Source List
Violating ethics rules

•

However, the County policy needs revision to detail
the specific criteria pertaining to responsiveness
and responsibility
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Better Practices:
•

Responsive means the bidder or proposer has
submitted a timely offer, which materially conforms
to the requirements and specifications of the
solicitation. The response must be considered
responsive to be eligible for status as a qualified
contractor 3

•

Responsible means the company has appropriate
legal authority to do business in the state of
Georgia, a satisfactory record of integrity,
appropriate financial, organizational and operational
capacity and controls, and acceptable performance
on previous governmental and/or private contracts 3

•

Provide examples of non-responsible. Examples of
non-responsibility include:
History of non-performance or performance
problems on other contracts
Record of financial difficulty or business
instability
Criminal or civil sanctions and/or tax
delinquency. A supplier’s unreasonable failure to
promptly supply information in connection with
an inquiry with respect to responsibility may be
grounds for a determination of non-responsibility

1,4
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•

The issuing officer on a case-by-case basis taking
into consideration the unique circumstances of the
individual procurement will determine nonresponsibility. A non-responsibility determination
must be put in writing and maintained as part of the
procurement file 3

Emergency Contracting
Criteria:
•

O.C.G.A. Title 36, Chapter 69, Article 2 defines the
conditions for an emergency. Local emergency
means the existence of conditions of extreme peril
to the safety of persons and property within the
territorial limits of a political subdivision of the state
caused by natural disasters, riots, civil disturbances
or other situations present in major law enforcement
and other public safety problems 2

• The NIGP states that emergency contracting

procedures be addressed as a key topic under the
source selection process 1

County Purchasing Policy:
•

The policy states that an emergency exists when
there is an imminent threat to the health, welfare, or
safety of people or property, or when there is a
material loss of essential government services. The
policy also states that competitive processes should
be followed as circumstances reasonably permit. It
also requires documentation from the user

1. “Principles and Practices of
Public ProcurementDeveloping a Procurement
Policy Manual” NIGP
http://engage.nigp.org/acton/at
tachment/24793/f-00d3/1/-/-/-//DEVELOPING%20PROCUR
EMENT%20MANUAL%20UP
DATED.pdf
2. O.C.G.A. Title 36, Chapter 69,
Article 2
3. Source: Section 200.01,
Procedure I of Fayette County
Policies and Procedures
4. Page 9 of Rockdale County
Purchasing and Procurement
Policy Number 2010-1-8
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•

Revising the policy will specify
when user activities can
properly classify
circumstances as
emergencies, which would
potentially increase
competition, lower prices, and
assist the county in meeting
LSBE goals
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department to be submitted to the Department of
Purchasing and Contracting. In addition, emergency
purchases of $100,000 or greater must be ratified
by the Governing Authority
•

However, the criteria for emergency contracts
needs strengthening to specify what constitutes an
emergency

Better Practices:
•

Conditions are or are likely to be beyond the control
of the services, personnel, equipment, and facilities
of that political subdivision of the state and which
require the combined forces of other political
subdivisions to combat 2

•

A state of emergency may be declared by the
Governor, or determined to exist by the county
governing authority. During times of declared
emergency, procedures for emergency procurement
will be in effect, as authorized in the Policy and
Procedures Manual or other official documents 3

•

An emergency may be caused by an unexpected
and urgent situation, but which does not rise to the
level of a declared state of emergency. For
procurement purposes, this level of emergency is
described as an unexpected situation, which
requires rapid response outside of established
purchasing procedures. It may involve danger to
health, life or property. It may involve an
unexpected delay in delivery, depleted inventory, or
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an unusually high volume of work, depending on the
situation 3
•

Care must be taken that adequate planning is done
so that these situations do not occur when
avoidable 4

Sole Source Contracts
Criteria:
The NIGP prescribes that a procurement policy manual
include guidance for sole-source procurement. 1
County Purchasing Policy:
•

The purchasing policy did address sole-source
purchasing and requires that sole source contracts
be utilized when:
Only one supplier is able to fill requirements for
the intended use
Standardization exists from past performance
Written justification is signed by the Department
Director and submitted to Purchasing and
Contracting for evaluation

•

The guidance needs to be revised to potentially
enhance competition

1. “Principles and Practices of
Public ProcurementDeveloping a Procurement
Policy Manual” NIGP
http://engage.nigp.org/acton/at
tachment/24793/f-00d3/1/-/-/-//DEVELOPING%20PROCUR
EMENT%20MANUAL%20UP
DATED.pdf
2. Section 2.3.2.2 of GPM
3. Article V, Section 102-384 (c)
of Fulton County Code of
Ordinances
4. Section 12 of the Douglas
County Board of
Commissioners Purchasing
Department Procurement
Guide
5. Section 6-303-2(b) of FAR
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the services desired, and
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in future
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Better Practices:
•

To determine the appropriateness of a sole-source
purchase, research must be conducted to
determine if other goods or service providers exist
and can satisfy procurement requirements 2

•

The procurement professional must provide public
notice of the intended sole-source purchase through
a posting to the GPR for a minimum of five (5)
business days. The purpose of publicizing the solesource notice is to offer other possible suppliers an
opportunity to respond by submitting a protest
stating they can provide the specified good or
service 2

•

All intended sole source acquisitions shall be
advertised on the county's bid board/internet for a
minimum of five business days 3

•

Sole source justifications shall include a description
of the supplies and services to include a cost
estimate or price or cost analysis 5

•

It is critical that contracts in which no price
competition exists (e.g sole source contracts)
include an independent cost estimate to determine
the reasonableness of the bid 4
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Temporary Services Contracts
Criteria:
•

The NIGP states that a procurement manual should
provide guidance for the use of special public
procurement programs since temporary contracts is
a special procurement program 1

County Purchasing Policy:
•

•

The County’s Purchasing Policy includes guidance
for use of professional services along with the
award procedures from the user activity and
procurement office. Professional services can
include temporary help services
The policy needs to be amended to reflect the
conditions, rules, and limitations for temporary help
services contracts

1. “Principles and Practices of
Public ProcurementDeveloping a Procurement
Policy Manual” NIGP
http://engage.nigp.org/acton/a
ttachment/24793/f-00d3/1/-/-///DEVELOPING%20PROCUR
EMENT%20MANUAL%20UP
DATED.pdf
2. Title 5 Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR), Section
300.503
3. Title 5 CFR, Section 300.504

Better Practices:
•

An agency may enter into a contract with a
temporary firm for the brief or intermittent use of the
skills of private sector temporaries, when the
following exists:
An employee is absent for a temporary period
because of a personal need including
emergency, accident, illness, parental or family
responsibilities, or mandatory jury service
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•
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policy will assist the
procurement official in
determining appropriate times
and usage of temporary
service contracts and the
limitations on their use
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An agency must carry out work for a temporary
period, which cannot be delayed in the judgment
of the agency because of a critical need. The
need cannot be met with current employees or
through the direct appointment of temporary
employees 2
•

No employer-employee relationship is created by an
agency's use of private sector temporaries under
these regulations. Services furnished by temporary
help firms shall be performed by their employees
who shall not be considered or treated as county
employees for any purpose, shall not be regarded
as performing a personal service, and shall not be
eligible for employee benefits 3

•

To avoid any appearance of an employer-employee
relationship, agencies shall observe the following
time limit requirements:
An agency may use a temporary help service
firm(s) in a single situation initially for no more
than 120 workdays. The agency may extend its
use of temporary help services up to the
maximum limit of 240 workdays
An individual employee of any temporary help
firm may work at a major organizational element
of an agency for up to 120 workdays in a 24month period. The 24-month period begins on
the first day of assignment
An agency may make an exception for an
individual to work up to a maximum of 240
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workdays only when the agency has determined
that using the services of the same individual for
the same situation will prevent significant delay 3

Bonds

1. O.C.G.A. Title 36, Chapter 91,
Article 50

Criteria:
•

•

O.C.G.A. Title 36, Chapter 91, Article 50 requires
bid bonds for all public works construction contracts
with estimated bids or proposals over $100,000 and
that governmental entities may require a bid bond
for projects with estimated bids or proposals of
$100,000 or less 1
O.C.G.A. Title 36, Chapter 91, Article 70 requires
performance bonds for all public works construction
contracts with an estimated contract amount greater
than $100,000. Governmental entities may require a
performance bond for public works construction
contracts that are estimated at $100,000 or less 2

2. O.C.G.A. Title 36, Chapter 91,
Article 70
3. Part 5, Section III of Chatham
County Purchasing Ordinance
4. Article V, Section 102-412 of
Fulton County Code of
Ordinances

County Purchasing Policy:
•

The DeKalb County Purchasing Policy does require
bid bonds and performance bonds. However, it
does not specify a minimum dollar requirement of
the contract to require bonding, but rather specifies
when required

Better Practices:
•

Governmental entities:
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larger contracts
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Shall require bid bonds for all public works
construction contracts with estimated bids or
proposals over $100,000
May require a bid bond for projects with
estimated bids or proposals of $100,000 or
less
Shall require performance bonds for all
public works construction contracts with an
estimated contract amount greater than
$100,000
May require a performance bond for public
works construction contracts that are
estimated at $100,000 or less 1,2, 3

Disposition of Real Property
Criteria:
•

O.C.G.A. Title 36, Chapter 9, Article 3
cites the Georgia’s counties requirements for
disposal of real property. The code specifies
requirements for award procedures (for both sealed
bids and auctions) and publication notices of the
property for disposal. It specifies that any county
disposing of any real property shall:
Make all such sales to the highest responsible
bidder, either by sealed bids or by auction, after
due notice has been given

1. “Principles and Practices of
Public ProcurementDeveloping a Procurement
Policy Manual” NIGP
http://engage.nigp.org/acton/att
achment/24793/f-00d3/1/-/-/-//DEVELOPING%20PROCURE
MENT%20MANUAL%20UPDA
TED.pdf
2. O.C.G.A. Title 36, Chapter 9,
Article 3
3. Part 8, Section 1,
Paragraphs A and B of
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•
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policy will protect the county’s
interest and assist in obtaining
higher prices when disposing
of real property
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Publicize not less than 15 days nor more than
60 days preceding the day of the auction or, if
the sale is by sealed bids, preceding the last day
for the receipt of proposals
Retain all bids and keep available for public
inspection for a period of not less than 60 days
from the date on which such bids are opened 2
•

Chatham County Purchasing
Ordinance
4. Article V, Section 102-387 of
Fulton County code of
Ordinances

NIGP states that a procurement manual should
provide guidance for the use of special public
procurement program including surplus disposition.
The DeKalb County Purchasing Policy did include
provisions for the disposition of surplus personal
property but could be improved by also including
procedures for real property as well 1

County Purchasing Policy:
•

The DeKalb County Purchasing Policy did include
provisions for the disposition of surplus personal
property. However, the policy needs to add
provisions for the disposition of real property as well

Better Practices:
•

The governing authority of the county disposing of
any real property shall make all such sales to the
highest responsible bidder and have the right to
reject any and all bids or cancel any proposed sale

2,4

•

The governing authority of the county shall cause
notice to be published not less than 15 days nor
more (if sale is by sealed bid) preceding the last day
for the receipt of proposals 2,4
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•

If the sale is by sealed bids, the notice shall also
contain an invitation for proposals and shall state
the conditions of the proposed sale, the address at
which bid blanks and other written materials
connected with the proposed sale may be obtained,
and the date, time, and place for the opening of bids

2,4

•

Bids received in connection with a sale by sealed
bidding shall be opened in public at the time and
place stated in the legal notice 2,4

•

A tabulation of all bids received shall be available
for public inspection following the opening of all bids
and be retained and kept available for public
inspection for a period of not less than 60 days after
bid opening 2,4

•

Disposition of real property rules do not apply to
redemption of property held by any county under a
tax deed; the granting of easements and rights of
way; the sale, conveyance, or transfer of road rights
of way; the sale, transfer, or conveyance to any
other body politic; and any sale, transfer, or
conveyance to a nonprofit corporation in order to
effectuate a lease-purchase transaction pursuant to
O.C.G.A. Title 36, Chapter 60, Article 13 2,3
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Mistakes in Bids
Criteria:
•

The NIGP also prescribes that contracting officials
should examine the submitted documentation to
ensure arithmetical errors are corrected and
recorded, unless they are substantive to the bid 1

County Purchasing Policy:
•

http://engage.nigp.org/acton/a
ttachment/24793/f-01cb/1/-/-//-/TheEvaluationProcess.pdf
2. Sections 14.407-1 of FAR

The DeKalb County Purchasing Policy did include
guidance outlining the mistake in bid process. It
stated that any clerical mistake patently obvious on
the face of a bid may be corrected upon written
request and verification submitted by the bidder.
While this is adequate, our review shows other
guidance specifies that the contracting officer can
check for mistakes in bids and notify the bidders of
any detected potential mistake in bid

3. Section VI, Paragraph C 2(n)
of Douglas County Board of
Commissioners Purchasing
Department Procurement
Guide
4. Article V, Section 102-373,
Paragraph (h)(1) of Fulton
County Code of Ordinances
5. Sections 14.407-2 of FAR

Better Practices:
•

1. “Principles and Practices of
Public Procurement-The
Evaluation Process” NIGP

After opening of bids, the Purchasing Director will
examine all bids for mistakes. In cases of apparent
mistakes, and in cases where there is reason to
believe that a mistake may have been made,
he/she will request from the bidder a verification of
the bid, calling attention to the suspected mistake 1,

2,3

•

Prior to award, the Purchasing Director may correct
any clerical mistake apparent on the face of a bid, if
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•

Revising the policy to reflect
this would place additional
emphasis on contracting
officers to thoroughly review
bids and proposals for
mistakes, which could
potentially reduce contract
prices
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he/she has first obtained from the bidder,
verification of the bid actually intended 4,5
•

Examples of such apparent mistakes are obvious:
Error in placing decimal point
Reversal of price f.o.b. destination and the price
f.o.b. factory
Error in destination of unit
Correction will be reflected in the award
document 2

Vendor Performance Ratings
Criteria:
•

The NIGP states that past performance evaluations
should be used to determine whether a bidder or
offeror is qualified in the award process 1

County Purchasing Policy:
•

The County Purchasing Policy states the CPO is
authorized to establish a vendor performance rating
system for use in eliminating those suppliers who
fail to perform or who perform unsatisfactorily and
that rating systems can be used may be used for
evaluation and award purposes. However, the
vendor performance rating system is currently not
mandatory

1. “Principles and Practices of
Public ProcurementDeveloping Evaluation
Criterial” NIGP
http://engage.nigp.org/acton/at
tachment/24793/f-01c9/1/-/-/-//DevelopingEvaluationCriteria.
pdf
2. Article V, Section 102-416(f)
of Fulton County Code of
Ordinances
3. Sections 17.207(c,
42.1501(a) and 42.1502(b) of
FAR
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vendor ratings will benefit the
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determining whether a
potential contractor is
“responsible” and whether an
existing contractor should be
granted a renewal on an
option year contract
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Better Practices:
•

The user agency shall monitor and review the
performance of contractors/vendors that provide
goods and services to the county. Regular
performance appraisals shall be documented once
every calendar quarter, or once every 60 days
where the total contract period is six months or less.
This shall not take the place of, but shall be in
addition to the mandatory contract performance
report required at the end of each contract 2

•

The contract administrator is responsible for
ensuring that the performance of
contractors/vendors is recorded on the contractor
performance report and submitted into the
Department of Purchasing and Contracting
centralized database 2

•

The contracting officer may exercise options only
after determining that the contractor’s performance
on this contract has been acceptable 3

•

Past performance information (including the ratings
and supporting narratives) is relevant information,
for future source selection purposes, regarding a
contractor’s actions under previously awarded
contracts 3

•

Agencies shall prepare evaluations of contractor
performance for each contract that exceeds the
simplified acquisition threshold 3
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Informal Purchases
Criteria:
•

The NIGP cites that public entities should include
source selection procedures such as small
purchase orders (or informal purchases) in their
procurement manual. The County utilizes a
procurement method similar to this referred to as a
“punch out list” in which user activities purchase
items respectively from a list of vendors with
catalogued items and prices 1

1. “Principles and Practices of
Public ProcurementDeveloping a Procurement
Policy Manual” NIGP
http://engage.nigp.org/acton/at
tachment/24793/f-00d3/1/-/-/-//DEVELOPING%20PROCURE
MENT%20MANUAL%20UPDA
TED.pdf
2. Section 13.303 of FAR

County Purchasing Policy:
•

The County policy did adequately address informal
purchase procedures to include dollar thresholds,
quotation and documentation by dollar thresholds,
and prohibition of splitting informal purchases

• However, it needs to add provisions for the use of
“punch out list” contracts

Better Practices:
•

Define the “Punch out” catalogue contract process.
(i.e. A method of filling out repetitive by establishing
accounts with qualified vendors)

•

Require that user activities ensure funding is
available prior to purchasing
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“punch out list.
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•

Specify the commodity groups of supplies available
for purchase for this contract

•

Require user activity organizations to identify their
authorized buyers and approval authorities points of
contact

•

Specify the required documentation ( invoices, sales
tickets, etc.) to accompany the purchases

•

Specify the organizations responsible for reviewing
the purchases along with the frequency of review 2
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STATEMENT OF ACCORDANCE

Statement of Accordance
The mission of DeKalb County is to make the priorities of the citizens of DeKalb County; the priorities of
County government - by achieving a safer DeKalb, building stronger neighborhoods, creating a fiscally
accountable and more efficient county government and uniting the citizens of DeKalb County.

The mission of the Office of Independent Internal Audit is to provide independent, objective, insightful,
nonpartisan assessment of the stewardship or performance of policies, programs and operations in
promoting efficiency, effectiveness and integrity in DeKalb County.

This performance audit was prepared pursuant to HB599, Georgia Statues., We conducted this
performance audit in accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards. Those standards
require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable
basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained
provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives.

This report is intended for the use of the agency to which it was disseminated and may contain information
that is exempt from disclosure under applicable law. Do not release without prior coordination with the
Office of Independent Internal Audit.

Please address inquiries regarding this report to the Office of Independent Internal Audit at 404-371-2765.
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PURCHASING AND CONTRACTING
AUDIT OF LOW BID PROCUREMENT
PROCESS
AUDIT REPORT NO. 2017-004-PC

What We Did
In accordance with the Office of Independent Internal Audit (OIIA) Audit Plan for
fiscal year 2017, we conducted a performance audit of DeKalb County’s Invitation to
Bid (ITB) / formal “Low Bid” procurement process for goods and/or services with an
estimated value of at least $50,000. We examined a sample of 22 ITB files, totalling
$216 million in value, to assess compliance with the DeKalb County Purchasing
Policy and applicable revision of Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs). Sampled
ITBs reviewed, were either started or completed within the period from January
2015 to March 2017.
We reviewed the Federal Acquisition Regulations (FAR) and other Federal laws (the
Code of Federal Regulations and US Codes), the Georgia Procurement Manual
(GPM) and best practices from the National Institute of Governmental Procurement
(NIGP) to identify opportunities to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of the
Low Bid procurement process.
What We Found
We found that Purchasing and Contracting Department (P&C) has policies and
procedures in place for the ITB process including procedures for solicitation
development, advertising, bid submission, bid evaluation and award, and required
approval thresholds.
We requested and were not provided with evidence to verify the completion of key
required ITB activities for the sampled ITB files, such as the:
•

Request for goods and services by User Department (UD) (memorandum or
requisition)

•

Pre-solicitation meeting and certification or approval of bid solicitations by the
UD

•

Advertisement of bid solicitations in the Champion Newspaper (County Legal
Organ)

•

Evaluation of bids for responsiveness and responsibility

•

Approval of agenda item(s), ITB greater than $100,000 by Board of
Commissioners (BOC)

•

Issuance of Notice to Proceed (NTP)

The user department’s role and responsibility in the evaluation of vendor
responsiveness and responsibility was not clearly understood by the selected UD’s.
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In addition, the County Purchasing Policy does not state the UD’s role or
responsibilities in the procurement process1 as it relates to the ITB process.
What We Recommend
We recommend that the Chief Procurement Officer (CPO) of the P&C department should
ensure:
1) Appropriate ITB related documentation is generated/obtained and maintained to help
demonstrate that all key activities of the ITB procurement process were performed and
compliant with stated policies and procedures; support contract close out processes,
record retention requirements, open records requests and facilitate the resolution of
potential bid protests. Examples of improvement strategies include but are not limited to
the following:
a) Incorporate a tracking mechanism/notation to indicate the temporary location of any
relevant contract data not currently in the contract file and the name of the
team/person in custody of the document
b) Ensure sufficient documentation is maintained to demonstrate the evaluation of
responsiveness and responsibility of bidders. This should include a summary of
steps taken, all supporting documentation, a conclusion and justification for deeming
a bidder non-responsive and/or not responsible. The documentation should clearly
indicate the names/signatures of P&C and UD personnel that performed and
approved the evaluation. Also, where the deemed responsibility and responsiveness
of bidders and recommended vendor for selection by P&C is different from that of
the UD, a justification should be provided with appropriate support.
c) Ensure that sufficient evidence is maintained to demonstrate participation and
collaboration with all key stakeholders/parties (e.g. Legal, Finance) and evidence of
appropriate review and approval of ITBs by P&C and UD prior to advertisement.
Examples of evidence of approval include but is not limited to physical signature,
electronic signatures or e-mail communication(s).
2) Ensure the evaluation of vendor responsibility includes a check of the vendor’s financial
status/credit worthiness. In addition, consideration can be given to requiring proof of tax
compliance status, etc.
3) P&C should update current Purchasing Policy and March 2017 Procedures Manual to
ensure it reflects practiced exceptions to documented policy and procedures. P&C should
first review current undocumented exemptions to determine if consistent with establish
better practices.
4) Ensure that NTPs are issued for all contracts, agreements and purchase orders as per
the County Purchasing Policy and Purchasing Procedures Manual. Consider modifying the
existing purchasing policy to allow for an exception where the contract specifies a specific
service performance start and end date.

Clarification of roles and responsibilities of procurement stakeholders was also identified as an area needing
improvement in our previous audit report# 2017-008-PC on the DeKalb County Purchasing Policy.
1
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BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION
The DeKalb County Department of Purchasing and Contracting (P&C) is responsible for
establishing, implementing, and enforcing all purchasing procedures in accordance with Georgia
law and the County policy. The CPO is responsible for the administration of all transactions
governed by the County’s purchasing policy and serves as the principal procurement officer of
the County. The County utilizes various procurement methods to acquire goods and services
including Competitive Sealed Bidding, which involves the formal advertising and issuance of an
ITB for procurements with an estimated cost in excess of $50,000. It allows qualified/responsible,
responsive bidders to compete on the basis of price. P&C recommends sealed bids/vendors for
award by appropriate parties, based on the lowest priced bid, most responsible and responsive
bidder.
County procurement activities, including the competitive sealed bidding/low bid, are governed
primarily by the Purchasing Policy dated August 6, 2014 and the Purchasing and Contracting
SOPs, including:
•

Purchasing Division SOPs, January 2009

•

Contract Administration Division SOPs, January 2009

•

Procedures Manual, dated May 2015, supersedes all prior SOPs

•

The Procedures Manual was last revised March 2017

In addition to the SOPs revisions, P&C department underwent a major reorganization in 2014,
which impacted how procurements were executed. The structure is now team based: Team A,
Team B, Team C and Team (CIP) Capital Improvement Program, each focuses on procurements
for different client departments. Prior to the reorganization, the P&C department was comprised
of four divisions: Purchasing, Contracts, Compliance and Administration.
The key stages of an ITB procurement are generally consistent among the January 2009 SOPs
and the revised May 2015 Procedures Manual. In addition, the naming conventions for some
documents and specific steps used to complete key ITB stages may be different. Differences
noted between both versions are highlighted as necessary throughout this report.
The diagram on the following page outlines some of the key stages of the ITB process.
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The following is a summary2 description of the key Invitation to Bid (ITB) stages and relevant
Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) we used to evaluate the 22 sampled ITBs.
1. Request for Goods/Services – Typically, a request for initial goods and services is made
by the UD. The January 2009 SOPs indicates that “if the request is a repetitive purchase
or the bid is an annual agreement, the Purchasing Division Administrative Assistant
prepares a review copy of the current bid for the buyer at least sixty (60) days prior to bid
expiration. The buyer evaluates the current bid.” The 2015 Procedures Manual, however,
does not address how repetitive or annual agreements are handled or initiated. It was
confirmed through email by P&C that annual agreements are currently initiated by P&C.
2. Pre-Solicitation Meeting/Solicitation Development – Requirements for a pre-solicitation
meeting are outlined in both the 2009 SOP and May 2015 Procedures Manual.

2

The summary is not intended to be all-inclusive, please refer to the complete 2009 and 2015 SOPs versions
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•

The 2009 and 2015 SOPs indicates that the buyer (P&C) initiates the presolicitation meeting to review specifications. The 2015 SOPs provides a “presolicitation checklist” to be used as a guide to make sure vital information needed to
complete the bid is covered in the meeting (i.e. funding source and contact person)

•

The 2009 SOP noted the invitees include the requisition preparer, specification
analyst, project managers and departmental contract facilitators

•

Within both SOPs a draft ITB is sent to the UD to be finalized (2009) and for final
approval (2015)

•

In the 2009 SOP, the UD is required to submit a final package with a memorandum
from the UD Director certifying staff reviewed the documents (draft ITB and
specifications) and ensures they comply with County standard requirements. In the
May 2015 Procedures Manual, P&C staff receives written approval of the bid
solicitation from the UD

3. ITB Advertised – ITB is publicly advertised in the Champion Newspaper, P&C website
and other e-solicitation sites as necessary. Per the 2009 SOP, only advertisements
signed by the P&C director can be forwarded for publication. The 2015 Procedures
Manual addresses the preparation of an advertising report, which contains information for
publication in the Champion Newspaper. In addition, the May 2015 Procedures Manual
states a market research is conducted to increase potential bidders’ submission.
4. Bid Submission and Opening – Bids should be submitted by a specific date and time.
Submitted bids are opened on a designated time and date. Per the May 2015 Procedures
Manual, Market Surveys are completed if the five bid minimum requirement is not met.
5. Bid Evaluation – Once bids were opened, they are evaluated for responsiveness and
responsibility. Responsiveness is evaluated to ensure the lowest bidder met specified
requirements. Responsibility is evaluated to determine whether bidders were capable of
performing the work or supplying the product. Per the May 2015 Procedures Manual, P&C
was required to verify if bidders were debarred or suspended via the Federal
Government’s website (https://www.sam.gov). Additionally, Certificate of Insurance,
Prime, and LSBE Sub-Contractor Agreements were obtained from the proposed bidder.
6. Award Notice – Based upon the 2009 SOP, written notice of award letters for annual
contracts are issued when the cost of the procurement is $100,000 or less. Board of
Commissioner (BOC) approval is required when the cost of the procurement exceeds
$100,000. The Director of Purchasing & Contracting is authorized to award contracts for
expenditures up to and including $100,000. If the BOC approves the item, the Contract
Administrator prepares a Notice of Award. Thereafter, the Director of P&C or a designee
signs the award letter.
After the bid is awarded, an informational meeting is scheduled. At that time, the contract
is discussed with the successful bidder, including insurance requirements, bonds (if
applicable) and the required signed contract return date. The contract is then prepared for
the Chief Executive Officer’s signature (Pink Route Slip).
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In the May 2015 Procedures Manual, an in-house award is completed and approved by
the P&C Director for awards $100,000 and under or an agenda item is submitted for BOC
approval when awards exceed $100,000. Upon BOC approval, the agent obtains a signed
copy and BOC summary notes.
7. Notice to Proceed (NTP) – Per the 2009 SOP, the Contract Administrator prepares the
Notice to Proceed. A kick-off meeting is scheduled after the executed contract is received
and the signed NTP is ready for distribution.
Per the May 2015 Procedures Manual, a NTP meeting is held and relevant topics are
discussed. In addition, a NTP packet is prepared, which contains the following forms: NTP
letter, award letter and bid submission (contract), accounts payable information sheet and
Supplier Rating form.
AUDIT RESULTS
P&C has documented policies and procedures in place for the ITB process including procedures
for solicitation development, advertising, bid submission, bid evaluation, award and required
approval thresholds. We randomly selected a sample of 22 ITBs with a combined value of over
$216 million awarded during the period January 2015 through March 2017. We examined the
sample ITBs and related documents to determine if key stages/activities were performed as per
relevant 2009 SOPs (applicable to eight sampled ITBs) and/or May 2015 Procedures Manual
(applicable to 14 sampled ITBs). Based on our examination, we were unable to obtain sufficient
evidence/documentation to confirm the completion of all key stages for each sampled ITB. We
also identified a control deficiency relating to unclear roles and responsibilities.
Our findings and corresponding recommendations outlined below will support P&C in achieving
its objectives in continued improvement of the ITB process.
In addition, our engagement identified some better practices for consideration in improving the
efficiency and effectiveness of the ITB process (Appendix IV).
FINDING 1 – Insufficient Documentation to Verify Performance of Key ITB Activities/
Compliance with Policies and Procedures
Objective: To assess compliance of Low Bid procurement process with the DeKalb County
Purchasing Policy and Procedures.
Criteria: The following 2009 SOPs were used to execute specific steps in the procurement
process for items evaluated before May 2015: P&C SOP chapter 6 (Purchasing Division) and
chapter 7 (Contract Administration Division). The May 2015 Purchasing & Contracting
Procedures Manual, section 4.0, 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 5.0, 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 stipulate how specific
activities related to the ITB process should be executed for ITBs initiated from May 2015 to March
2017.
Condition: Based on our examination of 22 completed ITB contract files, we were not provided
with sufficient evidence to confirm completion of all required key activities for sampled ITBs
examined.
The table on the next page shows the number of instances where sufficient documentation was
either not maintained in the ITB file or not provided upon request to support key ITB activities. In
addition, the table highlights the applicable section of the 2009 SOP or May 2015 Procedures
Manual.
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Key ITB Activities – Conditions Observed

# of ITB files
examined without
adequate support
for activity.

2009 SOPs /
2015
Procedures
Manual
Reference

1. Request for Goods/Services
•

19 ITBs lacked documented evidence to support User Department’s
initial request for goods and/or services

•

P&C advised that requisitions/memorandum are not required when
renewing an annual contract. Theses exceptions are not stated in
past or current revisions of the Policy, SOP or procedures manual

7 out of 8 (2014)
12 out of 14 (2015)

Page 7-chpt 7
(Jan 2009)
Page 104.1(1)(May
2015)

2. Pre Solicitation Meeting/Solicitation Development
•

•

16 ITBs had insufficient documentation (e.g. meeting minutes, presolicitation checklist -2015, etc) to confirm the occurrence of a presolicitation meeting and individuals in attendance
OIIA was unable to substantiate P&C management’s review and
oversight of the 22 ITB solicitation(s). In addition, OIIA did not obtain
verification of written certification (2009) or approval (2015) by the
User Department for final ITBs

5 out of 8 (2014)
11 out of 14 (2015)
8 out of 8 (2014)
14 out of 14 (2015)

Page 65-66-chpt
6 (Jan 2009)
Page 11-4.1 (3)
(May 2015)

3. ITB Advertised

•

We were provided cut/tear sheets3 for 12 ITBs as support for
advertisement but OIIA did not receive sufficient documentation on
the remaining 10 ITBs to verify prior approval(s) and advertisement of
solicitation(s) in the Champion Newspaper (County Legal Organ). In
addition, we did not receive copies of the advertising reports
applicable to the 2015 samples.

6 out of 8 (2014)

Page 66-chpt 6
(Jan 2009)

4 out of 14 (2015)

Page 11-4.1 (4)
(May 2015)

5 out of 10 (2015)

Page 12-4.1 (5)

8 out of 8 (2014)

Page 74-chpt 6
(Jan 2009)

4. Bid Submission and Opening
•

Sufficient documentation was not provided in 5 ITBs that verifies
market survey(s) were performed when less than five bid solicitations
were received (2015 only)

5. Bid Evaluation
Debarment or Suspension
•

22 ITBs had insufficient documentation to determine if the Debarment
or Suspension status of vendors was verified by P& C via the Federal
Government’s website (https://www.sam.gov)

Responsibility and Responsiveness
•

3

Although documents (for example, contractor & subcontractor
reference form, bid acknowledgement form, contractor &
subcontractor affidavit, LSBE information, certifications, insurance
and licenses) were observed in the sampled ITB contract files.
Twenty-one (21 or 96%) of sampled ITBs had insufficient evidence
(e.g. sign-offs and or summary of results of evaluation/checks) to
demonstrate or verify actual review of documents/work performed by
the agent to determine vendor responsibility and responsiveness.
There was no indication that the credit worthiness of bidder was

14 out of 14 (2015)

7 out of 8 (2014)
14 out of 14 (2015)

Page 15-4.1 (7)
(May 2015)

Cut/tear sheets – a page cut or torn from a publication to prove to the client that the advertisement was published
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checked as part of the evaluation by the purchasing agent, as per the
Purchasing Policy definition of a “Responsible” bidder
6. Award Notice - ITBs Greater Than $100,000 Did Not Contain BOC
Regular Meeting Summaries (Meeting Minutes) In The File
•

BOC Regular Meeting Summaries (meeting minutes), indicating
approval, were not available in the file for 18 ITBs valued at
greater than $100,000. However, the files did contain either an
agenda or an agenda affixed with the CPOs signature, BOC
approval date and an ITB award notice. After further research,
OIIA was able to verify the BOC approval for all 18 ITBs in DeKalb
County’s website (BOC Legistar system)

8 out of 8 (2014)

Page 74-chpt 6
(Jan 2009)

10 out of 10 (2015)

Page 15-4.1 (8)
(May 2015)

4 out of 8 (2014)

Page 13-Chpt 7
(Jan 2009)

8 out of 14 (2015)

Page 17-4.1 (9)
(May 2015)

7. Notice to Proceed
•

NTP documentation was not available on file or upon request for 12 of
22 ITBs. P&C management indicated that NTP documentation was
not required for all items (e.g. one-time purchases and construction
contracts). We were unable to verify these stated exception in the
department’s documented SOPs or Procedures Manual

Cause: Based on our examination of files and interviews with the Purchasing and Contracting
department personnel and the CPO, supporting information/documentation for ITB files could not
be located/made available for the following reasons:
•

Reorganization of Purchasing & Contracting Department in October 2014 through
November 2015

•

Information stored on work computer(s) of former employees work computer(s)

•

Untimely filing of documentation by procurement agent (s)

Consequence: Failure to maintain documentation/evidence to support/verify that key ITB
activities were performed, reviewed, and received the appropriate approval in a timely manner
makes it difficult to assess whether key risks in the ITB process were mitigated, including but
limited to the following:
1.

2.

Request for Goods/Services
•

Requisition of service/goods may not have been properly authorized or approved by
appropriate level(s) within user department prior to sending the request to P&C

•

Inability to adequately verify if the UD performed their due diligence in determining an
estimated cost of services before initial requisition

ITB Pre-solicitation/Solicitation Development meeting
•

Critical requirements may have been omitted or eliminated from draft solicitations

•

Key stakeholders may not have participated or engaged in the creation of the bid
solicitation process

•

Adequate documentation or audit evidence may not exist to support the UD concerns or
bid solicitation requirements

•

Solicitation may not have been approved (by UD and P&C – 2009) or reviewed by P&C
management
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3. ITB Advertised

4.

•

Bid may not have been properly advertised in County Legal Organ

•

Solicitations may not have been properly approved or authorized by appropriate persons
prior to advertisement

Bid Submission and Opening
•

If market survey(s) (2015 Procedures Manual only) were not done where less than five
bids received, reasons for low bids may not have been timely identified

5. Bid Evaluation

6.

•

The County may engage in contractual agreement with vendors that are excluded from
or ineligible to participate in Federal, State and County assistance programs or activities

•

The vendor may not possess the ethical standard(s), financial status, capability,
experience and credit worthiness to ensure good faith performance

Award Notice - ITBs Greater Than $100,000 Did Not Contain BOC Regular Meeting
Summaries (Meeting Minutes) In The File
•

7.

Notice to Proceed
•

8.

Not maintaining the BOC Summaries on file, may make it difficult to verify that the
appropriate BOC approval (s) were obtained prior to award of ITBs
No documented evidence of communication of notice to proceed to vendor may make it
difficult to determine the agreed upon contract start date, if contract was completed in a
timely manner and any applicable liquidated damages

Other Impacts
•

Insufficient information in the file or not available upon request will not allow an
independent reviewer to determine if all key stages of ITB were performed adequately, in
timely manner and with appropriate approvals

•

In the event of a lawsuit or protest, requested contract files /supporting documents may
not be readily available for review and to demonstrate that County complied with the
prescribed process

•

Inability to fully comply with Open Records Act Requests, if requested documents are not
available

Recommendation:
We recommend that the Chief Procurement Officer (CPO) of the P&C department should ensure:
1) Appropriate ITB related documentation is generated/obtained and maintained to help
demonstrate that all key activities of the ITB procurement process were performed and compliant
with stated policies and procedures; support contract close out processes, record retention
requirements, open records requests and facilitate the resolution of potential bid protests.
Examples of improvement strategies include but are not limited to the following:
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a) Incorporate a tracking mechanism/notation to indicate the temporary location of any
relevant contract data not currently in the contract file and the name of the team/person in
custody of the document
b) Ensure sufficient documentation is maintained to demonstrate the evaluation of
responsiveness and responsibility of bidders. This should include a summary of steps
taken, all supporting documentation, a conclusion and justification for deeming a bidder
non-responsive and/or not responsible. The documentation should clearly indicate the
names/signatures of P&C and UD personnel that performed and approved the evaluation.
Also, where the deemed responsibility and responsiveness of bidders and recommended
vendor for selection by P&C is different from that of the UD, a justification should be
provided with appropriate support.
c) Ensure that sufficient evidence is maintained to demonstrate participation and
collaboration with all key stakeholders/parties (e.g. Legal, Finance) and evidence of
appropriate review and approval of ITBs by P&C and UD prior to advertisement. Examples
of evidence of approval include but is not limited to physical signature, electronic
signatures or e-mail communication(s).
2) Ensure the evaluation of vendor responsibility includes a check of the vendor’s financial
status/credit worthiness. In addition, consideration can be given to requiring proof of tax
compliance status, etc.
3) P&C should update current Purchasing Policy and March 2017 Procedures Manual to ensure it
reflects practiced exceptions to documented policy and procedures. P&C should first review
current undocumented exemptions to determine if consistent with establish better practices.
4) Ensure that NTPs are issued for all contracts, agreements and purchase orders as per the
County Purchasing Policy and Purchasing Procedures Manual. Consider modifying the existing
purchasing policy to allow for an exception where the contract specifies a specific service
performance start and end date.
FINDING 2 – The User Department Role and Responsibilities in the Bid Evaluation Process
Needs to be Clarified
Objective: To determine if control weaknesses exist within the Low Bid procurement process in
regards to the bid evaluation activity.
Criteria: Purchasing policy and procedures should clearly define the roles and responsibilities of
all stakeholders involved in the procurement process, including procurement agents, contract
inspectors, and user departments.
Condition: In addition to P&C, the UD also participates in determining the responsibility and
responsiveness of bidders. P&C staff submits a document of memorandum to user
department(s), requesting them to evaluate solicitations for responsiveness, responsibility and to
provide justification for recommended vendor. Per discussion with UD personnel from sampled
ITBs, it was noted that guidelines for the evaluation process could be made clearer. While the
terms “responsibility” and “responsiveness” are defined in the Purchasing Policy, the selected
UD’s commented that the terms were not clearly understood. OIIA examined selected
memorandums and observed that the terms “responsibility” and “responsiveness” were not
consistently explained.
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Cause: P&C Purchasing policy does not define or state the UD’s role and responsibilities in the
procurement process, including the ITB process4. The memorandum provided to UD’s does not
outline minimum guidelines for evaluating responsiveness and responsibility of vendors.
Consequence: As a result, we found that there were inconsistent approaches in how evaluation
(s) were performed within a department and across separate departments.
Recommendation:
The CPO should work with the CEO and BOC to ensure that the roles and responsibilities of all
key stakeholders, including the UD, are clearly defined in any revised Purchasing Policy and/or
ordinance. The CPO should provide minimum guidelines, in the memorandum provided to UD,
on determining responsiveness and responsibility of vendor(s), for example, minimum number of
reference checks, suggested questions/areas to ask vendor references. In addition,
consideration should be given to consistently restating the definition (or referencing the location
of definitions in Purchasing Policy) of responsiveness and responsibility within the body of the
memorandum submitted to the UD.
ADDITIONAL ITEMS FOR YOUR CONSIDERATION:
Conflict of Interest
“The procurement professional should avoid any actions, relationships, or business transactions
that conflict with the lawful interests of the employer or otherwise create conflicts of interests that
taint the procurement process and the reputation of the state entity and the state of Georgia .”5
All County employees sign a general conflict of interest declaration during commencement of
employment. In addition, all RFP evaluation committee members are required to disclose any
conflict of interest and commit to confidentiality request when participating in a Request for
Proposal (RFP) procurement. However, employees who managed ITB procurements, including
performing evaluation of bid solicitations are not required to disclose potential conflicts of interest
or confidentiality prior to the evaluation of ITB bids received.
Not determining the potential or actual conflict of interests prior to the evaluation of ITB bids could
result in an actual or perceived bias in the ITB procurement favoring specific bidder(s).
The CPO should consider implementing a process, for example a Conflict of Declaration form, to
identify if P&C employees and or user department personnel have any potential or real conflict of
interest prior to evaluation of bids received. Consequently, if a potential conflict or appearance of
conflict of interest exist, employees should seek guidance from appropriate County personnel,
such as the Ethics officer.

Clarification of roles and responsibilities of procurement stakeholders was also identified as an area needing improvement in
our previous audit report# 2017-008-PC on the DeKalb County Purchasing Policy.
5 Georgia Procurement Manual (GPM) - I.4.4.5. Avoiding Conflicts of Interest
4
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APPENDIX
Appendix I – Purpose, Scope and Methodology
Purpose
The purpose of this engagement was to:
• Assess compliance of Low Bid procurements with DeKalb County's purchasing and
contracting policies and procedures
• Identify opportunities to strengthen the effectiveness and efficiency of the Low Bid
procurement process
Scope and Methodology
The scope of this engagement is to examine documentation relative to the Low Bid procurement
process from January 1, 2015 to March 31, 2017.
The methodology included, but was not limited to the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Reviewing DeKalb County's policies and procedures surrounding the Low Bid, ITB process
Consideration of relevant Georgia's statutes, laws, rules and regulations
Interviewing appropriate County personnel and external parties
Research of related best practices
Reviewing applicable documentation and information
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Appendix II – Management Response
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Appendix III – Definitions and Abbreviations
Key Definitions

Responsive Bidder: A person who has submitted a bid or proposal that conforms in all material
respects to the requirements set forth in the invitation to bids or request for proposals.
Responsible Bidder: A person who has the capability in all respects to perform fully the contract
requirements, and the experience, reliability, capacity, facilities, equipment and credit, which will
assure good faith performance6.

6

DeKalb County Purchasing policy - August 6, 2014, page 38
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Appendix IV – Better Practices Identified for Invitation To Bids
Criteria/Better Practice

Reference/Sources

Cost Estimates

1. Section 2.2.3.4. of GPM

Criteria:
It is important to estimate the expected cost of goods and
services for the following reasons:
1. Preliminary cost estimates will assist stakeholders in
determining whether the needed goods or services are
likely to be obtained within the entity’s budget or if an
alternative procurement strategy will be necessary
2. Estimating the expected cost of the needed goods or
services is required to determine whether the entity
possesses sufficient purchasing authority to conduct the
type of competitive solicitation1
County Practice:
Currently Budgeted/Estimated Costs are not confirmed or
verified by P&C staff for ITBs. In addition, documentation to
support analysis/make up of total cost is not forwarded to P&C.
Responsive and Responsible Bids and Proposals

Criteria:
•

•

The NIGP prescribes guidance for the selection criteria
by which the resulting bids or proposals will be
evaluated. One portion of the criteria is the
determination of responsiveness and responsible bids
and proposals 1
O.C.G.A. Title 36 Chapter 91 Article 23 specifies that for
Invitation to Bids and Request for Proposals, no
responsible bidder shall be disqualified or denied
prequalification based upon a lack of previous
experience with a job of the size for which the bid or
proposal is being sought if the:
✓ Bid or proposal is not more than 30 percent greater in
scope or cost from the responsible bidder's previous
experience in jobs
✓ Responsible bidder has experience in performing the
work for which bids or proposals are sought
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✓ Responsible bidder is capable of being bonded by a
surety which meets the qualifications of the bid
documents for a bid bond, a performance bond, and
a payment bond as required for the scope of the work
for which the bid or proposal is being sought 2

County Purchasing Policy:
•

The County policy does address responsive and
responsible bids and proposals and provides examples
of disqualifications for bids or proposal such as:
✓ Submitted without required bonds
✓ Incomplete in material and fact
✓ By entities on the Ineligible Source List
✓ Violating ethics rules

•

However, the County policy needs revision to detail the
specific criteria pertaining to responsiveness and
responsibility

Roles and Responsibilities
Criteria:
The NIGP specifies that a procurement manual should establish
guidance for the procurement organization that defines
authorities, roles, appointments, and responsibilities of the
central procurement office that includes reporting and oversight
requirements1 :
1. Detail the authorities, roles and responsibilities of the
CPO 2,3
2. Outline the required qualifications of the CPO 2,3

3. Define the roles and responsibilities of ALL stakeholders

involved in the procurement process: contracting officers,
contract inspectors, and user activities involved with
contracts 2,3

County Purchasing Policy:
The County’s purchasing Policy did address some of the
general responsibilities and authorities of the Chief
Procurement Officer and the Purchasing Advisory Committee.
However, it does not clearly outline the responsibilities of user
departments and other stakeholders in the procurement
process.
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Appendix V – Instances of Insufficient Documentation in the Sampled ITBs
Bid Solicitation documentation was not provided to support the performance of Key ITB Activities
for items noted in the schedules below. The column category (4) is not presented in the 2014
schedule, as surveys’ were not required per the 2009 SOPs.
Purchasing & Contracting
Instances of Insufficient Documentation in the Sampled ITBs
Audit Period - 2014

ITB #

Vendor Name

14-100430 Archer Western construction

1

2 - Pre-Solicitation
Meeting/Solicitation

X

X

3

6
7
Completed
Agenda/
Summary
Items Over
Request for Pre-Solicitation
ITB
Debarment/ $100,000 NoticeTo
Goods/Services
Meeting
Review/Approval Advertised Responsiveness Responsibility Suspension
for BOC
Proceed
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

15-100486 Southern Security Professional

X

X

X

X

X

X

15-100453 Lichty Commercial Construction

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

5

8

6

7

7

8

3003463 Construction Works Inc

3003414 Stand Guard Aquatics Inc

X

3003460 Ferguson Waterworks

X

3003423 Casey Tree Experts Inc

X

15-100485 Metals and Materials Engineers
Insufficient Documentation

7

X

5 -Bid Evluation

X

Legend
X - Lack of docuumentation to support key ITB Activities
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STATEMENT OF ACCORDANCE
Statement of Accordance
The mission of DeKalb County is to make the priorities of the citizens of DeKalb County; the priorities of
County government - by achieving a safer DeKalb, building stronger neighborhoods, creating a fiscally
accountable and more efficient county government and uniting the citizens of DeKalb County.
The mission of the Office of Independent Internal Audit is to provide independent, objective, insightful,
nonpartisan assessment of the stewardship or performance of policies, programs and operations in
promoting efficiency, effectiveness and integrity in DeKalb County.
This performance audit was prepared pursuant to DeKalb County, Georgia - Code of Ordinances /
Organizational Act Sec. 10A. - Independent Internal Audit, Georgia Statues. We conducted this
performance audit in accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards. Those standards
require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable
basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained
provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives.
This report is intended for the use of the agency to which it was disseminated and may contain information
that is exempt from disclosure under applicable law. Do not release without prior coordination with the
Office of Independent Internal Audit.
Please address inquiries regarding this report to the Office of Independent Internal Audit at 404-371-2765.
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What We Did
In accordance with the Office of Independent Internal Audit (OIIA) Annual Audit Plan
for fiscal year 2017, we conducted a performance audit of the DeKalb County sole
source procurement process to assess compliance with Purchasing and
Contracting’s sole source policy and procedures.
In addition, we benchmarked the County’s sole source procurement processes to
the Federal Acquisition Regulations (FAR), US Code of Federal Regulations, United
States Government Accountability Office (GAO) Resources (Green Book/Blue Book)
and the Georgia Procurement Manual to identify opportunities for strengthening the
effectiveness and efficiency of the sole source procurement process.
What We Found
We noted that Purchasing and Contracting (P&C) has established control activities
for sole source procurement, such as policies and procedures, to mitigate risks that
can occur in the administration of sole source procurement process. However, we
observed instances of noncompliance regarding the policy and procedures, as
summarized below:
•
•
•
•
•

Insufficient maintenance of supporting documentation for sole source
procurement
Incomplete sole source vendor request applications
Inadequate or missing evidence to validate the status of the requested
vendor as a sole source vendor
Insufficient evidence of proper approval of sole source requests
Inadequate evidence of Board approval on sole source requests over
$100,000 and subsequent change orders

What We Recommend
We recommend the Purchasing Director/Chief Procurement Officer consider:
• Implementation of controls to ensure required documentation, such as NCPR
(Non-Competitive Procurement Request) forms, supporting documentation,
etc., are consistently available in the sole source vendor files
• Disapprove incomplete sole source requests to ensure established controls
are operating properly
• Provide countywide training for all parties responsible for completing the
NCPR form to ensure effective and efficient processing/maintenance of the
sole source vendor request
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•
•
•
•

Communicate formal notification to User Departments and vendors regarding
the County’s requirement of sole source vendor declaration letter
Revise the NCPR form to include ‘print name’ lines to clearly identify
preparer/approvers on sole source requests
Implement a standard form to document evaluation/verification research
performed by P&C staff to validate the sole source vendor’s status
Require direct evidence of the Board of Commissioners’ (BOC) approval,
such as BOC meeting minutes, on sole source awards over $100,000 and
applicable change orders
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BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION
“A ‘sole source’ procurement can be defined as any contract entered into without a competitive
process, based on a justification that only one known source exists or that only one single
supplier can fulfill the requirements. Although states generally do not permit non-competitive
procurements by statute, exceptions are allowed where competition is not feasible.”1
DeKalb County Purchasing Policy states that, “all sole source purchases must be authorized by
the Director [Chief Procurement Officer]. Prior to authorization, written justification must be
signed by [User] Department Director and submitted to Purchasing and Contracting for
evaluation.”
The County’s Purchasing Policy further states, “based upon evidence that a particular commodity
or service may be obtained from only one source and no similar commodity or service available
from a different source will adequately meet an acquiring office’s requirements and specifications,
the Director [Chief Procurement Officer] may decide that the commodity or service be purchased
sole source or by reference to a brand name based upon supporting documentation from the
requesting department. All such purchases where cost is in excess of $100,000.00 shall be
approved by official action of the Governing Authority [Board of Commissioners].”
The County’s procedures for processing sole source Purchase Request as depicted in the
Purchasing Desk Reference Procedures Manual [and augmented with input received from P&C
Management] are described below:
The process is initiated via email, requisition or paper memo containing the NonCompetitive Purchase Request from the User Department. The P&C Agent/Tech reviews
the NCPR form for explanation, justification and User Department Director’s signature. If
NCPR is complete, the P&C Agent/Tech conducts evaluation/verification research of
requested vendor’s Sole Source status, which includes Internet searches, previous vendor
procurement history and spend amount. The Agent/Tech obtains a valid Sole Source letter
signed by a company representative with the knowledge of the product or service on the
company’s letterhead and a quote. The Agent’/Tech makes written recommendation to
include the supporting Sole Source vendor evaluation/verification research, initials the
NCPR Form and forwards the documentation to the Agent/Tech’s immediate Manager for
review and concurrence. The immediate Manager initials concurrence and forwards to
Director [Chief Procurement Officer] for final approval and signature. If the Sole Source
request is greater than $100,000.00, the Agent/Tech prepares an agenda item to submit
the request to the Board of Commissioners for approval. Upon approval, the Agent/Tech
processes a Purchase Order (PO)/or other agreement. The Agent/Tech attaches the
NCPR form and other supporting documentation to the PO or agreement and uploads all
documents to Oracle.

1

http://www.naspo.org/SoleSourceProcureent/7-Question_Sole_Source_Procurement_briefing_paper-1-13-15.pdf
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AUDIT RESULTS
During this engagement, OIIA examined 35 sole source files where we identified instances of
noncompliance with the established policies and procedures, as detailed below in our findings.
The corresponding recommendations to the findings will assist P&C in its mission to provide
excellent and transparent procurement services to stakeholders and all others.
Based on the 35 files randomly selected for this audit, the chart below depicts the percentage of
sole source procurements by department for period the January 1, 2014 to March 31, 2017:

Sole Source Procurements by Department

23%
Watershed Management
Public Works
Facilities Management
6%
54%

Airport

Public Safety

6%

GIS
3%
3%

IT
6%

Our engagement identified some better practices for consideration in addressing the sole source
procurement requirements in Appendix III.
FINDING 1- INSUFFICIENT MAINTENANCE OF DOCUMENTATION FOR SOLE SOURCE
VENDOR REQUEST
Objective: To assess compliance of the sole source procurement process with the Purchasing
and Contracting’s policy and procedures.
Criteria: Per Purchasing & Contracting Desk Reference Procedures Manual (page 5) and
interviews with the Chief Procurement Officer (CPO) and Procurement Managers, “to initiate the
request for a sole source vendor, the user department must complete the NCPR (Non
Competitive Purchase Request) form.”
P&C Management further stated that processed NCPR Forms and supporting documentation are
uploaded and maintained in the Oracle financial system.
Condition: Of the 35 sampled files reviewed, 20 percent (7 out of 35) of the NCPR forms were
missing from the sole source vendor files. In addition, none of the vendor files reviewed in Oracle
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were complete. Thirty-four vendor files contained some documentation and one vendor file had
no information.
Cause (where identifiable): In one case, the Procurement Manager explained that the sole
source vendor request was processed in error, prior to approval and no documentation was
maintained.
Consequence: Failure to require properly maintained sole source vendor files may lead
stakeholders and other open record requesters to infer inconsistent adherence to the County's
Purchasing policy, procedures, lack of transparency, and lack of management oversight
regarding the processing of sole source requests.
Recommendation:
We recommend that the CPO implement oversight controls to ensure the required
documentation, such as NCPR forms, supporting documentation, and, etc., are maintained in the
sole source vendor files to allow for proper work trails and accountability when processing sole
source procurements.
FINDING 2- INCOMPLETE SOLE SOURCE VENDOR REQUEST APPLICATION
Objective: To assess compliance of the sole source procurement process with the Purchasing
and Contracting policy and procedures.
Criteria: DeKalb County Purchasing Desk Reference Procedure Manual (page 5-step 2) states,
"Review NCPR form for explanation, justification & Department Director’s signature.” The
Purchasing Policy (page 12) states that, "All source purchases must be authorized by the
Director, prior to authorization, and written justification must be signed by the Department
Director."
Condition: We examined thirty-five (35) sole source files and found 57 percent (20 out of 35)
contained incomplete NCPR forms. The discrepancies that we found are listed below:
•
•
•
•

Two different forms were being used for sole source request by user departments in 2014
The general description of requested product/services completed by user departments
was inadequate and did not allow for proper research by P&C staff to verify the sole
source vendor
Eleven percent of the NCPR forms were not signed by user department director
Forms signed by staff, such as the user department deputy director or the manager, did
not include documentation signifying signatory authority by user department director

Cause (where identifiable): The NCPR form does not list an effective date; hence, P&C staff
was unaware of the effective date of the NCPR form.
P&C staff did not ensure completeness of the NCPR form before processing the sole source
request.
Consequence: Incomplete sole source vendor requests forms can increase the risk of fraud,
which can result in collusion with a vendor and can create inefficiencies in processing sole source
requests. In addition, it could lead stakeholders reviewing the documents to assume that sole
source purchases were unjustified and/or improperly awarded without competition or prior review.
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Recommendation:
When forms are updated or revised, we recommend that forms within P&C be controlled through
the version number and effective date denoted at the header or footer of each page.
Furthermore, forms updated on the P&C’s website should inform online users that the form has
been updated and the effective date.
P&C staff should not process incomplete NCPR forms. In addition, the CPO should consider
countywide training on completing the NCPR form and processing/maintenance of the sole
source vendor request. All training sessions should include an employee training attendance
sheet, which certifies by signing the attendance sheet that the employee has received training,
understands, and agrees to their responsibilities for completing the NCPR form.
During this engagement, the P&C staff were briefed on the recommendations and began taking
immediate corrective action to post the NCPR form to the County’s intranet site with an effective
date of September 21, 2017. We commend P&C staff for their initiative to take corrective action.
FINDING 3- INADEQUATE EVIDENCE TO VALIDATE SOLE SOURCE VENDOR’S STATUS
Objective: To assess compliance of the sole source procurement process with the Purchasing
and Contracting’s policy and procedures.
Criteria: Per P&C's Desk Reference Procedure Manual (page 5) and interviews with P&C staff,
[Procurement Agent] conducts and signs off on research performed on proposed sole source
vendors using internet search engines, previous spend history, and contact with other
agencies. The Procurement Agent obtains a valid signed sole source letter on company
letterhead and quote from the manufacturer/supplier prior to processing the sole source vendor
request.
Condition: Of the thirty-five files we examined, none contained sufficient or adequate evidence
to validate the requested vendor's sole source status. Our examination revealed the following:
•

•
•
•

Six percent of the files (2 out of 35) contained unsigned research information making it
difficult to determine whether P&C or the user department performed the research. Eightysix percent of the files (30 out of 35) contained no evidence of research to validate
vendor’s sole source status
Forty-three percent (15 out of 35) of the files contained sole source declaration letters
signed by vendor’s sales, parts service, or unidentified personnel. In addition, we observed
sole source vendor letters requested by and addressed to the user department, not P&C
Forty-nine percent (17 out of 35) of the files were missing the sole source declaration letter
Twenty-nine percent (10 out of 35) were missing the vendor’s quote to validate vendor's
ability to meet unique specifications for the sole source request

Cause (where identifiable): P&C staff did not ensure compliance with their internal procedural
manual for sole source requests.
Consequence: The absence of required documentation to validate the sole source status of the
proposed vendor could lead to the public perception of favoritism and bias in awarding of sole
source procurements.
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Recommendation:
We recommend CPO consider:
•
•
•

Establish a standard form for use by P&C staff when performing evaluation research to
validate the status of the requested sole source vendor
Communicate formal notification to the user departments and vendors regarding the
County’s requirement of sole source vendor declaration letter
Obtain the declaration of sole source status and quotation on a signed letterhead from
corporate marketing (not sales representative), president, authorized agent, or authorized
company representative

FINDING 4- INSUFFICIENT EVIDENCE OF APPROVAL PROCESS OF SOLE SOURCE
REQUESTS
Objective: To assess compliance of the sole source procurement process with the Purchasing
and Contracting’s policy and procedures.
Criteria: Per P&C's Desk Reference Procedure Manual (page 5) and interviews with P&C staff,
the Procurement Agent makes recommendation and signs the [NCPR] form, then forwards it to
the immediate Procurement Manager who initials and submits the form to P&C Director for
approval (signature).
Condition: We observed that the CPO did not sign twenty-one percent (6 out of 28) of the NCPR
forms. Seven of the 35 files examined were missing the NCPR form and thus unavailable for
examination. In addition, no 'print name' line exists to verify who signed the form, when the
signature is not legible. The recommendation box on the NCPR form contained initials but it was
difficult to decipher the owner of the initials without a 'print name' line.
Consequence: Improper or missing authorization could signify lack of staff accountability and
management oversight that might lead to the risk of loss or fraud.
Recommendation:
We recommend CPO revise the NCPR form to include a line for the printed names and
signatures of the Procurement Agent (preparer), Procurement Manager (reviewer) and the P&C
Director (approver) to clearly identify the appropriate preparer/approver. In addition, P&C should
consider converting the NCPR form to a file type that would allow for electronic signature
approvals and proper accountability trail.
We commend the P&C staff for taking the initiative to take corrective action by revising the NCPR
form to include printed name blocks, signatures, and the effective use date for the new form.
FINDING 5- INADEQUATE EVIDENCE OF BOARD APPROVAL ON SOLE SOURCE
REQUESTS OVER $100,000 AND CHANGE ORDERS
Objective: To assess compliance of the sole source procurement process with the Purchasing
and Contracting’s policy and procedures.
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Criteria: Per DeKalb County Purchasing Policy (page 21) and the P&C Desk Reference
Procedure Manual (page 5, step 8), "All such purchases [sole source] where cost is in excess of
$100,000.00 shall be approved by official action of the Governing Authority [Board of
Commissioners (BOC)]."
Additionally, per DeKalb County Purchasing Policy (page 29), "If the original contract or purchase
order price does not exceed $100,000.00, but the Change Order will make the total price of the
contract exceed $100,000.00, then the change order requires approval by official action of the
Governing Authority [Board of Commissioners (BOC)]."
Condition: Based on the above criteria for sole source requests requiring BOC approval, 69
percent (11 out of 16) of applicable files contained inadequate evidence of BOC approval.
Seventy-three percent of the eleven files included the BOC agenda item with the CPO’s signature
and BOC approval date affixed by the P&C Department, which does not lend itself to adequate
evidence of BOC approval since these documents are produced in the P&C Department. The
remaining 27 percent contained no documentation of BOC approval.
Consequence: The lack of adequate evidence showing BOC approval on awards over $100,000
could lead to an incorrect assumption by stakeholders and others that noncompliance exist
regarding County's policies and procedures to effectively control and safeguard assets.
Recommendation:
We recommend CPO require direct evidence of BOC approval on sole source awards over
$100,000, such as the BOC Summary documents. In addition, adequate support for other
change orders or other modification of the contract term approved by the BOC should be
maintained in the vendor’s file.
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APPENDIX
Purpose

Appendix I – Purpose, Scope and Methodology

The purpose of this engagement was:
•
•

To assess compliance with sole source procurements with the DeKalb County's
Purchasing and Contracting policies and procedures
Identify, where applicable, opportunities to strengthen the effectiveness and efficiency of
the sole source procurement process

Scope and Methodology
The scope of this engagement was to examine documentation relative to the sole source vendor
selection process from January 1, 2014 to March 31, 2017.
The methodology included but was not limited to the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Discuss and obtain prior audit reports, if any
Reviewing the DeKalb County purchasing policy and procedures
Reviewing sole source contracts and agreements
Examining supporting documentation to determine whether sole source contracts were in
accordance with Purchasing and Contracting’s sole source procedures
Interviewing appropriate county personnel and external parties
Reviewing any other applicable documentation and information
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Appendix II – Management Response
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Appendix III – Better Practices Identified for Sole Source Procurement Requirement

Criteria/ Better Practices

References /Sources

Vendor Performance Evaluation
Criteria:
•

The County Purchasing Policy provides for the
establishment of a vendor performance rating system for
use in eliminating those suppliers who fail to perform or
who perform unsatisfactorily. It further states that the
rating systems may be used for evaluation and award
purposes. The Federal Transit Administration advises
that performance reports can be an important reference
point for future source-selection decisions in which past
performance is a stated evaluation criteria

•

DeKalb County Purchasing
Policy, page 27, “Vendor
Performance Rating”

•

Federal Transit
Administration, Best Practices
Procurement & Lessons
Learned Manual, Section 5.65 Contractor Performance
Report
https://www.transit.dot.gov/sites/f
ta.dot.gov/files/docs/funding/proc
urement/8286/fta-best-practicesprocurement-and-lessonslearned-manual-2016.pdf

Better Practice(s):
•

Expand the vendor performance rating system to include
sole source vendors to ensure that vendors who are
expected to fulfill unique service and/or product
specifications satisfactorily complied

Ethics Policy/Conflict of Interest Statement
Criteria:
•

•

48 CFR 3452.209-70 – Conflict
of Interest Certification
https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/C
FR-2012-title48-vol7/pdf/CFR2012-title48-vol7-sec3452-20970.pdf

•

“Principles and Practices of
Public ProcurementDeveloping a Procurement
Policy Manual” NIGP
http://engage.nigp.org/acton/atta
chment/24793/f-00d3/1/-/-/-//DEVELOPING%20PROCUREM
ENT%20MANUAL%20UPDATE
D.pdf

The Federal Code of Regulations advises that a Conflict
of Interest Certification be provided in all solicitations

Better Practice(s):
•

To promote and encourage ethical behavior among
vendors and employees and to avoid the appearance of
biased vendor selection, include the Conflict of Interest
Certification with all sole source solicitations, signed by
all involved parties, and maintained in applicable sole
source vendor file

Intent to Award Sole Source Procurements
Criteria:
•

The NIGP (National Institute of Governmental
Purchasing, Inc.) prescribes that a procurement policy
manual include guidance for sole-source procurement.
The County Purchasing Policy did address sole-source
purchasing and requires that sole source contracts be
utilized when:
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o

Only one supplier is able to fill requirements for
the intended use

o

Standardization exists from past performance

o

Written justification is signed by the Department
Director and submitted to Purchasing and
Contracting for evaluation

•

Section 3.2 of GPM , Item 6(c),
Page 21

•

Article V, Section 102-384,
Item (c) of Fulton County Code of
Ordinances

•

Federal Transit Administration,
“FAQ”
https://www.transit.dot.gov/fundin
g/procurement/third-partyprocurement/independent-costestimate

•

24 CFR 85.36- Procurement, (f)
Contract Cost and Price

Better Practice(s):
•

To determine the appropriateness of a sole-source
purchase, research must be conducted to determine if
other goods or service providers exist and can satisfy
procurement requirements

•

The procurement professional must provide public notice
of the intended sole-source purchase through a posting
to the County’s website and /or other public forum for a
minimum of five (5) business days. The purpose of
publicizing the sole-source notice is to offer other
possible suppliers an opportunity to respond by
submitting a protest stating they can provide the
specified good or service

•

All intended sole source acquisitions shall be advertised
on the county's bid board/internet for a minimum of five
business days

Independent Cost Estimate/Analysis
Criteria:
•

Regardless of the justification for a sole source contract,
the Federal Transit Administration supported by the
Federal Code of Regulations requires the performance
of an independent cost estimate/analysis to ensure the
reasonableness of the proposed contract price

Better Practice(s):
•

The implementation of an independent cost
estimate/analysis as part of the sole source due
diligence research will assist procurement professionals
in seeking a fair and reasonable price for noncompetitive purchases

https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/C
FR-2012-title24-vol1/pdf/CFR2012-title24-vol1-sec85-36.pdf
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STATEMENT OF ACCORDANCE
Statement of Accordance
The mission of DeKalb County is to make the priorities of the citizens of DeKalb County; the priorities of
County government - by achieving a safer DeKalb, building stronger neighborhoods, creating a fiscally
accountable and more efficient county government and uniting the citizens of DeKalb County.
The mission of the Office of Independent Internal Audit is to provide independent, objective, insightful,
nonpartisan assessment of the stewardship or performance of policies, programs and operations in
promoting efficiency, effectiveness and integrity in DeKalb County.
This performance audit was prepared pursuant to DeKalb County, Georgia – Code of Ordinances /
Organizational Act / Section 10A – Independent Internal Audit. We conducted this performance audit in
accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan
and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our
findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained provides a
reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives.
This report is intended for the use of the agency to which it was disseminated and may contain information
that is exempt from disclosure under applicable law. Do not release without prior coordination with the
Office of Independent Internal Audit.
Please address inquiries regarding this report to the Office of Independent Internal Audit at 404-371-2765.
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AUDIT REPORT NO. 2017-006-PC
John Greene
Chief Audit Executive

What We Did
In accordance with the Office of Independent Internal Audit (OIIA) Annual Audit Plan
for 2017, we conducted a performance audit of the Emergency Purchase (EP)
process. We examined EPs executed from January 1, 2015 to March 31, 2017 to
determine whether Purchasing and Contracting (P&C) department complied with the
DeKalb County Purchasing Policy and Procedures and to identify opportunities to
strengthen the effectiveness and efficiency of the EP procurement process.
What We Found
P&C did not always comply with Emergency Purchase procedures, specifically:
•
•
•

Seventy-nine percent (22 out of 28) of EPs examined were improperly
categorized as EPs due to inadequate planning by the user departments
The Board of Commissioners (BOC) did not approve 2 of 5 sampled EPs that
exceeded $100,000
Ninety-six percent of EP forms were approved by Chief Procurement Officer
(CPO) and 100% were approved by the Procurement Manager; however,
only few Procurement Agents approved the forms

In addition, we identified the following control deficiencies within the EP procurement
process:
•
•
•
•

Lack of accurate reporting of Emergency Purchases
Lack of compensating controls when segregation of duties is inadequate
Ineffective procedures to communicate contract information prior to expiration
Inconsistent language between Purchasing Policy and Procedures manual

What We Recommend
We recommend the CPO should consider several opportunities to strengthen the
EPs and procurement process as summarized below:
•
•
•

P&C Policy and Procedures should emphasize that inadequate planning is not
justification for utilization of EPs and provide illustrations of qualifying EPs
P&C Management should implement more efficient controls to ensure all EPs
over $100,000 are ratified by BOC
P&C Management should ensure all Procurement Agents and Procurement
Managers consistently initial and date Non-Competitive Purchase Request
(NCPR) forms
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•
•
•
•

P&C Management should develop and implement automated controls to track
and report all EPs
P&C Management should implement compensating controls when segregation of
duties is inadequate
P&C Management should implement an effective communication tool to inform
County departments and/or agencies of upcoming expiring contracts
P&C Management should reconcile the language between the Purchasing Policy
and the Procedures Manual to ensure that P&C activities are consistent
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BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION
The Purchasing and Contracting (P&C) Department oversees all procurements of goods and
services using competitive bid process, when possible, with a goal to implementing fair, effective,
and efficient procurement system that offers best value for goods and services to DeKalb County
(County). To this end, P&C strives to achieve customer service experiences that add value to
DeKalb County procurement process. P&C is responsible for the design and implementation of
efficient and effective internal controls to manage significant risks and ensure the department and
County met their goals. The Chief Executive Officer (CEO) shall enforce compliance with P&C’s
procurement policy and procedures for all departments, offices, or agencies, except the Tax
Commissioner, Clerk of Superior Court, District Attorney, and the Sheriff (Georgia House Bill
700).
The DeKalb County Purchasing and Contracting Policy and the Procedures Manual specifies the
following five procurement methods:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Competitive Sealed Bidding
Competitive Sealed Proposal
Informal Purchase
Sole Source
Emergency Purchase

EP is “used when there is a need for goods or services due to an unexpected and urgent request
(emergency) constituting an imminent threat to public health or safety or the loss of an essential
government service.”1 The user department acquire goods or services using EP procurement
method by following the guidelines stipulated in the P&C Policy and Non Competitive Purchase
Request (NCPR) form. The guidelines specify that the:
Emergency must exist due to health, welfare, or safety of people or property, or cost a
material loss of essential government services
• User departments must complete and submit NCPR form to make requests for EPs; the
form must include an explanation as to why the competitive process cannot be used
• CPO must approve all EPs regardless of the time of emergency occurrence and the
amount of the request
• A “competitive process should be followed whenever possible as long as the ability to
address the emergency is not seriously impaired.”2
• All EPs that exceed $100,000 must be “ratified by official action of the Governing Authority
at a future Board of Commissioners’ meeting and the reason for the emergency must be
contained in the minutes of the meeting.”3
“When a situation exists where time does not permit involvement of the Purchasing and
Contracting Department, the Department Director is authorized to purchase necessary
commodities or make necessary repairs.”4
•

P&C Procedures Manual, dated March 6, 2017, pg. 5
DeKalb County Purchasing Policy, dated August 6, 2014, pg. 12
3 DeKalb County Purchasing Policy, dated August 6, 2014, pg. 12
4 DeKalb County Purchasing Policy, dated August 6, 2014, pg. 22
1

2
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AUDIT RESULTS
During this engagement, the OIIA examined twenty-eight EPs totaling approximately $1.4 million
to evaluate compliance with P&C’s Policy and Procedures for EPs. We tested for accuracy and
completeness of the EPs by comparing computerized data provided by the Department of
Innovation and Technology (DoIT) with the EP listing provided by P&C. The P&C team provided
the supporting documents for EPs. In addition, we examined other Metro Atlanta jurisdictions to
identify opportunities to strengthen the effectiveness and efficiency of the EPs and procurements
process.
In performing our examination, the OIIA relied on computer-processed data extracted from the
Oracle Financial System. Since there is no mechanism to track EPs, we extracted EPs based on
key words and verified with P&C staff about the accuracy of the information.
Based on the current system capabilities, P&C’s controls over the procurement of goods and
services for EPs are properly designed as it relates to written and unwritten procedures. Our
tests of 28 EPs demonstrated existing controls were implemented and applied in accordance with
the procedures. Specifically, we observed that 96% of EPs were approved by the CPO or
signatory authority and effective system notification tools are in place to track expiring contracts.
As a result, we identified several opportunities to strengthen the EPs and procurement process
as outlined in our findings and recommendations below.
Our engagement identified some better practices for consideration in addressing the EPs
requirements in Appendix IV.
FINDING 1- USE OF EMERGENCY PURCHASES AS AN ALTERNATIVE FOR LACK OF
PLANNING AND RISK MANAGEMENT
Objective: To test for compliance with P&C’s Emergency Purchase Policy and Procedures by
assessing whether approved EPs met the criteria for EP.
Criteria: According to the EP Policy and Procedures, EP should be used when goods and
services are due to unexpected and urgent conditions, where health and safety or the
conservation of public resources is at risk.
Condition: We examined 28 EPs and found that 22 or 79% were primarily due to lack of proper
planning by the user departments.
Watershed Management used at least 6 EPs to continue an expired contract for lease of repair
equipment until the contract was replaced. Sunbelt Rentals, Inc.’s contract for ongoing repairs
and maintenance activities by Watershed Management expired on December 31, 2015. Rather
than re-soliciting the bid, Watershed Management utilized the Emergency Purchase to lease
equipment from the former contractor, Sunbelt Rentals, Inc., for nonemergency work.
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The following table provides a summary of emergency purchases by other County departments:
EMERGENCY PURCHASES
VARIOUS DEPARTMENTS
January 1, 2015 – March 31, 2017

Recreation,
Parks, and
Cultural Affairs

Resurfacing of seven (7) gym floors

$127,447.94

TOTAL
PURCHASE
ORDERS
1

Roads &
Drainage

Emergency Repair for Bridges

$434,582.15

4

Fire & Rescue

Moving services for Fire Rescue

$40,936.35

1

Police ServicesAnimal Services

Heating at the Animal Shelter 11/25/15 3/24/16

$55,100.00

1

Community
Development

Housing repair, Civil engineering services,
repair at Brookside Park

$239,043.00

3

Facilities
Management

Toshiba 1600XP1 UPS Replacement for
East Precinct & Prime Site; New AX JACE
and map all existing graphics to Delta
system. Old system is malfunctioning and
obsolete

$67,878.10

2

Watershed
Management

Scott Candler electrical Switch Geer,
Transfer pump; rental equipment due to
expired contract

$223,511.14

9

Finance
Department

RFP was later to allow TAN to be
completed in May 2015

$15,000.00

1

$1,203,498.68

22

DEPARTMENT

Total

REASON FOR EMERGENCY
PURCHASE

AMOUNT

Cause: DeKalb County P&C Policy and Procedures do not emphasize that a lack of adequate
planning is no justification for utilizing an EP. In most cases, the condition described on the
NCPR form, which justified the EPs, occurred due to lack of planning and risk mitigation
strategies by the user departments. In other situations, EPs resulted in failure to solicit bids and
execute a new contract prior to expiration of the existing contract.
Consequence: Improperly categorizing contracts as emergency services or allowing nonemergency contract to continue on an emergency basis caused by inadequate planning
circumvents the competitive process. This practice reduces competition for services, which may
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potentially result in higher costs to remedy the conditions. In addition, it could expose the County
to possible negative publicity and collusion with vendors.
Recommendation:
We recommend the P&Cs Policy and Procedures should:
•
•
•

Emphasize that inadequate planning is no justification for utilization of EPs
Provide detail description or illustrations of qualifying EPs
P&C Management should obtain the approval of senior management prior to approving
EPs that are not within the requirements of the policy and procedures, due to inadequate
planning

In addition, senior management should encourage County departments or agencies to develop
strategic plans to perform routine maintenance on facilities to reduce emergency conditions.
FINDING 2- EMERGENCY PURCHASES WERE NOT RATIFIED BY THE BOC
Objective: To test for compliance with P&C’s Emergency Purchase Policy and Procedures by
assessing if EPs over $100,000 were ratified by the BOC.
Criteria: P&C’s Policy and Procedures states that all EPs greater than $100,000 must be ratified
by the BOC. The BOC’s approval is a control activity, which provides the BOC with information
needed to exercise their oversight responsibility for internal control.
Condition: Among the 28 EPs sampled, two of five (40%) EP files exceeding $100,000, we
examined, did not contain documents to support the ratification of the EPs by the BOC.
Cause: Inadequate controls exist to ensure all EPs greater than $100,000 are presented to BOC
for ratification.
Consequence: By not presenting EPs to the BOC for approval, the risk that excessive or
unauthorized purchases will go undetected is increased. In addition, the lack of ratification could
encourage collusion between staff and vendors that offer goods and services.
Recommendation:
The CPO should ensure all EPs that exceed $100,000 are presented to the BOC for ratification,
and should maintain appropriate documentation to verify approval. In addition, the CPO should
establish automated controls to track and report EPs with such attributes. Tracking and reporting
of such EPs within Oracle (Advanced Procurement Systems ‘APS’) may be preferable to reduce
the risk of human error and to increase efficiency.
FINDING 3- IMPROVEMENT IN THE APPROVAL PROCESS OF THE NON COMPETITIVE
PURCHASE REQUEST FORM
Objective: To test for compliance with P&C’s Emergency Purchase Policy and Procedures, we
assessed whether individuals involved in EP approval process approved the NCPR form.
Criteria: P&C Procedure Manual requires a Procurement Agent to comment and initial NCPR
form upon completion and the manager to review, initial, and date the form before CPO’s final
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approval. The purpose of the approval is an independent check to ensure the EP requests are
appropriate and comply with the P&Cs policy and procedures. The signature and date on the
NCPR form provides evidence of timely review and approval of the form.
Condition: Ninety-six percent of NCPR forms examined were approved by the CPO. The
Procurement Agents who processed EP requests, that we examined, did not consistently initial or
date the NCPR forms. The managers initialed the NCPR forms that we examined but did not
date the form.
Cause: Lack of proper review by P&C Management when NPCR forms are forwarded to them for
approval.
Consequence: By not initialing and dating the forms, established internal controls procedures
become ineffective to signify the workflow of NPCR forms and ensure accountability of EP
process.
Recommendation:
The CPO should ensure all P&C staff and managers consistently follow P&C’s Policy and
Procedures as it relates to review and approval of the NCPR forms. P&C should consider the use
of electronic signatures for the NCPR forms.
During this engagement, the P&C staff were briefed on the recommendations and began taking
immediate corrective action to revise the NCPR form to include a line for all signatures and dates.
We commend P&C staff for their initiative to take corrective actions.
FINDING 4- LACK OF ACCURATE REPORTING OF EMERGENCY PURCHASES
Objective: To identify opportunities to strengthen the effectiveness and efficiency of the EP
process and assess the accuracy and completeness of reporting information.
Criteria: A well-designed system of internal controls should include obtaining, generating, or
using “relevant quality information to support internal controls and to communicate with internal
and external partners on a regular basis about matters affecting the internal controls.”5
Condition: The report provided by P&C staff did not include all EP purchase orders (PO)
approved during the audit period. At least 12 EPs identified in Oracle were not included in the
report provided to the OIIA.
Cause: P&C staff mentioned that there was no mechanism within the current Oracle system to
identify and report all approved EPs. Therefore, the data P&C downloaded from Oracle did not
clearly identify EPs.
Consequence: Spreadsheets are prone to undetected errors that will have an effect on the data.
In addition, spreadsheets cannot provide an automated audit trail of changes made and the users
who made the changes.
5

https://www.coso.org/Pages/default.aspx
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Recommendation:
P&C should develop and implement an automated process for tracking and reporting all EPs
through the Advance Procurement Suites system to identify procurements by type.
FINDING 5- LACK OF COMPENSATING CONTROLS WHEN SEGREGATION OF DUTIES
ARE INADEQUATE
Objective: To identify opportunities to strengthen the effectiveness and efficiency of the EP
process and assess whether internal controls are present, efficient, and effective to ensure
departmental goals are achieved.
Criteria: The P&C Policy and Procedures states that a Procurement Agent shall process
requests for EPs, comment, initial and date the NCPR form, and submit to team Procurement
Manager for review. The Procurement Manager reviews the file, initials, date the form, and
submits to the CPO for final review and approval. The various levels of approval within the Oracle
system segregates duties in the approval process.
While the CPO is out on leave, the CPO gives permission of signature authority to the
Procurement Manager. “If segregation of duties is not practical [when the Procurement Manager
approves his/her own work on behalf of the CPO] within an operational process because of
limited personnel or other factors, management designs alternative control activities to address
the risk of fraud, waste, or abuse in the operational process.”6
Condition: For instances where the Procurement Manager served as the CPO, no other
Procurement Manager participated in the review and approval process. In addition, the CPO did
not perform high-level reviews of the transactions of the authorized signatory [Procurement
Manager] afterwards.
A Procurement Manager approved four of 28 EPs or (15%) on behalf of CPO. In some instances
where the Procurement Manager signed for CPO, we did not see evidence that another
Procurement Manager had previously initialed and dated the NCPR form.
Cause: P&C approval procedures do not include compensating controls when segregation of
duties are inadequate.
Consequence: When segregation of duties is inadequate and lack of compensating controls
exist, the condition may lead to an abuse of authority, which can result in inappropriate
authorization of transactions or collusion with County personnel and vendors.
Recommendation:
For instances where the approval process is not adequately segregated, the CPO should develop
and implement compensating controls to ensure risks are reduced to appropriate level. The
compensating controls can include a high-level review of transactions completed by the
Procurement Manager that were not adequately segregated.

6

GAO-14-704G Federal Internal Control Standards (COSO, principle 10.14), pg. 51
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FINDING 6- INEFFECTIVE PROCEDURES TO COMMUNICATE CONTRACT INFORMATION
PRIOR TO EXPIRATION
Objective: To identify opportunities to strengthen the effectiveness and efficiency of the
Emergency Purchase process by assessing whether controls are effective to monitor and
communicate contract information prior to expiration.
Criteria: P&C management team receives the following periodic email alerts from Oracle system:
•
•

Contract agreement(s) that are about to expire
Contract Release ≥ 85% of Contract Amount

Once the P&C personnel receive the email, the information is communicated to departments via
phone, email, or during monthly management meetings.
Condition: As mentioned in Finding 1, Sunbelt Rentals, Inc.’s contract for ongoing repairs and
maintenance activities by Watershed Management expired on December 31, 2015. Due to the
expired contract, Watershed Management used EPs to rent equipment from the former
contractor, Sunbelt Rentals, Inc., in order to continue its regular repairs and maintenance
activities. This resulted in Watershed Management utilizing six EPs, totaling $115,633, which
lead to the BOC’s ratification of the emergency purchases.
Oracle email alerts sent to P&C Management team should have prevented the use of EPs when
the contract expired.
P&C Procedures Manual lack communication and follow-up/escalation procedures to ensure
effective communication method to alert departments or agencies of upcoming expiring contracts.
Cause: Due to the numerous contracts listed in the sample email we observed, it is ineffective to
communicate such high volume of contracts via phone or during monthly meetings.
Consequence: Allowing existing contracts to expire without a replacement caused the County to
retain and use the service of the previous contractor beyond the contract term. This practice
could result in higher procurement costs to the County.
Recommendation:
The CPO should implement a formal communication process and include in the P&C’s
Procedures Manual a process for communicating upcoming expiring contracts or contract
expenditures that are greater or equal to 85% of contract amount to departments and/or
agencies. The formal communication process should include a standard form or template that
conveys pertinent contract information to all departments/agencies. Additionally, the procedures
should outline the responsible personnel within the user departments or agencies who shall
receive the notification.
Once the communication procedures have been implemented, management should periodically
evaluate the department’s methods of communication so that appropriate tools are utilized to
communicate key information throughout the County on a timely basis.
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FINDING 7- INCONSISTENCY BETWEEN THE POLICY AND PROCEDURES MANUAL
Objective: To identify opportunities to strengthen the effectiveness and efficiency of the
Emergency Purchase procurement process.
Criteria: The DeKalb County Purchasing Policy states, “All emergency purchases must be
authorized by the Director. Emergency purchases of $100,000.00 or greater must be ratified by
official action of the Governing Authority at a future Board of Commissioners’ meeting and the
reason for the emergency must be contained in the minutes of the meeting.”
The Procedures Manual states, “All Emergency Purchases over $100k must be ratified by the
BOC.”
Condition: The language was not consistent between the Purchasing Policy and the Procedures
Manual regarding Emergency Purchases.
Consequence: The inconsistency between the language in the Purchasing Policy and the
Procedures Manual can lead to inconsistent practices among P&C personnel and user
departments.
Recommendation:
We recommend that P&C reconcile the language between the Purchasing Policy and the
Procedures Manual to ensure that P&C activities are consistent.
ADDITIONAL ITEM FOR CONSIDERATION
ENFORCEMENT FOR RATING FORMS FOR CONTRACTORS, PROVIDERS, AND LSBEs
P&C’s Rating Form for Contractors, Providers, and LSBEs requires the user departments to fill
out the form “with each delivery, payment, invoices, or other milestones in the lifecycle of any
good or services for which DeKalb County pays a third party. This allows the County to
document and assess the performance of the contractor and evaluate them for the purposes of
awards, or recommendation for awards, or future procurements.”7
Lack of evaluating contractors upon completion of EP services prevents the County from
obtaining assurance that highly rated vendors receive future emergency services contracts.
The P&C Department should:
•
•
•

7

Incorporate into DeKalb County Purchasing and Contracting Policy and Procedures for EP
a mandatory requirement for user departments to complete and submit the P&C’s rating
forms for Contractors, Providers, and LSBEs for each EP purchase order issued.
Ensure that user departments receive and complete the rating form for each EP through
an automated process
Ensure the rating information is tracked in the system to provide historical data in
evaluating contractors for future EP services

http://indekalb/departments/purchasing/pdf/rating_form_for_contractors.pdf
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Currently, P&C is implementing the Advance Procurement Suites (Oracle Component), which
has the capability to send out the rating form to the user departments through automated
processes.
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APPENDIX
Appendix I - Purpose, Scope and Methodology
Purpose
The purpose of the engagement was to:
•
•

Asses compliance of the Emergency Purchase and Procurements with the DeKalb
County’s Emergency Purchase policies and procedures
Identify opportunities to strengthen the effectiveness and efficiency of the emergency
purchases and procurement process

Scope and Methodology
The scope of this engagement is to examine documentation relative to Emergency Purchase
policies and procedures from January 1, 2015 to March 31, 2017. We did not assess
compliance with the grant expenditures for Emergency Purchases.
The methodology included, but not limited to the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Reviewing DeKalb County’s Emergency Purchase procurement policy and procedures
Examining supporting documentation to assess compliance with established procedures
Examining controls over the effectiveness and efficiency of Emergency Purchase
procedures
Interviewing appropriate personnel and external parties
Reviewing other applicable documentation
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Appendix II - Management Response
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Appendix III - Definitions and Abbreviations
Acronyms and Abbreviation
COSO

Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission

GAO

Government Accountability Office
Key Definitions

Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission: “a joint initiative of the five
private sector organizations listed on the left and is dedicated to providing thought leadership through the
development of frameworks and guidance on enterprise risk management, internal control, and fraud
deterrence.”8

Control Activities: “actions management establishes through policies and procedures to achieve
objectives and respond to risks in the internal control system, which includes the entity’s information
system.”9
Segregation of Duties: “Management divides or segregates key duties and responsibilities among
different people to reduce the risk of error, misuse, or fraud. This includes separating the responsibilities
for authorizing transactions, processing and recording them, reviewing the transactions, and handling any
related assets so that no one individual controls all key aspects of a transaction or event.”10
Compensating Control: “An activity that, if key controls do not fully operate effectively, may help to
reduce the related risk. Such controls also can back up or duplicate multiple controls and may operate
across multiple processes and risks. A compensating control will not, by itself, reduce risk to an
acceptable level.” 11
Contract Release: total amount paid of the approved contract total
Signature Authority: “permission to execute transactions up to limits established by relevant [DeKalb
County] policies and permission to approve transactions for execution. This approval attests to the
appropriateness of the transaction within the [DeKalb County’s] program objectives and budgetary
authorizations.”12

https://www.coso.org/Pages/default.aspx
GAO-14-704G Federal Internal Control Standards, pg. 44
10 GAO-14-704G Federal Internal Control Standards, pg. 47
11 https://na.theiia.org/certification/Public%20Documents/Glossary.pdf
12 http://daf.csulb.edu/admin_guidelines/policies/sig_auth.html
8
9
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Appendix IV - Better Practices identified for Emergency Purchases

Criteria/ Better Practices
Criteria:
•

O.C.G.A Title 36, Chapter 69, Article 2 defines the
conditions for an emergency. Local emergency means
the existence of conditions of extreme peril to the safety
of persons and property within the territorial limits of a
political subdivision of the state caused by natural
disasters, riots, civil disturbances or other situations
present in major law enforcement and other public safety
problems

•

The NIGP states that emergency contracting procedures
be addressed as a key topic under the source selection
process

Better Practices:
•

Conditions are or are likely to be beyond the control of
the services, personnel, equipment, and facilities of that
political subdivision of the state and which require the
combined forces of other political subdivisions to combat

•

A state of emergency may be declared by the Governor,
or determined to exist by the county governing authority.
During times of declared emergency, procedures for
emergency procurement will be in effect, as authorized
in the Policy and Procedures Manual or other official
documents

•

An emergency may be caused by an unexpected and
urgent situation, but which does not rise to the level of a
declared state of emergency. For procurement
purposes, this level of emergency is described as an
unexpected situation, which requires rapid response
outside of established purchasing procedures. It may
involve danger to health, life or property. It may involve
an unexpected delay in delivery, depleted inventory, or
an unusually high volume of work, depending on the
situation

•

Care must be taken that adequate planning is done so
that these situations do not occur when avoidable

References /Sources
•

•

“Principles and Practices of
Public ProcurementDeveloping a Procurement
Policy Manual” NIGP
http://engage.nigp.org/acton/attac
hment/24793/f-00d3/1/-/-/-//DEVELOPING%20PROCUREM
ENT%20MANUAL%20UPDATED
.pdf
O.C.G.A. Title 36, Chapter 69,
Article 2

•

Source: Section 200.01,
Procedure I of Fayette County
Policies and Procedures

•

Page 9 of Rockdale County
Purchasing and Procurement
Policy Number 2010-1-8
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STATEMENT OF ACCORDANCE
Statement of Accordance
The mission of DeKalb County is to make the priorities of the citizens of DeKalb County; the priorities of
County government - by achieving a safer DeKalb, building stronger neighborhoods, creating a fiscally
accountable and more efficient county government and uniting the citizens of DeKalb County.
The mission of the Office of Independent Internal Audit is to provide independent, objective, insightful,
nonpartisan assessment of the stewardship or performance of policies, programs and operations in
promoting efficiency, effectiveness and integrity in DeKalb County.
This performance audit was prepared pursuant to DeKalb County, Georgia – Code of Ordinances /
Organizational Act Section10A- Independent Internal Audit. We conducted this performance audit in
accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan
and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our
findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained provides a
reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives.
This report is intended for the use of the agency to which it was disseminated and may contain information
that is exempt from disclosure under applicable law. Do not release without prior coordination with the
Office of Independent Internal Audit.
Please address inquiries regarding this report to the Office of Independent Internal Audit at 404-371-2765.
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OFFICE OF INDEPENDENT INTERNAL AUDIT
PURCHASING AND CONTRACTING
INFORMAL AND FORMAL PROCUREMENTS
AUDIT REPORT NO. 2017-007-PC
John Greene
Chief Audit Executive

What We Did
In accordance with the Office of Independent Internal Audit (OIIA) Audit Plan for
fiscal year 2017, we conducted a performance audit of the County’s Informal and
Formal Procurement Competitive Process. We reviewed contracts and purchase
orders to determine compliance with DeKalb County Procurement Policy and
Procedures Manual as it relates to the competitive process. We performed data
analytics to obtain samples from purchase orders with procurement thresholds of
$5,001-$25,000 (Informal Written Quotes) and $25,001-$50,000 (Request for
Quotes). We examined a sample of 60 purchases orders for the period of January 1,
2014 to March 31, 2017. In addition, we examined a sample of 10 contracts to
determine whether the proper approvals were obtained when the contracts were
awarded or if the renewal options were exercised.
What We Found
We determined that neither the user departments nor Purchasing and Contracting
(P&C) fully complied with the DeKalb County’s Purchasing Policy and Procedures in
relation to informal purchases. In some instances, the user departments did not
obtain the required quotes as outlined in the Procedures Manual. Moreover, when
P&C procured the items required, quotes were not obtained. Of the 60 purchase
orders sampled, we found 42 (70%) did not have the required quotes (13 of 25 were
Informal Written Quotes and 29 of 35 were Request for Quotes).
We found the language was not consistent between the Purchasing Policy and the
Procedures Manual regarding the Informal Written Quote process. In addition, there
was one instance where the exemption policy was misapplied for mailing and
postage service; the vendor continued to provide services beyond the contract
agreement period. The total amount spent beyond the agreement period was
approximately $3,370,377.
What We Recommend
We recommend that a detailed review of the quotes should be completed before
purchase orders are created. Written explanation of missing quotes should be
attached in Oracle. Furthermore, P&C should reconcile the language between the
Purchasing Policy and the Procedures Manual to ensure that P&C activities are
consistent.
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BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION
The DeKalb County Purchasing and Contracting Department (P&C) for Informal Purchases does
not require formal sealed bid/proposals for informal procurements of $50,000 or less.
Procurements of this type, however, do involve competition consistent with the anticipated cost
and the best interest of the County as determined by the user Department Director or relevant
Department Head, as appropriate. Procedures for informal purchases are established at the
discretion of the Chief Procurement Officer (CPO). Certain goods and services are exempted
from competition such as legal services, items for resale and grant awards or agreements that
require certain firms or individuals to perform the work.
The Procedures Manual requires that Informal Verbal Quotes (Up to $5,000), with a Cycle Time
of 1 Day, that the user department should obtain at least one verbal quote; and competition is not
required for purchases of these amounts. In addition, the User Department must verify that the
commodity or service is not on an existing contract. If a commodity or service is on a contract,
then enter contract number on requisition and process the purchase order. If the commodity or
service is not included on an existing contract, a requisition is reviewed and the Standard
Purchase Order is processed.
For Informal Written Quotes ($5,001 - $25,000) with a Cycle Time 1-3 Days, the User
Department must obtain at least three written quotes. The quotes must be attached to the
requisition. The quote that is the lowest, responsive and responsible must be selected.
Justification must be provided to P&C for review, evaluation and concurrence of award decision,
if the lowest, responsive and responsible quote is not selected.
If P&C Procurement Agent procures for items, a minimum of five written quotes must be obtained
or attempted via competitive process. The P&C Agent must verify that the commodity or service
is not included on an existing contract. A purchase order is processed if the commodity or service
is included on an existing contract. If the commodity or service is not included on an existing
contract, P&C should follow the procedures for the Request for Quotations.
For Request for Quotation (RFQ) ($25,001 - $50,000) with a Cycle Time 7-10 Days, the User
Department must obtain or provide minimum specifications and/or scope of work. The User
Department must verify that the commodity or service is not included on an existing contract. If
commodity or service is included on contract, include the contract number on the requisition and
process the Standard Purchase Order. If the requested items are not included on a contract, the
following procedures are conducted:
•
•
•
•

Five written quotes must be obtained or a Market Research Survey must be conducted
Obtain RFQ solicitation number in Oracle
Advertise on DeKalb County P&C website for 3 to 5 days
Send the completed/approved RFQ document in PDF form along with completed matrix to
the Special Projects Team for posting to the website

The following is an excerpt of the formal procurement process.
For Contract Award Approvals ($50,001 and up), the following must take place:
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•
•
•

Route to Chief Operating Officer (COO) signature for contracts $50,001 to $75,000
Route to Chief Executive Officer (CEO) for signature for contracts $75,001 to $100,000
Complete agenda item for Board of Commissioners (BOC) approval over $100,000
o After review and approval, the Procurement Manager submits to the CPO’s office
for management agenda review and final approval for submission to the COO’s
Office to be placed on the next available BOC agenda meeting
o Upon BOC approval, obtain CPO’s signed copy and the BOC summary

The Purchasing Policy states, “Each user department is granted the authority, at the discretion
of the Department Director, to handle purchases where the cost is less than $25,000. Three
telephone quotations are required for purchases where cost is $5,000.00 or greater but less than
$25,000.00.”1
AUDIT RESULTS
Based on the results of this performance engagement, we determined the following:
•
•
•

Neither the user departments nor Purchasing and Contracting (P&C) fully complied with
the DeKalb County’s Purchasing Policy and Procedures for informal purchases
No occurrences of split purchases were identified based on samples selected for testing
P&C’s use of the website for advertisement of the Request for Quotes process is a good
measure for competition

In addition, we identified the following findings and recommendations relating to the competitive
process compliance with Purchasing and Contracting’s policy and procedures.
FINDING 1- INADEQUATE QUOTES
Objective: To determine whether the purchase orders created for Informal Written Quotes
($5,001-$25,000) and Request for Quotes process ($25,001-$50,000) complied with the policy
and procedures as it pertains to the competitive process.
Criteria: According to the May 2015 DeKalb County Purchasing and Contracting Procedures
Manual, Informal Written Quotes require user departments to obtain a minimum of three written
quotes to be attached to the requisition before a purchase order is created. Additionally, the
Request for Quotes process requires P&C to obtain five quotes. Based on discussions with
management, “quotes must be in the file and attached to the requisition in Oracle for P&C review.
Also, P&C should confirm the lowest responsive, responsible bidder was selected,” before a
purchase order is created.
In addition, we referred to the 2009 DeKalb County Purchasing and Contracting Standard
Operating Procedures for purchase orders processed during January 1, 2014 thru April 30, 2015,
Chapter 6, for guidance on purchase orders. The 2009 Standard Operating Procedures require
one quote for purchases up to $10,000, two quotes from $10,000 to $25,000, and three quotes
for $25,000 to $50,000.
Condition: We noted purchase orders were created without the required minimum quotes and
there was no explanation within Oracle when quotes were insufficient. We examined a sample of
1

DeKalb County Purchasing Policy, pg. 21
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60 purchase orders. Of the sample, 25 purchase orders requiring Informal Written Quotes
($5,001- $25,000), we found that 13 (52%) samples did not have the required quotes. Of the
remaining 35 purchase orders we examined required Request for Quotes; we found 29 (82%)
items that did not have sufficient quotes.
When P&C does not obtain sufficient quotes, a Market Research Survey is forwarded to potential
vendors for a follow-up regarding the lack of response. The following are a few of our sampled
purchase orders that did not include the required quotes:
SAMPLE OF PURCHASE ORDERS
JANUARY 1, 2014 - MARCH 31, 2017
Purchase
Order Number
968702
964313
946322
1005021
995452
993079
981049
997620
993700
1000990
979317
979316
971272
968904
968857
1013388
1012033

Purchase
Order
Creation
Approval
Amount
Date
Date
Vendor
$ 28,014 5/20/2015 5/20/2015 VION CORPORATION
$ 40,194 4/14/2015
6/9/2015 THE PACIFIC INSTITUTE
$ 33,563 10/28/2014 12/4/2014 PETTUS CONSTRUCTION COMPANY INC
$ 32,926
3/8/2016 3/11/2016 LAYNE INLINER LLC
$ 34,425 12/17/2015 1/25/2016 INTERNATIONAL OZONE SERVICES
$ 32,000 12/1/2015 12/1/2015 SCICOM INFRASTRUCTURE SERVICES INC
$ 37,523 8/26/2015 8/27/2015 DELTA MUNICIPAL SUPPLY COMPANY INC
$ 10,151 1/12/2016 1/12/2016 CS TRUCK & TRAILER REPAIR SERVICES INC
$ 24,966 12/7/2015 12/7/2015 O'NEIL SOFTWARE
$ 7,722
2/5/2016
2/5/2016 COWART MULCH PRODUCTS INC
$ 20,225 8/14/2015 8/14/2015 SYTECH CORPORATION
$ 6,240 8/14/2015 8/14/2015 SYTECH CORPORATION
$ 19,573 6/11/2015 6/11/2015 MARTIN-ROBBINS FENCE COMPANY INC
$ 21,400 5/21/2015 5/21/2015 SPECIALTY CARTRIDGE
$ 19,355 5/21/2015 5/21/2015 MR SYSTEMS INC
$ 7,377 5/10/2016 5/10/2016 BLACKJACK PAVING SEALCOATING AND STRIPING LLC
$ 10,880
5/2/2016
5/2/2016 TRANE COMPANY

Quotes
Obtained
1 quote
No quotes
1 quote
3 quotes
No quotes
No quotes
4 quotes
1 quote
No quotes
No quotes
No quotes
No quotes
No quotes
No quotes
2 quotes
No quotes
No quotes

Required Quotes
5 Quotes Required
3 Quotes Required
3 Quotes Required
5 Quotes Required
5 Quotes Required
5 Quotes Required
5 Quotes Required
3 Quotes Required
3 Quotes Required
3 Quotes Required
3 Quotes Required
3 Quotes Required
3 Quotes Required
3 Quotes Required
3 Quotes Required
3 Quotes Required
3 Quotes Required

Cause (where identifiable): Insufficient review and subsequent follow-up by P&C management
regarding the required quotes.
Consequence: When quotes are not obtained, the risk of purchasing goods and services at
inflated or premium prices is increased. In addition, the lack of quotes may result in the selection
of bidders that were not the lowest, responsive and responsible bidders; resulting in expenditures
that are not fiscally prudent to the County. Processing purchase orders without sufficient quotes
may lead to collusion between vendors and staff within the user department.
Recommendation:
P&C should:
1) Ensure thorough review of quotes and support submitted by the user departments
2) Conduct follow-up with the user departments regarding explanation of missing quotes
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3) Require the user departments to submit explanations when the quotes cannot be obtained
4) Conduct periodic review/audits of user department activities
5) Review support of P&C Procurement Agent that are performing informal purchasing duties
FINDING 2- INCONSISTENT POLICIES AND PROCEDURES
Objective: To identify opportunities to strengthen the effectiveness and efficiency of the
competitive process.
Criteria: Per the DeKalb County Purchasing Policy, “three telephone quotations are required
for purchases where cost is $5,000.00 or greater but less than $25,000.00.” The procedures
manual states that three (3) written quotes must be obtained for quotes of ($5,001-$25,000).
Condition: The language was not consistent between the Purchasing Policy and the Procedures
Manual regarding Informal Written Quotes process.
Consequence: The inconsistency between the language in the purchasing policy and the
procedures manual can lead to inconsistent practices among user departments.
Recommendation:
We recommend that P&C reconcile the language between the Purchasing Policy and the
Procedures Manual to be consistent.
FINDING 3- INAPPROPRIATE APPLICATION OF EXEMPTIONS AND VENDOR
PERFORMANCE ON EXPIRED CONTRACTS
Objective: To determine whether there was any evidence of split purchases and if the
application of the exemption policy for certain goods and services was accurate.
Criteria: The original contract for the item tested was outside the audit scope, therefore we
examined the policies and procedures that were applicable to the contract scope of 2009. The
2009 Purchasing Administration Policy lists postage as service of a “unique and highly
specialized nature, and that as such they cannot be considered normal purchasing type items.”
Section 3.2 of the 2009 Purchasing and Contracting Department Standard Operating Procedures
states, “Contract extensions are authorized according to DeKalb County Policy if deemed the
best interest of the County. The Director of Purchasing and Contracting authorizes the
Administrative Operations Supervisor to contact the suppliers and determine if they are willing to
extend the existing contract. A Purchasing Assistant prepares a contract extension letter that is
signed by the Director of Purchasing and Contracting, or his designee.”2
Condition: One of the samples tested for exemption from competition did not meet the
requirements. Purchase order 939255 (September 2014), for vendor Envelopes & Forms Inc.,
was classified as exempt from competition. Per response from the CPO, postage and mailings
are exempt from competition. Although, the purchase was classified as exempt from competition,
there were two solicitations for this type of service in the past, Invitation to Bids (ITBs) No.
3000225 during 2005 and No. 3001312 during 2009. The original terms of the contract was from
May 20, 2009 through October 31, 2010 with a contract amount not to exceed $1,500,000. After
2

2009 Purchasing and Contracting Department Standard Operating Procedures, pg. 371
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the initial contract expiration date, the vendor continued to provide services through November
2015. Payments disbursed to the vendor from November 2010 to November 2015 totaled
$3,370,377. We found no approval by the governing authority (Board of Commissioners) for the
additional payments that exceeded the contract amount.
Consequence: The misapplication of the exemption policy may result in purchasing goods at
inflated prices from bidders that are not the lowest, responsive and responsible bidders.
Furthermore, when P&C allows vendors to perform past the contract expiration date, the County
is vulnerable to increased liabilities brought on by the vendor and potential lawsuits.
Recommendation:
CPO should:
•
•
•
•
•

Ensure accurate and consistent application of the exemption policy
Provide training and communication updates of the exemption policy to user departments
and P&C staff
Ensure that contracts are monitored to avoid vendor performing past expiration date
Ensure that all contract extensions have the proper BOC approval
Ensure that vendors do not provide further services to the County after contracts have
expired

ADDITIONAL ITEM FOR YOUR CONSIDERATION
PROCUREMENT THRESHOLDS CATEGORY
Based on our research of purchasing policies and procedures from Metro Atlanta counties of
comparable size and our data analysis of the purchase order thresholds from January 1, 2014
thru March 31, 2017 presented below, we suggest that you consider the following changes:
1) Reclassify procurements thresholds from $5,001-$25,001 into thresholds of $5,001-$10,000;
$10,001-$15,000 and15,001-$25,000 for user department procurements
2) Require user departments to submit one quote for $$5,001-$10,000; two quotes for
$10,001-$15,000 procurements; and three quotes for $15,001-$25,000
3) Procurement thresholds of $25,001-$50,000 should require P&C to obtain three quotes
Below is the data analysis of purchase orders for the audit period:
Large volumes of purchases were in the range of $1-$5,000 with a total value of $71,827,699 that
accounted for 94% of the total purchase orders for the period under audit. Purchase orders
valued between $5,001 and $25,000 accounted for 4% of total purchase orders. Purchase orders
with values ranging from $25,001 to $50,000 accounted for less than 1% of total purchase
orders.
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PURCHASE ORDERS BY THRESHOLD
JANUARY 1, 2014 - MARCH 31, 2017
Purchase Order
Amount
0-5001
5001-10002
10002-15003
15003-20004
20004-25005
25005-30006
30006-35007
35007-40008
40008-45009
45009-50010
Grand Total

Count of Purchase Sum of Purchase Order
Order Numbers
Amount
106,610 $
71,827,689
2,900 $
20,683,185
1,030 $
12,660,299
659 $
11,576,539
461 $
10,496,989
252 $
6,959,795
189 $
6,158,494
129 $
4,877,316
78 $
3,315,089
85 $
4,115,478
112,393 $
152,670,874

Percent of Total
Purchase Orders
94.85%
2.58%
0.92%
0.59%
0.41%
0.22%
0.17%
0.11%
0.07%
0.08%
100%

Purchase Orders-2014-2017
15003-20004, 1%
5001-10002, 3%

0%
1%

0%

45009-50010, 0%

0%
0%
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APPENDIX
Purpose

Appendix I - Purpose, Scope and Methodology

The purpose of the engagement was:
•
•

To determine whether contracts and purchase orders are in compliance with Purchasing
and Contracting policy and procedures as it relates to the competitive process
To identify opportunities to strengthen the effectiveness and efficiency of informal and
formal procurement

Scope and Methodology
The scope of the engagement is to examine contracts and purchase orders within procurement
thresholds to determine whether the competitive process is in compliance for period January 1,
2014 through March 31, 2017.
The methodology included but was not limited to the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Review of the DeKalb County purchasing and contracting policies and procedures manual
Interviewing appropriate personnel
Perform data analytics for purchase orders and contracts
Examine supporting documentation to determine whether the competitive process is
compliant
Review other applicable documentation
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Appendix II - Management Response
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STATEMENT OF ACCORDANCE
Statement of Accordance
The mission of DeKalb County is to make the priorities of the citizens of DeKalb County; the priorities of
County government - by achieving a safer DeKalb, building stronger neighborhoods, creating a fiscally
accountable and more efficient county government and uniting the citizens of DeKalb County.
The mission of the Office of Independent Internal Audit is to provide independent, objective, insightful,
nonpartisan assessment of the stewardship or performance of policies, programs and operations in
promoting efficiency, effectiveness and integrity in DeKalb County.
This performance audit was prepared pursuant to DeKalb County, Georgia – Code of Ordinances /
Organizational Act Section10A- Independent Internal Audit. We conducted this performance audit in
accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan
and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our
findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained provides a
reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives.
This report is intended for the use of the agency to which it was disseminated and may contain information
that is exempt from disclosure under applicable law. Do not release without prior coordination with the
Office of Independent Internal Audit.
Please address inquiries regarding this report to the Office of Independent Internal Audit at 404-371-2765.
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#6

Date: May 17, 2017
To: Stacey Kalberman, Chief Ethics Officer, DeKalb County
From: Dr. Bryan Dawson and R. Perry Tomlinson
Subject: Ethical Culture Indicator; DeKalb County Government
Based on the results of the Ethical Culture Indicator for DeKalb County Government
conducted in spring of 2017 ending on March 27th, 2017, it is our belief that the
county focuses on several key areas related to Ethical Climate and Employee
Engagement.
Due to the below average scores on indicators such as leadership confidence,
perceptions of the county leadership’s ability to articulate a clear future and vision,
employees understanding of the county’s values, and overall communication we
recommend remediation for the county government and it’s employees.
Based on the survey data and open-ended responses, it is apparent that employees
do not have a clear understanding of the county’s values, and do not believe that the
county is doing an adequate job of clarifying those values or providing a clear vision
as to the future of the county. These issues stem from poor communication by the
leadership perceived by the employees of DeKalb County Government.

We present the following recommendations for DeKalb County Government.
1. Create a coherent set of values and consistently communicate them
clearly to employees. Develop leadership processes that make the
organization’s values a high priority and ensure that all employees are
acting consistently with those values.
2. Outline policies and procedures to hold individuals accountable for
unethical behavior and provide clear guidelines on reporting unethical
behavior. Ethics training should be conducted for all levels of
leadership to ensure that ethical behavior is supported from the top.
3. Engage in transparent discussions with departments regarding their
perceptions of fair treatment, communication, and recognition of
employee contributions.
4. We further recommend that the Ethical Culture report be shared with
all employees with an explanation of the correlation between employee
engagement and an ethical culture. Leadership should also lead an
effort to improve employee engagement. Employees need to see that
their voice, as provided in the ECI, is heard and is being acted upon by
all levels of leadership in the county.

Ethical Culture Indicator Results
Data Collected March 1-27th 2017

PARTICIPATION RATE: BELOW AVERAGE
Participation Rate of approx. 25%

BIG PICTURE ISSUES

DeKalb County Government
BIG PICTURE ISSUES
AREAS FOR IMPROVEMENT
Dimension
Leadership Confidence
Future Vision
Values (Ethics)
Communication
Feedback Recognition

Average

% Agree

%Disagree

2.75
2.78
3.00
3.01
3.05

18
11
18
21
24

51
57
44
41
38

Average

%Agree

%Disagree

3.77
3.77
3.52
3.51

54
60
42
45

13
18
23
20

3.46

45

23

AREAS TO SUSTAIN
Dimension
Work Balance
Immediate Manager
Immediate Manager (Ethics)
Awareness of Ethical
Standards
Training

CATEGORIES: DEKALB CO. GOVERNMENT OVERALL

DEKALB CO. GOVERNMENT: ENGAGEMENT OVERALL

DEKALB CO. GOVERNMENT: ETHICS OVERALL

SUBJECTIVE FEEDBACK
Summary Comments for DeKalb Co. Government ECI
In what area(s) has the DeKalb County Government excelled as it relates to honest and ethical business practices with
employees and customers?
It has not excelled

24%

Customer priority

7.6%

Adequate Training

6.1%

Communicating Ethical Standards

5.7%

Improving of Ethics

4.9%

Dealing with corruption

4.1%

What suggestions or strategies would you offer to improve how DeKalb County handles open and honest business
practices and violations?
Transparency

10.2%

Punish poor behavior

8.8%

Training

8.3%

Honesty

7.5%

Accountability

7.2%

Communication

6.4%

Fair treatment

6.4%

Leadership should set the example

5.1%

Consider employee suggestions

4.6%

SUBJECTIVE FEEDBACK
Summary Comments for DeKalb Co. Government ECI
In what area(s) is there an opportunity for growth and improvement relating to honest and ethical business practices?
Management

11.5%

Communication

10.6%

Specific Departmental Issues

9.9%

Training

9.2%

Leadership

8.7%

Honesty

7.2%

Identify the top three values that are important to you as an employee of DeKalb County.
Honesty

36%

Integrity

22%

Respect

11.5%

Fairness

8.8%

Transparency

6.5%

Communication

6.0%

Accountability

5.7%

BEST OPPORTUNITY FOR GAIN
Dimension
Communication
Leadership Confidence
Involvement &
Belonging
Future/Vision
Future/Vision
Values
Values
Leadership Confidence
Feedback & Recognition
Values
Quality Emphasis
Commitment to Ethics
Feedback & Recognition
Values
Future/Vision
Leadership Confidence
Ethical Standards
Growth & Development
Ethical Standards
Growth & Development
Ethical Standards
Quality Emphasis
Values
Reporting

Item
There is open, honest two-way communication in this county.
I trust the DeKalb County leadership.
My ideas and suggestions matter to this county.
Our county is making appropriate changes to remain competitive.
DeKalb County's leadership has communicated a vision of the future
that motivates me.
I feel comfortable that the DeKalb County Government follows its
stated values.
Our leaders are held accountable for acting according to our county's
values.
DeKalb County's leadership is able to deal with the challenges we face.
Our county's leadership values my contribution.
Our leaders are held accountable for acting according to our county's
values.
Quality and improvement are top priorities in our county.
The leadership of this county shows a commitment to ethical business
decisions and conduct.
Productive people are recognized by this county.
The behavior of senior leadership is consistent with the county's
values.
DeKalb County has an outstanding future.
The leadership of the DeKalb County Government is committed to
ethical business decisions and conduct.
When decisions are made or actions are taken in my county, the
ethical implications are adequately considered.
There is a promising future for me at this county.
The leadership of my county provides effective communication about
ethical standards.
This county provides me the opportunity for growth and development.
Where I work, ethical issues and concerns can be discussed without
negative consequences.
This county is committed to providing high quality products and
services to citizens.
The county's values are consistent with my own.
I can report unethical practices without fear of reprisal.

Rating

Relation to
Engagement

2.68
2.78

0.602
0.611

2.81

0.589

2.83

0.534

2.86

0.638

2.89

0.628

2.89

0.572

2.91
2.92

0.608
0.638

2.93

0.557

2.95

0.572

2.95

0.586

2.96

0.547

2.97

0.533

2.99

0.665

3.00

0.584

3.03

0.569

3.04

0.719

3.10

0.515

3.12

0.548

3.13

0.496

3.18

0.615

3.20
3.21

0.507
0.459

These Items were highly related to Engagement but rated lower than the Median overall. These areas offer the
best opportunity for improving engagement.
Median Rating = 3.23
Median Relation to Engagement =.450

BEST OPPORTUNITY TO MAINTAIN
Dimension

Quality Emphasis
Customer
Orientation
Involvement &
Belonging
Work/Balance

Item

Rating

Relation to
Engagement

3.36

0.447

3.37

0.457

3.41

0.515

3.64

0.546

Where I work, we set clear performance standards for product/service quality.
There is a strong emphasis on customer service in this county.
I feel that I am part of a team.
I enjoy my job.

These Items were highly related to Engagement and rated above than the Median overall. These are areas in
which improvement could help some, but are a secondary focus.
Median Rating = 3.23
Median Relation to Engagement =.450

Best Opportunity for Gain
Dimension
Communication
Leadership
Confidence
Involvement &
Belonging
Future/Vision
Future/Vision
Values
Values
Leadership
Confidence
Feedback &
Recognition
Values
Quality Emphasis
Commitment to
Ethics
Feedback &
Recognition
Values
Future/Vision
Leadership
Confidence
Ethical Standards
Growth &
Development
Ethical Standards
Growth &
Development
Ethical Standards
Quality Emphasis
Values
Reporting

Item
There is open, honest two-way communication in this county.
COACHING MODEL
I trust the DeKalb County leadership. TRUST
My ideas and suggestions matter to this county. COACHING MODEL
Our county is making appropriate changes to remain competitive.
TRUST
DeKalb County's leadership has communicated a vision of the future
that motivates me. COACHING MODEL
I feel comfortable that the DeKalb County Government follows its stated
values. VALUES
Our leaders are held accountable for acting according to our county's
values. VALUES
DeKalb County's leadership is able to deal with the challenges we face.
TRUST
Our county's leadership values my contribution. COACHING MODEL
Our leaders are held accountable for acting according to our county's
values. VALUES
Quality and improvement are top priorities in our county. TRUST
The leadership of this county shows a commitment to ethical business
decisions and conduct. TRUST
Productive people are recognized by this county. COACHING MODEL
The behavior of senior leadership is consistent with the county's values.
VALUES
DeKalb County has an outstanding future. TRUST
The leadership of the DeKalb County Government is committed to
ethical business decisions and conduct. TRUST
When decisions are made or actions are taken in my county, the ethical
implications are adequately considered. TRUST
There is a promising future for me at this county. COACHING MODEL
The leadership of my county provides effective communication about
ethical standards. COACHING MODEL
This county provides me the opportunity for growth and development.
COACHING MODEL
Where I work, ethical issues and concerns can be discussed without
negative consequences. COACHING MODEL
This county is committed to providing high quality products and services
to citizens. TRUST
The county's values are consistent with my own. VALUES
I can report unethical practices without fear of reprisal. TRUST

Rating
2.68
2.78
2.81
2.83
2.86
2.89
2.89
2.91
2.92
2.93
2.95
2.95
2.96
2.97
2.99
3.00
3.03
3.04
3.10
3.12
3.13
3.18
3.20
3.21

Relation to
Engagement
0.602
0.611
0.589
0.534
0.638
0.628
0.572
0.608
0.638
0.557
0.572
0.586
0.547
0.533
0.665
0.584
0.569
0.719
0.515
0.548
0.496
0.615
0.507
0.459

These Items were highly related to Engagement but rated lower than the Median overall. These areas offer the best opportunity
for improving engagement.
Median Rating = 3.23
Median Relation to Engagement =.450
COACHING MODEL

9

VALUES

5

TRUST

10

TOTAL

24

LEADERSHIP CONFIDENCE

ALL

3

100%

TRUST

FUTURE/VISION

ALL

3

100%

TRUST

GROWTH & DEVELOPMENT

ALL

2

100%

VALUES

5 OF 7

5

71%

FEEDBACK & RECOGNITION

2 OF 3

2

67%

QUALITY EMPHASIS

2 OF 3

2

50%

TRUST

ETHICAL STANDARDS

3 OF 6

3

50%

TRUST

COMMITMENT TO ETHICS

1 OF 2

1

50%

TRUST

REPORTING

1 OF 2

1

50%

TRUST

COMMUNICATION

1 OF 3

1

33%

COACH

INVOLVEMENT & BELONGING
TOTAL

1 OF 5

1
24

20%

COACH

COACH
COACH
VALUES
COACH

COACH

Data Collected March 1st -27th, 2017

Overall Frequencies: Tenure – Page 1

Less than one
year (124)

1-2 years
(147)

3-5 years
(153)

6-10 years
(252)

11-20 years
(381)

Over 20 years
(187)

DeKalb County’s leadership has communicated a
vision of the future that motivates me.
Our county is making appropriate changes to
remain competitive.
Leadership Confidence
I trust the DeKalb County leadership.
DeKalb County's leadership is able to deal with the
challenges we face.
The leadership of this county shows a commitment
to ethical business decisions and conduct.
Feedback & Recognition
Our county's leadership values my contribution.
Productive people are recognized by this county.
My manager gives me useful feedback about my
performance.

Percentage of Agree or Strongly Agree
Responses by Tenure

32.1 33.4

58.5

35.2* 32.2*

26.3*

26.9*

30.4*

29.9 43.5

53.7* 34.7* 35.9*

22.3*

24.3*

27.2**

30.2 47.2

49.2* 35.9* 31.4* 28.4** 24.1** 27.2**

Future/Vision
DeKalb County has an outstanding future.

M

Negative Response

Total Number of Survey Respondents (1246)

Positive Response

Overall

2.78

2.75
25.6

48

54.5* 27.4* 22.2* 20.7** 20.1** 25.9**

31.9 40.9

52.5

32.9* 35.9*

26.2*

29.0*

28.1*

31.2 36.6

49.6

37.2* 34.2*

26.9*

25.4*

29.5*

30.3 38.1
34.9 38.8

48.8* 32.2* 30.3*
48.8* 40.0* 36.6*

28.8*
27.5*

24.3*
32.8*

30.8*
34.4*

61.3 23.9

71.9

62.4*

57.7*

64.7*

3.05

56.3

60.8*

* = 15% or more disagreed, **50% or more disagreed
To protect the anonymity of your employees we do not report data back that might identify respondents.
Numbers shown in the positive response column represent the percentage of respondents that answered “Strongly Agree” or “Agree.” The negative
response column reflects the "Disagree" and "Strongly Disagree" responses.
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Overall Frequencies: Tenure – Page 2

Less than one
year (124)

1-2 years
(147)

3-5 years
(153)

6-10 years
(252)

11-20 years
(381)

Over 20 years
(187)

This county provides me the opportunity for
growth and development.
Communication
There is open, honest two-way communication in
this county.
Employees are well-informed about issues facing
our county.
My direct supervisor listens to my concerns and
ideas.
Involvement and Belonging
My ideas and suggestions matter to this county.
Employees are encouraged to participate in
making decisions that affect their work.

Percentage of Agree or Strongly Agree Responses by Tenure

35.1 31.4

57.3

36.6*

32.2*

32.0*

29.3*

37.4*

45.9 33.5

57.4*

43.8*

43.8*

44.4*

43.3*

49.2*

Growth and Development
There is a promising future for me at this county.

M

Negative
Response

Total Number of Survey Respondents (1246)

Positive Response

Overall

3.06

3.01
21.6 53.3

50.4* 26.0** 18.3** 16.3** 17.7** 16.8**

33.4 44.7

51.6*

37.7*

39.9*

31.9*

28.8*

23.9*

70.1 17.4

74.8

67.8*

67.3*

70.1*

68.3*

74.5*

43.8*

28.1*

21.1*

20.8*

21.9**

23.8*

43.1 38.7

54.5

46.5*

47.1*

40.5*

35.4*

48.9*

The people I work with cooperate to get the job
done.

78.2 10.1

71.8

74.0*

76.3

82.4

77.2

83.7

I feel that I am part of the team.

62.2 21.7

73.2

60.7*

58.2*

63.5*

57.0*

68.6*

My direct supervisor cares about my well-being.

67.8 17.3

77.2

64.1*

65.1

68.5*

66.1*

69.0*

3.37
24.8

44

* = 15% or more disagreed, **50% or more disagreed
To protect the anonymity of your employees we do not report data back that might identify respondents.
Numbers shown in the positive response column represent the percentage of respondents that answered “Strongly Agree” or “Agree.” The negative
response column reflects the "Disagree" and "Strongly Disagree" responses.
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Overall Frequencies: Tenure – Page 3

Less than one
year (124)

1-2 years
(147)

3-5 years
(153)

6-10 years
(252)

11-20 years
(381)

Over 20 years
(187)

I have a relationship of trust with my direct
supervisor.
My direct supervisor treats me with respect.
I have respect for my supervisor as a leader.
Customer Orientation
We regularly use customer feedback to improve
our processes.
Customer problems get corrected quickly.
There is a strong emphasis on customer service in
this county.

Percentage of Agree or Strongly Agree Responses by
Tenure

77.2
73.8*

72.7
60.7*

71.2
68.6*

71.7
65.9*

71.5
65.4*

79.6
78.5*

74

72.2*

58.6*

70.3*

71.4*

78.5

64.2 19.9

69.1

60.0*

60.5*

65.7*

63.8*

65.8*

76.1 12.8
69.2 19.1

83.1
82.1

71.0*
66.4*

71.1
68.6*

79.7
70.5*

74.3
66.8*

78.4
66.3*

37.5 32.4

44.2*

32.4*

37.2*

39.7*

35.9*

37.9*

48.8 23.2

49.2*

44.4*

50.0*

47.6*

51.2*

47.8*

56.9 20.1

61.8

50.3*

57.5*

55.2*

59.0*

55.9*

Work/Balance
I enjoy my job.
My job makes use of my skills and abilities.
I am able to balance my work and family/personal
responsibilities.
Immediate Manager

M

Negative Response

Total Number of Survey Respondents (1246)

Positive Response

Overall

3.77
73.5 9.7
68.1 20.5
71

16.2
3.77

3.26

* = 15% or more disagreed, **50% or more disagreed
To protect the anonymity of your employees we do not report data back that might identify respondents.
Numbers shown in the positive response column represent the percentage of respondents that answered “Strongly Agree” or “Agree.” The negative
response column reflects the "Disagree" and "Strongly Disagree" responses.
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Overall Frequencies: Tenure – Page 4

Less than one
year (124)

1-2 years
(147)

3-5 years
(153)

6-10 years
(252)

11-20 years
(381)

Over 20 years
(187)

I have received the training I need to perform my job
well.

Percentage of Agree or Strongly Agree Responses by
Tenure

59.3

47.6*

49.7*

42.2*

43.0*

45.9*

59.8 23.7

67.5*

52.8*

60.1*

57.0*

58.6*

65.9*

37.2 42.6

55.3*

36.3*

35.9*

35.2*

33.8*

36.8*

47.4 26.8

54.0*

41.0*

37.6*

41.9*

52.0*

53.8*

60.4 20.6

53.7*

50.0*

53.3*

61.5*

62.4*

73.5*

68.1 16.8

62.3*

58.3*

64.5*

68.1*

70.9

76.8

Quality Emphasis
This county is committed to providing high quality
products and services to citizens.
Where I work, we set clear performance standards for
product/service quality.
Quality and improvement are top priorities in our
county.
Training
Employees are getting the training they need to keep
up with customer demands.
New employees receive the training they need to
perform the work expected of them.

M

Negative Response

Total Number of Survey Respondents (1246)

Positive Response

Overall

3.17
46.3

28

3.46

* = 15% or more disagreed, **50% or more disagreed
To protect the anonymity of your employees we do not report data back that might identify respondents.
Numbers shown in the positive response column represent the percentage of respondents that answered “Strongly Agree” or “Agree.” The negative
response column reflects the "Disagree" and "Strongly Disagree" responses.
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Overall Frequencies: Tenure – Page 5

Less than one
year (124)

1-2 years
(147)

3-5 years
(153)

6-10 years
(252)

11-20 years
(381)

Over 20 years
(187)

I rarely consider looking for a job outside of the
DeKalb County Government.
I am proud to work for the DeKalb County
Government.
I would recommend the DeKalb County Government
as an employer.
I am motivated to put forth extra effort in my job.
Awareness of Ethical Standards
This county clearly communicates its expectations
for ethical behavior.
I am aware of my county’s values.
I understand this county’s values.

Percentage of Agree or Strongly Agree Responses by
Tenure

47

28

66.9

46.6*

43.8*

43.8*

41.8*

51.6*

28.7

52

39.5* 23.8** 24.2** 23.8** 25.5** 42.2*

Employee Engagement
Overall, I am very satisfied working in the DeKalb
County Government.

M

Negative Response

Total Number of Survey Respondents (1246)

Positive Response

Overall

3.19

53.7 18.1

69.1

50.3

53.6*

49.4*

52.0*

55.4*

41.5

31

62.9

40.7*

39.9*

41.4*

36.1*

40.3*

64

19.4

70.2

62.8*

60.5*

60.8*

63.1*

69.9*

55.3

56.2*

55.3*

50.6*

49.6*

54.1*

16.2

66.4

65.1*

64.5*

61.8*

67.6*

70.3*

62.7 16.2

69.9

60.7*

60.5*

60.0*

61.8*

67

3.51
52.5 22.1
66

* = 15% or more disagreed, **50% or more disagreed
To protect the anonymity of your employees we do not report data back that might identify respondents.
Numbers shown in the positive response column represent the percentage of respondents that answered “Strongly Agree” or “Agree.” The negative
response column reflects the "Disagree" and "Strongly Disagree" responses.
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Overall Frequencies: Tenure – Page 6

Less than one
year (124)

1-2 years
(147)

3-5 years
(153)

6-10 years
(252)

11-20 years
(381)

Over 20 years
(187)

37.2*

34.2*

36.9*

25.4*

29.5*

59

39.0*

49.7*

43.8*

49.6*

50.3*

70.7

80.8

73.3

72.5

81.2

83.7

55.4

48.6*

45.3*

49.4*

52.2*

54.4

66.5 14.2

65

59.6*

64.2*

64.1

67.5

75.7

31.8 28.3

46.3

35.9*

34.4*

29.4*

27.8*

27.9*

45.3 32.2

59.8*

41.8*

40.5*

42.5*

41.8*

53.8*

65.9*

47.6*

47.1*

44.2*

39.6*

46.2*

3.06

The leadership of this county shows a commitment to
31.2 36.6
ethical business decisions and conduct.
Employees within my county show a commitment to
48.2 22.9
ethical behavior in their day-to-day activities.
Ethical Standards
I feel responsible for taking corrective action if I observe
77.8 6.9
unethical behavior.

The behavior and actions of the employees in my area
demonstrate high ethical standards.
When decisions are made or actions are taken in my
county, the ethical implications are adequately
considered.
Where I work, ethical issues and concerns can be
discussed without negative consequences.
The leadership of my county has communicated clear
ethical standards.

Percentage of Agree or Strongly Agree Responses by
Tenure

49.6

Commitment to Ethics

Pressure to meet performance goals does not result in
unethical conduct.

M

Negative Response

Total Number of Survey Respondents (1246)

Positive Response

Overall

51

46

16.6

34.4

3.38

* = 15% or more disagreed, **50% or more disagreed
To protect the anonymity of your employees we do not report data back that might identify respondents.
Numbers shown in the positive response column represent the percentage of respondents that answered “Strongly Agree” or “Agree.” The negative
response column reflects the "Disagree" and "Strongly Disagree" responses.
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I know how to report suspected unethical business
practices.

1-2 years (147)

3-5 years (153)

6-10 years (252)

11-20 years
(381)

Over 20 years
(187)

Percentage of Agree or Strongly Agree Responses by
Tenure

Less than one
year (124)

Immediate Manager (Ethics)
I feel I can raise issues with my manager without
fear of retaliation.
My immediate manager keeps his or her
commitments.
My immediate manager demonstrates ethical and
honest behavior.
My management does not ignore activities that
violate the county's ethics.
The leadership of my county provides effective
communication about ethical standards.
Reporting
I can report unethical practices without fear of
reprisal.

M

Negative Response

Total Number of Survey Respondents (1246)

Positive Response

Overall

57.8 27.3

66.9

57.5*

51.6*

58.4*

55.9*

60.3*

64.6 17.3

72.6

60.3*

65.1*

65.6*

62.9*

64.5*

75

66.2*

75

72

72.3

71.0*

64.5 14.9

69.7

58.0*

69.5

66.7

61.5*

64.9*

41.9 31.5

20.8*

39.0*

45.1*

40.2*

34.9*

45.4*

3.52

71.9

13

3.46
49

27.8

52.1*

42.5*

48.0*

49.2*

47.1*

56.5*

70.6

16

66.9*

63.0*

68.0*

66.1*

73.8*

80.9

* = 15% or more disagreed, **50% or more disagreed
To protect the anonymity of your employees we do not report data back that might identify respondents.
Numbers shown in the positive response column represent the percentage of respondents that answered “Strongly Agree” or “Agree.” The negative
response column reflects the "Disagree" and "Strongly Disagree" responses.
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M

1-2 years
(147)

3-5 years
(153)

6-10 years
(252)

11-20 years
(381)

Over 20 years
(187)

Percentage of Agree or Strongly Agree Responses by
Tenure

Less than one
year (124)

Negative Response

Positive Response

Overall

44.4 24.3
55.1 19

55.4
68

49.3*
58.2

47.4*
55.6*

41.4*
50.4*

40.7*
52.9*

42.9*
54.3*

28.2 39.5

53.7*

30.1*

29.4*

23.1*

24.5*

23.2*

34.4

54.9

34.2*

33.6*

29.8*

31.0*

34.6*

32.3 38.6

37.5*

27.5*

36.8*

32.8*

30.7*

31.4*

Our leaders are held accountable for acting according to
our county’s values.

29.6 40.3

49.6*

33.3*

29.4*

24.7*

26.0*

28.1*

Employees are held accountable for acting according to
our county's values.

51.8 24.9

57.3*

54.8*

52.9*

48.6*

50.1*

52.7*

Total Number of Survey Respondents (1246)

Values
The county’s values are consistent with my own.
I believe in the values of the DeKalb County Government
I feel comfortable that the DeKalb County Government
follows its stated values.
The behavior of senior leadership is consistent with the
county’s values.
Where I work, people do not "get ahead" unless their
behavior demonstrates company values.

3.00

37

* = 15% or more disagreed, **50% or more disagreed
To protect the anonymity of your employees we do not report data back that might identify respondents.
Numbers shown in the positive response column represent the percentage of respondents that answered “Strongly Agree” or “Agree.” The negative
response column reflects the "Disagree" and "Strongly Disagree" responses.
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Fraud Checklist: Becoming a Fraud Resistant Organization
The most cost-effective way to limit fraud losses is to prevent fraud from occurring. This
checklist is designed to help organizations test the effectiveness of their fraud prevention
measures.
1. Is ongoing anti-fraud training provided to all employees of the organization?
- Do employees understand what constitutes fraud?
- Have the costs of fraud to the organization and everyone in it — adverse
publicity, job loss, and decreased morale and productivity — been made clear to
employees?
- Do employees know where to seek advice when faced with uncertain ethical
decisions, and do they believe that they can speak freely?
- Has a policy of zero-tolerance for fraud been communicated to employees
through words and actions?
2. Is an effective fraud reporting mechanism in place?
- Have employees been taught how to communicate concerns about known or
potential wrongdoing?
- Does the policy include an escalation protocol?
- Is there an anonymous reporting channel, such as a third-party hotline, available
to employees?
- Do employees trust that they can report suspicious activity anonymously and/or
confidentially and without fear of reprisal?
- Has it been made clear to employees that reports of suspicious activity will be
promptly and thoroughly evaluated?
- Do reporting policies and mechanisms extend to vendors, customers and other
outside parties?
3. To increase employees’ perception of detection, are the following proactive
measures taken and publicized to employees?
- Is possible fraudulent conduct aggressively sought out, rather than dealt with
passively?
- Does the organization send the message that it actively seeks out fraudulent
conduct through fraud assessment questioning?
- Are surprise fraud audits performed in addition to regularly scheduled audits?
- Is continuous auditing software used to detect fraud and, if so, has the use of
such software been made known throughout the organization?

4. Is the management climate/tone at the top one of honesty and integrity?
- Are employees surveyed to determine the extent to which they believe
management acts with honesty and integrity?
- Are performance goals realistic?
- Have fraud prevention goals been incorporated into the performance measures
against which managers are evaluated and that are used to determine
performance-related compensation?
- Has the organization established, implemented and tested a process for oversight
of fraud risks by the board of directors or others charged with governance?
5. Are fraud risk assessments performed to proactively identify and mitigate the
company’s vulnerabilities to internal and external fraud?
6. Are strong anti-fraud controls in place and operating effectively, including the
following?
- Proper separation of duties
- Use of authorizations
- Physical safeguards
- Job rotations
- Mandatory vacations
7. Does the internal audit department, if one exists, have adequate resources and
authority to operate effectively and without undue influence from senior
management?
8. Does the hiring policy include the following (where permitted by law)?
- Past employment verification
- Criminal and civil background checks
- Credit checks
- Drug screening
- Education verification
- References checks
9. Are employee support programs in place to assist employees struggling with
addiction, mental/emotional health, family or financial problems?
10. Is an open-door policy in place that allows employees to speak freely about
pressures, providing management the opportunity to alleviate such pressures before
they become acute?
11. Are anonymous surveys conducted to assess employee morale?
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Causes, Consequences Countermeasures
By: Victor Hartman, JD, CPA, CFE, CFF; and Sridhar Ramamoorti, Ph.D., CGFM,
CPA, CIA, CITP, CFE, CFF, CFSA, CGAP, CGMA, CRMA, CRP, MAFF
Corruption continues to make the headlines of our
newspapers. For instance, Sheldon Silver, the Speaker
of the New York Assembly, was not only accused of
steering real estate developers to a law firm that paid
him kickbacks, but also for funneling state grants to
a Columbia University doctor who referred asbestos
claims to a second law firm that then paid Silver
referral fees.1 Less than a decade ago, FBI Special
Agent Robert Grant, announcing corruption charges
against then Illinois governor Rod Blagojevich, said
“if [Illinois] isn’t the most corrupt state in the United
States, it is one hell of a competitor.”2 According to
the 2014 Association of Certified Fraud Examiners
(ACFE) Report to the Nations global survey of fraud,
36.2 percent of all corruption schemes were found
in government and public administration. Corruption seems to be the most compatible with other
fraud scheme types, and resulted in a median loss
of $200,000 per incident. Further, that 37 percent of
corruption cases were attributed to unusually close
associations with the vendor or customer suggests
conflicts of interest and
corruption.3
Yet those who investigate fraud know
that corruption and
conflicts of interest
are notoriously
difficult to investigate and even
more challenging
to pr os e c ute

SPRING 2016

successfully. Beyond the financial and reputational
costs, corruption can change the face of a community.
Consider the assertion: “Over and over, for several
decades, some Chicago aldermen have given away
public benefits, like zoning rights and city-owned
land, to real estate developers who, in turn, have
lined the aldermen’s pockets and campaign purses.”4
Although corruption does significant damage to
public institutions and the private sector, fraud
prevention experts, government accountants and
academics know relatively little about its origins
and causes. There is a dearth of understanding of
why corruption seems rampant and how corruption
actually comes about and ensnares its victims.
Corruption and conflicts of interest, along with
asset misappropriation, and fraudulent statements,
appear in the ACFE “Fraud Tree.” Before turning to
what can be done to mitigate the harmful effects of
corruption, let us first define and understand it, and
recognize the difficulty of detection and the underlying causes of this very human phenomenon.5
The formidable challenge of detecting corruption
is frustrating to law enforcement. For other types of
fraud, victims generally learn of their loss and are
highly motivated to report it, even sue to be made
whole. Conversely, consider the career politician who
develops strong bonds with the vendors that help
put him in office. When that elected official receives
lunches, trips, gratuities, or possibly cash, both parties
are complicit, and therefore neither has an incentive to expose the “other’s” wrongdoing. Corruption,
by its very nature, breeds complicity because even
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Corruption, by its very nature, breeds complicity because
even when one or more parties realizes it is wrong, perhaps
even shameful, the need for discretion and “saving one’s
own skin” imposes secrecy on those involved.

when one or more
parties realizes it
is wrong, perhaps
even shameful, the
need for discretion
and “saving one’s own
skin” imposes secrecy on
those involved.
While direct damages
of public corruption may be
calculable, the secondary effects of
anger and mistrust by the constituents
at large are not only incalculable, they
can actually encourage other participants to engage in this conduct out of
fear of being locked out of the system.
On a larger, societal scale the erosion
of trust among interacting parties
has long-term consequences that
increase transaction costs in markets
and society, as a whole. For instance,
the unsavory activities and reputations of career politicians discourage
many otherwise competent and wellintentioned citizens from ever seeking
political office.
What can be done to stop corruption and conflicts of interest? Is this
malfeasance an inevitable product
of the human condition? First, let’s
examine the causes.

Root Causes: Understanding
the Social Compact of
Reciprocity
For those law enforcement officials who have spent their careers
debriefing corrupt public officials, a
clear pattern becomes evident. While
this information is helpful to assist
investigators gathering evidence
and interviewing participants, and
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it may even be helpful to the judge
sentencing a defendant, this information is rarely shared with entities
that could actually use it to educate
or deter someone from engaging in
corruption.
So what are the root causes of
corruption? What are law enforcement officials seeing that could
actually help prevent corruption?
The simple fact is that corruption is
a human act — something we have all
seen and can understand intuitively.6
“Ethical erosion” is characterized by a
series of small, sometimes unnoticed
acts that erode ethical behavior, with
each act providing a foundation for
even further erosion.7 However, when
the slow, deliberative but nevertheless ethically corrosive process is
happening to the elected official
or corporate executive, they are
unaware of what is taking place, or
may have a misplaced confidence in
their internal, psychological defenses.
In reality, before they realize what is
occurring, it’s too late, the trap has
been sprung, and the unsuspecting
victim has walked right into it.
So what is it? Let’s begin by understanding the relationships between
government or corporate officials
and those trying to obtain influence;
this is best understood as a sales and
persuasion game. The seller of a good
or service, or “lobbyist,” is trying to
obtain influence with the official who
holds power. Whether they know it
by this name or not, those influencepeddlers understand only too well the
underlying principle and sociocultural
construct, i.e., “the social compact of
reciprocity.” Indeed, the most remark-

able aspect
of reciprocity
with its accompanying sense of obligation is its
pervasiveness in human culture.8
Social psychologists and anthropologists have studied the concept
of reciprocity for decades. Indeed,
some scholars have attributed the
very nature of humans to reciprocity.9
They claim humans survived because
our ancestors learned to share goods
and services “in an honored network
of obligation.” Thus, the idea that
humans are indebted to repay gifts
and favors is a unique aspect of
human culture. Cultural anthropologists support this idea in what they
call the “web of indebtedness” where
reciprocity is viewed as an adaptive
mechanism to enhance survival.
Interestingly, there is social pressure exerted on those who receive
but don’t give back; they are disparagingly called “moochers,” “free riders”
or “social loafers.”
Government and corporate officials are decision-makers. They make
purchasing decisions for products and
services, they decide where roads will
be built, they are constantly making
zoning decisions, and they have the
power to expand or contract government services. How can a vendor
influence the decision-makers to
purchase their product or service?
Some of the best information of
how vendors exploit officials has been
learned through their cooperation
with law enforcement. After a plea
agreement, while cooperating with
the government, defendants may
recount their methods and tactics;
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and a common, predictable scenario
gets revealed:
When the politician saw me
coming, he knew he was getting
something. The first encounter
may just be me giving my business card, but I always made sure
his hand was out and I could see
his palm. The next encounter
might be a pen or book, but he
was going to walk away with
something that he knew was
from my firm. This gift- giving
escalates to meals and entertainment. Eventually, the relationship looks more like a friendship
than a business transaction. Trips
to the family home, an outing
to Vegas, or a quick trip on the
corporate jet, it’s all about giving
the official something. What
you’re developing is the ace in
hole. You never know when you
need to call it, but you know it
is there. And when you do call
in your chit, this is when it gets
beautiful. You both know you
just straight-up own him. You
can now ply him with envelopes
of cash and everyone pretends
like nothing is happening.
Those attempting to gain access
will have different modus operandi, but
effectively they all exploit the social
compact of reciprocity. Conversely,
it is enlightening to understand the
thought process of those officials
charged with corruption. Many have
a difficult time admitting they did
anything wrong.
For those officials who pleaded
guilty and cooperated, their story
goes something like this:
I have always done what is
in the best interest of my constituents. I work very hard at this
job and have done a lot of good.
This job is difficult. There are a
lot of campaign rules and I don’t
always pay attention to details.
Sure, people gave me money,
but I assumed it was campaign
contributions. And yes we go
to a lot of dinners, but that’s
how business is done in the real
world. As for the gifts and trips,
it was relatively insignificant and
we always accomplished a lot
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of good on those trips. We may
have met in the political world,
but we are really good friends.
In hindsight, I can see this looks
bad. When my wife asked me
why I always paid in cash and
where was the money coming
from, it finally hit me: I had
somehow sold my office.
Jack Abramoff, arguably the most
corrupt lobbyist in U.S. history, was
the master of this craft until FBI
agents arrested him. At the height
of Abramoff’s corruption machine,
he was giving out an unimaginable
number of skybox tickets, pricey
restaurant meals and golf junkets to
government officials. He even established his own high-end restaurant
near Capitol Hill called “Signatures”
where he regularly treated elected
and appointed federal officials and
their staffers. The ingenuity behind
and efficiency of this setup was that
he could sit at his favorite table and
peddle influence on a large scale.10
The social compact of reciprocity
works in tandem with the slippery
slope principle. The slippery slope
helps explain how one rationalizes
wrongdoing. Fraudsters, or corrupt
public officials, resort to rationalization as the human psyche does not
allow oneself to wake up, look in the
mirror, and see a fraudster looking
back; the fraudster or corrupt public
official inevitably rationalizes his or
her conduct.

When the influence-peddler is
using the social compact of reciprocity to gain influence, the things
of value need to be given incrementally. A vendor handing a briefcase
full of cash to a government official
on the first meeting would likely be
too abrupt, too brazen, and would
neither be expected nor tolerated.
Therefore, the corrupting process is
slow and deliberate. This allows the
official to incrementally rationalize
each gratuity being received. It is like
the proverbial frog in a heated pot: If
you throw the frog into a boiling pot
of water, he will jump out. If you put
the frog in cool water and gradually
turn up the heat, you can cook him
to death. It is the same process with
officials. You have to give the official
time to rationalize each incremental
gift. Once he starts down that slippery slope, speed gathers, and there
is no getting back up the hill. This
“boiled frog” logic explains the nature
and life-cycle of the relationship.
Government entities and mature
corporations have policies in place
to prevent corruption. Government
entities likely have both ethics rules
and criminal statutes that prevent the
receiving of gifts, monetary or otherwise. Corporations typically have a
code of conduct, antifraud policies,
and a conflicts-of-interest policy.
Public officials and company executives know these rules and know they
will be presumed to have known
these rules if caught and challenged.

The human psyche does
not allow oneself to wake
up, look in the mirror, and
see a fraudster looking
back; the fraudster or
corrupt public official
inevitably rationalizes
his or her conduct.
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This is where their rationalization
process is critical. The official needs
to convince himself, as well as justify
to others, that receiving the thing of
value does not violate these rules.
Each incremental gift received must
somehow be explained and rationalized. The official may rationalize that
the gifts are part of a friendship or
that the official is just such a likable
person that people want to bestow
gifts without any expectation of
reward. Regardless of the thought
process, it cannot be viewed as something of value received in their official
capacity because that is a violation
of the rules. Ego trumps common
sense and becomes a fatal blind spot
in such cases.

Prevention and Deterrence
Strategies
Corruption is the most difficult
type of fraud to be detected because
the victims are generally unaware of
its occurrence. Accordingly, prevention has to play a much more prominent role in mitigating harm.
Government officials generally
come into office for the right reasons.
Elected officials resonate with their
peers, their message appeals to their
constituents and they truly want
to bring about positive change.
Appointed officials may also choose
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government service for altruistic
reasons. Officials presumably do not
enter office with the idea of wanting
to profit from bribes. Even corporate
executives who engage in corruption
and take advantage of conflict-ofinterest situations, probably did not
set out to engage in this conduct from
the start.11
The problem with policies is the
lack of implementation by those
charged with governance. Writing a
policy or passing an ethics ordinance
is easy. Creating continued awareness,
instruction, and training of the policies is resource-intensive and costly.
More complicating is the fact that no
official views himself or herself as
corrupt. Whereas those in charge of
governance may fund an ethics awareness program for their organization,
they are also just as likely to find
themselves too busy to attend. Such
an attitude smacks of hypocrisy.
Leaders and management must
strive to model appropriate behaviors,
and thus lead by example in communicating the proper tone from the top.
Their commitment to a strong, fraudresistant culture should be manifest,
and education on fraud and ethics
awareness should be the norm. Codes
of conduct should be regularly revisited and updated, and ethics hotlines
should be emphasized. Swift action
should be taken to deal with ethical
lapses, especially when senior executives are involved because there is
no room for the perception of a
“double-standard” within an
operation. It is important to
create a perception of detection, which can be a most
useful strategy for deterrence and fraud prevention.

Newly appointed officials should be
required to attend a program called
Ethics Awareness for Newly Elected Officials. They should see and hear from
officials-turned-convicted-felons,
including from videos of testimonies, and stories reported in the TV
program, American Greed, etc. These
former officials provide the narrative of how they transitioned from
working for the people to receiving
cash from the people — describing
the “boiled frog” public corruption
syndrome in a detailed fashion with
real-world examples. Former law
enforcement officials also provide
real-world examples based on relative experience.
If such programs are implemented,
an official would have a greater
awareness of constantly being in
the crosshairs of lobbyists and influence-peddlers. They could more fully
appreciate the behaviors of others.
The official could make a conscious
decision to refuse the initial gratuity
and thus nip the corrupting process
in the proverbial bud. In other words,
they could jump out of the “hot water”
before it cooks them.
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INTERNAL AUDIT REPORT
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Background
In order to continue the efforts of the County’s wastewater collection and transmission
system (WCTS) as established in the Consent Decree (CD) entered into with the United
States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) the County has implemented a
program for continuous sewer assessment, maintenance and rehabilitation aimed at
minimizing sanitary sewer overflows (SSOs). The Department of Watershed
Management (DWM) is focusing on the assessment of the sanitary sewer system and
subsequent cleaning in order to restore the capacity of the WCTS major gravity sewer
lines and associated manholes. A critical part of this assessment is to identify structural
and maintenance deficiencies throughout the sewer system by using Totally Integrated
Sonar and Camera Inspection Techniques (TISCIT).
To complete the efforts of this project, DWM requested Purchasing and Contracting
(P&C) to initiate a solicitation in the form of an Invitation to Bid (ITB). The Scope of
Work (SOW) will concentrate on sanitary sewer assessments of approximately 800,000
linear feet of major gravity sewer mains in addition to 2,240 manholes throughout
various locations within the WCTS. ITB #16-100789 should support the County’s
ongoing commitment to improve the sanitary sewer collection system’s performance as
it relates to SSO reduction along with fostering the County’s existing sewer assessment
program.
Objective and Approach
Our main goal is to audit for compliance as it relates to P&C policy and procedures
regarding the Invitation to Bid (ITB) solicitation process. The following ITB #16-100789
was reviewed along with all relevant documents used throughout the evaluation
process.
Please see Appendix A for a detailed explanation of this engagement scope and approach.
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Summary of Observations
The following observations were made after reviewing the evaluation process for ITB
#16-100789:
1. ITB #16-100789 for Major Gravity Sewer Line Capacity Restoration opened on
December 7, 2016; there were a total of five (5) bidders that submitted proposals
for this solicitation
2. The five (5) bidders were:
Compliance Envirosystems (CES), LLC
Layne Inliner, LLC
Metals and Materials Engineering (MM&E)
Southeast(SE) Pipe Survey
Woolpert, Inc.
3. According to P&C ITB policy and procedures, the established service level
agreement (SLA) time for an ITB with a Pre-Bid Meeting and/or site visit is sixty
(60) to ninety (90) calendar days
4. The tentative procurement schedule established for this project was one hundred
two (102) days
5. Per the ITB policy and procedure, the Agent should have completed the following
at the time of the bid opening:
Verified that all bids were received by 3pm
Opened each bid and read the Unit Prices
Concluded the bid opening after reading cost
Prepared the bid tabulation which included vendor name, item
number, quantities shown on the price schedule, description of
goods/services listed on the price schedule, unit price/hourly rate or
total
After completion of the bid tabulation, prepared to post to County
website and evaluated each proposal for responsiveness
(includes Local Small Business Enterprise (LSBE) requirements)
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6. DWM created a bid evaluation chart that was used to compare and contrast if all
the respective bidders were responsible as set forth in the solicitation. DWM’s
evaluation determined that Woolpert was non-responsible
7. The Agent used DWM’s responsible evaluation instead of P&C’s approved
template to determine the following:
Woolpert was non-responsive for not submitting the following
information as stated in the solicitation:
o Successfully completed at least three (3) large diameter
gravity collection system cleaning projects within the last ten
(10) years for governmental clients in the United States (US)
with a minimum of $5million
o Successfully completed at least three (3) large diameter
gravity collection system assessment projects within the last
seven (7) years for governmental clients in the US with a
minimum of $2million
8. Before the Agent forwarded the completed responsive evaluations to DWM, the
CIP Procurement Manager (PM) along with the Agent reviewed all five (5) bids to
confirm that Woolpert was non-responsive. That determination did coincide with
DWM’s evaluation deeming Woolpert non-responsible
9. The Agent determined the other four (4) bidders – (SE Pipe, CES, Layne Inliner
and MME were responsive
10. The agent sent DWM both non-responsive and responsive bids
11. According to P&C policy and procedures, the User Department (UD) should have
only received the bid tabulation (includes LSBE preference) and the bid
packages for responsive bidders to help evaluate if the responsive bidders
were responsible
12. On January 6, 2017, the Director of DWM sent an email to the Interim Chief
Procurement Officer (ICPO) requesting that Woolpert provide the missing
information identified in the attached file prior to making a recommendation for
award
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13. On January 9, 2017, the ICPO asked the PM to provide an update regarding the
above mentioned request, the PM responded to the ICPO and the Agent by
stating, “Woolpert did not meet the aforementioned qualifications, they neglected
to submit several required documents, We should not allow Woolpert a second
chance to respond to our responsive and responsible requirements that are
detailed in the solicitation. We will be submitting the “none” letters to you (ICPO)
shortly.”
14. On January 10, 2017, the following events occurred:
The Agent drafted a non-responsive letter and forwarded to the PM
for review; the non-letter stated the following:
o Failure to provide documentation of experience within
the last ten (10) years on three (3) large diameter
gravity collection system cleaning projects for
governmental clients in the United States (US), with a
minimum of cost of $5 million dollars, on large
diameter gravity sewer pipes 18-inch or above
specified on the Bidder’s Qualification Form, page 24;
and
o Failure to provide documentation of the contractor, or
their subcontractor, not the parent company or a
related company, experience of having cleaned a
minimum of 300,000 linear feet (LF) of sewer mains of
the sizes involved for this contract in the past two
years and the documentation shall include locations,
references (including names and phone numbers),
pipe sizes and linear footages of those sizes
The PM hand delivered the first draft of the non-responsive letter to
the ICPO for signature and/or approval
The ICPO determined the non-letter was not drafted on an
approved P&C template and verbally communicated to the PM
some errors found within the letter that needed to be addressed
before final signature and/or approval
The PM revised the non-letter and then forwarded the draft of the
non-responsive letter along with the bidder’s bid and a mark-up of
justifications showing why Woolpert was being deemed nonresponsive to the ICPO for signature and/or approval
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15. On January 17, 2017, a non-responsive letter was sent to the Vice President of
Woolpert stating that their bid was deemed non-responsive for failure to provide
the required documentation of experience under the Bidder’s Qualification Form
– section II Company Experience – Similar Projects (page 24)
16. The following events occurred on January 20th:
The Vice President of Woolpert sent an email to the Agent
requesting the ICPO’s email address to set up a meeting
The ICPO responded by directing the PM to contact the Vice
President of Woolpert and schedule a debriefing meeting regarding
the Major Gravity Sewer solicitation
17. On January 26, 2017, the PM and Agent held a debriefing meeting with the Vice
President of Woolpert to further explain the reason(s) why their bid was deemed
non-responsive. During that meeting, the Vice President of Woolpert provided
additional documentation that should have been provided with the initial bid
submission. In addition, P&C addressed other discrepancies found throughout
Woolpert’s bid submission. For example:
Project no.1 – Woolpert submitted a project that valued $5.7million
instead of $10million along with not providing the requested liner
feet (LF) for sizing
Project no.2 – Woolpert submitted a project value of $1.5million
instead of $2million and again the LF was not provided or the sizing
Project no.3 – there was a discrepancy with the duration of the
project and the actual dollar value of the project at the time of
completion
18. The following events occurred on February 13, 2017:
The ICPO instructed the PM to provide an update on Major Gravity
Sewer Line Capacity Restoration, asap
The PM responded by indicating, as of February 9th, the UD had
not provided a recommendation for award for the four (4)
responsive bidders. Five (5) bids were received on December 7th
and DWM received the recommendation memo on December 21st
After the ICPO was briefed, the PM was instructed to set-up a
meeting with DWM to discuss and clear up any discrepancies with
the Major Gravity Sewer project
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19. Before P&C met with DWM on February 15th, the Consent Decree Program
Manager (CDPMT) forwarded an email to the PM and Agent with a brief overview
regarding Capacity Restoration and items to discuss during the meeting. The
following were cited:
Woolpert provided three (3) reference projects
All three (3) projects were assessment related and none of the
projects met the requirements associated with three (3) large
diameter cleaning projects worth $5million
Woolpert submitted an ongoing Priority Area Sewer Assessment
(PASARP) project as a reference project where cleaning of trunk
lines had been assigned, however, nothing was completed to date
as related to gravity mains greater than 18inches
The CDPMT made a recommendation to DWM as follows: “As
such, it is recommended for P&C to review our findings and
request the missing qualifications for us to provide a complete
review of this submission.”
At the request of DWM, the CDPMT reviewed the four (4)
remaining bids against qualifications and all firms required some
level of clarification or additional information in order for the UD to
successfully complete a review
20. On February 15, 2017, the PM, Agent & CIP Auditor met with DWM’s Director
and other DWM staff members in order to determine the project next steps. The
following were discussed and/or concluded during that meeting:
DWM needed further clarification from the “bidders” not the
provided “references” because the “references” were not able
to provide the level of detail they were looking for
The PM and Agent agreed to send the “bidders” the questions to
gain clarification but also stated that the clarification questions
would only be sent to the four (4) remaining responsive bidders
DWM stated that they would email questions to the Agent that
required additional “clarification”
Once the Agent received the questions they were going to re-send
the information to the “bidders” that were responsive
DWM emailed the same questions that were used to determine if
the bidders were responsible the Agent. The Agent re-sent the
questions to the four (4) remaining responsive bidders
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21. On February 24, 2017, the following occurred:
DWM sent another request via email asking the PM if P&C could
go back to the five (5) bidders and request each of them to submit
one (1) project scope, definition, and cost that demonstrates
$5million of large diameter sewer pipe cleaning
The PM responded by stating that this particular request needed
to be forwarded to the ICPO by way of the Director of DWM
outlining the basis of the request. It was also communicated that
this request would be discussed with the P&C team
The Director of DWM did send an email to the ICPO requesting
the following:
o If P&C could contact all five (5) bidders on ITB #16100789 – Major Gravity Sewer Line Capacity
Restoration to request submission of one (1) project
scope, definition and cost that demonstrates $5million
of large diameter sewer pipe cleaning
o DWM also recommended a period of three (3) full
working days from the time of the request to receive
the information
22. The ICPO provided a response to the Director of DWM via email on February
24th, by stating:
P&C can complete this request as long as all the bidders are on the same
playing field and still remain responsive on all other requirements set forth
in the solicitation
The ICPO expressed that they were a little confused because they thought
we (P&C) had already went back to the responsive bidders for further
clarification and that information had been provided
The ICPO also wanted to know why were we going back yet again and
this type of back and forth could indicate that the solicitation may not have
been clear and thorough
23. On February 24, 2017, The Director of DWM sent another email responding to
the ICPO stating, “This approach was recommended rather than rebidding the
entire work.”
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24. On February 25, 2017, the Agent created and forwarded a document to be
reviewed by DWM staff members, the document was titled Project(s) Verification
Form and requested that the bidders include the following:
One (1) project scope, definition and cost that demonstrates
$5,000,000 ($5million) of large diameter sanitary sewer gravity
pipe cleaning completed within the last ten (10) years. Large
diameter sanitary sewer gravity pipes shall be defined as pipes
with diameters of 18-inch or above
25. On February 27, 2017, an email between DWM staff indicated that P&C was only
going to send the “new” request to four (4) bidders instead of five (5). It was also
stated by DWM that P&C is planning to exclude Woolpert and that wasn’t fair
since the project experience requirement for large diameter cleaning was being
reduced from three (3) projects to one (1) project
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26. On February 28th, the ICPO was in the BOC meeting, the following email
conversations transpired between the ICPO, Director of DWM, and the Agent:
The ICPO asked the Director of DWM if they had submitted the
requested information and informed them that P&C needed to
release it today to the four (4) vendors so we (P&C) could get it
back within three (3) business days to keep our service level
agreement (SLA) commitment of agenda submission to March
28, 2017 for BOC approval
The Director of DWM responded by stating, “Last week we
agreed to send the information to all five (5) bidders, who
changed this direction?”
The Agent responded to the Director of DWM, “We did not meet
last week; we met the week of February 13th, on February 15th.”
“In that February 15th meeting we discussed the four (4) bidders,
their submitted information, timeline concerns, DWM additional
request and agreement to send out a second request to the
actual bidders to complete not the provided references.”
“Woolpert, who remains non-responsive was not discussed or
contacted in this second request for information from the
bidders.” “If you met last week with P&C, please advise who so
we can discuss the outcome of that meeting.”
The ICPO responded to the Director of DWM, “I was not in the
meeting, so I cannot confirm if this was agreed to by all parties.”
“I have spoken to my staff and was informed that additional
clarification was needed by DWM and all responsive bidders
would be afforded to provide the information needed for
clarification.” “Woolpert was deemed non-responsive for failure
to submit required documentation responsive to the solicitation.”
“I will speak with my team to obtain full and clear information
about this request and determine any available options available
to assist DWM with their request.”
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27. On February 28th, the following occurred:
The BOC meeting ended around 3pm, when the ICPO returned
from that meeting, an impromptu meeting was held with the PM,
Agent and CIP Auditor
The PM expressed his concerns regarding DWM trying to
“dumb down” their specifications in order to obtain a better
pool of bidders which would change the material content of the
SOW in the “new” request
The PM was trying to determine if DWM could change their
specifications as stated in the ITB under the Bidder’s
Qualification Form section III. – Rights Reserved which states,
“The County reserves the right to reject any or all Bids, to
waive formalities, and to re-advertise.” The methodology
around this statement would determine if changing the SOW
was a “formality” change
The ICPO directed the Agent to rescind the “new” request
because we cannot change the material content of a solicitation
At 3:56pm, the Agent sent the “new” request via email to the
four (4) bidders that were responsive
At 4:01pm, The PM responded to the Agent’s email by stating,
“That we (P&C) did not agree to send this change.” “Did we?”
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28. On March 1, 2017, the ICPO held a meeting with the PM, Agent and CIP Auditor.
The following were discussed:
The PM informed the ICPO that Woolpert emailed a “protest”
letter to P&C asking P&C to consider rescinding their
determination for disqualification because they were aware that
the other bidders have provided additional documentation they
were not afforded to provide
The Agent used DWM’s checklist instead of an approved P&C
template during their responsive/responsible verification
The ICPO stated that the exact language should have been
included in the non-responsive letter that included the
component “successfully completed”
The PM & the Agent provided a detailed explanation to the
ICPO regarding details from the February 15th meeting to
include:
o DWM was told that only questions regarding
“clarification” would be sent to the four (4) remaining
responsive bidders
o Sending a “new” request was never mentioned by DWM
o The PM agreed to send the clarification questions to the
bidders at the request of the UD
The ICPO reviewed the questions that were submitted to P&C
from DWM to gain further insight of DWM’s need to request
additional information. The ICPO concluded:
o The same questions that were sent to the bidders
references were the questions that needed additional
clarification
The ICPO asked the PM why they didn’t stand firm on P&C’s
position not to request additional information from the bidders.
The PM responded, “They were trying to please the UD.”
The ICPO said “We are not in the pleasing business. We are
in the business of procuring based on policy and
procedures.”
The ICPO told the PM to provide the response to Woolpert’s
protest letter.
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A meeting would be held with DWM to discuss a final resolution
and/or recommendation on how to move forward with this
project
The ICPO sent an email to the PM and Agent directing them to
complete the evaluation using the approved ITB evaluation
checklist in order to ensure that P&C’s information was
accurate, detailed and clear before meeting with DWM
29. After the meeting with the ICPO on March 1st, the Auditor and PM discussed the
“perception” surrounding whether or not rescinding the “new” request would
appear as if P&C was rescinding solely on Woolpert sending a protest letter.
Based on the following statement included in Woolpert’s protest letter, “Since
their meeting (January 26th) it had come to their attention that DeKalb
requested additional information from other bidders. Woolpert was not offered
this opportunity prior to being deemed non-responsive.”
30. On March 2, 2017, P&C received an open records request (ORR) from Woolpert
31. On March 3, 2017, the ICPO met with the PM, Agent and CIP Auditor before
meeting with DWM to ensure that P&C was clear on their approach on how to
move forward with this project. During that meeting the following were discussed
and/or concluded:
The Agent admitted that the “new” request had not been
rescinded as directed by the ICPO on February 28th
The ICPO directed the Agent to rescind the forwarded request
immediately following the meeting and not to open or consider
any received responses that come in from the bidders
The ICPO asked the Agent why they didn’t follow the directive.
The Agent stated that they (Auditor, PM and Agent) decided not
to rescind the request due to the received protest
P&C (PM & Agent) recommended to the ICPO to cancel this
solicitation and re-advertise
The Agent presented a draft of how P&C could fast track this
solicitation and still meet CD time and guidelines if the
solicitation is cancelled
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32. On March 3, 2017, P&C (ICPO, PM, Agent & CIP Auditor) met with the Director
of DWM along with other DWM staff members to discuss how to move forward
with this project. The following were concluded:
DWM needed more information from the bidders that submitted on this
project because the references were not able to provide answers to some
of the questions
DWM needed the bidders to provide the dollar value of large diameter
cleaning
Out of the four (4) responsive bidders two (2) did not meet the
requirements, one (1) bidder responded and provided answers to the
questions that DWM requested additional “clarification” for during the
February 15th meeting, the last bidder (CES) did meet all the requirements
as outlined in the solicitation
CES was DWM’s recommendation for award
Although CES submitted the highest bid, DWM suggested that P&C offer
them a best and final offer (BAFO) giving them an opportunity to lower
their price
If CES price still exceeded the County’s budget for this project, the
contingency plan was to cancel the ITB and re-advertise as a Request for
Proposal (RFP)
33. DWM also disclosed the following during the meeting held on March 3 rd:
None of the bidders initially submitted any of the required
information that was requested in the solicitation specifically
on large diameter cleaning
The need to change the SOW would make more bidders
responsible
The value of LF should have been included as part of the
Company Experience
Upon conclusion of the meeting the following were confirmed:
o Woolpert remained non-responsive
o Three (3) other bidders were deemed non-responsible
o One (1) bidder (CES) was the lowest, responsive and
responsible. However, CES price exceeded the county’s
budget and the UD along with the ICPO agreed to send
CES a best and final offer letter (BAFO)
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34. After the ICPO, Agent, and another PM confirmed what bidders were nonresponsible, three (3) bidders received non-responsible letters
35. The following occurred regarding the BAFO letter
On March 16th, P&C sent the BAFO letter to CES
On March 23rd, CES provided their BAFO which was $7,170,300
P&C prepared an agenda item for BOC approval
On April 11th, the BOC approved and awarded Majority Gravity
Sewer Line Capacity Restoration project to CES in the amount
of $7,170,300
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Listed below is a timeline of important dates and/or events and/or information regarding
the solicitation and evaluation process for ITB #16-100789 – Major Gravity Sewer Line
Capacity Restoration Project. The detailed information gives an in-depth synopsis of all
the email(s) that transpired between P&C and DWM staff during the evaluation process.

DATE

EVENT / INFORMATION

1. December 7, 2016

Bid Opening for ITB #16-100789

2. December 21, 2016

P&C Provided a Letter of Recommendation, all bids and bid
tabulation to DWM – Roadhaven Location

3. December 21, 2016

An email was sent to DWM & the CDPMT to review attachments and
provide a recommendation in order to complete the required form

4. December 27, 2016

Questions amongst DWM surfaced regarding if P&C needed a CDPMT
to review the actual bid documents to confirm qualifications and
experience. DWM responded on the same day by stating that they
were going to review the actual bid packages
The CDPMT was in receipt of the bid packages to evaluate the
apparent low bidder’s submission to identify if qualification and
experience requirements set forth in the ITB documents were met
At DWM’s request, the CDPMT evaluated the apparent low bidder’s
submission to identify if qualifications and experience requirements
had been met as set forth in the solicitation. DWM was able to
confirm that the proper certification and project experience was
provided for the ASSESSMENT portion of the work identified on the
Bidder’s Qualifications Form; however, it was not apparent that ANY
of the LARGE DIAMETER CLEANING experience requirements had
been met as set forth in both the Instructions to the Bidders and the
Bidder’s Qualifications Form
The ICPO directed the PM to see the findings, review and provide an
update on January 9th

5. December 28, 2016

6. January 4, 2017

7. January 9, 2017
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8. January 9, 2017

9. January10-17, 2017

10. January 17, 2017
11. January 18, 2017
12. January 20, 2017

13. January 26, 2017

14. February 3, 2017

15. February 13, 2017

The PM followed the directive and replied via email stating,
“Woolpert did not meet the aforementioned qualifications because
they neglected to submit several required documents. We (P&C)
could not allow Woolpert a second chance to respond to our
responsive and responsible requirements that are detailed in the
solicitation. The non-letters are being provided to you (ICPO)
shortly.”
The non-responsive letter was drafted by the Agent and forwarded to
the PM for review; the PM provided the non-responsive letter to the
ICPO; however, the letter was incorrect and the ICPO returned it for
correction. The PM re-submitted the non-letter to the ICPO and for
approval
The non-responsive letter was sent to Vice President of Woolpert
The agent emailed the Vice President of Woolpert their nonresponsive letter for ITB #16-100789
The agent received a response from the Vice President of Woolpert
asking for the ICPO’s email address because they wanted to arrange a
meeting with the ICPO; On the same day, the ICPO directed the PM
to contact the Vice President to schedule a debriefing meeting
regarding the solicitation
The PM and Agent held a debriefing meeting with the Vice President
from Woolpert; Woolpert provided additional information to P&C
that was not provided with their initial bid submission; P&C did
receive the documents, however, informed Woolpert that the
information would not be considered only used to add to the bidders
folder and debriefing notes
PM sent ICPO an email wanting to discuss findings after debriefing
meeting
The ICPO asked the PM to provide an update on the status on the
Major Gravity Sewer Line Capacity Restoration Project ; A response
was provided by the PM that same day; however the status update
was not the same for DWM and P&C.
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(continued)

16. February 15, 2017

17. February 24, 2017

18. February 24, 2017

19. February 24, 2017

20. February 24, 2017

21. February 24, 2017

PM stated that P&C was waiting on DWM to return the award
recommendation form and DWM stated that they were waiting on
P&C to provide additional information
The ICPO verbally requested a meeting was held with DWM Director,
DWM staff members, PM, Agent & CIP Auditor - DWM stressed the
need to obtain more information from the bidder’s in order to
determine the most qualified bidder for this project. P&C asked if the
questions were different and DWM stated they were the same
questions provided to the references because the references were
unable to provide the level of detail needed to determine the most
responsible bidder
An email was sent to the PM from a member of DWM requesting that
P&C go back to each of the five (5) bidders that submitted on this
ITB and request for them to submit one (1) project scope, definition
and cost that demonstrates $5million of large diameter sewer pipe
cleaning
The PM responded to DWM by indicating that the above mentioned
request needed to be sent from the Director of DWM to the ICPO.
The request should include an outline for the basis of this request. It
was also communicated that the request would be discussed
amongst P&C
The Director of DWM sent an email to the ICPO which stated that
DWM wanted P&C to contact all five (5) bidders on ITB #16-100789
Major Gravity Sewer Line Capacity Restoration to request submission
for one (1) project scope, definition, and cost that demonstrates
$5million of large diameter sewer pipe cleaning
The ICPO responded to the Director of DWM by stating that P&C can
complete the request as long as all the bidders were on the same
playing field and still remain responsive on all other requirements set
forth by the solicitation. It was also communicated to DWM that the
ICPO’s understanding of receiving further clarification from
responsive bidders had already been provided to us (P&C)
The Director of DWM responded to the ICPO by stating, “This
approach was recommended rather than rebidding the entire work”.
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22. February 25, 2017

23. February 27, 2017

24. February 28, 2017

25. February 28, 2017

26. February 28, 2017

27. February 28, 2017

The P&C agent sent an email to DWM with an attachment of a
“draft” form requesting one (1) project scope, definition and cost
demonstrating $5million of large diameter sewer pipe cleaning. The
Agent asked that DWM review the form and add any revisions before
sending it out to the four (4) responsive bidders
An email between DWM staff stated that P&C will only send the
“new” request to four (4) bidders not all five (5) bidders. DWM stated
that P&C planned to exclude Woolpert and since the project
experience requirement for large diameter cleaning was being
reduced from three (3) projects to one (1) project and new project
information is being requested from the firms to meet this project
experience requirement, it would seem that ALL of the bidders
should be given the opportunity to provide this information
The ICPO sent an email to the Director of DWM to inquire if DWM
submitted the requested information to the Agent. It was also
reiterated that P&C needed to release the information today to the
four (4) vendors in order to keep our SLA commitment and agenda
submission for BOC approval on March 28th (email time 12:23pm)
The Director of DWM replied to the Agent via email and stated that
“we” agreed to send the information to all five (5) bidders (email
time 12:41pm)
The Agent responded to the Director of DWM by stating, “in our
February 15th meeting we discussed; four (4) bidders, their submitted
information, timeline concerns and DWM’s additional request and
agreement to send out a second request to the actual bidders to
complete and not the provided references. Woolpert who remains
non-responsive was not discussed or contacted for the second
request.” (email time 1:02pm)
The Director of DWM also sent the ICPO an email stating, “Last week
we agreed to send the information to all five (5) bidders.” “When and
who changed this direction?” (email time 1:07pm)
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28. February 28, 2017

The ICPO replied to the Director of DWM’s email by stating, “I was
not in the meeting and cannot confirm what was agreed to by all
parties (P&C & DWM).” “I have spoken to my staff and was informed
that additional clarification was needed by DWM and all the
responsive bidders would be afforded to provide any additional
information needed for clarification.” “Woolpert was deemed nonresponsive for failure to submit required documentation responsive
to the solicitation.” “To maintain transparency and fairness to the
procurement process, we cannot go back and change requirements
or waive them after bids have been opened, reviewed and/or
evaluated.” (email time 1:41pm)

29. February 28, 2017

The ICPO also informed the Director of DWM that they would reach
out to them once they were briefed by their staff and would followup once they received all necessary information
The ICPO met with the Agent, PM and CIP Auditor to determine if the
request of one (1) project scope, definition and cost demonstrating
$5million of large diameter cleaning had been sent to the four (4)
responsive bidders. During the meeting, the PM manager verbally
communicated to the ICPO that it appears that DWM has “dumb
downed” the specifications changing the material content of the
SOW outlined in the initial solicitation.
The PM further expressed that per the terms of the contract under
the Bidder’s Qualification Form section III – Rights Reserved, the
County reserves the right to reject any or all Bids, to waive
formalities, and to re-advertise. (page 24)
The ICPO stated this was a material change and not a formality that
could be waived and directed the Agent to rescind the request that
had been sent via email to all four (4) responsive bidders once it was
discovered that the additional request for information was changing
the material content of the SOW
At 3:56pm, the Agent sent the four (4) responsive bidders the
document with the “new” requested information (material change
in SOW)

30. February 28, 2017

31. February 28, 2017

32. February 28, 2017
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33. February 28, 2017
34. March 1, 2017
35. March 1, 2017

36. March 3, 2017

37. March 3, 2017

At 4:01pm, the PM sent an email to the Agent and stated, “We did
not agree to send this change.” “Did we?”
The ICPO met with the PM, Agent and CIP Auditor to discuss details
of this project
Woolpert emailed a protest letter to the Agent. The letter was given
to the ICPO during the meeting. The ICPO directed the PM to prepare
the response
ICPO met with PM, Agent and CIP Auditor to ensure that P&C was
ready to move forward with a resolution and confirm that the
request that changed the material content of the SOW had been
rescinded from the four (4) responsive bidders
P&C (ICPO, PM, Agent, CIP Auditor) met with DWM Director and
other DWM staff members; DWM recommended a BAFO from the
one (1) remaining responsive/responsible bidder (CES) since their
proposed price for this project exceeded the County’s budget
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Overall Recommendation(s)
After reviewing the solicitation and evaluation process for ITB #16-100789 – Major
Gravity Sewer Line Capacity Restoration, the CIP auditor was able to determine that the
CIP team did make errors throughout the evaluation process that is not aligned with
established P&C processes and procedures. It is evident that there was a lack of
communication and understanding amongst P&C and DWM staff. The CIP auditor
recommends that the ICPO address the following items with the CIP team and provide
corrective action(s) as needed:
1. DWM receiving both non-responsive and responsive bids
2. P&C not clearly communicating to DWM that the only submission to the four (4)
responsive bidders should have been requested requiring additional
“clarification”
3. Not utilizing P&C’s approved templates and creating an unauthorized document
4. Making unauthorized decision(s) outside of management(s) approval
5. Lack of effective communication from CIP team to ICPO and DWM
Although it was clearly communicated to DWM on various occasions that Woolpert
would not be able to submit any additional information due to them being deemed nonresponsive, DWM continued to make countless efforts to ensure that Woolpert would be
included in the recommendation for award. The CIP auditor recommends that DWM
ensure their specifications are clear and concise before the advertisement of a
solicitation in order to prevent the elimination of qualified bidders and to alleviate future
delays with the processing of a solicitation. The CIP auditor also recommends that
DWM take an active interest in understanding, learning and familiarizing themselves
with P&C policy and procedures.
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Summary of Management Response
The ICPO agrees with the CIP auditor’s Summary of Observations and Overall
Recommendation(s). In addition, the ICPO recommends that P&C along with DWM
provide a response addressing the recommendations outlining what actions will be
taken to implement any agreed upon recommendations or justification for not taking the
recommended action(s). In addition, the ICPO would like to add that they were
approving the request to gather additional information from the bidders for “clarification”
purposes only. The ICPO was not aware that the requested information was changing
the material nature of the solicitation. The initial verbiage in the solicitation reads, within
the last ten (10) years, the Bidder shall have successfully completed at least three (3)
large diameter gravity collection system cleaning projects for governmental clients in the
US with a minimum cost of $5million. The information provided to P&C was to submit
one (1) project scope, definition and cost that demonstrate $5million. By DWM
eliminating three (3) key components of their request, (successfully completed three
(3)) projects one can assume that DWM wanted to deviate from a transparent
solicitation process and include a bidder that was clearly non-responsive.
Furthermore, the ICPO would like to add, that P&C takes pride in ensuring a transparent
solicitation process and any alternations from established processes and procedures
will not be tolerated and will be handled in conjunction with the HR policy.
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Recommendation(s) in response to Summary of Observation no.7 & 8:
During the evaluation process the Agent used an evaluation summary completed by
DWM to help determine which bidder was responsive/responsible. According to P&C
policies and procedures, the agent should have completed the following:
Evaluated the lowest bidder for responsiveness and responsibility
If the bidder was non-responsive/responsible send out a nonresponsive/responsible letter and move to the next lowest bidder
Completed those steps and/or process until the lowest, responsive and
responsible bidder was determined by P&C
Once the PM realized that the Agent used a document created and provided by DWM
they did intervene and assist the Agent in determining all responsive/responsible
bidders. The PM should have known or made sure that the Agent was well prepared
and understood that they needed to use an approved P&C evaluation template to
determine responsive/responsible bidders. The CIP Auditor recommends that the ICPO
provide the manager responsible for this oversight either a corrective action or discipline
in conjunction with the HR policy. It is management’s responsibility to maintain and
ensure that all staff members are adhering to established policy and procedures.
Recommendation(s) in response to Summary of Observation no.10 & 11:
As stated in the Summary of Observations, per P&C policy and procedure, the Agent
should have only forwarded the UD the bid tabulation (includes LSBE preference) and
the bid packages for responsive bidders. The CIP auditor recommends that
management conduct a process overview with the Agent since this was their first
solicitation with DeKalb County. The process overview will help minimize future
deviations from P&C policy and procedures.
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Recommendation(s) in response to Summary of Observation no.13 & 14:
During the progression of this project, the ICPO had to do an extreme amount of
probing in order to receive vital updates regarding the status of this project. The CIP
auditor recommends that management understands the severity of adhering and
informing the ICPO of pertinent updates, in the event the ICPO notices and/or becomes
aware of management not providing timely updates the manager should be disciplined
in accordance to the HR policy.
Recommendation(s) in response to Summary of Observation no.15 & 16:
According to P&C ITB policy and procedure bid evaluation report, the Agent should
have completed the following steps:
1. Completed an evaluation of the apparent low bid concurrent with the UD
evaluation
2. If bid was determined to be non-responsive or non-responsible, the UD should be
notified immediately then move to the next low bid
3. Upon receipt of the UD recommendation of award, review and resolve issues if
different than your recommendation
4. If necessary, prepare and send non-letters to the bidders
Although the policy does not state when to send out the non-responsive/responsible
letters, the non-responsive bidder should have received their non-responsive letter
before January 17th once it was determined that Woolpert was nonresponsive/responsible in December 2016. As of March 2017, P&C has revised their
ITB policy and procedure to state:
1. Evaluate the lowest bidder for responsibility, if the bidder is nonresponsive/responsible, prepare the non-responsive/responsible letter
immediately
2. The non- responsive/responsible letter requires Manager’s review, approval and
initials before submission to Director for signature
3. Move to the next lowest bidder and complete process until the lowest,
responsive and responsible bidder is determined
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Recommendation(s) in response to Summary of Observation no.15 & 16
continued:
The CIP auditor does not have a recommendation regarding any revisions to the policy
because P&C has already revised their ITB policy and procedure to state when the nonresponsive/responsible letters should be sent out.
One of reasons the ICPO returned the non-responsive letter to the PM was for not
utilizing the correct letterhead template. P&C has revised the letterhead template to
reflect the most current DeKalb County logo, however, it was determined that Team CIP
created their own template versions and was not complying with using standard
templates. The CIP auditor recommends that management ensure that all Agents are
compliant and utilize the correct and approved departmental templates, once
management becomes aware of a deviation, the Agent should be disciplined in
conjunction with the HR policy.
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Recommendation(s) in response to Summary of Observation no.20:
During the February 15th meeting, DWM requested for P&C to obtain additional
information from the “bidders” instead of the provided “references” because the
“references” were unable to provide the level of detail needed in order to determine
which bidder was most responsible. DWM stated that they would forward the Agent the
questions that needed “clarification”. According to P&C, the bidders could receive
any additional requests for information to clarify responsibility. The Agent reminded
DWM that the additional information would “only” be sent to the four (4) remaining
responsive bidders. At that time, the PM nor the Agent was aware of any request that
would change the material content of the SOW. However, if minutes would have been
taken during the meeting as outlined in Conducting DeKalb County Business, the
communication between P&C and DWM would have been clear and future project
expectations would have been documented alleviating all the unnecessary back and
forth between P&C and DWM.
Going forward, the CIP auditor recommends that the ICPO continue to reiterate to
management the importance of adhering to existing and established P&C policies and
procedures. The preventive measures that are already in place are designed to
discourage these types of errors or irregularities. Management must make sure that the
ICPO is kept abreast of all critical projects and/or potential issues surrounding a project
in order for the ICPO to make sound, effective and reasonable decision(s) as it relates
to the solicitation process.
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Recommendation(s) in response to Summary of Observation no.21:
When DWM forwarded their request to the PM manager asking if P&C would go back to
the five (5) bidders and request that they submit one (1) project scope, definition and
cost that demonstrated $5million of large diameter sewer pipe cleaning the PM
responded by stating, “This request should be sent to the ICPO by the Director of DWM
outlining the basis of the request.” The PM also stated, “This request would be
discussed with the P&C team.” The PM did provide accurate instructions to DWM which
was to forward the request to the ICPO.
However, the CIP auditor can provide an opinion as to what the PM could have done as
a preventive measure to stop DWM’s continued efforts to add Woolpert back into the
recommended pool of bidders.
1. Advised DWM that P&C could not go back to the five (5) bidders because
Woolpert had been deemed non-responsive which is a violation of P&C
policy and procedures
2. Made sure that the meeting was held with P&C’s team to quickly resolve
any pending issues that were present with this solicitation
3. Had a verbal conversation with the ICPO expressing their concerns with
the “new” request from DWM
Recommendation(s) in response to Summary of Observation no.23:
After careful review of the email(s) that transpired throughout the evaluation process,
the CIP auditor is unable to confirm that P&C staff recommended to DWM the request
to ask all five (5) bidders to submit one (1) project scope, definition and cost
demonstrating $5million. The CIP auditor was able to confirm that P&C did notify DWM
on numerous occasions that any additional information would be requested “only” from
the four (4) remaining responsive bidders. The CIP auditor recommends that DWM
provide a written response explaining “who” made this recommendation.
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Recommendation(s) in response to Summary of Observation no.24:
During the transmission of emails between P&C and DWM, it was unclear to the Agent,
that the requested information was changing the material content of the solicitation. The
Agent created a document and included the material change and forwarded to DWM to
make revisions before sending the document to the four (4) responsive bidders.
Although the Agent did not forward the request to the non-responsive bidder (Woolpert)
they still acted outside of P&C policy and procedures because they did not utilize an
approved P&C template nor did they seek clarification and/or approval from their
immediate manager or the ICPO.
The CIP auditor recommends management emphasize the importance of Agent’s using
the approved P&C templates. If management observes multiple instances of
unauthorized documents being used and/or created without management’s (ICPO)
approval the agent(s) should be disciplined in conjunction with the HR Policy.
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Recommendation(s) in response to Summary of Observation no.27:
The conversations regarding DWM relaxing their own specifications did not surface until
February 28th when the ICPO held a meeting with the PM, Agent and Auditor. It was
during that meeting when the PM stated that it was apparent that DWM was trying to
“dumb down” their specifications in order to add Woolpert back in. It was also
discussed if the “dumb down” of the specifications could be constituted under section
III – Bidders Qualification Form – Rights Reserved (page 24) which reads, The County
reserves the right to reject any or all Bids, to waive formalities, and to re-advertise. The
ICPO expressed that relaxing and/or changing the SOW was not a formality and we
(P&C) would not explore that methodology.
After careful review, the CIP auditor was able to conclude that the PM had an idea that
DWM was still trying to include Woolpert when they sent a “new” request reducing the
project experience requirement for large diameter cleaning. The CIP auditor cannot
determine if the Agent sent the “new” request before or after the impromptu meeting
with the ICPO. Based on the email correspondence between the PM and the Agent (see
email no. 33 & 34) once the PM realized the Agent sent the request their immediate
response was, “We did not agree to send this change.” “Did we?” The PM
response indicates the Agent sent the “new” request without their approval.
However, the ICPO asked the Agent during that meeting if the “new” request had been
sent, the Agent replied, “yes”. Once the ICPO was aware that the “new” request had
been sent to the four (4) remaining bidders the ICPO directed the Agent to recall the
email if time was permitted or rescind the request immediately.
The CIP auditor was able to conclude that the PM did not notify the ICPO that the Agent
acted outside of management’s approval because the PM only sent their response to
the Agent (see attachment email no. 34). The CIP auditor was also able to conclude that
the Agent was not disciplined for this serious oversight.
Going forward, the CIP auditor recommends when management is aware that an Agent
has made a serious project error and/or oversight the ICPO is notified immediately in
writing and disciplinary action is served within forty-eight (48) hours.
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Recommendation(s) in response to Summary of Observation no.29:
The CIP auditor cannot confirm if DWM is providing and/or sharing confidential
information with potential bidders, however, the CIP auditor was able to conclude that
information related to this solicitation was comprised based on the following statement
included in Woolpert’s protest letter
1. “Since their meeting (January 26th) it has come to our attention that DeKalb has
requested additional information from other bidders.”
According to the timeline of events, the “new” request was emailed at 3:56pm on
February 28th; Woolpert emailed the Agent their protest letter on March 1st.
The PM had voiced their concerns to the ICPO that DWM may be communicating with
vendors during a projects procurement process. The ICPO later shared those concerns
with Executive Leadership and the Director of DWM informing them that a breach of
confidentially is a serious violation of procurement policy. The CIP auditor recommends
the following:
1. Appropriate staff at DWM sign a confidentially agreement before the start of the
solicitation process
2. If determined that pertinent information has been disclosed to potential bidder(s)
during any phase of the solicitation process, that bidder is deemed nonresponsible and if determined that any members of DWM staff were and/or
involved in assisting and/or providing procurement specifics that individual is
removed from working on that project
DeKalb County P&C Department is dedicated on ensuring a transparent solicitation
process. All employees (P&C & DWM) involved with the procurement process should be
steadfast in making sure that this goal is met. The CIP auditor recommends that any
instances reported and/or observed that is a breach of solicitation confidentially is
handled at an Executive level of Management.
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APPENDIX A - ENGAGEMENT OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE

Engagement Objectives
The objective is to review the Major Gravity Sewer Line Capacity Restoration solicitation
for ITB # 16-100789. The purpose is to determine if the evaluation process has been in
accordance with P&C policy and procedures. To complete the objective we will review
the following:
1) ITB #16-100789 – Major Gravity Sewer Line Capacity Restoration

Engagement Scope & Approach
In order to meet the engagement objectives, we reviewed ITB #: 16-100789 and all
other relevant ITB documents. Our scope only covers the preliminary stages of the
solicitation and evaluation process for ITB #16-100789.
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APPENDIX B - DEFINITIONS AND ABBREVIATIONS

Acronyms and Abbreviation
BOC
BAFO
CD
CDPMT
DWM
ITB
ORR
P&C
PM
SLA
SOW
SSO
TISCIT
UD
USEPA

Board of Commissioners
Best and Final Offer
Consent Decree
Consent Decree Program Manager
Department of Watershed Management
Invitation to Bid
Open Records Request
Purchasing and Contracting
Procurement Manager
Service Level Agreement
Scope of Work
Sanitary System Overflow
Totally Integrated Sonar and Camera Inspection Technique
User Department
United States Environmental Protection Agency
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Key Definitions
Invitation to Bid

A formal procurement process; this method of
procurement should contain clear
specifications or scope of work for goods
and/or services requested.

Scope of Work

The Scope of Work (SOW) is the area in an
agreement where the work to be performed is
described. The SOW should contain any
milestones, reports, deliverables, and end
products that are expected to be provided by
the performing party. The SOW should also
contain a timeline for all deliverables.

TISCIT

Technology utilizing sonar and CCTV
technologies together to create a unique and
valuable inspection
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APPENDIX C – LIST OF ATTACHMENTS
Please see attached emails submitted as additional supporting documentation. All
attached emails substantiate events and/or information that occurred during the
solicitation and evaluation process for ITB #16-100789 – Major Gravity Sewer Line
Capacity Restoration Project that is outlined in the timeline of events.
1. Email No. 2
2. Email No. 4
3. Email No. 6
4. Email No. 7
5. Email No. 8
6. Email No. 10
7. Email No. 11
8. Email No. 12 and 13
9. Email No. 14
10. Email No. 15
11. Email No. 16
12. Email No. 18
13. Email No. 19
14. Email No. 20
15. Email No. 21
16. Email No. 22
17. Email No. 23
18. Email No. 24
19. Email No. 25
20. Email No. 26 and 27
21. Email No. 28
22. Email No. 29
23. Email No. 30
24. Email No. 33 and 34
25. Email No. 36
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APPENDIX C – DISTRIBUTION LIST
This report has been distributed to the following individuals:
Talisa Clark, Chief Procurement Officer (CPO)
Zachary Williams, Chief Operating Officer (COO)
William E. (Ted) Rhinehart, Chief Operating Officer (COO) – Infrastructure
Scott A. Towler, Principal Engineer (P.E.) – Director, Department of Watershed
Management (DWM)
Margaret Tanner, P.E. – Deputy Director, DWM
Michelle Butler, Interim Procurement Manager – (CIP)
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Policy Statement
DeKalb County will only pay for any necessary and actual authorized travel and training
expenses incurred while carrying out official duties for DeKalb County.

Purpose
To provide rules and procedures governing travel, training and expenses in DeKalb
County in order to protect public funds, outline a fair system for travelers, facilitate
efficient operations, provide information on spending decisions and data on travel
frequency and type, promote fiscal transparency and encourage ethical behavior.

Scope
This policy applies to all DeKalb County elected officials, employees, and others who
receive authorization to travel for official County business. This policy is mandatory
and sets the standard for all travel expenses.
Certain grant funded projects may have additional requirements. The terms of a
particular grant or contract should be referred to for specific guidance on expenditures
allowed.

Authorized Expenses
This policy covers the direct costs of travel and the cost of a person’s travel related needs.
Travelers must conserve County funds and choose the least expensive options that
accommodate the traveler and the County. Travelers should make reservations well in
advance and secure any government discounts. Whenever appropriate, travelers should
share the cost of travel with other colleagues (such as carpooling). The County will only pay
for business expenses incurred while carrying out official County business.

Registration, Training, Tuition, Etc.
Employees and elected officials will be allowed reimbursement for registration of
training fees when representing the County on PRE APPROVED professional /
education.
Registration Receipts and Proof of Attendance are required for reimbursement.

Transportation
Personal Use Vehicles
Authorizing parties may approve use of a personal vehicle for business travel when it
is the most economical method. They must receive approval for anticipated mileage
in advance. The County will not pay for personal vehicle or trip insurance. However,
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it is the responsibility of the vehicle owner to carry adequate insurance to cover their
protection and the protection of all passengers.
Mileage reimbursement is limited to the first 1650 miles driven per employee per
month. The County will reimburse at $0.50 per mile.
Reimbursable mileage equals the miles between origin and destination. Personal
side trips are not eligible. The traveler may leave from their home or duty station. If
leaving from home, claim only the trip mileage minus the normal commuting distance
to work.
A statement of mileage from www.mapquest.com or an equilivent site is required as
a receipt.

Airfare, Rail
The County will pay for coach or economy class air or rail tickets when necessary.
Travelers should choose the least expensive option. Choosing connecting flights over
nonstop is optional, but should be considered if savings are significant. The County will
pay baggage fees for one personal bag and any bags for County business. All other
upgrades must be justified by a documented medical issue or disability.
Travelers must finalize bookings 30 days prior to travel to guarantee payment. Frequent
flyer miles shall accrue to the traveler. If involuntarily bumped from a flight, travelers may
keep any compensation. A traveler may volunteer to be bumped, if County business isn’t
affected, but only those involuntarily bumped will be reimbursed for resulting expenses.
Business Class and first Class domestic travel will not be reimbursed unless an
approved letter from the Executive Assistant / COO explains the medical reasons or
extenuating circumstances of the needed upgrade.
Actual receipts and boarding pass are required for reimbursement.
Intermediate Transportation
The County will cover reasonable intermediate transportation between sites. The least
expensive reasonable option (shuttles, taxis and public transportation, etc.) should be
chosen. Travelers should not use a rental car unless it is more economical. Include a
justification in iExpense if a rental car is used. Share transportation whenever possible.
Actual receipts are required for reimbursement.
County Vehicles
Travelers may use County vehicles for trips in Georgia when approved by an authorizing
party. County vehicle used outside of Georgia requires preapproval by the County
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Executive Assistant / COO. Employees and officials must have a valid driver’s license to
drive a County vehicle.

Lodging / Accommodation
The County will pay for reasonably priced lodging for overnight trips outside of Metro
Atlanta at the single occupancy rate. The traveler should present the Hotel/Motel Excise
Tax Exemption (http://indekalb/forms.htm) form at check-in. If they refuse to waive the
tax, the County will reimburse the traveler for the tax.
Extra lodging nights may be authorized if the airfare savings of traveling on an off day is
greater than the added lodging and per diem costs of an extended stay. Non-employees
may stay with the traveler but all added costs must be borne by the traveler.
It is the traveler’s responsibility to notify the hotel with whom the reservation is made to
cancel a room reservation and receive a cancellation number or receipt. “No Show”
charges are not reimbursable unless there are mitigating circumstances beyond the
traveler’s control.
Original receipts are required for all lodging expenses.

Per Diem vs Meals
Travelers on trips outside of Metro Atlanta are eligible for $36.00 per day per diem. The
County reimburses at the full rate only for full day, out of town, overnight trips.
Breakfast

$ 6.00 including tax and gratuity (only if departure is prior to 6:30am)

Lunch

$10.00 including tax and gratuity

Dinner

$20.00 including tax and gratuity (only if return is later than 7:30pm)

Occasionally, due to the location of the travel, the $36 per diem may be insufficient.
Reimbursement in excess of $36 per day will be considered only when supported by
receipts clearly indicating additional and reasonable cost was incurred. The amount
covered will be determined at the current rate set by the U.S.
GSA http://www.gsa.gov/portal/category/104711.
As a general rule gratuity should not exceed 20%.
A traveler will receive Per Diem or Actual Meals for each trip not both.
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Unauthorized Expenses
Miscellaneous
Alcoholic beverages, personal items, entertainment, lost property, insurance, and
personal vehicle repairs and maintenance are not authorized expenses. County
funds may not be spent for any personal purposes or expenses, only on official
business.

Guests and Companions
Guests and Companions may accompany a traveler at their own expense. The
County will not reimburse any costs related to guest or companion travel.

Cancellations and Late Fees
The traveler must notify the hotel, airline, etc. of a cancellation and obtain all possible
refunds. Fees caused by factors beyond the traveler’s control will be reimbursed.
Traveler must provide a detailed explanation of all cancellation fees.

Exceptions for Medical, Disability & Health Issues
When approved in advance by the Executive Assistant / COO, the County will pay for
the accommodation of disabilities, the travel expenses of a companion accompanying
the traveler to provide care for a proven medical issue, and the travel of small children
who must accompany their parent.

Travel Pre-Authorization Procedure
Appropriation
Money for travel and training must be appropriated through the budget process and
available for use before expenses or obligations can be authorized.

Authorization
The authorizing party is a traveler’s department director or the director’s designee. The
County COO approves travel for directors. The Executive Assistant and elected officials
approve their own travel expenses but must still submit all required forms to Accounts
Payable. Authorizing parties should review proposed expenses to determine that they
are in the best interest of the County and comply with this policy.

Pre -Trip Documentation
The traveler should submit an Travel Authorization 2016 form documenting the
approved expenses to the Travel Administrator, who will check that funds are available
and that expenses are in compliance. The traveler and authorizing party should both
sign the Travel Authorization 2016 form to indicate approval of expenses and intent to
comply with this policy.
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Information about Travel Advances and 3rd Party Prepayments are explained below.
The Travel Authorization 2016 form is located (http://indekalb/forms.htm),

Payment and Reimbursement Procedure
The County will only pay for expenses allowed by this policy, within the rates defined here,
and properly authorized. Only the actual cost of a traveler’s expenses, incurred for County
business, will be reimbursed. Each expense should be claimed only once, by one person.
Accounts Payable will issue advance payments to vendors and employees. Travelers must
submit the Travel Authorization 2016 form (http://indekalb/forms.htm), signed by their
authorizer, to the Travel Administrator 30 days before travel for prepayments and advances
The form should specify the items an advance is being requested.

PrePayments
The County will prepay expenses for Registration, Accommodations, and Air or Rail
Fares. The Travel Authorization 2016 serves both as an authorization and a request for
PrePayment. Include the Supplier Name and Number as well as any confirmation
numbers needed for Accounts Payable to process a payment to the Supplier.
PrePayments require thirty (30) days to process.

Advances
The County recognizes travel can be a burden to the traveler’s budget. Therefore, an
advance is available to request. The Travel Authorization 2016 serves both as an
authorization and an advance request. $100.00 is the minimum amount to request for a
Travel Advance.
Any portion of an advance not spent on approved, actual, necessary travel expenses
must be returned. A check or money order in the amount of the unused or unjustified
amount must be sent with the iExpense report to Accounts Payable. Travelers must
return outstanding advances within seven (7) days of the completion or cancellation of
the travel.

Proof
Travelers must provide original, itemized receipts for all expenses, whether pre-paid,
advanced or claimed for reimbursement, except for per diem expenses. Supporting
documents that verify travel should also be included when relevant. Receipts and other
documents should be attached to the iExpense report. Support claims for vehicle
mileage with documentation of the trip, including a map of the route that shows the total
miles driven. Unjustified or unproven expenses will not be accepted or reimbursed.
Employees are required to maintain copies of all travel expenses for a period of five (5)
years.
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Expense Reports
Within seven (7) days of completed travel, the traveler must complete the iExpense
report at http://itfmisap.co.dekalb.ga.us:8002/OA_HTML/AppsLocalLogin.jsp . Log into Oracle
and choose the responsibility DeKalb IEX Reporter create and submit an expense report to
their authorizing party. All expenses need to be itemized. Any unapproved expenses
must be justified on the report. The authorizing party approves the report and sends it to
Accounts Payable within seven (7) days of the end of travel, first checking that
expenditures are charged to the right cost center, that expenses were for County
business and that claims are accurate.
For personal vehicle mileage reimbursement, submit both an iExpense report and a
County Mileage Form to Accounts Payable. Submit only one mileage report per month,
covering any miles driven from the first working day to the last working day of each
month. The County will not reimburse mileage expenses older than three months.
If a travel advance was received, the iExpense will ask the user to match the Advance
with the Expense Report.

Payments
All payments to employees and elected officials will be made via ACH, electronic funds
directly to the traveler's bank account. Physical checks will no longer be printed.
An Authorization Agreement for Employee Expense ACH is available on the Forms
section of the County Intranet.

Settlement of Travel Advance
Every travel advance must be matched to an Expense Report. If the travel advance was
greater than the actual expenses incurred, a check, money order, or certified check in the
amount of the unused portion of the advance must accompany a copy of the Expense Report
sent to Accounts Payable within seven (7) days following the completion of the approved travel.

Accountability and Control
Approval
An authorizing party must approve travel plans and advances 30 days ahead of travel.
Authorizers must also approve post trip expense reports. The Travel Administrator checks
reports for proper documentation, matches receipts to expenses, and reviews expenses for
compliance with this policy. If expenses are in compliance, the Travel Administrator will log
those expenses into Oracle. Accounts Payable will then issue a check to the traveler for
reimbursement. Incorrect reports will be returned for revision before reimbursement is made.

6/1/16 – Travel Policy
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Audit
DeKalb County will audit receipts and expense forms for compliance with County Policies.
Travel expenses will be included in the testing performed by the County’s independent
auditors as part of the annual audit required by IOMB Circular A-133, Audits of States, Local
Governments and Non-Profit Organizations. The Internal Audit Division of the Department of
Finance may also review travel expenses as part of their departmental oversight function.

Compliance and Penalties
Failure to comply with this policy may result in the suspension of a department’s travel
budget. Any employee or elected official who knowingly submits a false claim for
reimbursement or payment will be responsible for restitution of funds fraudulently received,
and will be subject to disciplinary action up to and including dismissal and prosecution.

Ethics and Transparency
All parties subject to this policy agree to act at all times in a manner which will uphold the
public trust, utilize public funds wisely, safeguard County resources and advance the best
interest of the County. All persons will strive to avoid conflicts of interest, act impartially,
promote fairness and equity amongst employees, and conform to the standards of law
through conscientious decision-making and scrupulous honesty.
Requests for information on expense spending and reimbursement will be fully
accommodated in accordance with the GA Open records act, O.C.G.A. 50 18 70 et seq.

Exceptions for Emergencies and Disasters
The County will reimburse additional expenses resulting from emergency/disaster situations.
Reasonable expenses incurred to provide for the wellbeing of a traveler in an emergency
are allowed. Document and justify such expenses on the expense report. Prior approval of
emergency expenses is preferred but not required if circumstances prohibit obtaining it.

Failure to Comply
Failure to comply with the DeKalb County Travel Policy and Procedures may result in the
Employee, Elected Official, or Department travel budget being suspended.
Any employee of Elected Official who knowingly submits false claim for reimbursement will be
responsible for restitution of any funds fraudulently received, and will be subject to disciplinary
action up to and including criminal prosecution.

6/1/16 – Travel Policy
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DeKalb County Policy/Procedure

Fleet Management

DeKalb County Policy/Procedure
Take-Home Vehicle

Purpose:
The purpose of this policy is to govern and establish standards for use of Take Home Vehicles
assigned to DeKalb County Employees.
Scope:
This policy applies to all individuals under the Administration of the Chief Executive Officer.
Requirements:
• County Vehicles used as Take Home Vehicles must be based on a legitimate County
purpose and justification must be submitted in writing detailing the legitimate business
purpose for the County Take-Home Vehicle.
• The Chief Executive Officer, or his designee, shall determine which employee (s) may
use a County Take-Home Vehicle.
• Every employee who currently uses a County Take-Home Vehicle, or who receives
compensation in lieu of same, must complete and submit to the Chief Executive Officer a
Request for County Take-Home Vehicle Form. The Chief Executive Officer, or his
designee, will determine an employee’s eligibility to use a County Take-Home Vehicle or
receive compensation in lieu of same.
• Employees who currently drive a County Take-Home Vehicle and are subsequently
found ineligible for a County Take-Home Vehicle must immediately cease from taking
the vehicle home and surrender possession of the vehicle to the Fleet Management
Division, if applicable.
• The County Take-Home Vehicle Request Form must be submitted to the Chief Executive
Officer on an annual basis for employees currently assigned Take Home Vehicles and
immediately for new assignments.
• The Assigned Driver is responsible for adhering to the maintenance and repair schedules
outlined by Fleet Management.
• No employee residing more than thirty-five (35) miles outside of the County line shall be
eligible for a County Take-Home Vehicle.
• No employee who is not required to work outside of normal business hours, as
determined in the sole discretion of the Chief Executive Officer, shall be eligible to use a
County Take-Home Vehicle.
• Smoking is prohibited in County Vehicles.

p. 1
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DeKalb County Policy/Procedure

•

Fleet Management

Employees are responsible for abiding by Federal, State, County and City regulations,
policies and procedures. Traffic violations/ citations and cost incurred from traffic
violations, including parking violations, are the responsibility of the employee.

Note: Any exceptions must be submitted and approved in writing by the Chief Executive
Officer, or his designee.

Acknowledgement of Receipt of Policy and Procedures
DeKalb County provides Take-Home Vehicles for business purposes and personal use is
explicitly prohibited except in cases of emergencies. The Department requesting the use of a
Take-Home vehicle for employee is responsible for monitoring and governing that the TakeHome Vehicle County Policy and Procedures are followed in the proper use of the vehicle or
other actions as deemed necessary by the department.

By signing this receipt, the user acknowledges the following:
• I have read and been provided with a copy of the DeKalb County Take-Home Vehicle
Policy.
• I understand that the County Take-Home Vehicle is only authorized for official DeKalb
County business use.
• I understand and agree to comply with the DeKalb County Take-Home Policy and
Procedures.

Print User Name

User Signature

________________________
Date

Department Head/Designee Signature

________________________
Date
p. 2
Updated 10/09/11/vh
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“DeKalb First” LSBE Semi
Annual Report 2017 (JanJune)

Talisa R Clark, MBA, CPPO | Director/Chief Procurement Officer
Felton B. Williams, Procurement Projects Manager – DeKalb First LSBE Program

Summary of Events held by the DeKalb First LSBE Program
The “DeKalb First” LSBE Ordinance (Local Small Business Enterprise) was enacted on September
27, 2016 by the DeKalb County Board of Commissioners with the intention of providing earned
revenue to local certified businesses through our competitive bid process. The success of local small
businesses remains a permanent goal of the County; therefore some major changes were made to the
Ordinance.
During the first six (6) months , the Department of Purchasing and Contracting DeKalb First LSBE
Program has hosted networking events as well as participated in metropolitan areas outreach events,
networking and marketing opportunities to encourage potential vendors to do business with DeKalb
County.
The below grid represents the number of participants who have attended “How to do Business with
DeKalb County Clinics” within the last six months. The clinics purpose is to educate current and
future vendors on the “DeKalb First LSBE Ordinance; Navigate iSupplier and the on-line
Certification/Compliance Module
Date

Number of Attendees

February 10, 2017

102

March 10, 2017

72

April 14, 2017

23

May 12, 2017

64

June 9, 2017

18

In recognition of Purchasing Month we implemented the “1st Annual Reverse Trade Show. Our
internal User Departments setup a table with representatives to engage with LSBE and discuss current
and future projects; thus allowing them to market their services.
Date

Number of Attendees

March 30, 2017

64

1

Mandatory Prime(s)/LSBE(s) Meetings occurs each Wednesday at the Department of Watershed
Management; 4572 Memorial Drive, Decatur, GA. Primes/LSBE have an opportunity to attend in
person or via video conference at 10:00 a.m. to 11:00 a.m. or 2:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m. within two (2)
weeks of issuance of a qualified sealed solicitation; The below grid represents the number of attendees
within the past six (6) months.

Number of Attendees

Number of LSBE
Attendees

January

11

6

February

41

7

March

130

26

April

88

29

May

97

23

June

54

13

Date

Outreach Events within the MSA (Metropolitan Statistical Areas):

Date

Number of Attendees to stop by
DeKalb County Table

2017 American Express OPEN for Government
Contracting: Success Series Atlanta, GA
January 31, 2017
2017 Clayton County Central Services
Matchmaking Event Clayton County, GA
March 16, 2017

50

GMSDC - Business Opportunity Exchange 2017
Event Atlanta, GA
April 26, 2017

42

25

2

DeKalb First Mentor Protégé Participants:
•

Number of participants – 2
Prime Vendor

LSBE SubContractor

1057016

ITB 16-100789 Major
Gravity Sewer Line Capacity
Restoration

Compliance
EnviroSystems,
LLC

Integrated
Construction
Management, Inc.

$7,170,300.00

1063844

ITB 17-100810 Annual
Water & Sewer Construction

GS Construction

KC Trucking

$9,000,000.00

Project Description

CPA #

Contract Amount

DeKalb First Mediation Meetings (Purpose: To address issues and concerns between the Prime and
LSBE, i.e., payment and performance issues as well as conflict resolution.)
•

Number of meetings – 4
•

February 13, 2017 between The Corbett Group and D&L Contractors

•

February 14, 2017 between Cole Technology and McCall Enterprise

•

February 28, 2017 between All-Star Fire, LLC and Hayes Security Services.

•

March 2, 2017 between Exercise At Any Age, LLC and Professional Office
Solutions, LLC

3

Active Contracts

Non-CIP
55%
Other
26%

LSBE-DeKalb
19%

LSBE-MSA
7%

CIP
19%

Note: 69% of the vendors are on track for meeting their 20% benchmark; 31% are meeting their
benchmark goals based upon their monthly utilization reporting. (Primes not meeting their goals
through monthly utilization reporting are notified via email and follow-up telephone calls. Issues and
concerns are addressed via teleconference and face-to-face mediation as needed for effective
resolutions)

Listed below are the certified LSBE’s that are contracted as a Prime vendor.
4

Company Name

Certification Type

F.M. Shelton, Inc.

LSBE-MSA

Sol Construction

LSBE-DEKALB

Corporate Environmental Risk Management

LSBE-DEKALB

Materials Managers and Engineers

LSBE-DEKALB

SD & C, Inc.

LSBE-DEKALB

The Renee Group, Inc.

LSBE-MSA

Site Engineering, Inc.

LSBE-DEKALB

Accura Engineering and Consulting Services, Inc.

LSBE-DEKALB

River To Tap, Inc.

LSBE-DEKALB

MatterMax, LLC

LSBE-DEKALB

Smart Talk Seminars and Events

LSBE-DEKALB

Neil Engineering, Inc.

LSBE-DEKALB

HEH Paving, Inc.

LSBE-DEKALB

Hawk Construction Company

LSBE-MSA

Crawford Enterprises, Inc.

LSBE-DEKALB

South DeKalb Towing & Transport, Inc.

LSBE-DEKALB

Diversified Technologies, LLC

LSBE-MSA

Currently we have 272 small businesses certified under the DeKalb First LSBE Program. The vendors
5

are broken up into LSBE-DeKalb or LSBE-MSA and they are filed under three (3) Business
Categories; Construction, Professional Service, and Commodity Supplier.
•
•

DeKalb LSBE - 155
MSA LSBE – 119
•
•
•

Construction Firm - 83
Professional Service Firm - 178
Commodity Supplier - 11

Since January 2017 to June 2017, we have not decertified any LSBE.
The chart below represents the number of LSBEs on active contracts that are in the categories of
Commodity Supplier, Professional Service, and Construction.

Catorgies of Active Projects

Commodity
Supplier
27%
Construction
42%

Professional
Service
31%
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County's Response
to the Purchasing Assessment
November 28, 2018
Amended

The CEO acknowledges the contributions of the Board of Commissioners and all County staff in
the continuing effort to restore trust in County government.
Scope & Methodology
The Purchasing Assessment includes recommendations based on incorrect facts and statements
that are uncorroborated allegations from unnamed or former employees. 2 Without proper
verification to confirm the truth of the allegations, it is premature and ill-advised to change policy,
procedure or practice. Worse yet, where the allegations are simply false, there is no reason to take
any action or make any changes. For example, recommendation #9 provides that a written policy
prohibiting the acceptance of gifts needs to be adopted, but it is inaccurate. In fact, DeKalb has
both law and an ordinance that prohibit employees from accepting gifts from vendors or vendors
seeking to do business with the County that might influence their behavior. It is further
memorialized in the Purchasing Department's Employee Handbook. 3
Another example of a clear factual error is the assertion that CEO Thurmond failed to address a
2014 Executive Order, when the Order was pre-empted by the 2015 amendment to the Ethics Code
enacted by the General Assembly and approved by DeKalb County voters, as explained in more
detail in response to the Ethics recommendations.
Risk Mitigation
Since January 2017, the Administration has focused on restoring trust and accountability in County
government. To achieve this mission, risk mitigation has been included in each priority and action
completed by the Thurmond Administration.
The Purchasing Assessment fails to document and consider risk mitigation initiatives, policies and
personnel changes that have been instituted since January 2017. Instead, the Purchasing
Assessment calculates risk based almost exclusively on occurrences and allegations from 2014
through 2016.
Ironically, the risk mitigation assessment fails to acknowledge that in 2015 the General Assembly
created the DeKalb Office of the Independent Internal Auditor. Since that time, the Internal
Auditor has audited the Purchasing Department on five different occasions. It is all but

The Purchasing Assessment does not identify by name any current or former employees that raise allegations to form
the basis of recommendations. Furthermore, the Assessment includes allegations made in pending lawsuits which have
not been adjudicated.
3 Relevant excerpts of the Ethics Code enacted and amended by the General Assembly in 2015, the Conflict oflnterest
provisions in DeKalb County Code,§ 20-20, and the Purchasing Department's Employee Handbook are attached in
the specific response to Recommendation #9.
2

2
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inconceivable that the risk of fraud, waste and abuse has increased under the watchful eye of the
Independent Internal Auditor.
Management Responses

The Purchasing Assessment provided twenty-seven (27) specific recommendations. The response
to each specific recommendation is summarized below. Each response includes one of the labels
listed as follows:
•
- Recommendation completed.
• A recd and In Progress - Recommendation in progress.
•
- Management disagrees with the recommendation.
•
- Recommendation matter currently in litigation.
• Not Feasible - Recommendation considered by Management and determined not
feasible.

Status

Agreed & Complete
Agreed & In Progress
Disagree
In Litigation
Not Feasible
TOTAL

Count
6
9
2
3
7
27

Percentage

Remediation Status

22%
33%
8%

11%

33"

Agreed&
In Progrl:'n

26%
100%

Purchasing Ordinance & Purchase and Procedures Manual

I. In the drafting of a DeKalb County Purchasing Ordinance, we recommend that all County
stakeholders have a voice in the process, including Purchasing, Internal Audit, and County user
departments.
The law requires the Chief Executive Officer to
RESPONSE:
establish rules to regulate Purchasing, subject to the approval of the Board of

3
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Commissioners.4 The current process involves all relevant parties and the administration
agrees that all County stakeholders should be involved in the process.

2. We recommend that the enactment of a Purchasing Ordinance be made a priority for DeKalb
County.
RESPONSE:
Administration.

It is a high priority of the Thurmond

3. After the enactment of a Purchasing Ordinance, we recommend that the Purchasing &
Procedures Manual be updated and approved by the CEO.
RESPONSE: Agreed and In Progress. In 2018, Purchasing retained an independent
consultant to draft an updated/new version of the Policy and Procedures Manual and the
consultant is in the process of completing their recommended manual. Once submitted,
Purchasing can review it, revise (if necessary), and make a recommendation to the CEO.
Hard Controls

4. We recommend the following provision be added to DeKalb County's Purchasing Policy: The
BOC will not approve any contract in an amount of $1 million or greater until the Internal
Auditor has been given the opportunity to issue a report. The Internal Auditor may issue a
written report to the BOC advising if the contract file is consistent with DeKalb County's
Policy and Procurement Procedures and/or note areas of deficiencies. Upon request by the
CEO, BOC, or on its own initiative, the Internal Auditor may also review any solicitation of
any dollar amount.
RESPONSE: Not Feasible. This request, as written, changes the powers and duties of the
CEO and the Board of Commissioners; thus it would require an amendment by the
General Assembly to the Organizational Act and approval by the voters.5 In the absence
of legislative action, the CEO remains committed to an appropriate system of checks and
balances. The CEO will continue to manage and ensure that the County's day to day
operations are conducted in an effective and efficient manner. 6

The law provides that the Chief Executive Officer, subject to the approval of the Board of Commissioners, shall
establish rules to regulate Purchasing. (See Attachment I. 1981 Ga. Laws p. 4304 as amended and codified in the
DeKalb County Organizational Act as section § l 8(a).) However, the law was passed by the Georgia General
Assembly without the affirmative vote of the voters of DeKalb County.
4

s See Attachment 2. 1981 Ga. Laws p. 4304 as amended and codified in the DeKalb County Organizational Act as
section§ 23.
6
This recommendation as written would require a legislative change however the compliance monitoring of
procurements will continue to be executed by the Administration via the purchasing staff. CEO Thurmond
acknowledges the need for strict compliance with each competitive procurement process. He is committed to assigning
4
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5. In order to implement the safeguard recommended in #4, above, we recommend Internal Audit
be funded to increase its staffing level by two auditors. This staffing enhancement is in addition
to recommendation #21, below, regarding the reassignment of auditor positions.
RESPONSE: Not Feasible. The reassignment of the positions is contingent upon the
legislative change as stated in the County's response to Recommendation #4. As this
answer is contingent upon #4, which is not feasible, this recommendation is also not
feasible. The Office of Independent Internal Audit controls its own budget and staffing
requests. The County encourages the Independent Internal Auditor to submit any and
all budget requests through the proper channels and procedures. The Administration is
open to any budget requests or suggestions that follow the normal process.
Related to the reassignment request made in Recommendation #21, the two (2)
CIP/Consent Decree Auditors serve a vital role in providing the Purchasing
Department's internal controls in the procurement process. Management is responsible
for providing internal controls which include effective monitoring, review, and approval
of transactions, and proper segregation of duties. The use of both management review,
along with internal and external auditors, collectively form an effective comprehensive
control framework. The County believes removing the Purchasing auditors focused on
contract compliance and related matters would severely weaken the existing internal
controls that are effectively operating within the County. Therefore, Purchasing will
continue to utilize the two (2) CIP/Consent Decree auditors to complete procurement and
related compliance matters.

6. We recommend that Purchasing management reevaluate the use of procurement agents as
voting members on the Requests for Proposal selection committees.
RESPONSE: Agreed and In Progress. The County agrees that procurements agents
should not be voting members on Request for Proposal evaluation committees. The CEO
will direct Purchasing staff to make the appropriate changes to their participation and
any affected procedures to effect this change.
Data Analysis

7. We recommend that Oracle Advanced Procurement Suite be programed to track emergency
and sole source purchases and be equipped to assist with split-purchase analysis.

staff as compliance monitors, including Auditors within the Purchasing Depanment, lo observe requests for proposals
and bid openings to ensure that the process is conducted in accordance with the law and applicable rules. These staff
members will report any deviation from the proper process and procedure directly to the CEO's office. As always, he
remains open to any suggestions and supportive of the use of the normal process to ensure fiscal stability, transparency
and integrity.
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RESPONSE: Agreed and In Progress. The Oracle software is currently programmed to
follow a process and procedure to avoid split-purchases. Specifically, once a vendor has
received purchase orders in excess of $25,000, the system automatically requires a
manual intervention by Purchasing staff for additional orders that may constitute split
purchases. The Purchasing staff is required to contact user departments to investigate
and when appropriate, initiate a competitive procurement to avoid such split-purchases.
Another point to consider is that changes to major software systems are guided by the
Information Systems Department, so the Purchasing Assessment is misguided in
directing this recommendation to the Purchasing team. The Oracle software that is used
already has the functionality to track procurement types, including emergency and sole
source. Additionally, Management remains on track with their three (3) phase
implementation of Oracle Advance Procurement Suites (APS) system which included
completion of Phase 1 in February 2017 for online supplier registration under the current
DeKalb Executive Leadership team.

8. We recommend that Internal Auditor conduct split-purchase analysis on a periodic basis.
---------

The County welcomes periodic audits by the
RESPONSE:
Internal Auditor regarding split purchases and any other procurement.
Ethics

As a preliminary matter, this section includes a fundamental error that warrants correction.
The Purchasing Assessment alleges Purchasing Employees may receive gifts and meals from
vendors and this constitutes a "gateway drug" to corruption. However, the ..gateway" to
corruption has been closed.
Recommendations 9, 10 and 11 in the Purchasing Assessment are based on an alleged
"unwritten" purchasing policy governing Purchasing Department employees and suggests
revisions to a 2014 Executive Order issued by former Interim CEO, Lee May. These
conclusions in the Purchasing Assessment are factually incorrect and ignore the two primary
provisions of law governing ethics in DeKalb County as follows:
• The state local law, referred to as the "2015 Ethics Code", was first enacted by the
Georgia General Assembly and approved by the voters in 1990 and amended in 1992
and 2015. (See Attachment 3 a copy of the 2015 Ga. Laws p. 3811 codified as Section
22A of the Organizational Act of DeKalb County.
• The conflict of interest ordinance is located in Section 20-20 of the personnel chapter
of the Code of DeKalb County, as Revised in 1988, which in most instances, addresses
conduct by merit protected employees. (See Attachment 4, a copy of Section 20-20).

6
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• The Purchasing Department's written handbook recites Section 20-20 of the Code so
there is in fact a written law and a written policy governing the acceptance of gifts by
purchasing department employees. (See Attachment 5 Purchasing Handbook, pages 912).
• During each holiday season, this prohibition is reiterated to vendors. (See Attachment
6, a copy of the holiday letter).
Specifically, most employees in the Purchasing Department are merit protected and must comply
with the 2015 Ethics Code and Section 20-20. Section 20-20 of the Code already prohibits all merit
protected employees, including purchasing department employees, from taking any pecuniary gift
or meal from a "prohibited source" which includes all vendors regardless of the dollar amount.
The Ethics Code further prohibits all employees with certain exceptions from " ... [d]irectly or
indirectly request[ing], exact[ing], receiv[ing], or agree[ing] to receive a gift, loan, favor, promise,
or thing of value for himself or herself or another person if: (i) It tends to influence him or her in
the discharge of his or her official duties; or (ii) He or she recently has been, or is now, or in the
near future may be, involved in any official act or action directly affecting the donor or lender"
regardless of the dollar amount.
Instead, the Purchasing Assessment focuses on dollar limits and the 2014 Executive Order. The
Purchasing Assessment fails to recognize that the provisions of the 2015 Ethics Code preempts the
2014 Executive Order. Changes to the 2015 Ethics Code require action by the General Assembly
and may require approval by the DeKalb voters.
9. We recommend that Purchasing adopt a written policy that departmental employees cannot
receive gifts from those doing business with the County.
RESPONSE:
Again, as reflected in Attachments 3 and 4,
Purchasing has a written law that employees cannot receive gifts from those doing
business with the County and the auditors were simply mistaken about the facts reported
in their Assessment.

10. We recommend that Executive Order No. 2014-4 be modified to prohibit merit-exempt
employees from receiving gifts from "interested sources."
RESPONSE: Not Feasible. See response to Ethics recommendations.

11. We recommend that Executive Order 2014-4 be modified so that it is not in conflict with the
Ethics Code §22A(c)(2)(A}(ii), (B)(i).
RESPONSE: Not Feasible. See response to Ethics recommendations.
7
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12. We recommend that the University of North Georgia, BB&T Center for Ethical Leadership's
survey results from the Ethical Culture Indicator (ECI) be used as a baseline, and that the ECJ
be administered in future years to track progress.
While the County values the idea of a survey, given current
RESPONSE: litigation, where the authority of the Ethics Board to act is at issue, there is an inherent
question of whether the appointment of the Ethics Officer, by that Board, was legally
authorized.7 Furthermore, the issues in litigation call into question any previous action
taken by the Ethics Officer or Ethics Board, and the Court will rule on the legitimacy of
the past actions of the Ethics Officer and Ethics Board. The Court may deem any and all
actions void. Given the DeKalb County Ethics Board's concession that it cannot act until
a legislative remedy is provided, the Thurmond Administration will assess whether this
survey should be administered and who should administer the appropriate plan as a
baseline. In light of the legal cloud around the issue, the County believes a competitive
procurement process should be used to select an appropriate vendor to carry out the
spirit of this recommendation.

13. When it is administered, we recommend that the ECJ be mandatory for all employees.
RESPONSE:
Again, given the DeKalb County Ethics Board's concession
that it cannot act until a legislative remedy is provided, the County must remain open to
changes generated by any legislative remedy. The CEO and his executive management
team will strongly encourage every employee to participate by contributing their voice to
constructive feedback for improvement throughout the County. It is believed that this
type of messaging will provide the strongest results.

14. We recommend that the ECI results be broken down by each individual DeKalb County
Department, so that the results can be more useful.
RESPONSE:
While the current DeKalb County Ethics Board cannot act
until a legislative remedy is provided, DeKalb Executive Leadership remains open to
changes generated by any legislative remedy. Analysis of this survey and appropriate
next steps are appropriate measures for Executive Leadership. However, the use of
additional surveys, vendors, and the establishment of a baseline will not be limited to this
survey or the recommendation. While considered, the need for an unlimited view of the

7

In Sutton v. Stacey Kalbennan, et al. (Civil Action File No. I 7-CV-3557-2), the Court has been asked to dissolve
the Ethics Board entirely, restrain the Ethics Board and Ethics Officer from conducting any official business, and
vacate all past acts of the Ethics Board, which would include the appointment of the Ethics Officer. The Court has
issued a "Consent Order as to Declaration of Vacancy" providing that the DeKalb Board of Ethics shall conduct no
official business and take no official action of any kind pending a legislative cure or pending further order of the Court.
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next steps is the best approach for continued improvement and restoration of trust in
County government, with a willingness to adjust to any legislative remedies.
Workload
15. We recommend that management consider flex-time and staggered work schedules for the
purpose of retaining and attracting employees.
RESPONSE: - A comprehensive assessment of recruiting and retaining
employees was conducted, including consideration of flex-time and staggered schedules.
CEO Thurmond proposed and the Board of Commissioners approved a three percent
(3%) raise in 2018 to assist in the recruiting and retention of employees, so he respectfully
disagrees with this recommendation for Purchasing at this time. As a servicing
department, Purchasing must be accessible to customers during the established County
operating/working hours, Monday through Friday.
Training
16. We recommend that the Purchasing University PowerPoint training presentation be updated.
We also recommend the implementation of a structured training program for new employees,
including a procedure for management to track progress.
RESPONSE: Agreed and In Progress. The County agrees that consistent updated
training should be provided to all employees, including those in Purchasing.
17. We recommend the use of a dedicated trainer to train Purchasing employees and the
constituents in the many user departments, at least on a temporary basis.
Purchasing has a dedicated training schedule that
RESPONSE:
provides the following training sessions:
!:. Monthly Oracle iProcurement for all county employees - SPT Staff
b. VIP Workshops for user departments - CPO and/or Team Procurement
Managers.
S:. Coordinate with HR, Innovation & Technology and outside procurement
agencies for various training courses for staff.
d. How to do Business with the County and LSBE program for vendor
community.
18. We also recommend that the Department be provided with an adequate training budget to bring
in professional trainers, incentivize employees to obtain relevant credentials, and send
employees to outside training where they can bring best practices back to the Department.
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RESPONSE: Agreed and In Progress. - The County has already increased the
Purchasing budget substantially, with close to double the amount allocated to training.
Specifically, Purchasing's total budget increased from $3,088,577 in 2017 to $3,389,834
in 2018 and the training budget increased from $6,425 in 2017 to $12,243 in 2018, a 90.6
percent increase. This was done without increasing the size of the staff. The budget
process is followed to ensure that these types of considerations are properly submitted
and addressed. Compliance with the budgeting process and the law ensures that the
Board of Commissioners exercise their legal authority to set the Department's budget
within the County's overall budget. This budgeting process is a necessary component of
addressing this recommendation on an ongoing basis. Annually, Purchasing requests a
training budget as part of departmental annual budget requests. As appropriate,
Purchasing's training budget should include the cost to sponsor outside training, national
certification reimbursement, and any other requested training expense. Purchasing will
continue to engage training on the awareness of fraud or corruption for department
employees, as well as select user department personnel.
Workplace Conditions

19. We recommend that Purchasing be provided with adequate storage space for files.
RESPONSE: Agreed and In Progress. Purchasing has requested funding in its 2019
budget request and it is being considered through the normal process and procedure.
Department of Watershed Management
Two preliminary matters in this area warrant comment: First, the Assessment includes
a flawed basis for the recommendations and does not resolve the inherent inconsistency
between County rules and the recommendations in the Purchasing Assessment.
Recommendations Nos. S, 20, and 21 are based on "allegations" that have been
investigated by the Auditors, but the investigations have not documented a single instance
of corruption. The managerial decisions recommended in these areas should be based
on fact and not mere unverified allegations from current or former employees. In
addition, the reassignment of staff and/or increase in the number of positions allocated
to a given department must be executed through the appropriate County process and
procedure.

20. We recommend that a minimum of two full-time auditors be assigned to audit payments to
contractors in the DWM.
RESPONSE: Not Feasible. This request is contingent upon Recommendation #4, which
as written, would require an amendment by the General Assembly to the Organizational
10
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Amended
Act and may require approval by the voters. As written, the Administration believes this
recommendation is premature. However, given the allegations, it is CEO Thurmond's
intent to continue to investigate these issues which were brought to his attention
previously. If the County assesses any verifiable issues, the CEO will decide what
appropriate actions need to occur which may include staffing changes, increased
auditing, or other checks and balances to ensure payment compliance. As such, the CEO
will continue to follow the law and the appropriate procedures governing the day-to-day
operations of the County. The CEO welcomes the opportunity to engage in further
collaboration regarding scoping, audit procedures, and the frequency of sharing audit
observations between Purchasing and Internal Audit should be considered going
forward.

21. We recommend that the auditor positions assigned to Purchasing be reassigned to Internal
Audit for the purpose of establishing independence and reporting.
RESPONSE: Not Feasible. See response to recommendation #5.
Use of DeKalb Vehicles; Expense Reimbursement

22. We recommend that DeKalb County amend its policies to prohibit DeKalb County personnel
from transporting non-DeKalb County personnel in a DeKalb County vehicle.
RESPONSE: Not Feasible. DeKalb County currently has a policy on "Take-Home
Vehicles that was updated in October 2011. The County believes implementing this
recommendation would be ineffective and negatively impact service delivery and
customer service. The County is responsible for transporting citizens/non-DeKalb
personnel in County vehicles to complete various job functions. Examples include
private citizens transported in County-owned ambulances or police vehicles,
transporting seniors and children in County-owned vehicles for recreational activties,
and allowing citizens to participate in ride-alongs with public safety officers. The County
will consider whether there are other best management practices to improve monitoring
and use of vehicles.

23. We recommend that DeKalb County adopt a policy that requires any employee submitting a
request for expense reimbursement sign a paper document or provide a secure electronic
signature which certifies the truth and accuracy of their submission and provides a warning
that an intentional violation of County policy will subject the employee to disciplinary action
up to and including criminal prosecution.
RESPONSE: Agreed and In Progress. The current travel policy is under review by both
the CEO and COO staff and will incorporate relevant updates related to this matter. The
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DeKalb County Code expressly lists as a cause for discipline, including termination,
falsifying any official record or document.8
Mystery Valley

24. We recommend that DeKalb County's executive management initiate additional investigation
based on the findings in this report.
RESPONSE: Agreed and In Progress. Whether certain areas are evaluated or addressed
at all is a matter of the County's day-to-day operations and do not warrant comment in
response to an "assessment" of the Purchasing Department. To the extent specific
operations and the outsourcing of services are evaluated and addressed, the County
reserves comment until such matters are completed.

25. We recommend that the County take immediate action to address the dead and leaning trees at
Mystery Valley.
---

RESPONSE:
of the Purchasing Assessment.
1

I

I

i

The County removed the trees prior to the receipt

DeKalb First Local Small Business Enterprise Ordinance

26. We recommend that a study be commissioned to conduct a cost-benefits analysis of the LSBE
program.
RESPONSE:
The CEO respects the authority of the Board of Commissioners
to adopt ordinances, but continues an ongoing analysis of operations and best practices
to increase participation, and prevent any manipulation of the intended program
purpose. The LSBE Ordinance was overhauled and revised in 2016 in order to encourage
the government to "utilize local businesses" thereby allowing the funds to be re-invested
in the local County economy. (A description of the full legislative purpose is found in
Attachment# 7). 9

27. We recommend that Purchasing comply, in a timely manner, with the LSBE Ordinance's
requirement to provide all seven categories of information to the CEO and BOC.
RESPONSE: Agreed and In Progress. Compliance with ordinances is always required
and expected. Management continues to monitor such compliance as a part of the
ongoing day-to-day operations of the County.

8
9

DeKalb County Code, Chapter 20, §20-191 ( 12).
See Attachment 7, a copy of the 2016 LSBE Ordinance.
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ATTACHMENT 1

3824

LOCAL AND SPECIAL ACTS AND RESOLUTIONS. VOL II
DEKALB COUNTY - PURCHASING; PROCEDURES; LIMITATIONS;
DISCLOSURES; PUBLlCATIONS.
No. 205 (House Bill No. 598).
AN ACT

To amend an Act revising, superseding, and consolidating the laws relating to the govemin�
authority of DeKalb County and creating a chairman and board of commissioners of saiil
county, approved March 8, 1956 (Ga. L. I 956, p. 3237), as amended, particularly by an Ad:
approved April 9, 1981 (Ga. L. 1981, p, 4304), and an Act approved May 23, 2007
(Ga. L. 2007, p. 4073), so as to provide for the manner of purchasing by DeKalb County;to
provide for procedures and limitations; to provide for certain disclosures and publications;
to provide for related matters; to repeal conflicting laws; and for other purposes.
BE IT ENACTED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF GEORGIA:

SECTIO� 1.

An Act revising, superseding, and consolidnting the laws relating to the governing authority

of DeKnlb County and crenting a chairmnn and board of commissioners of said county,
approved March 8, 1956 (Ga. L. 1956, p. 3237), as amended, particularly by an Act approvcil
April 9, 1981 (Ga. L. 1981, p. 4304), and an Act approved May 23, 2007 (Ga, L. 2007,
p. 4073), is amended by revising Section I 8 as follows:
'SECTION 18.
Purchases; contracts.
(a) The Chief Executive, sub· ect to the approval of the Commission, shall establish rules,
to regulate pure asmg or II county e artmcntS, o ices, an agencies o c co
ct
government, wit exception o c tax corruruss1oncr, c e o t e supcnor court,
attorney, and'sneriff. Formal sealed bids, after notice of same has been published one time
in the official organ of DeKalb County, must be ·obtained on all purchases exceeding
•
S50,000.00.
(b) Except for contracts of employment, the Commission shall authorize all contracts
involving the expenditure of county funds in excess of SI 00,000.00.
(c) No more than one contract involving the expenditure of county funds during a fiseil.
year may be made with any vendor without approval of the Commission.
(d) Subdividing a proposed contract which is for an amount above the threshold specifi
in subsection (a) or (b) of this section into smaller contracts or subcontracts for the purpo5;C1
of avoiding the requirement of subsection (a) or (b) of this section shall be prohibited nm,
such contracts or subcontracts shall be void ab initio.

JOINT REPLY TO COUNTY’S RESPONSE TO
INDEPENDENT PURCHASING AND CONTRACTING
ASSESSMENT
Introduction.
The Purchasing and Contracting Department is one of the most important
departments in county government. It is the vehicle through which taxpayer money
is distributed to third parties for the purpose of providing goods and services to the
public. It is also the department which, if lacking in adequate controls, policies and
procedures, is most susceptible to fraud, waste and abuse. DeKalb County
government has a fiduciary duty to protect taxpayer money. Thus, it is incumbent
upon DeKalb County to support the implementation of best practices in the public
contracting process to ensure that taxpayer funds are properly and appropriately
expended. The subject Purchasing Assessment was necessitated following the
findings in five (5) separate purchasing audits conducted by the Office of
Independent Internal Audit (“OIIA”) over the past year. 1 Each audit revealed
significant procurement deficiencies in the Purchasing and Contracting Department.
Further, both the OIIA and the Ethics Office have separately observed instances
which raise substantial concerns about the County’s procurement practices, to
include excessive change orders; change order abuse; vendors performing work
outside of approved specifications; retroactive payment of unapproved work;
retention of vendors performing substandard work; and improper assessment and
evaluation of bid proposals.
We requested an independent assessment to evaluate what had been revealed in the
internal audits, observed from public records and meetings, and alleged by citizens
via the Ethics Hotline and otherwise. The results of this independent assessment
should alert the County to the necessity of promptly addressing these matters. To
be clear, these procurement deficiencies are current and ongoing.

Risk Mitigation
The recommendations in the Purchasing Assessment are risk mitigation measures
designed to address noted procurement deficiencies. Management has a key role in
employing these critical measures. It is interesting that the Chief Executive Officer’s
(CEO) response highlights internal audit as being the deterrent for fraud. Internal
audit is not a control against fraud. Risk mitigation is principally a management

1

The five (5) purchasing audits were: 1) Audit of DeKalb County Purchasing Policy (January 2018); 2) Audit of
Emergency Purchases (February 2018); 3) Audit of Sole Source Contracting (March 2018); 4) Audit of Formal and
Informal Procurements (April 2018); and 5) Audit of Low Bid Procurement Process (May 2018).

function, not an audit function. As shown in “The Three Lines of Defense Model”
below2, management control (via internal control measures) serves as the first line
of defense in risk management. The various risk control and compliance oversight
functions serve as the second line of defense; and independent assurance (i.e.,
internal auditing) is the final line of defense. Each “line” plays a critical role within
an organization’s wider governance framework. To effectively combat fraud, each
“line" must recognize and do its part: “Without a cohesive, coordinated approach,
limited risk and control resources may not be deployed effectively, and significant
risks may not be identified or managed appropriately.” (See Exhibit A at p. 1). To
that end, we look forward to having a six (6) month follow-up meeting to discuss the
risk mitigating strategies management has put forth to remedy the identified
procurement deficiencies.

2

See white paper of Institute of Internal Auditors entitled “THE THREE LINES OF DEFENSE IN EFFECTIVE RISK
MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL.” (Exhibit A attached).

3

Further clarification may be needed from the Administration as to the meaning and extent to which some of the
agreed upon items are “in progress.” Nonetheless, we remain hopeful that all outstanding concerns will be
appropriately acted upon.

2

Hard Controls
While it is promising that the Administration has agreed to implement more than
one-half (55%) of the recommendations in the Purchasing Assessment 3, there remain
critical recommendations that have been deemed “not feasible” or rejected outright.
Addressing those specific recommendations, we respond as follows:
Recommendation No. 4.
The CEO rejected the recommendation that the existing Purchasing Policy be revised
to include the requirement that the Board of Commissioners (BOC) refrain from
approving any contract proposal in an amount of $1 million or greater until OIIA
has reviewed whether the proposal is consistent with applicable procurement
policies and procedures. The recommendation further suggests that OIIA similarly
review such other contract proposals of lesser amounts at the request of the CEO,
the BOC or on OIIA’s own initiative.
This recommendation was deemed “not feasible” by the CEO because it is allegedly
at odds with the Organizational Act.4 However, this recommendation is not in
conflict with the Organizational Act because it does not propose nor require a change
to the powers and duties of either the CEO or the BOC. Instead, it proposes an
internal process allowing for a level of objective and independent review of contract
compliance and risk assessment of high dollar value expenditures prior to BOC
approval. The process would involve OIIA issuing a written report advising whether
the contract file is consistent with existing procurement policy and noting areas of
deficiencies if it does not. In light of ongoing procurement deficiencies, such review
will provide the BOC a level of comfort when considering whether to approve the
expenditure of taxpayer funds of this magnitude.
To implement this recommendation, the existing Purchasing Policy need only be
revised to include this review in the procurement process. This recommendation is
not intended to compromise or upend the authority or process under the jurisdiction
of the CEO or senior management. Rather, the intent is to assist the County in

3

Further clarification may be needed from the Administration as to the meaning and extent to which some of the
agreed upon items are “in progress.” Nonetheless, we remain hopeful that all outstanding concerns will be
appropriately acted upon.

4

Per the Organizational Act, any change in the powers and duties of the CEO or BOC would require approval by way
of voter referendum. We have carefully reviewed the Organizational Act at 1981 Vol. 2, p. 4304 (“the Act”). The Act
recognizes the BOC as a “policy-making or rule-making body” [Section 9] and provides that the “[t]he Chief Executive
shall carry out, execute and enforce the … policies, rules and regulations of the Commission.” [Section 13]. (See
Exhibit B attached). This policy revision is well within the existing authority of the CEO and BOC.
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mitigating the risk in the procurement function and enhancing overall accountability
to the taxpayer. 5
Recommendation No. 5.
This recommendation is integral to the implementation of Recommendation No. 4.
It suggests the addition of two (2) auditors to be staffed in OIIA to perform the high
dollar contract file review referenced above. While the CEO has deemed this
proposal “not feasible”, we urge the CEO to reconsider. The addition of these two
(2) auditors would be essential to mitigating current and ongoing non-compliance
with purchasing policy and procedures, thereby limiting risk exposures. These
auditors will be value-added stakeholders because (a) their review would provide a
level of objectivity and independence to the actions of the User Department and
Purchasing and Contracting Department and (b) their review would foster greater
compliance with purchasing policy and procedures for everyone involved in the
procurement process.6

Ethics
Recommendation Nos. 10 – 11.
The CEO rejects the recommendation that Executive Order No. 2014-4 (“Executive
Order”) be modified to prohibit merit-exempt employees from being allowed to
receive gifts from “interested sources.”7 The CEO’s response principally addresses
the actions of merit employees; namely, that merit employees are already prohibited
from receiving gifts from “interested sources” under the Personnel Ordinance8 and
purchasing policy. However, the gift prohibition in the Personnel Ordinance applies
to merit employees, not merit-exempt employees. The distinction is critical to this
5

“Risk and control functions operating at the different lines should appropriately share knowledge and information
to assist all functions in better accomplishing their roles in an efficient manner.” (See Exhibit A at p. 7).

6

A recurring theme amongst Purchasing and Contracting employees is that rules and procedures are constantly
changing from bid to bid. These complaints raise the specter of a more insidious problem suggestive of fraud or
related improprieties. The procurement process should be static. It should not be operating in a constant state of
flux. The newly created auditors would assist in ensuring stability and consistency with regard to high dollar
solicitations and bid proposals.

7

“Interested source” is defined as “any person or entity who: (a) is seeking official action by the employee or the
employee’s department; (b) does business or seeks to do business with the county or the employee’s department;
(c) conducts activities regulated by the employee or the employee’s department; (d) has interests that may be
substantially affected by performance or nonperformance of the employee’s official duties; or is an organization
having a majority of its members as described in paragraphs (a) through (d).”

8

The Personnel Ordinance uses the term “prohibited source” rather than “interested source”; however, there is no
material difference between the two definitions. See Personnel Ordinance Section 20-20 (j)(9).

4

recommendation because the subject recommendation pertains to the actions of
merit-exempt employees.
The Executive Order expressly allows interested sources to provide gifts to meritexempt employees. Merit-exempt employees are high ranking, senior management
employees many of whom report directly to the CEO. These employees are clothed
with significant more authority and decision-making discretion than the rank and file
merit employees whom they supervise or otherwise outrank. Significantly, meritexempt employees play an essential role in the procurement process and are much
more likely to be subjected to undue influence if they are permitted to accept gifts
from those doing or seeking to do business with the County. 9 It is strongly
recommended that the CEO rescind this provision in favor of a clear and unequivocal
gift prohibition applicable to merit-exempt employees. The end result will be a
unified rule that no county employee is authorized to accept gifts from those doing
or seeking to do business with DeKalb County. 10
Finally, the CEO’s response fails to address the appearance of undue influence and
conflict of interest created by this Executive Order provision. Merit-exempt
employees play a vital role in the procurement process. Any County policy that
sanctions the granting of gifts to these employees by “interested sources” is bad
policy. The foundation of good government rests in the trust and confidence of the
people it serves. The public’s confidence in government is negatively impacted
whether a conflict of interest is actual or perceived. Public trust is eroded when actual
or perceived conflicts of interest exist and even more so when such conflicts are
condoned by government. If the CEO allows this Executive Order provision to stand,
effective internal controls should be established to reduce this public harm. At
minimum, merit-exempt employees should be required to provide contemporaneous
written disclosure to the Ethics Office regarding the nature and circumstances of any
gifts received from “interested sources”.11

9

For instance, solicitation requests are most often initiated by a senior management official (i.e., a merit-exempt
employee) in the User Department. That official is intimately involved in the drafting of bid specifications. Such
official has input into who sits on the selection committee to review and evaluate bid proposals. The official
participates in the vote to select the successful vendor for recommendation to the BOC. After contract award, the
official most often reviews contract performance and submits Purchase Orders to cause vendor invoices to be paid
with taxpayer money.
10

The CEO is authorized to impose stricter gift standards than what may presently exist in the Ethics Code.

11

The Ethics Office has finally obtained email addresses of County vendors, contractors and suppliers. There is an
online link to allow these “interested sources” to disclose whether they have provided gifts to County employees.
See vendor disclosure form at http://www.dekalbcountyethics.org/contracter-vendor-filings/. Requiring similar gift
disclosure from merit-exempt employees would be a necessary and important corollary to this vendor disclosure
requirement.

5

Recommendation Nos. 12 – 14.
These recommendations pertain to the Ethical Culture Indicator (ECI) survey and
findings of the University of North Georgia, BB&T Center for Ethical Leadership
(BB&T) as commissioned by the Ethics Department. The recommendations seek to
have the ECI findings internally tracked for progress and build on the results in
future years. The overarching goal of this ECI was to measure and improve
employee engagement. It is well established that there is a direct correlation between
employee engagement and an organization’s ethical culture. The level of employee
engagement is a significant indicator of the ethics risk inherent in an organization’s
culture. Disengaged employees are at much higher risk for committing ethics
violations and cost the organization dearly in lower productivity. The ECI findings
revealed a high percentage of employee disengagement in DeKalb County. To the
extent allowed, the Ethics Office (via BB&T) has been working directly with senior
management on ways to improve employee engagement through “coaching”
training.
The Ethics Office is disappointed that the CEO’s response diverts attention from this
important issue by misstating the nature and extent of unrelated litigation against the
Board of Ethics. To date, there has been no judicial determination that any of the
actions of the Board of Ethics, including the appointment of the Ethics Officer, are
invalid. Any reliance upon the one-sided arguments of the plaintiff’s counsel in that
litigation is simply misplaced.
Regardless of the status or outcome of the Board of Ethics litigation, the ECI has
been and can continue to be a vital tool in benchmarking improvement in the ethical
culture in DeKalb County government. The benefits of ongoing training in this vital
area will result inure to the citizens of DeKalb County. An engaged workforce will
be more productive and less likely to participate in unethical behavior, each of which
increases the level of service provided to the citizens we serve at a lower cost. It
would be an incredible step backwards in DeKalb’s ethical growth if the ECI
recommendations were summarily disregarded. It would be an incredible waste of
taxpayer resources if follow-up training regarding these recommendations were
abandoned. We urge the Administration to reconsider its response to these
recommendations as there remains much work to be done.

Workload
Recommendation No. 15.
The CEO “disagree[s]” with the recommendation to consider allowing flex-time and
staggered work schedules in the Purchasing and Contracting Department in order to
6

retain and attract quality employees. It should not go unnoted that between 2014
and 2017, the attrition rate in the Purchasing and Contracting Department averaged
approximately 48%. The lack of a steady and constant workforce in this critical
department places the County at risk for fraud, waste and abuse. The subject
recommendation is a suggestion to improve morale and retain quality individuals.
Retaining persons with relevant knowledge and subject matter expertise is essential
to having a successful purchasing and compliance program. Where purchasing
personnel have genuine issues with unrealistic workloads of delivering a quality
work product within a regular work day/week coupled with a lack of training and/or
inadequate transfer of information needed to accomplish tasks, a serious
examination of the status quo is warranted. Increased pay alone will not rectify this
problem. Existing employees expressed a strong desire in having a flex schedule.
This desire is not unreasonable. Flex time and alternate work schedules are
commonplace accommodations in today’s workforce. This is especially the case
with respect to positions heavily dependent upon computers and electronic
communication as with purchasing and compliance. The Chief Procurement Officer
can work out the details of an alternate work schedule to minimize any disruption in
operations. We urge the Administration to reconsider its rejection of this
recommendation.

Workplace Conditions
Recommendation Nos. 20 – 21.
The CEO rejected the recommendation to have two full-time auditors assigned to
audit payments to contractors in the DWM.
We believe the addition of full-time auditors reporting to the OIIA, but functionally
assigned to DWM will accomplish at minimum, each of the following:
a) Provide an independent and objective assessment of contract monitoring
performed by the county and provide for detective or preventive control
measures to deter unwanted events.
b) Audit change orders to make sure the requests are adequately supported.
It should not go unnoted that the existing audit functions within the Purchasing and
Contracting Department are inadequate to ensure the type of objective oversight
needed for effective monitoring and compliance. These auditors lack independence
and having them reassigned to the OIIA will give them independence and the ability
to perform audits in conformance with audit standards.
7

Reassigning the purchasing auditors to the OIIA will allow the audit reports to be
published to the Purchasing and Contracting Department, the audit oversight
committee, the CEO, the BOC and ultimately, the taxpayer. In addition, the auditors
will perform follow-up on audit recommendations to determine if corrective action
has been taken and publish the results of this follow-up to these valued stakeholders.
DeKalb County government will operate better and more efficiently with this type
of collaboration.12
Recommendation No. 22.
The CEO rejected the recommendation to prohibit DeKalb County personnel from
transporting non-DeKalb County personnel in county vehicles. This suggestion
seeks to have the County amend its personnel and/or travel policies to prohibit
employees from transporting non-DeKalb County personnel on missions that are not
connected to the employee’s assigned job duties. Third party passengers in County
vehicles for purely personal reasons should be forbidden. The intent of this
recommendation is to limit liability and exposure to the taxpayer who will ultimately
be responsible for paying damages in the event an incident occurs resulting in bodily
harm to such third party passenger.

DeKalb First Local Small Business Enterprise Ordinance
Recommendation No. 26.
The CEO has rejected the recommendation that a study be commissioned to conduct
a cost-benefit analysis of the Local Small Business Enterprise (“LSBE”) program.
The CEO offers scant explanation for the flat rejection of this recommendation other
than to reference the purpose and goals of the program as cited in the ordinance.
However, this recommendation does not challenge the well intentioned legislative
purpose of the LSBE program, but rather the impact the program has on the
procurement process. To the extent the LSBE program contributes to unnecessary
and inflated costs to the taxpayer, such increased expenditures may outweigh the
benefits of the program. Such unintended consequences call into question whether
the goals of the program are actually being fulfilled and whether any changes to the
program are warranted.
DeKalb County has a legal obligation to use taxpayer funds to acquire goods and
services at the lowest, most responsive and responsible cost. This obligation is best
fulfilled through competitive bidding. Any acts of DeKalb County, including those

“There should be proper coordination among the separate lines of defense to foster efficiency and effectiveness.”
(See Exhibit A, p. 7).

12
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involving the LSBE program, which create an operational or structural impediment
to competitive bidding is antithetical to this legal mandate.
With near unanimity, Purchasing and Contracting employees have concerns about
the LSBE program. Employees believe that the LSBE program hampers competition
by imposing unreasonable deadlines for vendors (e.g., the turnaround time between
attending mandatory LSBE meetings and bid submission deadline) in order to be
eligible to submit a proposal. Also, the program forces larger businesses to “partner”
with LSBE entities with whom the larger business may have no prior knowledge or
relationship with and offers little opportunity for a fair evaluation of the
qualifications of the LSBE. This can be discouraging to prime contractors submitting
bids on large dollar projects as well as those projects requiring a high degree of
specialized knowledge or technical expertise. Such businesses may have their own
“team” which, if used, could result in a lower cost proposal. Although the LSBE
ordinance allows for certain solicitations to be exempt from the program, there is no
indication that solicitations are being reviewed for a determination as to whether the
LSBE mandate is appropriate in any particular instance. Instead, every solicitation
appears to carry this mandate regardless of impact to cost or quality.
It was communicated that potential vendors have expressed an unwillingness to
submit bids in DeKalb because of the LSBE mandate. With decreased competition,
the County can get “stuck with the same bad vendors” which may result in inflated
costs for commodities or services. Ultimately, it is the taxpayer who suffers from the
unintended effects of the LSBE program. First, the taxpayer pays for goods and
services at a higher cost than would be paid in a truly competitive market with no
20% mandatory set aside. Second, the taxpayer becomes liable for paying to correct
the deficiencies of problematic vendors who have been awarded contracts due to the
sparse field of competition. Third, the taxpayer is deprived of goods and services
caused by delays resulting from failed or strained relationships between LSBE
entities and prime contractors. 13
It bears repeating that the wisdom and goals of the LSBE program are not in question
here. The issue is whether the LSBE program as currently administered frustrates
the public contracting process in such a way that taxpayer funds are not being
properly expended. A cost-benefit analysis may reveal that changes to the program
are in order. The CEO should reconsider its rejection of this recommendation.
13

The 10-year contract to manage, operate and maintain Mystery Valley Golf Club and Sugar Creek Golf and Tennis
Club approved on December 13, 2011, is a prime example of a mandated LSBE partnership gone awry and increased
costs to the public. DeKalb taxpayers are now faced with significant costs to correct problems at Sugar Creek
arguably caused by an LSBE not capable of fulfilling the terms of the contract. This facility was closed by the County
in October 2017 due to deteriorating conditions. (See Exhibit C for relevant timeline of events regarding this public
contract).
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INTRODUCTION
In twenty-first century businesses, it’s not uncommon to find diverse teams
of internal auditors, enterprise risk management specialists, compliance
officers, internal control specialists, quality inspectors, fraud investigators, and other risk and control professionals working together to help their
organizations manage risk. Each of these specialties has a unique perspective
and specific skills that can be invaluable to the organizations they serve, but
because duties related to risk management and control are increasingly being
split across multiple departments and divisions, duties must be coordinated
carefully to assure that risk and control processes operate as intended.
It’s not enough that the various risk and control functions exist — the challenge is to assign specific roles and to coordinate effectively and efficiently
among these groups so that there are neither “gaps” in controls nor unnecessary duplications of coverage. Clear responsibilities must be defined so that
each group of risk and control professionals understands the boundaries of
their responsibilities and how their positions fit into the organization’s overall
risk and control structure.
The stakes are high. Without a cohesive, coordinated approach, limited risk
and control resources may not be deployed effectively, and significant risks
may not be identified or managed appropriately. In the worst cases, communications among the various risk and control groups may devolve to little more
than an ongoing debate about whose job it is to accomplish specific tasks.
The problem can exist at any organization, regardless of whether a formal
enterprise risk management framework is used. Although risk management
frameworks can effectively identify the types of risks that modern businesses
must control, these frameworks are largely silent about how specific duties
should be assigned and coordinated within the organization.
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Fortunately, best practices are emerging that can help organizations delegate
and coordinate essential risk management duties with a systematic approach.
The Three Lines of Defense model provides a simple and effective way to
enhance communications on risk management and control by clarifying
essential roles and duties. It provides a fresh look at operations, helping to
assure the ongoing success of risk management initiatives, and it is appropriate for any organization — regardless of size or complexity. Even in organizations where a formal risk management framework or system does not exist,
the Three Lines of Defense model can enhance clarity regarding risks and
controls and help improve the effectiveness of risk management systems.

BEFORE THE THREE LINES: RISK MANAGEMENT OVERSIGHT
AND STRATEGY-SETTING
In the Three Lines of Defense model, management control is the first line of
defense in risk management, the various risk control and compliance oversight functions established by management are the second line of defense,
and independent assurance is the third. Each of these three “lines” plays a
distinct role within the organization’s wider governance framework.

The Three Lines of Defense Model
Governing Body / Board / Audit Committee
Senior Management

3rd Line of Defense

Financial Control
Security

Management
Controls

Internal
Control
Measures

Risk Management
Quality

Regulator

2nd Line of Defense

External audit

1st Line of Defense

Internal
Audit

Inspection
Compliance

Adapted from ECIIA/FERMA Guidance on the 8th EU Company Law Directive, article 41

Although neither governing bodies nor senior management are considered to
be among the three “lines” in this model, no discussion of risk management
systems could be complete without first considering the essential roles of
both governing bodies (i.e., boards of directors or equivalent bodies) and
senior management. Governing bodies and senior management are the
primary stakeholders served by the “lines,” and they are the parties best
positioned to help ensure that the Three Lines of Defense model is reﬂected
in the organization’s risk management and control processes.
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Senior management and governing bodies collectively have responsibility
and accountability for setting the organization’s objectives, defining strategies to achieve those objectives, and establishing governance structures and
processes to best manage the risks in accomplishing those objectives. The
Three Lines of Defense model is best implemented with the active support
and guidance of the organization’s governing body and senior management.

THE FIRST LINE OF DEFENSE: OPERATIONAL MANAGEMENT
The Three Lines of Defense model distinguishes among three groups (or lines)
involved in effective risk management:


Functions that own and manage risks.



Functions that oversee risks.



Functions that provide independent assurance.

As the first line of defense, operational managers own and manage risks. They
also are responsible for implementing corrective actions to address process
and control deficiencies.
Operational management is responsible for maintaining effective internal
controls and for executing risk and control procedures on a day-to-day basis.
Operational management identifies, assesses, controls, and mitigates risks,
guiding the development and implementation of internal policies and procedures and ensuring that activities are consistent with goals and objectives.
Through a cascading responsibility structure, mid-level managers design and
implement detailed procedures that serve as controls and supervise execution
of those procedures by their employees.
Operational management naturally serves as the first line of defense because
controls are designed into systems and processes under their guidance of operational management. There should be adequate managerial and supervisory
controls in place to ensure compliance and to highlight control breakdown,
inadequate processes, and unexpected events.
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THE SECOND LINE OF DEFENSE: RISK MANAGEMENT
AND COMPLIANCE FUNCTIONS
In a perfect world, perhaps only one line of defense would be needed to assure effective risk management. In the real world, however, a single line of
defense often can prove inadequate. Management establishes various risk
management and compliance functions to help build and/or monitor the first
line-of-defense controls. The specific functions will vary by organization and
industry, but typical functions in this second line of defense include:
•

A risk management function (and/or committee) that facilitates
and monitors the implementation of effective risk management
practices by operational management and assists risk owners
in defining the target risk exposure and reporting adequate
risk-related information throughout the organization.

•

A compliance function to monitor various specific risks such
as noncompliance with applicable laws and regulations. In
this capacity, the separate function reports directly to senior
management, and in some business sectors, directly to the
governing body. Multiple compliance functions often exist
in a single organization, with responsibility for specific types
of compliance monitoring, such as health and safety, supply
chain, environmental, or quality monitoring.

•

A controllership function that monitors financial risks and
financial reporting issues.

Management establishes these functions to ensure the first line of defense is
properly designed, in place, and operating as intended. Each of these functions has some degree of independence from the first line of defense, but
they are by nature management functions. As management functions, they
may intervene directly in modifying and developing the internal control and
risk systems. Therefore, the second line of defense serves a vital purpose but
cannot offer truly independent analyses to governing bodies regarding risk
management and internal controls.
The responsibilities of these functions vary on their specific nature,
but can include:


Supporting management policies, defining roles and responsibilities,
and setting goals for implementation.



Providing risk management frameworks.



Identifying known and emerging issues.



Identifying shifts in the organization’s implicit risk appetite.



Assisting management in developing processes and controls to
manage risks and issues.
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Providing guidance and training on risk management processes.



Facilitating and monitoring implementation of effective risk
management practices by operational management.



Alerting operational management to emerging issues and
changing regulatory and risk scenarios.



Monitoring the adequacy and effectiveness of internal control,
accuracy and completeness of reporting, compliance with laws
and regulations, and timely remediation of deficiencies.

Establishing a
professional internal
audit activity should
be a governance

THE THIRD LINE OF DEFENSE: INTERNAL AUDIT

requirement for all

Internal auditors provide the governing body and senior management with

organizations. This is

comprehensive assurance based on the highest level of independence and
objectivity within the organization. This high level of independence is not
available in the second line of defense. Internal audit provides assurance
on the effectiveness of governance, risk management, and internal controls,
including the manner in which the first and second lines of defense achieve
risk management and control objectives. The scope of this assurance, which
is reported to senior management and to the governing body, usually covers:
•

A broad range of objectives, including efficiency and
effectiveness of operations; safeguarding of assets; reliability
and integrity of reporting processes; and compliance with laws,
regulations, policies, procedures, and contracts.

•

All elements of the risk management and internal control
framework, which includes: internal control environment;
all elements of an organization’s risk management framework
(i.e., risk identification, risk assessment, and response);
information and communication; and monitoring.

•

The overall entity, divisions, subsidiaries, operating units,
and functions — including business processes, such as sales,
production, marketing, safety, customer functions, and operations — as well as supporting functions (e.g., revenue and
expenditure accounting, human resources, purchasing, payroll,
budgeting, infrastructure and asset management, inventory,
and information technology).

not only important for
larger and mediumsized organizations but
also may be equally
important for smaller
entities, as they may
face equally complex
environments with
a less formal,
robust organizational
structure to ensure
the effectiveness of
its governance and
risk management

Establishing a professional internal audit activity should be a governance
requirement for all organizations. This is not only important for larger and

processes.

medium-sized organizations but also may be equally important for smaller
entities, as they may face equally complex environments with a less formal,
robust organizational structure to ensure the effectiveness of its governance
and risk management processes.
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Internal audit actively contributes to effective organizational governance
providing certain conditions — fostering its independence and professionalism — are met. Best practice is to establish and maintain an independent,
adequately, and competently staffed internal audit function, which includes:


Acting in accordance with recognized international standards for the
practice of internal auditing.



Reporting to a sufficiently high level in the organization to be able to
perform its duties independently.



Having an active and effective reporting line to the governing body.

EXTERNAL AUDITORS, REGULATORS, AND OTHER
EXTERNAL BODIES
External auditors, regulators, and other external bodies reside outside the
organization’s structure, but they can have an important role in the organization’s overall governance and control structure. This is particularly the case
in regulated industries, such as financial services or insurance. Regulators
sometimes set requirements intended to strengthen the controls in an organization and on other occasions perform an independent and objective function
to assess the whole or some part of the first, second, or third line of defense
with regard to those requirements. When coordinated effectively, external
auditors, regulators, and other groups outside the organization can be considered as additional lines of defense, providing assurance to the organization’s
shareholders, including the governing body and senior management.
Given the specific scope and objectives of their missions, however, the risk
information gathered is generally less extensive than the scope addressed by
an organization’s internal three lines of defense.

COORDINATING THE THREE LINES OF DEFENSE
Because every organization is unique and specific situations vary, there is no
one “right” way to coordinate the Three Lines of Defense. When assigning
specific duties and coordinating among risk management functions, however,
it can be helpful to keep in mind the underlying role of each group in the risk
management process.
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FIRST LINE OF DEFENSE

SECOND LINE OF DEFENSE

THIRD LINE OF DEFENSE

Risk Owners/Managers

Risk Control and Compliance

Risk Assurance

• operating management

• limited independence
• reports primarily to
management

• internal audit
• greater independence
• reports to governing body
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All three lines should exist in some form at every organization, regardless of
size or complexity. Risk management normally is strongest when there are
three separate and clearly identified lines of defense. However, in exceptional
situations that develop, especially in small organizations, certain lines of
defense may be combined. For example, there are instances where internal
audit has been requested to establish and/or manage the organization’s risk
management or compliance activities. In these situations, internal audit
should communicate clearly to the governing body and senior management
the impact of the combination. If dual responsibilities are assigned to a single person or department, it would be appropriate to consider separating the
responsibility for these functions at a later time to establish the three lines.
Regardless of how the Three Lines of Defense model is implemented,
senior management and governing bodies should clearly communicate the
expectation that information be shared and activities coordinated among each
of the groups responsible for managing the organization’s risks and controls.
Under the International Standards for the Professional Practice of Internal
Auditing, chief audit executives are specifically required to “share information and coordinate activities with other internal and external providers of
assurance and consulting services to ensure proper coverage and minimize

All three lines
should exist in
some form at
every organization,
regardless of size

duplication of efforts.”

or complexity.

RECOMMENDED PRACTICES:

Risk management

•

Risk and control processes should be structured in accordance
with the Three Lines of Defense model.

•

Each line of defense should be supported by appropriate
policies and role definitions.

•

There should be proper coordination among the separate lines
of defense to foster efficiency and effectiveness.

•

Risk and control functions operating at the different lines
should appropriately share knowledge and information to assist

normally is strongest
when there are
three separate and
clearly identified
lines of defense.

all functions in better accomplishing their roles in an efficient
manner.
•

Lines of defense should not be combined or coordinated in a
manner that compromises their effectiveness.

•

In situations where functions at different lines are combined,
the governing body should be advised of the structure and its
impact. For organizations that have not established an internal
audit activity, management and/or the governing body should
be required to explain and disclose to their stakeholders that
they have considered how adequate assurance on the effectiveness of the organization’s governance, risk management,
and control structure will be obtained.
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Established in 1941, The Institute of Internal
Auditors (IIA) is an international professional
association with global headquarters in Altamonte
Springs, Fla., USA. The IIA is the internal audit
acknowledged leader, chief advocate, and principal educator.

Position Papers
Position Papers are part of The IIA’s International
Professional Practices Framework (IPPF), the
conceptual framework that organizes authoritative
guidance promulgated by The IIA. A trustworthy,
global, guidance-setting body, The IIA provides
internal audit professionals worldwide with
authoritative guidance organized in the IPPF as
mandatory guidance and strongly recommended
guidance. Position papers are part of the Strongly
Recommended category of guidance, compliance
is not mandatory, but it is strongly recommended,
and the guidance is endorsed by The IIA through
formal review and approval processes.
Position Papers assist a wide range of interested
parties, including those not in the internal audit

profession, in understanding significant governance, risk, or control issues, and delineating
the related roles and responsibilities of internal
auditing.
For other authoritative guidance materials
provided by The IIA, please visit our website at
www.globaliia.org/standards-guidance.

Disclaimer
The IIA publishes this document for informational and educational purposes. This guidance
material is not intended to provide definitive
answers to specific individual circumstances
and as such is only intended to be used as a
guide. The IIA recommends that you always
seek independent expert advice relating directly
to any specific situation. The IIA accepts no
responsibility for anyone placing sole reliance
on this guidance.
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EXHIBIT B
DeKalb County Organizational Act

EXHIBIT C
Mystery Valley Golf Club/Sugar Creek Golf
and Tennis Club
RFP Timeline

Mystery Valley Golf Club/Sugar Creek Golf and Tennis Club RFP Timeline

•

Original RFP No. 10-800144 published on February 25, 2010.
o Manage, operate and maintain Mystery Valley and Sugar Creek Golf Club
o Initial Term: One (1) year term with 4 one year renewals.
 Option to Renew: One (1) year term with 4 one year renewals.
o RFP sought a single entity to manage both facilities.
o Key financial requirements in RFP:
 Vendor to set aside capital reserve fund of $100K annually “for major maintenance” on the
facilities.
 Vendor to pay $10K/month rent to County (to increase 5% per year).
 Vendor to pay County a percentage share of annual gross revenues.

•

Two vendors responded by April 15, 2010 deadline:
o 1. CGL of Savannah, Inc.
 CGL was already managing and operating Mystery Valley.
o 2. SydMar Golf Management, Inc. (also an existing LSBE)
 Sydmar was already operating Sugar Creek.

•

RFP Selection Committee ultimately selected CGL for award on June 24, 2010.
o Pre-Interview Vendor Scores: CGL @ 209.1 vs. Sydmar @ 190.
o Post-Interview Vendor Scores: CGL @ 236.9 vs. Sdymar @ 175.8.
 Sydmar lost points following the interview with Committee.
 Sydmar did not demonstrate required financial showing as specified in RFP.
 CGL did not have 20% set aside for LSBE, but showed “good faith effort”.
 Committee’s recommendation memo notes that CGL had 4.6% LSBE participation and
“contract compliance is still working on LSBE participation.”

•

On December 12, 2010, PC Director Kelvin Walton convened a meeting with CGL and Sydmar. Meeting
later described by Walton as “best and final negotiations” with vendors.
o On December 21, 2010, CGL sends letter to Walton announcing “intent” of CGL and Sydmar to
submit a joint proposal to the RFP by January 14, 2011.
o Per handwritten note in file County told the vendors to joint venture on this matter.

•

On March 28, 2011, CGL and Sydmar submitted a revised joint proposal to PC Director Walton.
o On April 22, 2011, the joint venture Georgia Golf Partners, LLC was created.
o On April 25, 2011, the vendors submitted Org. Chart and other corp. docs to Walton. Per
Operating Agreement:
 Marie Dunovant (f/k/a Sydmar) would manage Sugar Creek; and
 Alan Cale (f/k/a CGL) would manage Mystery Valley

•

On December 13, 2011, BOC approved the RFP in favor of Georgia Golf Partners, LLC.
o Commissioner Rader objected and voted “no” because the “revised” partnership arrangement
would yield a worse return of investment (ROI) for County than originally solo:
1






County would not get thousands of dollars in monthly rent as per original RFP.
County would not get increasing percentage of gross revenue as per original RFP.
New entity would pay County $1.00 per year for rent (vs. $10K/month).
See excerpt of December 13, 2011, BOC meeting:
• http://dekalbcountyga.granicus.com/MediaPlayer.php?view_id=2&clip_id=322#.X
D5LmLa4XHA.email

o Notice of award issued December 22, 2011.
 Contract would be effective February 1, 2012. Contract No. 12-800884.
 DeKalb County would “not be responsible for any expenses incurred in the management,
or operation” of either facility.
 Georgia Golf Partners enters into Operating Agreement effective same date.
• Per Operating Agreement Sydmar and CGL would each be responsible for paying
½ of the $100K capital reserve account.
•

On July 26, 2012, Parks and Rec met with Georgia Golf Partners to discuss facilities.
o Parks and Rec gave Mystery Valley an Ao Sugar Creek received a D- [“overall condition of the course is very poor”]
 Among the reasons for poor condition were not enough workers; improper equipment;
broken equipment; lack of equipment.
 Also, an Irrigation Problem at Sugar Creek [dam needed repairing].

•

On September 13, 2012, Parks and Rec sends notice to Georgia Golf Partners stating:
We do not have separate contracts for each golf course. Therefore, we view the issues at Sugar Creek as
issues that need to be resolved by Georgia Golf Partners.”

•

October 25, 2012, Parks & Rec notifies Georgia Golf Partners that the capital reserve account of $100K
needed to be established. Asks for $75K since ¾ of year was left. Money was to be paid by November
1, 2012, with remainder $25K by January, 31, 2013.
o October 31, 2012, Alan Cale provides County proof of $37,500 capital reserve account.
o November 7, 2012, Marie Jackson reminded to establish her portion.
 Same day, Marie Jackson promises to provide her portion by Nov. 25th.
 February 21, 2013, Jackson provides a bank statement to County showing a $50K
available balance as of Feb. 15th.

•

On April 30, 2013.County sends notice of breach letter to Georgia Golf Partners.
o “Failure to maintain Sugar Creek” properly per contract.
o “Failure to create” $100K capital reserve account per contract.
o County gave 30 days to cure the breach.

•

On May 22, 2013, Alan Cale of CGL sends letter to business partner Marie Jackson of Sydmar, advising
her to cure breach by contributing her $50K towards the capital reserve account OR he would take over
Sugar Creek.
2

o Notes in file state Cale and Jackson were actually scheduled to meet on May 21st, but Jackson
changed the meeting to May 22nd.
o Jackson then called back to cancel the May 22nd meeting altogether. The two had heated words
and Cale drafted the May 22, 2013 letter above referenced.
o Cale was so concerned about his exchange with Jackson he asked for police to be present at their
scheduled meeting on May 22nd (which never occurred).
 Cale went to Sugar Creek anyway in anticipation of Jackson showing up.
 County park ranger and police officer met Cale at Sugar Creek.
 Cale changed the locks to Sugar Creek.
 Jackson later came behind him and changed the locks again.
•

On May 31, 2013, the County convened a meeting with Alan Cale and Marie Jackson.
o Cale and Jackson barely acknowledged each other (per County memo).
o Jackson said she didn’t have funds to complete treatment of the back nine (9).
o Parks and Rec said the breach at Sugar Creek had not been cured.
o Cale provided photos showing Jackson was not maintaining Sugar Creek. Cale offered two
options:
 Expel Jackson as per the Operating Agreement; OR
 County amend the contract by making Cale responsible for Mystery Valley only and
Jackson responsible for Sugar Creek.

•

On June 3, 2013, PC Director Walton sends a detailed Memo to COO Zach Williams about breach issues.
o July 15, 2013 COO Williams sends Memo to Interim CEO Lee May re: “Sugar Creek”
“Potential Breach of Contract” outlining several options but no recommendation.
o July 19, 2013, COO Williams recommends to Interim CEO May that County terminate contract
effective October 31, 2013.
o Each memo states that Sugar Creek golf course is “in very poor condition.”

•

July 22, 2013, Marie Jackson sends County letter saying there had been “thunderstorms every day” in
July and Sugar Creek was in a flood plain. Promised to do all she could to improve the property.

•

On November 6, 2013, Parks and Rec Director Roy Wilson sends memo to PC Director Walton stating
“We are all aware that the Georgia Golf Partners relationship has not been an ideal partnership.”
o On this same date, Marie Jackson met with Deputy Procurement Officer Yolanda Broome to
discuss the contract.

•

On November 11, 2013, Marie Jackson sends new business proposal to County with two options:
 Option 1: Return Sydmar to its original contract [Contract No. 03-901149; 03-9659].
 Option 2: County reimburses “Company” for all maintenance fees plus a management fee;
defer $50K capital reserve account; develop a rain/weather clause; and “Company” gives
County a % of revenue.
 If partnership cannot be reached between “Sydmar” and DeKalb, the arrangement will end
December 31, 2013.
 NOTE: Alan Cale was NOT included in Jackson’s letter.
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•

On December 16, 2013, Kelvin Walton replies that County would not incur any additional expenditure
but would amend the existing contract:
 Walton proposes new contract between County and “Sydmar Golf”;
 Proposal “deleted in its entirety” the original contract terms and “revised the scope of
work”.
 New contract would have same Contract No. 12-800884 but would be titled “Amendment
No. 2”.
 Requests response from Jackson by December 20, 2013.

•

On December 19, 2013, Marie Jackson rejected the proposed amendment saying “we can [no] longer
finance your facility. We have lost over $300K in the past two years.”
o On January 13, 2014, Jackson emails Alan Cale she wants to dissolve partnership forming
Georgia Golf Partners, LLC. County – Yolanda Broome – Deputy Procurement Officer- is copied
on email.
o Jackson was to vacate premises by January 17, 2014.

•

Numerous complaints were made by citizens regarding Sugar Creek conditions.

•

In 2016, Cale began asking County to separate contract for the two facilities.

•

In June/July 2017, a new RFP was issued to manage Sugar Creek only [RFP No.17-500446].
o By the Fall of 2017, Sugar Creek was closed by the County due to its deteriorating condition.
o Based upon an independent study prepared by National Golf Foundation Consulting (NGFC) as
commissioned by the Administration, it will take millions of dollars to bring Sugar Creek to an
appropriate level of service.

•

On August 24, 2017, Georgia Golf Partners was administratively dissolved.

•

On December 12, 2017, Purchasing presented BOC with a proposal to revise Contract No. 12-800884:


CHANGE ORDER REQUEST: “This request is to remove the Sugar Creek Golf & Tennis Club in its
entirety” and changing name from Georgia Golf Partners to Cornerstone Golf Partners.”

End of Report
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